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BLU 

Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium was 

founded in 1914. The term 'Natuurkundig' (in 

English: of physics) indicated that the task of 

the new Iabaratory was to conduct physical re

search. Initially this research was related to 

light bulbs. At that time the Philips company, 

led by the two Philips brathersAnton and Ge

rard, was primarily a light bulb producing 

company. Soon the Nat.Lab. ( this is the com

monly used abbreviation of the full name) be

ca me the main souree of inventions that would 

support the company in extending its product 

portfolio. In the course of time the goal of the 

la b's activities shifted in response to changes in 

its context, both within the Philips company 

and in a braader national and international 

context. Today the Philips Natuurkundig labo

ratorium is part of a worldwide research organ

isation, Philips Research that generates options 

for new and improved products and processes 

and produces important patents in those elec

tronics markets in which the company is active. 

It is still one of the world's major private re

search organisations. A key characteristic is the 

wide range of disciplines that are represented: 

from electrical engineering and physics to 

chemistry, mathematics, mechanics, informa

tion technology and software. 
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Preface 

Ir did not take me long to decide whether or not I would accept the invi
tation to work on the hisroriography of the Philips Natuurkundig Labo
ratorium ('Nat.Lab.'). The idea of writing a book about such an intrigu
ing laboratory, of which there are only a few in the world, instantly 
appea1ed to me. At the same time, I realised that it would nor be a simple 
task. All that research was eventua1ly to lead to this book, which was writ
ten during the period January 1997 to May 2000. I received useful advice 
from many people, whose contributions I want to acknowledge in rhis 
Preface. 

For the purposes of this research, a room was made available for me on the 
Nat. Lab. premises where I could build up a small archive, so that forsome 
time I more or less became part of the laboratory that I was studying. That 
gave me the opportunity to experience how in some respects the past is 
still present in the here and now. Many a time I noticed people walking 
around the pond in front of 'my' WB building, during their lunch hour; 
later I found in the minutes of a meeting that had been held in 1969 a 
remark made by one of rhe rnanaging directars of the lab, who pointed 
out that walking there could only be allowed as long as it did not extend 
into working time. The announcement made during my period of stay, 
that the current premises were to be extended to ereare a prestigious 'sci
ence park', immediately reminded me of the 1963 scale model that had 
served as a representation of the expectarions for a similar type of exten
sion that did not materia1ise. This time the extensions have actually starr
ed to be built. This example serves to illustrate the fact that today the 
Nat.Lab. in its capacity as part of an international, separate research 
organisation is (still) seen as a very va1uable element of the Philips com
pany. 

Of all the people who deserve to be mentioned in this Preface, Dr. Feye 
Meijer certainly takes rhe first place. As a former rnanaging di rector of the 
Philips Research departmenr, rhe organisation under which rhe Nar.Lab. 
fa11s, he was able to open many doors for me which otherwise would have 
remained closed. But more importantly, he was a1ways able to stimulate 
me with his persona1 interestand by sharing with me the knowledge that 
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he has gained after so many years of having worked in the lab at various 
levels in the hierarchy. At the same time, he had great respect for the intel
lectual freedom that I needed to obtain conclusions that were not biased 
by his or the company's preconceptions. From the very beginning, he was 
my main contact person in this research srudy, and he has remained rhat 
after his rerirement in 1997. 

In the second place I want to thank Professor Harry Lintsen, who 
supervised the project on behalf of the Stichting Historie der Techniek 
(the Foundation for the History of Technology), which had been com
missioned to do this study. His knowledge about the 'craft' of historica! 
research and his insight inro the history of technology in the Netherlands 
have been extremely valuable to me. 

Dr. Meijer and Prof. Lintsen were memhers of a larger commitree that 
served as a discussion platform set up to advise me in my research. Other 
memhers of this committee were Professor Emile Aarts (Philips Research) 
and Dr. Marianne Vineken (Philips Research, Public Relations). The 
Philips Company Archives were also represenred in this committee. Each 
person drawing on her/his background was able to provide useful input at 
the discussions that we had during the three years that the group met on 
a regular basis. Many of the practical arrangements for this group's meet
ings, and my temporary instalment at the Nat.Lab. premises, were made 
by Loes van Santvoort, whowas Dr. Meijer's secretary until his retirement. 
Even afrer Dr. Meijer's retirement, she was always prepared to assist in all 
sorts of practical issues. 

All illusrrations were used with kind permission of Philips Research. 
As a Ph.D. student Kees Boersma, M.Sc., played a major role in the 

study of the first period of the Nat.Lab.'s history (1914-1946). The text 
about that period is largely based on the material that he collected. His 
dissertarion on rhe Holst period is entirely his own original work. I had 
many interesting discussions with him about this period. After he received 
his doctor's degree, we continued our co-operation, and Kees contribured 
to the revision of rhe text about rhe Holst period. 

I want to thank Peter van den Berg and Margor van Gastel for the 
work they did on the case studies in the third main period of the Nat. Lab. 
hisrory. Heleen Neggers and Kenian Domen, thank you for your work on 
the database of Nat.Lab. scientists. I want to thank Angèle Pieters and 
Wouter Schilpzand for all the work they did on the illustrations. 

KeesBoersmaand myself participated in a discussion group chaired by 
Dr. Ernst Homburg and composed of colleagues whose common interest 
was the history of indusrrial research in rhe Netherlands. This group read 
drafts of parts of the book and provided me with many useful comments. 

When it came to studying the written and printed information sourees 
at the Philips Company Archives, Mr. Ben van Gansewinkel worked hard 
to provide historica! documents. Most enrhusiastically, he searched for any 
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information rhat could be of importance to me, particulady where the 
case studies of rhis book were concerned. 

I want to thank Mrs. Diane E. Butterman-Dorey for the excellent correc
tion of the English text of the original report version of this book. 

I also want to thank all the people who were prepared to be inter
viewed and thus servedas indispensable sourees of information about var
ious as peers of the laboratory's history. They provided me with stories that 
have added an extra dimension to the written information resources I 
already had. They also made me come to respect the Nat.Lab. as a place 
where excellent people have been and still are work.ing. 

I want to thank Anniek Meijnders (Amsterdam Universiry Press) for 
her interest in publishing the book and Chantal Nicolaes for the work she 
did on it to prepare the publication of rhe text. 

Finally, I want to thank rhe Stichting Historie der Techniek and Philips 
Research for their support of the realization of the book. 

Of course none of these people can be held responsible for possible errors 
in this book. As its author, I myselfhave had to make the choices that have 
made it what it is. I hope the book wiJl, apart from anything else, give the 
reader an impression of the exciting time I had while doing this research. 

MARC J. DE VRIES 

Eindhoven, May 2005 

Marc J. de Vries 
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I. The Role of a Research Organisation in an 
Industrial Company: Motives and Themes for 
Writing the Bistory of the Philips Nat. Lab. 

On October 23, 1913, a 29-year-old physicist, named Gilles Holst, who 
worked at the physics laboratory ar Leyden University, wrore a letter to the 
direcrorate of the N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabriek in Eindhoven, to apply 
for the post of 'Doctor of physics, in particular a good experimentator' . 
The Philips company had advertised for rhis in the Nieuwe Rotterdamse 
Courant (a Durch newspaper) of October 23, 1913. Holst was invited for 
an interview with Gerard Philips the following Thursday and offered the 
position. On January 2, 1914, he starred workingat Philips, and his arrival 
marked the formal beginning of the Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium 
(literal rranslation: Philips Physics Laboratory). This Iabaratory was to 
become one of the leading industrial research labs in the world, in size and 
scope, along with for instanee the Bel! Labs, the General Electric Labs and 
the Siemens labs. This book describes the history of this laboratory, the 
'Philips Nat.Lab.' as its name is usually abbreviated. 

The Relevanee of a Historiography of the Philips Nat. Lab. 

The development of technology in the twentieth century cannot be prop
erly understood wirhout having some insight into the specific role that the 
industrial research laboratories played. Since rhe end of the nineteenth 
century, a number of technological developments had been continuing 
that were more dependent on scientific knowledge than on the techno
logica! developments that had taken place before that time. Industrial 
research laboratories were one of the key factors in that process known as 
the 'scientification' of technology. These laboratories were organisations of 
professionals (scientists) who all had to look for a proper way of func
tioning if they were to serve their companies. The history of such labs can 
provide insight into such processes. Thus, the history of rhe Ou Pont 
Labs, rhe Bell Labs and the GE Labs has already contribured to our under
standing of this process in the USA. The emergence of these labs as sepa
rate entities within an indusrrial company can beseen in the braader con
text of the creation and expansion of the organisational capabilities of 
industrial companies in the USA in the late nineteenrh and early twenti
eth centuries.1 Nthough the Philips Nat.Lab. is comparable in size and 
scope with the labs mentioned above, there is, as yet, no written history of 
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it that can show how it fits into this overall picture of the emergence of 
industrial labs. Evident!y, such documentation is lacking in the existing 
literature, and therefore there is a place for a hisroriography of the Philips 
Nat. Lab. (as a matter of fact, the same holds crue for the historiography of 
the Siemens laboracories, which does not yet exist either). 

Central Theme and Sub-themes 

When it co mes to establishing a central theme for the history of the Philips 
Nat.Lab., there are many possible avenues to follow. The impact of this lab
oratory on the development of science in the Netherlands, and worldwide, 
could be the focus. Ie would also be possible to make a study of the role 
that the Philips Nat.Lab. has fulfilled in social developments in the Nether
lands. But the motive that has been mentioned above suggests a different 
approach. Viewed from this point of view, our primary interest must be the 
role of the research Iabaratory as a professional organisation for the com
pany as a whole. This choice of a central theme results in cerrain limitations 
for our history of the Philips Nat.Lab. lt means that more attention will 
automatically be paid to the internal position of the Iabaratory in the con
text of the Philips company than to the role of the Iabaratory in the devel
opment of science and society. Our main interest wiH be to investigate the 
role the Nat.Lab. envisioned fulfilling in the Philips company during the 
course of its existence. In other words: what sort of professional organisa
tion did the Nat.Lab. want to be in the context of the Philips company? In 
a number of places, this role will be compared with the views of the Prod
uct Divisions on the functioning of the lab within the company. A more 
extensive investigation into the development of the company as a whole, 
and the position of the lab within it, is being carried out in the historiog
raphy of the whole company that people have been doeurnenting for about 
two decades now. Four volumes on the history of the Philips company have 
already been published. For the period up to and including the Second 
World War, the history of the company has thus been described, but a 
study for the later years is not available yet. 

To summarise this, our main theme will be: what role did the Nat. Lab., as 
a professional organisation, want to fulfiU for the Philips company, and 
which characteristics of this professional organisation were developed so 
that the Iaberatory was able to fulfill this role? 

Having identified the Nat.Lab.'s role as a professional organisation for the 
Philips company as the central theme for the historiography of the 
Nat.Lab., the next question we have to consider is that of the opera
tionalisation of this theme. In other words, what are the subthemes that 
can be derived from this central theme if we are to give a comprehensive 
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description of the Nat.Lab.'s history in the light of the central theme? To 
answer this question, we have to consider the characteristics of a research 
organisation as a professional institution. What is meant by 'professional 
institution' in this case is an institution that is primarily popuiared by 'pro
fessionals': scientists and research assistants. Within such an organisation 
one finds at least the following five characteristics:2 

r. a striving toward goals and objectives; nowadays, these are often enu
merated in a 'mission statement'. The Nat.Lab. has such a mission 
statement. In 1999, when this book was written, the mission statement 
laid down was the following: "PhiJips Research generates options for 
successful industrial innovation; takes care of timely transfer of techni
ca! results to the Product Divisions and initiates new businesses with
in the scope of the company; helps to establish a strong patent posi
tion. A Research success becomes a real success if it leads to a business 
success. Philips Research as a corporate organisation develops a port
folio of key technologies for future products; adds value through syn
ergy; is a souree of highly skilied scientists and engineers for Philips; is 
the objective technica! conscience of the company. Philips Research, 
being the strategie partner of the Product Divisions, strives for effec
tive interfaces with these Divisions, with the scientific world and with 
other industrial research laboratories." This mission statement reflects 
a variery of goals and objectives. Although rhe mission statement is 
only a recent phenomenon, several of the goals that are mentioned in 
it played a part in the history of the Nat. Lab. While studying the his
tory of the Nat. Lab. we will see how the emphasis has shifted between 
such goals and objectives; 

2. means to achieve the ends. These means are mainly personnel and 
material, such as budgets and equipment. In particular, it is the people 
whoworkin the organisation who to a large extent determine its func
tioning. Therefore, in our study of the Nat.Lab.'s history, explicit 
attention will be paid to the people who participated in the Iabaratory 
work and to their backgrounds; 

3· structures to enable effective and efficient functioning. Here we can 
think of the forma! procedures relating to the work in the Iabaratory 
and to the division of tasks and responsibilities. In an industrial 
research organisation, these procedures and divisions have to do with 
a variety of processes that take place in the laboratory. SzakonyiJ 
described these processes as follows: selecting research topics, planning 
and rnanaging research projects, generating new product ideas, main
taining the qualiry of processes and methods, motivating people, estab
lishing cross-disciplinary teams, co-ordinating research and marketing, 
transferring research output to product divisions, fostering collabora
tion between research and finance, and linking research to business 
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planning. What were the structures that were set up over the course of 
time to realise such processes in the Nar.Lab.? 

4· a culture with certain norrus and values. Such a culture becomes visi
bie through e.g. the style of management adopted and the working 
atmosphere in rhe Iabaratory in question. This aspect is probably rhe 
most difficu!t one to describe since for rhe most part it is not explicit
ly described in the written material available as sourees for srudy. Ir 
requires a certain amount of 'reading between rhe lines', and this is 
always risky. We must try, however, to do justice to this aspect of rhe 
Nat.Lab's history, too; 

5· rhe influence that the Nat.Lab. had on the company in practice. What 
mechanisms and procedures were used to exert influence on the com
pany's product strategy? 

Because the Nat.Lab. is a professional institution, this leads to a number 
of tensions rhat are specific to such a type of organisation. Managing pro
fessionals is different from rnanaging people whoare only involved in rou
tine work. According to Weggeman,4 in the latter case rhe application of 
forma! management rules and procedures is much simpler that in the far
mer case. There is a rension between the freedom that scientists claim for 
their work and rhe need to control all the research activities that go on in 
the laboratory. A second rension was expressed by Sarlemijn in the tit!e of 
his book Between academy and industry. This book deals with rhe man
agement philosophy of Hendrik Casimir, one of the Nat.Lab.'s rnanaging 
di rectors. The title highlights the ambiguity of the work of scientists in an 
industrial research Iabaratory context. On rhe one hand, such people fee! 
the need to do scientific research that will resu!t in new knowledge on nat
ura! phenomena, but on rhe other hand they know that they are working 
for an industrial company rhat can only survive if a sufficient number of 
new and successful products are brought onto rhe marker. In tracing rhe 
history of the Nat.Lab., we wil! constantly be aware of these two tensions.5 

Ir is inrriguing ro see how the Nat.Lab. has struggled to resolve, or perhaps 
rather ro live wirh, these tensions during rhe course of irs existence. 

Periodisation and Structure of the Book 

In each historiography there is a cerrain need for periodisation. Even 
though the transition between periods is never absolute and there is always 
a cerrain degree of smoothness and continuity, we can still identif)r differ
ent phases in the history of the Nat.Lab. In defining these phases, the cen
tral theme funcrions as a guideline. We have to search for changes in the 
role that the Nat. Lab. fulfilled for the Philips company if we are to iden
tif)r the transitions from one period to the next. The first transition can be 
identified to have taken place shortly after WWII when a formalisation of 
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the structure of the Philips company rook place. This formalisation for the 
Nat.Lab. caused a different mode of co-operation with other parts of the 
company. A second transition can be identified to have taken place at the 
end of the 196os when economie growth in the Western world and the 
growth of the Philips company came to an end. During the same period, 
two other events rook place: there was a change in the growth of Nat. Lab. 
personnel, and there was a change at the top management level. As the 
Nat.Lab. role changes were smooth, these concrete events wiJl be taken to 
define the end of one period and the beginning of another. In 1946 the 
growth of the number of personnel accelerated, and in that same year 
Holst, the lab's first director, retired. He was succeeded by three directors, 
but it was Casimir who was to be the most important one. He became a 
member of the campany's Board of Management in 1956. In 1966 the 
growth of the Nat.Lab.'s employee population ended, and in 1972 Casimir 
retired. He was succeeded by Pannenborg who in turn was succeeded by 
Van Houten, in 1984. Van Houten was succeeded by Carrubba in 1992. 
The 'posr-Casimir' period wiJl be dealt with as one continuous period, as 
there were no fundamental changes during this period in terms of the 
main theme of this historica! study. 

On the basis of these considerations, the following periodisation has been 
created: 

r 
3000 

Number of 
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2000 

I 
L ........ 

....... I 
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Figure r. The number of Nat. Lab. employees in the 1914-1990 period. 
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1. the 1914-1946 period (the 'Holst period'). In this period the laboratory 
functioned as an integral factor in the diversification of the campany's 
product range. This period wil! be described in two parts: a Prologue 
concentrating on the years 1914-1923 when the lab was run by just a few 
scientists and some assistants ('the early years'), and the years 1923-1946 
when the lab went through an enormous growth process related to the 
diversification and growrh of the company. In the first lntermezw, the 
years 1940-1946 wil! bedescribed separately so that WWII and the new 
formalisation of the campany's structure can be dealt with; 

2. the 1946-1972 period (the 'Casimir period'). In these years the Nat.Lab. 
functioned as an autonomous entity among the autonomous product 
divisions, each of which had its own development lab(s). These divi
sions were the result of the formalisation of company structure. In 
these years research was based on the assumption that the product divi
sions should have little direct effect on the research programme. The 
second lntermezw wil! describe the years 1966-1972 as a period of tran
sition when the attitude towards scientific research for technological 
development changed both outside and within the company, and as 
years of economie change; 

3· the 1972-1994 period (the 'Pannenborg-Van Houten-Carrubba peri
od'). This was the era when the role of the Nat.Lab. gradually became 
more closely tuned to the needs of the product divisions. At first sight, 
this may seem like a return to the first period, but that is misleading. 
The Nat.Lab. and, indeed, the company as a whole were much larger 
and more formalised in the years 1972-1994 than between 1914 and 
1946. The short and informal communication channels of the early 
years were not to return. lnstead, a formal route towards mutual com
mitment had to be taken in which formal agreements were to play a 
much more important part than in the first period. The year 1994 has 
been chosen as a closing year because by then the steps towards mutu
al commitment had been compiered for the time being. Also, 1994 
brings us very close to the present day. 

This periodisation determines the structure of rhis book. Each of the peri
ods is described in succession: the years 1914-1923 in the Prologue, the 
years 1923-1946 in Part I, the years 1946-1972 in Part II and the years 1972-
1994 in Part lil. Each part consisrs of two chapters. The first chapter con
tains a description of the period in terms of the goals, means, structure 
and culture in the laboratory. The second chapter of each part gives a 
number of case studies to illustrate the general characteristics of that par
ticular period. This approach results in three different pictures of the 
Nat.Lab., one for each period, rather than the 'year-by-year' historica! 
account that would have resulted from a more narrative approach. Con
sequently, the focus is on the dynamics from one period to the next, more 
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than on the dynamics within each period. Two Intermezzi will be used to 
describe the years of transition (1940-1946 and 1966-1972). In the Epilogue 
some overall conclusions will be drawn about the role of the Nat.Lab. 
within Philips as a whole. 
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2. Prologue: 
The Nat.Lab. s Early Years (I9I4-I923f 

Before the early years of the Nat. Lab. are described in this chapter, a short 
impression of rhe early years of the Philips company will first be presenr
ed in order to provide a context for the start of the Nat.Lab. Some remarks 
will then be made about the technological and industrial developments 
taking place in the Netherlands in rhat time and about the emergence of 
industriallaboratories in the early twentieth century. 

The Early History of the N.V Philips' Gloeilampenfabriek 
(1891-1923)2 

According to Blanken the success of the Philips company in rhe r89I-I923 
period can be ascribed to three factors. Firstly, the company was able to 

produce light bulbs of a high quality in an efficient way. Secondly, the 
company was constantly successful in finding new markets for its product. 
Thirdly, the company's financial management was very carefully super
vised. The combination of these factors was the result of the co-operation 
of the two Philips brathers who led the company, Anton and Gerard. In 
Europe the Philips company, which had specialised in rnaicing light bulbs 
as its only product, entered into sharp competieion with many smaiJ and 
medium-sized companies, most of which sold light bulbs as one branch in 
a braader product range or even as by-products. In the USA it was one 
company, General Electric, that dominared the marker. This company 
had set up a Iabaratory in 1900. In this lab W Coolidge had, in 19ro, 
developed a way of drawing thin wires as filaments for tungsten wire 
lamps. That was quite a step forwards compared to the usual lamps, in 
terms of solidity and light output. In 1913 it was the theoretical insight of 
Irving Langmuir in the same laboratory that led to the development of the 
half-watt lamp with a spiralled tungsten filament. That lamp used only 
one-fifth of the energy of the carbon wire lamps that until then had been 
the standard lamps. Langmuir had conducted extensive studies into the 
heat-conducting properties of gases, and from those he had concluded 
that the use of thick wires would result in less heat emission. Because chick 
wires would require large currents to produce sufficient light, Langmuir 
continued his search and discovered that spiralling a thin wire would give 
a result similar to a thick wire. These two inventions illustrate that the 



General Electric company, and notably its scientific laboratory, was rhe 
main souree of innovations in those years. This leading role enabled Gen
eral Elecrric to also influence the European situarion. The companies that 
obtained a GE licence were in a position to seriously threaten rhose Euro
pean companies that did nat get such a licence. The German market thus 
became a threat to Philips when GE drew up a contract wirh AEG, 
Siemens & Halske and the Auergesellschaft, three major light bulb-pro
ducing companies, to farm what was known as rhe Patentgemeinschaft. 
The Patentgemeinschaft was in a position to set a limit to the number of 
light bulbs Philips could sell. This forced Philips to search for opportuni
ties in the USA. In order to avoid what might possibly become dangerous 
competieion on the USA marker, General Electric was prepared to offer a 
licence contract to Philips and to reduce the limitations rhat had been set 
by the Patentgemeinschaft. In 1919 the contract was drawn up and rhis was 
to be the start of a long and good relationship between rhe two companies. 
It was while negotiating for this contract that Gerard and Anton Philips 
realised that there were risks attached to being dependent on rhe knowl
edge of other companies and their patents. The introduetion of a new 
patent law in the Netherlands made this concern even more urgent, and 
this would lead to the decision to set up their own physics laboratory. 

Technological and Industrial Developments in the Netherlands 
(1890-1920) 

The first years of the Philips company coincide with a period in the devel
opment of technology and industry in rhe Netherlands which, fora num
ber of reasons, can be called a period of important changes) Around 1890 
a railway infrastructure had been created. The transition to steam power 
had been made, a number of applications had been found for electricity, 
and mechanised production had starred to grow to a large scale. Nor only 
in the Netherlands but also in other European countries a second period 
of economie prosperity starred around 1890, after a first period of welfare 
between 1846 and 1873 that had been foliowed by a depression. A number 
of new key technologies emerged: elecrricity was brought to the whole 
country, cars and planes powered by cambustion engines were invented, 
the telephone, a number of new industrial chemical products (such as 
pharmaceuticals, synthetic threads, detergents and petrochemical prod
ucts), and steel production became widespread. The dectrical and chemi
cal industries were bath knowiedge-intensive sectors, and in this respect it 
can be understood why scientific laboratories were set up, first in the 
chemical and later in the electrical industry. It was the first-mentioned 
type of technology, electrification, that was of particular importance to 

Philips. In the Netherlands this process starred around 188o, and by 1930 
it had to a large extent been completed. 
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Another important factor was the emergence of multinational compa
nies, in particular in the years r88o-1920. Philips is an example of this. 
Other Dutch companies that grew substantially in this period are known 
today as Shell ('Koninklijke Petroleum'), Akzo and DSM. These were all 
chemical companies. The rapid growth of these companies can be 
explained by the growth in world trade, the emergence of new technolo
gies crearing possibilities for new products, and rhe stimulation of a com
petition process that gave rise to mergers and co-operation. For Philips 
this latter factor became visible in the vertical integration of the bulb pro
duction that was taking place during this period. In 1915 the company 
built a glass factory of its own so that it could become independent of 
German glass suppliers. Although the practical need for this arose from 
WWI rather than from a conscious vertical integration strategy, the 
advantages of vertical integration, such as improving product quality, soon 
became evident. Multinational company growth created a need for differ
ent types of management (such as differentiared line and staff manage
ment). The Incorporated Company as a judicial form was also more com
mon than before. Here, too, Philipscan be given as an example. This fac
tor also darified the emergence of industriallaboratories where it was par
ticularly the large, multinational companies that had the resources 
required to set up such laboratories. 

The Emergence of In dustrial Laboratories 

An analysis by Hutter4 has shown that in the years 1905-1930 there was a 
substantial increase in rhe number of scientific laboratories in the Nether
lands. Hutter studied six categories of laboratmies in his analysis: labora
tories in universities and colleges, government laboratories, laboratmies 
funded by governments and industries andlor private institutes, the labo
ratmies of private institutes, indusrriallaboratories and laboratmies fund
ed by associations and foundations. In the case of all these types of labo
ratories, numbers starred to increase around 1905. If laboratmies for clin
ical diagnosis are induded in the survey, rhe rise of the number of private 
laboratories starts earlier, around 189o.S This development in the Nether
lands was not unique. In other countries, too, scientific laboratories were 
being founded. The role of scientific experimentation and measurement 
in technological development had dearly increased. Although the term 
'Second Industrial Revolution' may be too emphatic for this phenome
non, 6 at least a eertaio 'scientification' of technology can be daimed to 
have taken place, in particular in the fields of chemical technology and 
electricity. In rhe USA several of the larger indusrrial companies starred up 
their research laboratories at the beginning of rhe twentieth century. The 
General Electric lab was set up in 1900, the chemica! company Ou Pont 
in 1902, AT&T between 1910 and 1912, Easrman Kodak in 1910, and West-
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inghouse in I9I6. In Germany, Siemens set up its Physikalisch-Chemis
ches Laboratorium in I905; Telefunken starred its lab in I9I4. In England, 
the Marconi Research Centre was founded in I9I2 and the General Elec
tric Campany's lab in I9I9. L.S. Reich7 mentioned new patent legislation 
as an important practical motive in the foundation of such labs. In rhe 
Netherlands a new patent law was passed in I9IO and the new law became 
effective on June I, I912. There had been patent legislation in the Nether
lands before, but that had been abolished 43 years prior to the I9IO legis
lation. In rhe first months following June I, I9I2, rhe percentage of Dutch 
applications for patents was very low compared with the number of for
eign applications (r2% Dutch against 88% foreign). Foreign companies 
were very keen to esrablish sound patent positions in the Netherlands that 
would give them sufficient freedom to act on the Dutch marker. For 
Philips in particular, the activities of the Patentgemeinschaft forced rhe 
company to consider the need for creating its own patents. 

Bernard Carlson has described rhe emergence of industrial laboratories, 
nor only in rhe Netherlands but worldwide, as a transition from one situ
ation in which innovations were a matter of individual inventors working 
in isolation and often on the basis of a brilliant spark of insight towards a 
new situation in which inventing was seen as an activity that takes place 
in groups of people and by systematic study. 'From heroic invention to 
industrial science' was the title he chose to indicate this transition.8 

Thomas Hughes is fairly critical about the negative impact rhat organised 
research can have on the creativity of individuals.9 Alfred Chandler, on the 
contrary, saw the emergence of the industriallaboratories as a natura!, and 
perhaps even necessary, consequence of the overall changes thar rook place 
in the growing indusrrial companies in rhe early rwentieth century.10 The 
practice of indusrriallaborarories has shown thar both Hughes and Chan
dler were righr in a certain respect. The rension between freedom in doing 
research and rhe need to manage these activiries described in Chapter r in 
fact mirrors the rwo perspectives that they present. 

Three types of tasks may be distinguished for industriallaboratories." In 
the first place, rhere is the task of quality control where existing produc
tion processes are concerned, the preparation of chemical materials, and 
the solving of day-to-day practical problems ('trouble-shooting'). A lot of 
testing and quality control measurement were done in private laborarories. 
The more precise definition of variables that was needed for measure
ments in these labs yielded the opporrunity for more theoretical founda
tions to be esrablished for the measurements, and this, in turn, demand
ed more scientific schooling of the Iabaratory workers. This increase in the 
role of scientific theory for rhe Iabaratory later caused development work 
ro be defined as a separate Iabaratory task. Secondly, rhere was the task of 
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knowledge acquisition for innovation and improvement based on existing 
insights and theories (this may be called knowledge for a 'development' 
task). A third type of task was the acquisition of new knowledge of phe
nomena that may result in new long-term developments (often called 
'fundamental' research). The categories of tasks described above can be 
used to study the nature of the Philips Nat.Lab. in its early years. 

Different Types ofWork in the Nat.Lab.'s Early Years 

When Holst heard of his appoincment with Philips, he perceived his pri
mary tasks to be the following: 'I am to be given a whole laboratory to 
equip, and I shall carry out all manner of investigations that will teach us 
the formula of the incaodescent lamp.'" This task was directly related to 
the aim of safeguarding the company's patent position in lamps as the 
main reason for starring up the laboratory. According to Heerding,'J the 
second part of Holst's task description referred to the half-watt lamp. By 
the time that Holst was appointed, Philips technicians were able to pro
duce copies of that, but many of its characteristics were not understood, 
and as a consequence it was not possible forthem to improve on this type 
of lamp. Heerding claims that this problem was one of the motives for 
starring the Natuurkundig Laboratorium. From Holst's words it can be 
deduced that quality control was not to be Holst's primary concern. In 
fact, a testing department in which lightbulbs were tested already fulfilled 
that task. For the solving of practical production problems, there was a 
chemica! laboratory, located one floor above the room where it was 
intended that Holst would ereare his physics laboratory.14 J.C. Lokker, 
who had joined the company in 1908, was in charge of this chemicallab. 
In practice, the lab analysed and prepared chemieals for filaments. The 
nature of this Iabaratory had changed a little when one of its scientists, L. 
Hamburger, had starred to work on understanding the phenomena on 
which the half-watt lamp was based. Hamburger's work had not yet result
ed in a full understanding of the half-watt lamp's functioning. Gerard 
Philips expected physical research to provide a different viewpoint and to 
yield new insights that would enable the company to become less depend
ent on external knowledge and patents owned by other companies. Ham
burger's half-watt lamp studies were of a physical-chemistry nature. His 
studies into the phenomenon of gas discharges had already brought him 
into the field of physics!5 The disciplinary boundaries between the chem
istry lab and the physics lab were therefore not very clear, which was why 
it was not surprising that Holst and Hamburger published an artiele 
together.16 In terms of the types of tasks carried out, the boundaries were 
not always clear either. The mere existence of the chemica! lab did not 
mean that Holst was freed from doing testing, measuring and trouble
shooting work. One of Halst's activities in the early years of his lab was to 
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develop set-ups for photometry measurements for testing purposes. Fur
rhermore, in 1915 when the Philips company starred up a glass factory of 
its own, the physics lab assisted the production process by measuring the 
transparency of different types of glass. Nor long after that, a gas factory 
was also set up because the argon and nitrogen required for filling the light 
bulbs could no Jonger be imported from Germany. Here, too, the 
Nat.Lab.'s assistance was called for. 

Three years after the physics Iabaratory had begun, Holst feit the need to 
make explicit the way in which 'his' Iabaratory was different from the 
chemicallaboratory. By then, Hamburger had al ready left rhe chemicallab 
(commonly known as Lab V, because it was on rhe fifth floor; the physics 
lab likewise became known as Lab IV because it was on rhe fourth floor), 
and he was in charge of a Physics-Chemisrry lab.17 On January 15, 1917, 
Holst in one of the weekly staff meetings rhat he had starred convening 
that year, presenred a survey of what he considered to be the physics lab's 
tasks. Besides emphasising the physics of the half-watt lamp, he men
tioned the need to search for possible new light sources. In particular, the 
phenomena of gas discharges and fluorescence had captured his interest. 
Gas discharges consrituted undesirable effects in filament lamps. To 
reduce the evaporation of the filament, a gas, for example argon, was put 
into the lamp. But it had been discovered thar large currents could be 
passed through rhe gas rather than through the filament. This could blow 
supply fuses. One of Halsr's trouble-shooting tasks had been ro search for 
different gases or gas mixtures to reduce this effect. Tagether with an assis
tant, A.N. Koopmans, whohad joined the lab in 1916.18 Holst had found 
a mixture of argon and nitrogen rhar served this purpose reasonably wel!. 
The phenomenon of gas discharges was also to serve as the basis for a dif
ferent type of light source: the gas discharge lamp. Neon tubes already 
existed, but they only produced red light, which meant that they were 
suitable for advertisement purposes but nor for in-house lighring. Holst 
wanred to explore rhe possibiliries of turning the gas discharge lamp into 
a dornestic product. 

The nature of that work was different from testing and qualiry control 
work. This can be seen when we analyse the approach Holst rook. He 
worked with E. Oosterhuis, the Nat.Lab.'s second scientist, who had 
joined Holst on April 16, 1914. Hamburger had done experiments with 
gases such as nitrogen, hydrogen, argon, neon and helium and had found 
that a mixture of helium and neon yielded the best results for gas dis
charges, but that the efficiency was low for these gases. Holst and Ooster
huis adopted a different approach and tried rather to describe the phe
nomenon itself, in terms of what happened in the tube cathode and in the 
gas. They found that in a cold-cathode tube the breakdown voltage- at 
which the discharge starts - depended on the material of which the cath-
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ode was made. This led rhem robelieverhar rhe discharge was initiared by 
posirive ions rhar released electrans from rhe cathode.'9 Here we see how 
Holstand Oasterhuis did nor randomly try out various gases, but rried to 
gain an understanding of the electron behaviour in order to explain the 
phenomenon of gas discharges. This sorr of approach may be termed 
'basic' in that it aims at undersranding the basic principles underlying 
macroscopie phenomena (the alternative term 'fundamental' wil! be 
reserved for research thar is not (yer) related ro a concrete product). Fur
thermore, Holst and Oasterhuis found that at a low cathode temperature, 
sputtering rook place (i.e. that cathode material is dispersed to other 
places), but that this effect decreased when the cathode temperature was 
increased, and an are discharge was produced. Holst and Oasterhuis again 
tried to understand these phenomena in terros of electron and ion behav
iour. The ions would be attracted to the cathode at low cathode tempera
tures, while at higher temperatures many electrans could escape from the 
cathode and neutralise the ions. This prevenred the ions from reaching the 
cathode and causing sputtering. Their investigations led ro the tungsten 
are lamp, which they presenred ro the Nederlandse Natuurkundige 
Vereniging (Dutch Physical Society) in 1921. lt is not entirely clear whether 
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Figure 2. Cold and hot cathocles (from Garratt 1976 Vol. 1, p. 81). 
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it was the understanding of electron behaviour that initiared rhis new type 
of lamp, or whether it was just rhe practical know-how that Holst and 
Oasterhuis had gained through their experiments that led to this. But 
somehow it was rhe search to understand the phenomenon rhat had led to 
a new light source, and rhis was to give Holst a reason for emphasising the 
relevanee of that sort of research for his Iabaratory and for the company. 

The phenomena-oriented and development-oriented types of research 
activities carried out by Holst and Oasterhuis resulted in a number of 
patent applications, constituting one of rhe original inrenrions for starring 
the physics laboratory. In a list compiled by the Philips Patent Depart
ment, we find the following ritles for the first five years of research work: 
Impravement of electricallight bulbs for projection purposes (submitted 
June 11, 1914, Holst); Device for the renewing or refilling of the gas in dis
charge tubes (August 30, 1918, Holstand Oosterhuis); Merhod for making 
discharge tubes, light bulbs, vacuum tubes, etc. by using alkali or earth 
alkali metals to remove rhe last residual gases or to purify inert gases (Sep
tember 23, 1919, Holst and Oosterhuis); Transfer currenr guide means for 
large electrical currents, suitable for transfer through a glass wal! (October 
9, 1919, Holst and Oosterhuis); and Elecrricallamp with a capacitor rhat 
can be inregrated into it (December 5, 1919, Holst). 

From these tirles we can already see that the phenomena-oriented and 
development-oriented types of research activities starred to broaden the 
research programme, making it extend from light bulbs and gas discharges 
to other types of gas-filled tubes. The second mentioned patent was appli
cable to various sorts of tubes, like X-ray tubes, Geissler tubes, and tubes 
for Moore light.20 But in these early years the scope remained limited to 
light bulbs and tubes. For that reason there was nor yet an urgent need for 
a large lab population. According to Bol, Gerard Philips used to visit rhe 
lab every Saturday morning at u a.m. to see what was going on. 21 There is 
no doubt that Gerard fully supporred the lab, even though he and Holst 
may not always have had the same ideas about its research agenda. 22 

The Small Popwation of the Lab in the Early Years 

In April 1914, Holst and Oasterhuis were the only two scientists at the 
Nat.Lab., and it would remaio that way until 1923, apart from the short 
periods during which S. Weber, A.N. Koopmans23 and G. Hertz worked 
in the lab. Halsr's and Oosterhuis's background fitred in with the nature 
of the work that was expected from them. 

Holst had been born in Haarlem on March 20, 1886. His father was 
the director of a shipyard, and after finishing secondary school Holst 
worked there for a while. Apparently, rhe practice of mechanica! engi
neering had not appealed to him very much, because he soon went to 
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study dectrical engineering at the Zürich Eidgenössige Technische 
Hochschule (ETH) in Switzerland, but this too was not what he was look
ing for, and after two years he switched to physics. In 1908 he was award
ed his diploma. After that, he worked as an assistant of Professor H.F. 
Weber. From 1910 onwards Holst worked at the Kamerlingh Onnes low
temperature physics Iabaratory in Leyden until he moved to Philips. The 
Kamerlingh Onnes Iabaratory had an excellent reputation in experimen
tal physics. Holst was still working on his Ph.D. thesis when he applied 
for the position at Philips. In 1914, he successfully defended this thesis at 
the ETH, where he had also studied. The subject of the thesis was the 
thermal properties of ammonia and methyl chloride. We do not really 
know why Holst left Leyden ro go to Philips, but his move is remarkable 
given the reputation of the Kamerlingh Onnes lab.24 Casimir, one of his 
successors in the Nat.Lab., described him as a man of enthusiasm, who 
would regularly make witty remarks during discussions, straightforward, 
but at the same time al most shy. 2 5 

E. Oasterhuis had studied at the University of Groningen. He had 
worked at the same physics Iabaratory in Leyden that Holst had worked 
at. His thesis was about the thermo-electrical Peltier effect. S. Weber was 
the third merober of the sciemific team to join the lab in 1914. He only 
stayed until 1916. He too came from the Kamerlingh Onnes lab in Ley
den. Maybe it was feit that the physics lab in Leyden provided appropri
ate preparation for work in the Nat.Lab. This preparatien involved a com
bination of experimental abilities and a focus on the understanding of 
phenomena that explain the behaviour of matter. The work that Holst and 
Oasterhuis did (a combination of practical measurements for trouble
shooting and searching for an understanding of the underlying phenom
ena) indeed required such abilities. 

In 1920, G. Hertz was persuacled to join the Nat.Lab. At that time, he 
was al ready well known, notably for his experiments with J. Franckon line 
spectra. He could therefore afford to ask for a salary of 20,000 Dutch 
guilders, which even exceeded Halst's salary. Although he was affered only 
15,000 guilders, this was still a considerable amount for that time. Hertz 
was specifically asked ro study line spectra in gas discharges. His presence 
is a clear signal that the understanding of phenomena relared to the 
Philips products was seen as an important task for the Nar.Lab. in the 
early years. 

Assistants were appointed to do the more practical work. From Halst's col
lection of notebooks, it can be learned that he worked wirh R.K. Klop
pers, who had been appointed in 1914. In 1915 C. Bol was appointed as an 
assistant, in 1917 J. van Beest and in 1918 G.J. Sizoo.26 The assistants 
received additional schooling from the scientists: Holst taught mechanics 
and thermodynamics, Oasterhuis taught electron theory and radiation 
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theory, Weber leemred on k.inetic gas theory and Koopmans - who had 
come from the chemica! lab after Hamburger had left in 1917 - leemred 
on MaxweU's theory!7 This is an early example of a role that the Nat.Lab. 
would also play as a place where Philips employees received (further) sci
entific training. 

Cornelus Bol is an example of an assistant who during his years at the 
Nat.Lab. succeeded in making considerable progress in scientific expert
ise. Trained as a carpenter by his father, he had also learned to do glass and 
roetal work. He had been an assistant in the low-temperature Iabaratory 
in Leyden, where Holstand Oasterhuis had worked. Later he had taken a 
course to become an electrician. In the USA he gained a bachelor's degree 
in science. His work in the Nat.Lab. would gradually move beyond the 
simple practical experimentallevel that assistants normally worked at. 

The Transition into a Period of Growth and Diversification 

To summarise, the early years at the lab give the impression that it was a 
smal! Iabaratory of a hybrid nature in which a variety of tasks were carried 
out, such as quality control and trouble-shooting, development-oriented 
research and research aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of phe
nomena. The phenomena-oriented and development-oriented research 
activities focused on light bulbs and related phenomena, but would soon 
diversif}r to other types of bulbs. This situation remained the same for 
eight years. 

In 1923 the lab moved to new premises, and this was the start of a period 
of enormous growth. This growth was related to the diversification of the 
company. In 1922 the company moved into the business of radio tubes.'8 

In terros of production technologies, that was nat a difficult step. A new 
staff member, B. van der Pol, was appointed in 1922 to work on radio 
tubes. In 1922 Philips also set up a work.ing relationship with X-ray Ltd in 
the UK to produce X-ray tubes (here, toa, there were parallels with rhe 
production of light bulbs), and A. Bouwers in rhe Nat.Lab. starred to 

work on that. 29 These two new products marked the beginning of an enor
mous diversification and growth process that the Philips company was to 
go through. The Nat.Lab. had to do the relevant supportive work, and so 
it starred growing as wel!. In 1923 an end came to the early years of the lab
oratory. There was continuityin rhat the research programme was largely 
determined by the campany's product range. Until 1923 there was only 
one product, namely the light bulb, and that was why the lab could 
remain smal!. In 1922 Gerard Philips retired. Until then he had been for
mally responsible for the laboratory. This shows the direct involvement of 
the campany's directorate in the Nat.Lab.'s existence. After Gerard's retire
ment, Anton Philips also had direct cantacts with the lab's staff. For the 
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entire 1914-1946 period, rhe communicarion links between rhe lab and the 
rest of rhe company were close. In this respect, too, the year 1923 did not 
mark a point of discontinuiry. But there was change in that the strong 
growth of the lab intensified all sorts of tensions and probieros that are 
characteristic of a professional organisarion. 
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PART/ 

The Nat.Lab. as a Growth and Diversification Factor 
in the Philips Company (1923-1946) 



3. Developing a Research Organisation for a 
Diversifying Companj 

3.I Philips and Technological and Economie Developments in 
the Netherlands in the I923-I946 Period 

The Netherlands was neutral during WWI. As a consequence, relatively 
few resources had to bespent on military issues. At the same time though, 
because of the war it was difficult for the country to import goods from 
other countries. Countries involved in the war often feared that goods 
would find their way to the enemy via the Netherlands. The country 
became isolared as well, and as in other countries, this creared the need for 
substitutes for all rhe goods that could no Jonger be obtained elsewhere. 

For Philips this isolation resulred in rhe starring up of X-ray research 
in the Nat.Lab. As in other European countries, the first post-WWI years 
reflected positive economie development. During those years Philips prof
i red in the light bulb industry from the facr that orher countries like Ger
many, England and France had made little progress during the war. In 
1920-1923 the Netherlands went rhrough a short period of economie 
depression, but the effects of this were not very dramatic due to the fact 
that the international tra de did nor decline. 2 For Philips profits dropped 
sharply in the years 1921 and 1922, but this was partly as .a resulr of the 
campany's own financial policy (large write-offs on the exploitation 
account).3 Light bulb prices dropped, but this was compensated for by an 
increase in productiviry. In 1924 the campany's financial results surpassed 
those of 1921. For the country as a whole, that year also marked the begin
ning of a new period of economie growth. In 1923-1929 it was particular
ly the Dutch indusrrial sector that benefited from the economically 
favourable circumstances.4 For Philips it was the formation of the Phoe
bus carte! (formally the General Patent and Business Development Agree
ment) which was at this period an important factor in the consolidation 
of Philips' position in rhe light bulb market.5 

During the same period the company became involved in rhe new up 
and coming radio industry. In 1924 Anton Philips decided to extend rhe 
production of radio receiver tubes. In 1926 he decided to start producing 
complete radio receiver sets. Consequently, a number of existing tech
nologies had to be integrated into one product, because a radio set also 
requires dectrical circuits and loudspeakers. Later the company also starr
ed producing transmitter tubes. lt thus evolved from a device-producing 
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company to being a company involved in the complete radio system. 
Radio sets were produced in the Nederlandse Seintoestellen Fabriek 
(Dutch SignaHing Apparatus factory) in Hilversum, a city near Utrecht. 
Philips had a 6o% share in this factory. The sets sold wel!, and between 
1927/8 and 1929 the production rare doubled (from 6,ooo per year to 

12,000 per year) . The company grew rapidly. In 1922 rhere were a bout 
5,000 employees workingat Philips, but by rhe summer of 1927 this num
ber had grown to about 8,ooo. In 1928 the company had more than 
20,000 employees. Via the radio, the company moved into other sound 
reproduetion fields and starred dealing with amplifiers and equipment for 
sound films and also making plans to move into rhe sound recording 
industry.6 According to Blanken, rhe growth and diversification of the 
company were facilitated by the fact that Philips, unlike most other light 
bulb-producing companies, was not conneered to a mother company, 
which meant that Anton Philips was free to spend the profit made by the 
company on starring up new businesses.? 

In rhe early 1930s the country was dragged into rhe worldwide eco
nomie crisis that began in 1929. Compared with other European coun
tries, the inAuence rhat the first years of rhe crisis had on the Netherlands 
was minor, but when in 1933 the situation had starred to improve in other 
countries, rhe Dutch economy had still not recovered. In 1936 there was a 
brief revival, but 1937 and 1938 were again probiernatie years.8 The 
improvemenr seen in 1939 would only have a brief impact because by 1940 
the Netherlands was involved in WWII and was occupied by the Ger
mans. 

The economie crisis had great consequences for Philips, too. Blanken 
described how in the 1930s the company suffered from a combination of 
internal organisational problems due to the rapid growth of the company 
and to the change in the economie climate.9 Drastic reorganisations had 
to be made, in which about ro,ooo employees were dismissed and a new 
budget system for the whole company was introduced. At the same time 
the company was able to make use of the opportunities provided by the 
new radio marker, rhus sofrening the blow of the economie crisis in its 
early years. Later on, it became evident that furrher diversification would 
be necessary if the continued economie problems were to be counterbal
anced, and in 1937 rhe company again decided to extend its product scope. 
The choice feil parricularly on the fields of telecommunications and prod
ucts for industrial applications.10 

The success of this strategy of diversification could be attributed to the 
fact rhat rhe consumer market kept growing in spite of the economie cri
sis. Between 1929 and 1939 rhe dornestic use of dectricity doubled.11 The 
Nar.Lab. was expected to fulfil a supportive role in developing products 
for rhat marker. What was known as an Orienterings Commissie (Orien
tation Committee) was established to discuss the way in which the com-
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pany's product policy should be developed. The Nat.Lab. was represented 
in this committee. This will bedealt with in more detail in section 3·5· 

During this period, the elimate for sciemific labs was generally posi
tive. Not only industries but also the government recognised the impar
tanee of sciemific research. In 1930 the TNO organisation for Applied Sci
entiflc Research (Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek) was set 
up by the government. A new academie programme for Teehoical Physics 
was also starred up at Delft Polytechnic, which increased the possibilities 
for comacts with the academie world for industrial labs such as the 
Nat. Lab. 

3.2 Supporting Company Diversification as a Nat. Lab Goal 
In the early 1920s the Philips company experienced enormous growth. 
The product portfolio extended from light bulbs to radios and many other 
products. What part did the Nat.Lab. play in that diversification? That is 
the question that will be focused on in this section. How did the campa
ny's directorate (in practice this was Anton Philips) influence the 
Nat.Lab.'s research policy? What made the Nat.Lab. different from facto
ry laboratories, such as the Philite laboratory, which was mainly involved 
in testing and control activities? To investigate this, the processof product 
diversification in the company and research diversification in the Nat.Lab. 
will now be descri bed. 12 

From Light Bulbs to a Variety of Tubes 

The first step in the process of diversification was to go from light bulbs 
to a variety of tubes. From a physics and technology point of view, that is 
nota big step. In all cases glass, vacuum and gas discharges are important. 

In the first place it is appropriate to mention here the gas discharge 
lamps. The early days of workon gas discharges have been described in the 
previous chapter. To make a gas discharge lamp, not only gas discharges 
were needed but also a mechanism to transfarm the gas discharge radia
tion into visible light of the right colours. In 1923 the physicists W de 
Groot and C. Zwikker were appoimed to work on this in the laboratory. 
These two scientists found that when combined with uranium derived 
from uraniumglassas a fluorescent material, mercury gas discharge yield
ed good results.1J The green light that this lamp produced illuminated the 
Philips light tower in Eindhoven for a number of years. In 1923 Anton 
Philips had seen neon lamps in Paris, and he had decided that his compa
ny should start producing such lamps as well. Then Holst got the dectri
cal engineer R. Vermeulen and the physicist G. Zeeher to work on the 
construction of these lamps.14 

The X-ray tubes constituted a second extension of the product range. 
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Around 1900 such tubes had been developed by the General Electric 
Company. Clearly, the Nat.Lab. had initiared a new and uncerrain busi
ness for rhe Philips company. During WWI Holst had accepted requests 
from hospitals to repair their X-ray tubes. By 1918 rhe lab had made such 
progress in rhe understanding of the principles of X-ray tubes that it was 
able to manufacture its own tubes. In fact, these tubes were copies of a 
German type rhat the hospitals could no Jonger buy. In the years 1922-

1924 A. Bouwers worked on the development of a new type ofX-ray tube, 
that was later to be called rhe Metalix. Thanks to the method that Holst 
and he had developed (see fimher on in this section) for conneering glass 
and metals via chromium-iron alloys, Bouwers had been able to ereare an 
X-ray tube that had a smal! metal window through which only the X-rays 
could emerge. In addition, the tube was more compact than the usual 
tubes. Through his enthusiasm, Bouwers was able to convince Anton 
Philips that the company should start producing this new tube.'5 Accord
ing to Blanken, Anton wanted to give rhe company the image of being a 
technologically advanced company. As rhe Metalix was not a consumer 
product but only made for specialists, generating profit was probably nor 
one of Anron's motives in this parricular case. From a commercial point of 

a 

b 
/0 

8 

Figure 3· The Metalix (from Philips Technical Review Vol. 42, p. 352). Elec

rrons are emitted by cathode 3 and hit rhe rungsren target 6 on anode 2. This causes X-rays ro 

be emirred rhat leave the tube via window 8. The rest of rhe X-rays are shielded off by a lead 

shield 7· The tube is mounred in a fermchromium envelope 1 and Philire (a sorr of bakelire) 

cylinders 9, and is water cooled (10 is the cooler) . 4 and 5 are glass connections between the 

anode and envelope, and between the carhode and envelope. 
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view, this was not a very successful business for Philips, but Anton Philips 
decided, nevertheless, to continue invalving his company in it. Thus, the 
X-ray tube was to become one of the campany's first produces in the pro
fessional field. 

In third place there were the radio receiver tubes. Until 1924 research into 
receiver tubes in the Nat.Lab. more or less foliowed developments being 
continued elsewhere, namely by RCA, Marcooi and Telefunken.'6 In Sep
tember 1922, B. van der Pol joined the Nat.Lab. to lead research in this 
field. Van der Pol had stuclied rnathematics and physics and already had a 
good reputation. Ir is evident that Holst wanred him to join the staff 
because of his specific expertise in this area. Van der Pol starred his work 
in the Nat.Lab. by developing new types of receiver tubes. In particular, 
he endeavoured to improve on the low energy use of the tubes that RCA 
and Marcooi produced. Initially, the work did not yield results any better 
than those produced by RCA and Marconi, but by concentrating much of 
the total research effort on this problem - according to one of Holst's 
notebooks, 9 of the 16 scientists were working on this - the study into the 
effect of a layer of barium oxide on a tungsten wire had, by 1924, yielded 
a procedure for making what were known as oxide cathodes. The oxide 
cathocles had a higher electron emission for the same amount of input 
energy. The Nat.Lab. was thus able to catch up with developments unfold
ing in other companies. 

From Radio Receiver Tubes to the Whole System of Radio 

The decision to produce complete radio sets, and to make transmitter 
tubes as well, meant that the Nat.Lab. would substantially extend its 
research programme. One by one we will consider the elements of the 
total radio system that the Iabaratory worked on, namely the receiver, the 
transmitter, and the aspect of propagating of the signa! through the atmos
phere. 

The signa! in the radio receiver had to be amplified. For this purpose 
another type of tube was required, namely an amplifier tube. An impor
tant invention in the field of radio amplifier tubes was the Pentode. The 
Nat.Lab. scientist B.D.H. Tellegen, whohad been educated in Delft as an 
dectrical engineer and had joined the Nat.Lab. in 1924, had developed 
this tube in 1926.'7 The search for better amplifier tubes was not only a 
matter for Philips. GE also was working on this, and in this company the 
workof A.W. Huil and N.H. Williams led to the terrode around 1920, 
which had four instead of three electrades as in the triode that had been 
invented by Lee De Forest in 1907. The Pentode, with five electrodes, was 
a further improvement, because the problem of undesired secondary dec-
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tron emission had been solved. More frequencies could be amplified, and 
the distartion of the amplified signa! was reduced. The Pentode patent 
was to be one of the most important patents in the pre-WWII Nat.Lab. 
history period. All over the world Pentodes would subsequently be pro
duced under licence. The invention of the Pentode was the outcome of a 
combination of trying to understand the phenomena on which the ampli
fier tubes were based, and trying to find a creative way of solving the prob
lem that was caused by these phenomena. The Pentode led to closer con
racts wirh BeU Labs, because ir had become evident that this tube was use
ful for telephony, which was one of Bell's co re areas. 

Apart from amplifying tubes, an electrical circuit was needed. Theoretical 
work on the amplification of oscillatory signals was clone by Van der Pol. 
He investigated the concept of positive feedback: part of the outpur of the 
amplifier tube was fed back into its grid. That caused oscillations with a 
fixed amplitude. Van der Pol found out which non-linear equation could 
be used ro explain this. This equation became known as the Van der Pol 
equation.'8 It enabled Van der Pol to analyse the behaviour of amplifying 
circuits. lt could be applied ro many more things than just radio circuits. 
All sorts of oscillations could be analysed by means of the Van der Pol 
equation. Later, Van der Pol constructed a model for oscillations in a 
heart.'9 Apart from having positive feedback, there was also the concept of 
negative feedback, in which case part of the amplifier output was fed back 
to the input signa!, but in an opposing phase. This reduced the influence 
of undesirable fluctuations in the signa! due to variations in for instanee 
the supply voltages. In 1928 Posthumus starred doing calculations on this 
concept in relation to radio circuits, and the physicist ].]. Zaalberg van 
Zeist later implemenred the results in real amplifiers. This resulted in 
more stabie amplifications. 20 

Another electrical circuit was needed for tuning. T he first radio sets 
brought out by the company in 1927 were of the 'tuned radio frequency' 
type. With such receivers, the signals went through a number of amplify
ing stages, each of which was tuned to the same frequency. The group led 
by Oasterhuis worked with this type. Van der Pol's group focused on a dif
ferent principle: the super-heterodyne.21 With that type the incoming sig
na! was mixed with the output of a built-in oscillator tube so that both the 
sum and the difference signals could be produced. The difference signa! 
was then selected and amplified. Both types had their pros and cons. When 
it became more desirabie to have a broad range of tuning frequencies (20 
MHz to 150 MHz), it was the super-heterodyne that won the battle. 

Transmitter tubes were intended for a rotally different market than receiv
er tubes. Radio receiver sets were to be sold ro consumers, but transmitter 
tubes for radio braadcasting were destined for professional use. With this 
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Radio receiver 

tuned radio frequency 

loudspeaker 

rooo kHz 

superheterodyne 

loudspeaker 

Figure 4· Comparison of the tuned radio frequency (straight) radio 
receiver and the super-heterodyne (super-het). 
Thc super-her uses a fixed inrermediare frequency (usually around 460 kHz) for rhe stages pro

viding most of rhe amplification. Th is eliminates most of the problems of uacicing tuneable cir

cuits and allows band-pass circuits to be used (from Garratt 1976, Vol. 2, p. 85). 

product, too, the Nat.Lab. was active in supporting the technological real
isation of the campany's decision. A new topic was thus introduced into 
the Nat.Lab.'s research programme. An important step forward was to be 
found in the chromium-iron melting technique, developed in 1923 by 
Holst and Bouwers. The story goes that they made this discovery by acci
dent, after they had heard glass blowers complaining about the chromi
um-iron alloys (of which the glass blower's pipes were made). Those alloys 
easily melted into the hot glass. Holstand Bouwers realised that this same 
principle could be used to conneet metals to glass. This was relevant to all 
sorts of tubes whereby a glass bulb had to be fitred onto a metal socket. 
Th is process enabled the Nat. Lab. to make water-caoled transmitter tubes 
of more than 20 kW22 The Mullard Radio Valve Company in England 
expressed an interest in this process and negotiations between Philips and 
that company led to Philips takinga financial interest in the Mullard com
pany. Many years later, after WWII, the Mullard lab became part of rhe 
Philips research organisation. As nationalistic feelings were quite strong at 
that time, Philips initially avoided associating its own brand name with 
the Mullard lab. 
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Nor only high power, but also high frequencies for radio tubes was an 
important transmitter tube research topic. The ma.in reason for initiating 
this research was because of the increasing number of frequencies that 
were needed for the various transmitters and because wider bandwidths 
were needed. When relevision braadcasting began, this issue becarne even 
more urgent. In 1925 J.J. Numans was appointed to do research in the field 
of transmitters. He developed a crystal-controlled transmitter that had a 
crystal frequency of 1656 kHz and controlled a carrier wave of 9·936 
MHz.23 The transmitter was used in 1927 in a short-wave radio telegraphy 
transmitter.24 This transmitter could send signals to Bandung, Java, in the 
Dutch East Indies. On May 31, 1927, Queen Wilhelmina spoke into the 
microphone of this transmitter. 

One type of tube that seemed to be particularly promising for trans
mitting high frequencies was rhe magnetron, a cylindrical diode with a 
magnetic field parallel to its axis. lts main application was radar. During 
WWI a lot of work was done on radar both on the German and on the 
British side.2s When K. Posthumus at the Nat.Lab. starred ro workon rhe 
magnetron tube, precisely how it operared was not yet fully understood. 
Posthumus, who was educated as an electrical engineer and had joined the 
lab in 1924, found that the frequency was limited by the time it took an 
electron to travel within the magnetic field from the cathode to the anode 
via a curved trajectory. He then came up with an alternative design in 
which the anode was split inro pairs. On September 6, 1933, he submitted 
a patent application for this new device.26 The new magnetron tubes were 
used to set up a radiotelephony link between Eindhoven and Tilburg, a 
city about 30 kilometres away. 

Finally, there is the matter of the propagarion of the signa! between a 
transmitter and a receiver. This area was particularly stuclied by Van der 
Pol and his group. Van der Pol and Van der Mark, for example, stuclied 
the phenomenon of round-the-world echoes in relation to the properties 
of the ionosphere. Those echoes appeared to cause radio signa! cross-mod
ulation. Knowledge ga.ined in the area of wave propagation was also used 
for determining the properties of aerials. Another development that rook 
place after 1927 was the emergence of frequency modulation (FM) as an 
alternative for amplitude modulation (AM). Again it was the Van der Pol 
group who worked on this innovation. The concept FM was invented by 
Armstrong in the USA, but met with much resistance there. Van der Pol 
was impressed by the sound quality of rhe experimental FM broadcast, 
and Armstrong offered to sell a licence to Philips for rhe symbolic sum of 
$r, in the hope that that would help his design ro be implemented. 27 As it 
happened, the Commerciële Afdeling (Commercial Department) in 
Philips was not interested in the offer because the FM system would 
require quite different standardisation norms. Van der Pol therefore start-
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ed experimenting and analysing rhe approach mathematically. Ir was nor 
until after WWII that FM came to begenerally accepted as a new stan
dard. Van der Pol's work gave Philips a strong position at an early stage. 

Other Areas Related to Radio: Acoustics, Perception and Recording 

There is one other radio receiver set component that has nor yet been dis
cussed, namely the loudspeaker. This component was also a new product 
for Philips when the company decided to move into the area of complete 
raclio set production. Moreover, it brought the company into an area rhat 
went beyond radio, namely acousrics. With the introduetion of loud
speakers, the company became involved in sound production in auditori
ums, concert halls, and other such venues, where acoustic properties were 
important. In 1924 Verroeuien starred working on the impravement of a 
Western Electric speaker in the Nat.Lab., and in 1925 the physicist A.T. 
van Urk joined him. 28 According to Garratt, the Commerciële Mdeling 
(Commercial Department) doubted if the Nat.Lab. would come up with 
the necessary improvements, and soit starred tolook for an alrernative. In 
1926, however, the Commerciële Mdeling was forced to go into produc
tion using the Nat.Lab. design. Blanken demonstrared that during this 
period Anton Philips's influence was everywhere,29 and more than once he 
expressed his confidence in rhe Nat.Lab (e.g. in the case of the X-ray 
tubes). Therefore, it might wel! have been he who forced the Commerciële 
Mdeling to adopt the Nat.Lab. design. In 1928 another Nat.Lab. design, 
the 'Sevenstar', starred being produced. Another impravement was the 
rnaving coil system (invented by Rice and Kellog in 1924), which was 
given the nickname 'Meesrerzanger' ('Master singer'). For rhis, contrary to 
what was common in those days, a permanent magnet was used namely 
an electromagnet. The success of these permanent magnets could be 
amibuted to the materials research that had yielded a new type of steel, 
Ticonal. To support the research into speakers, nor only into the conus 
but also into the baffie, rhe Nat.Lab. became active in the area of acoustic 
measurements. Thus, microphones became a research topic of the 
Nat.Lab. The acoustics of auditoriums and music halls were also investi
gated. All the measurements made were complemented by theoretica! con
siderations. In 1929, M.J.O. Strutt, for example, did calculations relating 
to rhe frequency characteristics and clirectivity of the speakers, which, for 
that time, were quite innovarive.30 Acoustic advice was provided for sever
al buildings, including the Utrecht town rheatre and J. Walther Thomp
son's Bush House BBC studios in London. 

A second field of research to accompany the sound (re)producing tech
niques was sound perception. This field was investigated by P.J. Bouma 
(nor to be confused with H. Bouma who played an important part in this 
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field in later years) and J.F. Schouten, bothof whom had studied mathe
matics and physics. Bouma also went on to do research into the field of 
colour perception (for lamp development). Much later J.F. Schouten 
became the first director of the Instituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek, IPO 
(lnstitute for Perception Research)Y 

A third field that Philips became involved in due to its relation to radio 
via sound was recording. In 1928 the campany's directorate decided to 
move into the areas of sound film and gramophone.l2 In discussions on 
this matter, Holst suggested that these were appropriate areas to expand 
into because they were mass consumer product fields. He was not enthu
siastic about relevision and facsimile, because according to him rhey were 
nor to become mass consumer products. 

In the USA the relationship between the radio and gramophone indus
tries had become quite obvious: in 1929 the Victor Talking Machine Co. 
merged its gramophone activities with the RCA company to become the 
RCA Victor Co.33 Radio and gramophone were seen as complementary to 
each other, and sametimes the two were combined in one appliance. The 
British Columbia Gramophone Co. Ltd. approached Philips and asked it 
to make a similar move. The director O.M.E. Loupart considered that the 
Nat.Lab. was nor ready to make subscanrial con tribmions in this field and 
therefore held that co-operation with Columbia was necessary. But Anton 
Philips considered that his company was strong enough to produce its 
own radio-gramophones.34 The campany's Technisch Commerciële Afdel
ing (Technical-Commercial Department) also advised the company to 

start producing gramophone records, but the Nat.Lab. doubted that 
entering this field would be successful, given the strong position of other 
companies, unless a real innovation could be made. In 1930 a study was 
set up into extending playing time, reducing needle noise and improving 
the material that gramophone records were made of In the meantime, 
Columbia found a new partner and Philips was only able to establish con
tacts with smaller companies, like Oecca Ltd. in the UK. Capacity prob
Ierus prevenred successful entry into this market in the years 1927-193r.35 

Later on, these problems were solved, and entry into rhe market was 
realised. 

Thus, Philips became involved in mechanica! sound recording (gramo
phone). In the early 1930s a different system for sound recording, namely 
for sound films, was invented by J.A. Miller in the USA. In 1929 at a direc
tor's meeting, Holst had recommended that the company should involve 
itself in the sound film industry because of the elecrro-acoustic aspects. 
Although there was serious doubt among the directors, due to pressure 
from outside (L.C. Barnstein, owner of a film distribution company, had 
made a strong plea for Philips involvement), it was then decided that a 
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eertaio amount of sound film equipment should be produced.36 After that 
decision was made, film rechnology was also studied in the Nat.Lab. J.F. 
Schouten did some workon sound film diffraction,37 and J.J.C. Harden
berg invesrigared film transport.38 Hardenherg's work was already linked 
to Miller's invention. This new Milier technology combined mechanica! 
and optical ways of recording sound. Philips became interested in this sys
tem, because it maintained that it would open up rhe possibility to secure 
a better position within rhe marker. At that time Philips was having to 
compete wirh international cartels rhat owned important patents in the 
film industry field>9 The Milier system was a real innovation: a wedge
shaped stylus wrote a signal in an opaque layer on a strip of transparent 
film. The way in which the signal was reproduced was similar to the way 
in which a sound film was reproduced (wirh a lamp and a phorocell). 
When Holst saw the system being demonstrared on April 25, 1932, he 
found it very promising and was subsequently able to convince the Philips 
direcrorate that co-operarion with Milier would be useful. A Philips
Miller, Inc. was set up in the same year, and rhe Nat.Lab. starred investi
gating the system. Verroeuien worked on the film transport mechanism, 
Van Urk designed rhe electromagnetic drive for the cutter, W. Six, an elec
trical engineerwhohad joined the lab in 1927, developed a special ampli
fier, A. Cramwinckel, also an dectrical engineer, and Verheijen developed 
stylus material, Westmijze40 experimented with a system in which the 
width of the track rather rhan its transparency could be used to reproduce 
the sound, and C.J. Dippel and his group worked on the development of 
new film material.4 ' According to Blanken some pressure from the com
pany directorate had been necessary to make this come about, because in 
1933 Milier had complained about the slow pace at which the Nat.Lab. 
developments were taking placeY In 1936 a high quality functioning sys
tem was presenred in Paris and it was the BBC in England rhat was the 
first to order Philips-MiJler equipment. Some other braadcasting campa
nies foliowed suit, but soon there was a concern about the low profitabil
ity of rhe product.43 After WWII it soon became evident that magnetic 
recording systems would beat the Philips-MiJler system onto rhe marker. 
According to Garratt, a lot of knowledge thar had been gained from rhe 
Philips-Miller research could later be directly be applied to the work on 
magnetic recording.44 

One development in sound techniques where the Philips-Miller system 
seemed ro be promising was in stereophony. Wirh this technique left and 
right channel signals had to be recorded, using the same medium, which 
was easier with the Philips-Miller system than with gramophones. K. de 
Boer, a physical engineer, began his studies inro stereophonic sound in the 
Nat. Lab in 1937 .45 Bath the options of phase lag and intensity diEferences 
were tested using a dummy bought from a fashion shop. Several demon-
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Principle of sound recording bij the Philips-Miller system. 

Figure 5· The Philips-Miller system (from Philips Technica/ Review Vol. 6, 
p. 8o). 
On a strip of celluloid film (C), a gelatine layer (G) and a thin non-transparent covering layer 

(D) are deposited. A wedge-shaped cutter (S) moves up and down according to the sound sig

na! and cuts a track. For playing the music the track is read optically, in the same way as is done 

with photographically recorded sound film . 

strations were given, and people recognised the sparial effect of stereo
phonic sound. Yet, it would not be until 1958, when Philips produced its 
first stereophonic record player, that this technique would be exploired 
commercially. lt is just one example of an area in which the Nat.Lab. was 
involved at a very early stage, but where there was a great time lag between 
'invention' and 'innovation'. 

From Radio to Radiotelephony, Facsimile and Television 

Radio waves not only were used for broadcasting, but also for carrying 
telephone signals. Radio telephony thus becarne an alternative to cable 
telephony. This was particularly interesting when with short wavelengrhs 
a large bandwidth appeared to be available for the telephone signals. But 
telephone cables were still needed to transport the signal to the houses, so 
the work on cables remained relevant. The Nat.Lab. worked not only on 
radio telephony, but also on cable telephony. Most of rhe work carried out 
was done on the attenuation and distonion of telephone signals in cab les. 
In 1899 Pupin had invented a coil that improved the qualiry of signal 
transmission in the cables. In the Nat.Lab. W Six, an dectrical engineer, 
led a group that was responsible for working on the impravement of the 
magnetic core material for these Pupin coils. Commercially this was a very 
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successful activity, and it proved to be a stimulus for enhancing the work 
on telephony.46 For still higher frequencies amplifiers needed to be placed 
at certain distances from each other. Tellegen's Pentode and Posthumus's 
use of negative feedback were employed in the development of those 
amplifier circuits. This development was carried out in co-operation with 
the Dutch Telecom company (PTT). The co-operation came about as a 
result of a recent change in the PTT's originally very negative attitude 
towards Philips.47 

In 1942 H. Rinia, an engineer who later became one of Holst's successors, 
was asked to start working on facsimile . Facsimile also was an option for 
telecommunications. lt was as old as r850, although the machine produced 
by Frederick Bakewell in that time was based on reading metalletters from 
a surface by means of a stylus and therefore far removed from what later 
on was meant by facsimile. Image transmission using the photoelectric 
properties of selenium was realised for the first time in the mid-187os by 
Carey in Boston, but it was not a commercial success. In Germany A.rthur 
Korn was able to produce a commercially feasible machine in 1902; the 
emerging popularity of photography in those days probably was a cause of 
its success.48 In 1924 RCA in the USA sent a picture by facsimile across the 
Atlantic and back, and in 1926 a commercial facsimile service was started. 
In 1928 Holst had advised against the company's involvement in this area, 
because it was not a consumer product, like light bulbs and radio sets.49 

But later he expected that it would replace mail correspondence, because 
of the slownessof the postal system. The idea was that documents would 
be scanned, the information transformed imo an electrical signa!, and this 
signa! then transmitted just like radio signals. At the receiver end the 
information would be written onto a film. Like stereophony, the idea was 
realised technically,5° but the exploitation of the 'fax' would not come 
about until much later. The main obstacle for general acceptance proba
bly was a lack of standards. A breakthrough came when in 1968 the Unir
ed Nation's International Telecommunications Union defined an interna
tional standard. But by then, the Nat.Lab. had already long abandoned 
the idea. 

Once Philips had become involved in transmitting audible information by 
means of wave signals, it was technically a logical step to move into rele
vision and to transruit audible and visual information. But commercially 
it was not such a logica! step. In the late 1920s the company's directorate 
debated whether or nor Philips should become involved in television. 
Later we shall see the role that Holst fulfilled in this debare. The outcome 
for the Nat.Lab. was that some relevision research activities were included 
in the research programme. A Nat.Lab demonsteation of relevision was 
given on Saturday, December 22, 1928, by Druyvesteyn, who for that pur-
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pose used the existing Nipkov concept. According to Blanken, the discus
sion became for Holst a turning point in his ideas about the Nat.Lab.'s 
mission. From then on, he would get the Nat.Lab. involved in new prod
uct fields to respond ro Laupart's and Gaarensrroom's demands fora more 
innovative attitude in terms of product diversificationY In that connee
tion Blanken also referred to Halst's inaugurallecture at rhe University of 
Leyden, where he had been appointed professor to a named chair in 1930. 
Yet in later years, Holst still rejected new fields, reasoning thar rhe links 
with the campany's existing activities were too tenuous. Both befare and 
after the relevision debate, Halst's idea about the goal of the Nat.Lab. 
seems ro have focused on the notion that the Nat.Lab. should follow the 
campany's ambirions with respect ro the product range and provide new 
or improved technological directions in order to realise those ambitions. 
Even in the case of the hot air engine which was an exceptional research 
topic in the lab (see n.lfther on in this section), Holst was primarily con
cerned with radio when he decided to rake that topic to the lab. 

The Role of Materials Research 

We have seen how the research programme originally focused on the 
development of devices, namely light bulbs and tubes. When radio came, 
the research programme moved towards what roday would be called 
research concerning the whole radio 'system' Y Next to device and system 
research, a third category of research can be distinguished, namely mate
rials research. This type of research dealt mainly with those materials that 
were already used in system elements devices in the campany's product 
range or which could constitute possible alternatives for such materials. 
So, as the device and system research programme diversified in the way 
described earlier on, so also did the range of materials to be investigated. 
Knowledge of those materials could sametimes lead to new applicarions. 
We will now go through the whole research diversificarion step by step 
again, but from the point of view of materials research. 

At first, the materials research was closely related to light bulbs: various 
metals were examined as possible alternatives ro tungsten. Two chemists, 
A.E. van Arke! and J.H. de Boer, had joined the lab, in 1921 and 1923, ro 
conduct this sort of materials research. Of course they required analytical 
methods. The physicisr H.C. Burger had already starred using X-ray dif
fraction as an analytica! method, and WG. Burgers, a chemist, rook over 
the X-ray crysrallography side of the workin 1927.53 In 1933 electron dif
fraction was added as a means for analysing metals. Several phenomena 
were studied. lt was particularly the recrystallisation of metals that was of 
interest because what caused good or bad grain structures to come out of 
this process was not weiJ understood. Van Arke! used X-ray analyses to 
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study this phenomenon in aluminium. For the production of tungsten 
wires a new process (deposition from the gas phase) that yielded wires 
with single crystals was developed in the Nat.Lab. These wires had better 
mechanica! properties than polycrystalline wires. 

Another material that was of interest, from the original light bulb per
spective, was glass. During WWI Philips had opened a glass factory of its 
own. As there was already sufficient knowledge on the processing and 
properties of glass, the Nat.Lab did not do much research on this. Perhaps 
a second reason was that the analytical methods ofX-ray and electron dif
fraction were not appropriate for glass, because glass is an amorphous and 
not a crystalline material. It was only after J.M. Stevels returned to the lab 
in 1940 that glass became a serious topic for research in the Nat.Lab.S4 

The gas discharge larnps rook the Nat.Lab. into other materials areas, 
namely luminescent materials (such as phosphor). When De Groot starr
ed his work on these types of materials, the solid state theory of energy 
gaps had not yet been devdoped, and so his work was mainly empirica!. 
After 1930, the solid state theory spread throughout the scientific world. 
This inspired Nat.Lab. scientists to review previous empirical data in the 
light of this new theory. Thus, De Boer, enthused by an artiele on lattice 
defects by Schottky shown to him by E.J.W. Verwey, a chemist whohad 
starred his work in the lab in 1934 and who had later become one of 
Halst's successors, developed a model for explaining certain phenomena 
with KC!. When this was heated in potassium vapour, it went violet and 
demonstrared photoconductivity, and at higher temperatures it becarne 
semiconductive_55 When the same material was hit by X-rays, the emerg
ing violet colour disappeared at higher temperatures. Such theoretical 
work was complemented by practical work carried out by the chemist F.A. 
Kröger, who was successful in producing several new compounds that 
showed fluorescent behaviour. The phosphors were originally used for gas 
discharge lamps, but lateralso for various types of sereens (X-ray screens, 
relevision and radar screens). 

The electron emission induced by hearing (thermionic emission) that 
rook place in the bulbs led to a new research area for cathocles in various 
sorts of tubes. This field was also supported by materials research. To that 
end hafnium and zirconium were studied. Hafnium was still a rather new 
material at that time, and De Boer had to obtain it from ore, for which a 
fractional recrystallisation process of at least rwenty stages was needed. 
Unfortunately, hafnium proved to be unsuitable as an emissive material 
for cathodes. In genera!, having a better onderstanding of the processes 
did not produce many practical results. The most important invention in 
the field of thermionic emission was that of the L-cathode, named after 
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Figure 6. The L-cathode (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. II, p. 342). 
Two basic forms are shown in cross-section: (a) wirh a cylindrical emitting surface and (b) wirh 

a Aar emining surface. Both types have two chambers, one hollow and one filled wirh a tablet 

of barium-strontium carbonare (P). The second chamber is surrounded by a wall of porous 

rungsren (B), and borh chambers are surrounded by a wallof molybdenum (A). Electrons are 

emitted from the barium-strontium carbonare layer when rhe filament (F) provides heat. 

H.J. Lemmens,56 a technician who had invented this cathode. 
A second type of electron emission was photoemission. With photoemis
sion the electroos are emirred from light that hits the cathode. This phe
nomenon was used to dereet light intensity in photocells. In 1934 M.C. 
Teves and F. Coeterier used photoemission to develop what came to be 
known as the image converter or image intensifierY With this device, 
light hit a photocathode, causing electroos to be emitted. The electroos 
would be pulled towards an anode that was covered with a fluorescent 
layer, and the image would then be reproduced on the fluorescent layer. 
The advantage of this device was that the wavelength of the light pro
duced by the fluorescent layer could be different from the wavelength of 
the original image. An infrared image thus could be converred into an 
image of visible light. This invention had possible military applications 
(e.g. for seeing in the dark), which was why further research into it was 
stopped at the outbreak ofWWII. After the war, the same device was used 
for X-ray imaging by Teves and T. Tol. The new screen produced an image 
that was about a hundred times brighter than that of normal X-ray fluo
rescent screens. Consequently, the X-ray doses given to the parient could 
be reduced. 
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Figure 7· The image intensifier (from Philips Technica/ Review Vol. 14, p. 
34). 
X-rays pass through an object 0 and hit rhe fluoroscopic screen R that is supported by D. The 

X-rays cause rhe phorocathode K to emir elecrrons, which move to the perforared anode A due 

to an elecrrical field, and then hit the smal! viewing screen Fl. The image is viewed through a 

microscope M. Using the phorocathode and the accelerating elecrric field increases the intensi

ty of rhe image brighrness. 

A third type of electron emission that had to be stuclied in the Nat.Lab. 
was secondary electron emission. As we saw from the description of the 
Pentode, this phenomenon was to be avoided in normal radio tubes, 
because it distorred the signa!. But the same phenomenon could be used 
for amplif}ring purposes. H. Bruining, who had stuclied rnathematics and 
physics and joined the lab in 1933 searched for suitable emissive materials 
with that idea in mind.58 He found that magnesium oxides in particular 
were usable. Later, Teves and the electrical engineer ].L.H. Jonker devel
oped photomultipliers that were used for amplif}ring relevision signals 
while rhe Nipkov technique was still being used. The photomu!tipliers 
were used to replace the photocells because of their faster response to 
changes in light intensity. 

All the materials research described so far has been related to light bulbs 
and tubes. The two industrial fields in which Philips then became 
involved were rhose of radio and telephony. Here, too, materials research 
accompanied device and system research. In the cases of radio and teleph
ony, it was mainly magnetic materials that were investigated. Such mate
rials were relevant bath to permanent magnets and to cores in electro
magnets. In the case of radio, these magnets were used in loudspeakers. 
With telephony they were needed for the (Pupin) coils in cables. The per
manent magnets used 'hard' magnetic material, and the electramagnet 
cores used 'soft' magnetic material. The difference between the two lies in 
rhe fact that hard magnetic materials retain magnetic polarisation induced 
by an external magnetic field to a greater degree than soft magnetic mate-
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rials. In the Nat.Lab. G.]. Sizoo, B. van der Pol, A.T. van Urk and W 
Elenbaas59 had done some early work on magnetic materials. The research 
into magnetic materials really rook off in 1932, when L. Snoek rook over 
Elenbaas's work in this field. Van Urk and Etenbaas had made some valu
abie concributions to che design of permanent magnets and to the expla
nation of the role of the geometry of the magnet in magnetic flux. The 
approach adopted by the lab for doing magnetic materials research was 
similar to that for studying gas discharges. Practical design and problem
solving work were combined with experimencal and theoretica! work. The 
purpose was to gain more knowledge about the phenomena thar formed 
the basis to the functioning of rhe products. Six worked on practical prob
lems with Pupin coils for telephone cables, while Snoek and Burgers tried 
to gain a better understanding of magnetic materials and the recrystallisa
tion of such materials. At first, most work focused on Permalloy, an alloy 
composed of iron and nickel. This material was used for Pupin coils. For 
magnets in loudspeakers it was originally cobalt steel that was used. In 1931 
a better alloy composed of iron, nickel and aluminium became available. 
In the Proeffabriek (pilot factory) the chemica! engineer H.J. Meerkerk 
van Embden had developed a process for magnetising this material, but 
with linie understanding of what it exactly involved. Snoek and Burgers 
investigated the process, and in 1935 they published a paper on it. The 
results showed that adding cobalt and titanium would improve the mate
rial. The new alloy was called Ticonal. Snoek's work dealt particularly with 
the processes required for preparing the material. His research was com
piemeneed by Verwey's work concerned with understanding the phenom
enon of magnetism in materials. Work on ferrites (not a metallic, but a 
ceramic material) received new impetus in 1940 when a piece of Japanese 
material proved that it was possible to make ferrite cores with low losses. 
This prompted Snoek to continue his investigations after a period of 
despondence. From then on, the work flourished again, leading to the Fer
roxcube material that after 1950 was to be applied widely in coil cores for 
various products. 

Unexpected Side Paths: Pharmaceuticals and Hot Air Engines 

So far, each step in the diversification of the research programme seemed 
quite logical in relarion to the company's product range diversification. 
The outcome was a very braad research programme, but rhere was always 
a more or less direct relation wich lamps, tubes or radio. There were, how
ever, two remarkable exceptions co chis. Although the origin of these 
research fields was the relacionship wirh the company's products, these 
parts of the research programme soon became isolated islands. The two 
research fields in question were pharmaceuticals and hot air engines. 
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Once Philips' role in the medica! sector had been established with X-ray 
tubes, a further extension was considered feasible by WJ. Waterman, head 
of the campany's 'Hollandse Afdeling' ('Dutch Department'). The 
Koninklijke Fabriek van Cacao en Chocolade C.J. van Houten & Zoon 
(Royal Factory of Cocoa and Chocolate C.J. van Houten & Son) had 
expressedan interest in another Nat.Lab. invention (made by a eertaio Dr. 
Reerink), namely that of producing Vitamin D by radiating ergosterine 
with ultraviolet light from a low-pressure mercury sunlamp. This was all 
to resuit in the starring up of a new company, N .V Pharmaceutische Pro
ducten Mij. Philips-Van Houten (Pharmaceutical Products Philips-Van 
Houten, Inc.). In this case Nat.Lab. research output had led to the gener
ation of new business for the company. The related research field, though, 
was quite removed from mainline electronics activities, and the business 
did not turn out to be successful. Go 

The same couid be said for the Stirling hot air engine research. This 
research was initiared because of the need for a small energy souree for 
radios in developing countries. Besides its compacrness the Stirling engine 
was flexible in terms of energy input, and also it did oot produce much 
noise. The Nat.Lab. took the lead in developing rhis souree of mechanica! 
energy for the company. But in terms of disciplines and the relationship 
with mainstream (electronics) research, this was quite an odd research 
field for the Nat.Lab. Here, too, no commercial successes were ever 
achieved.61 

In this section we saw how in the Philips campany's growth and diversifi
cation processin the period between the Wars, the Nat.Lab. played a facil
itating role. The laboratory was expected to determine the technological 
directions in which the company should go in order to extend its product 
range. In the campany's 1926 Annual Report it was stared that 'new 
important inventions are continuously being made in our laboratories, so 
that in the coming year we can introduce new Radio field produces onto 
the market'.62 According to Blanken, both the Commercial Department 
and the Nat.Lab. afterwards claimed to have induced Anton Philips' deci
sion to turn Philips into a set-making company. At the same time Blanken 
emphasised the entrepreneurial attitude of Anton himself. In any case, the 
Nat. Lab. was involved from an early stage in the development of the com
pany's product portfolio. 

To summarise, there was a strong growth in research that was related to 
the development of new products. Part of that research aimed at gaining 
a better understanding of phenomena on which the functioning of new 
products could be based. Compared with the early years, the task of trou
ble-shooting and quality control had relatively diminished. 
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3 ·3 Increasing the Laboratory's Means 
In rhe previous section we saw how rhe ambition of the Nat. Lab.- to con
duct research to enable the company to realise its product diversification 
- was to lead to a subscanrial extension in the range of research topics. 
This extension was made possible because of the growth of the lab popu
lation and the facilities. Holst was given the opportunity to appoint new 
scientists, and new buildings and equipment were provided for the lab. 

In 1919 Holstand Oasterhuis were again rhe only two scientisrs at the lab
oratory (some others had worked at rhe Nat.Lab., but only for a short 
time). In a memorandum written in January 1921, Holst mentioned a 
third staff member, whowas exclusively concerned with manufacturing.63 

Maybe this was P.G. Carh, whose activities are nor fi.uther mentioned else
where. Apart from the sciemisrs, there were eight assistants in the lab. 
Holst proposed to rhe Philips directorare rhat the staff be extended to 
eleven or twelve doctors and qualified engineers and fourteen assistants. In 
1922 the lab staff comprised rwelve scientific graduates, and a toral of 33 
people worked there. 64 From a drawing produced in 1916 we know thar 
the lab did nor occupy many rooms: there were five rooms for the scien
rists and an office for Dr. Weber, there was a mechanica! workshop, a bat
tery room, a smal! Iibrary, a dark room, a pumping room, and two rooms 
for photometry. 65 It is evident that even though smal! extensions had been 
made, the situation was insufficient to serve the needs of the number of 
people working in the lab. Besides that, Holst had expressed the need for 
a vibration-free room for experiments, which was nor available in the old 
building. That building was close to a factory.66 In January 1921 a report 
was issued by the Nat.Lab. management (Holst and Oosterhuis) in which 
new lab faciliries were proposed. In 1922 plans were made to build a new 
Iabaratory in a vibration-free area.67 The Strijp district in Eindhoven was 
selected as the location for the new laboratory. In the years 19 23 and 1924 

the research acrivities were moved from floor IV of the old building to the 
new Iabaratory in Strijp. The map of the laboratory68 shows that by then 
there were several research areas (there was a chemicallaboratory, a trans
mitter room, and a room for photometry). 

After the lab acrivities had been moved to the Srrijp facil iries in 19231I924, 

the lab popularion starred ro grow considerably. In 19 24 the premises had 
a floor surface of 2,700 m2 • Already in 1926, 5,7 00 m 2 had been added to 
house all the people and equipment. A drawing of the 1926 extensions69 

shows that at that time there were lab sections for X-ray, acoustics, mate
rials testing, radio, and a chemica! department. 

In 1930 another extension was added, thus creating a tora! area of 17 ,7 00 

m2 • Umil rhat exrension had been built, the buildings had been single-
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Figure 8. The extended Nat.Lab. in 1926 (from Garratt 1976 Vol. 1, p. 
12y). 

floored. In 1930 a second floor was built on a number of corridors in the 
original building. A leerure room for several hundred people was includ
ed in the new facilities. In 1935 the workshops moved into the pilot facto
ry building, which again made extra space available for working in. This 
meant that the many smal! workshops that had been set up over the course 
of time (at a certain time there had been 16 of them!) had to be merged 
into one central workshop. Jansen-Gration, whom F.J. (Frits, the only son 
of Anton) Philips had made responsible for this operation, later intirnared 
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Figure 9- The Nat.Lab. sraff in rhe 1920-1946 period (from Garratt 1976 
VoL I, p. 221) . 

that he had received Halst's support for this and that he had very careful
ly communicated with several scientists in order to convince them that 
there would be advantages attached to their having 'their' own workshop 
integrated into the new, central workshop in the pilot factory building.7° 
This operation is illustrative for what Holst, who was officially appointed 
Director of the lab in 1926 by Amon Philips,7' was expected to accomplish 
during the years when the lab grew so enormously: a group of independ
ent researchers had to be transformed into a lab population working on 
one collective research programme, which had to be managed and guid
ed. In the next section we will focus on the sort of tensions that accom
panied the formation of an organisation in the laboratory. 

The increase in personnet numbers was interrupted by the economie cri
sis of the early 1930s. A diagram of the number of scientists and assistants 
in the 1920-1945 period shows rhat the number dropped from about 210 
in 1930 ro about 170 in 1933· In fact, this was quite a modest reduction 
compared with what occurred in the rest of the company, where the total 
staff numbers were reduced from 22,672 employees in November 1929 to 
9,534 employees in May 1932. According to Verff, several of the dismissed 
Nat.Lab. assistants even found a place elsewhere in the company.72 From 
then on growth resumed but was not as vigorous as before. In 1936 there 
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was another stagnation (only for that year), and in 1939h940 the war 
mobilisation prevenred growth. In 1941 the lab population starred to grow 
again, but the reason for that was not the lab programme or company 
expansion (see Intermezzo 1). A breakdown of the total growth pattem 
into scienrists and assistants shows that it was the number of assistants 
which was chiefly responsible for the changes in this growth pattern. Over 
the years the number of scientists did not change much. 

The growth in the level of means at the Nat.Lab. indicates that the com
pany's directorate had confidence in the role of the Nat.Lab. The Nat.Lab. 
was given a fair share in the growth of the company. 

3 ·4 The Culture and Structures for the DiversifYing Research 
Programme 

Within the ever-growing laboratory, various tensions became evident that 
are to be expected in any organisation of professionals. As rhe lab po pula
tion grew, a forma! management and organisation structure became nec
essary. In a professional organisarion rhis kind of thing usually causes ten
sion between the self-conscious professionals who want freedom based on 
expertise and the need to ensure rhat all these professionals will rogether 
yield satisfactory results. There was a similar rension surrounding the 
acknowledgement of leaders on the part of other employees. Perhaps sci
entists are inclined to base such acknowledgement on a leader's proven sci
entific expertise, but some leaders perhaps needed to be accepted on the 
basis of their managerial reputations. Some people, Holst in particular, 
were forced to reconsider their roles. Por them, rension grew between their 
original work (doing research, which was probably where their heart was) 
and fulfilling the new taskof doing managerial work. In the research work 
there was always rension between an academie orientation and an indus
trial orientation. Alltogether, this means that when studying the organisa
tional structures and the culture of the lab, we can expect to see various 
sorts of tension. 

Creating an Academie Culture for an Ioclustrial Research Lab 

When selecting the research topics for the Nat.Lab., Holst was very keen 
to ensure that a close relationship developed between the Nat.Lab.'s 
research programme and rhe campany's product portfolio. This shows 
Halst's industrial awareness. In order to make a valuable contribution to 
the company, Holst wanred ro have a laborarory that was filled wirh 
researchers whohad excellent scientific reputations. Within the lab he cre
ated an academie culture, in which scientists feit rhey were free to do high
level scientific research. His management ideas remind us of Robert Mer-
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ton's later (1942)73 description of institutional imperatives for scientific 
research, namely universalism, communism, disinterestedness and organ
ised scepticism. The universalist and communist norms can be recognised 
in the fact that Holst stimulated publications in academie joumals as an 
independent and open forum for judgement of the Nat.Lab.'s research 
output; disinterestedness was there to the extent that Holst tried to avoid 
direct involvement of factories with the Nat.Lab.'s research plans, but on 
the other hand the campany's interests were most certainly for Holst a fac
tor in his own decisions abom the lab's research programme;74 organised 
scepticism is apparent in that Holst did not put pressure on his people to 
come up wirh 'quick and dirty' research work for rhe sake of a hasty trans
fer to the factories. 

Holst rook various steps to achieve an academie culture in his laboratory. 
He organised colloquia in which the world's most famous physicists were 
able to share their views with Nat.Lab. scientists. He stimulated his scien
tists to publish in academie journals. In so doing, Holst hoped that the 
Nat.Lab. would get such a good repmation as a serious scientific research 
insritme that good scientific university graduates would see woricing in the 
Nat.Lab. as a serious career option. There were certainly reasans for him 
to be concerned about the situation. lt was nat easy to find sufficient sci
entists in the Netherlands in the early years of the Nat.Lab. In the 1914-

1918 period, because of WWI, young scientists were being called up for 
military service. In addition, there was the simple fact that the country 
was much smaller than the USA, where labs such as GE and BeU could 
reeruit rheir scientists from a far larger population. 

Sa to make it attractive for young scientists to workat the Nat.Lab., Holst 
had to search for ways of establishing a scientific repmation for the lab. 
Apart from having specific know-how in the field of spectra, the scientif
ic status of G. Hertz can beseen as an important reason for Halst's wanr
ing to attract him to the Nat.Lab. in 1920. Another way to raise the sci
entific status of the lab was by inviting famous scientists to leerure there. 
Befare 1923 it had been particularly Paul Ehrenfest whohad frequendy vis
ited the lab to give lectures. He came from St. Petersburg, but at that time 
he was Professor ofTheoretical Physics at the University ofLeyden. In the 
years from 1920 to 1923 he visited the Nat.Lab. quite aften. His name 
aften crops up on the colloquium lecturers list: 29 (!) times for lectures 
between November 1920 and February 192371 (on average he leemred once 
every month). The narnes of Ehrenfesr and Hertz illustrate what sort of 
know-how Holst was interested in obtaining: bath these scientists were 
involved in research into fundamental phenomena at the atomie level. At 
the beginning of rhe 2o'h century, this field of physics was very much in 
motion, when quanturn physics wasemerging to replace 'classical' physics, 
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which had been accepted as unquestioned for centuries. Holst wanted the 
Nat.Lab. to be in touch with these dramatic changes in the field of 
physics, even though their relationship to Nat.Lab. research was only indi
rect. After the 1923lr924 move the series of colloquia was continued, and 
many well-known scientists participated.76 In November 1923 Lise Meit
oer spoke about the physics of the atomie nucleus. In December 1923 
Alben Einsrein delivered a presentation entitled: 'Does the contemporary 
theoretical physics, which is based on parrial differential equations, offer 
possibilities for solving the riddles of quanta?'. In 1924 H.A. Kramers vis
ited the lab twice to speak about ionisation caused by collisions and radi
ation. In the same year Sommerfeit spoke about the intensiry of speetral 
lines, and Debye spoke about electrolytic conduction. In 1925 Bom came 
from Göttingen to speak about the dectrical interpretation of chemica! 
affiniry and cohesion forces in solid states. The list continues with narnes 
like Franck, Appleton (on radio transmission), Pauli, Goudsmit, Bril
louin, Stern, Geiger, Lawrence, Watson Watt, Uhlenbeck, Hahn, Lang
muir, Aston and Joliot. There were about twelve colloquia per year during 
the 1924-1942 period, except in the years of economie crisis (1930-1934), 
when there were considerably fewer (in 1932 it was only Ehrenfest who 
came twice to speak) and when WWll broke out in 1939, there were no 
Jonger foreign presenters. The list of narnes and subject ritles shows that 
the colloquia provided the opportuniry for Nat.Lab. scientists to stay 
informed about all the latest developments in their disciplines, direcdy 
from the people who were leaders in rhe respective field at that time. 

The international orientation of the Nat.Lab. colloquia was not unique. 
In general, Dutch physicists were in good contact with their- often more 
famous- colleagues in other countriesJ? In Leyden Ehrenfest also organ
ised colloquia with international guest speakers, which were oot unlike 
those given at the Nat. Lab., and perhaps the visits made by world-famous 
colleagues were partly due to his intervention. In the period between 
WWl and WWli, the discipline of physics flourished in the Netherlands 
in terms of participation. This was even the case during the 'Second Gold
en Age' of Dutch science (1870-1914) with its Nobel Prize winners and 
narnes like ].D. van der Waals, H. Kamerlingh Onnes, H.A. Lorentz, P. 
Zeeman, and J.H. van 't Hoff In the 1910-1930 period the number of sci
ence professors grew from 39 to 79 (including professors for named 
chairs), and in the years 1900-1930 the number of students rose from 439 
to 1784.?8 lt was not difficult for the students to find positions at univer
sities, and the scientific status of the Nat.Lab. was important for attract
ing their attention to the industriallaboratory, which was seen as a new, 
interesting option for a serious scientific career. At this time, serious con
triburions to the discipline as a whole were being made in the Nether
lands. In particular, Leyden and Utrecht were eentres where high-level 
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physics research was being clone. In Leyden WH. Keesom and WJ. de 
Haas continued the work of Kamerlingh Onnes (who retired in 1924) on 
low-temperature physics, and from 1934 onwards H.A. Kramers compie
menred their experimental work in a sound theoretica! way. In Utrecht 
L.S. Ornstein established a respectable tradition in spectroscopy and 
intensity measurements. The Nat.Lab. took in graduates from those insti
tutes and thus profited from the knowledge that was developed there. The 
theoretica! work clone in Leyden was useful for the understanding of elec
tron and ion behaviour, which formed the basis for several products that 
were investigated at the Nat.Lab. The spectroscopy work carried out in 
Utrecht was also relevant to the Nat.Lab research fields, both for materi
als research (H.C. Burger had stuclied there, and in the Nat.Lab. he great
ly stimulated the use of spectroscopy techniques) and for work on lamps 
and lighting. Such relationships were less direct when it came to the dis
cipline of chemistry. In the Netherlands Van 't Hoff had initiared a tradi
tion in physical chemistry that was taken over by E.J. Cohen and H.R. 
Kruyt in Utrecht.79 Ir was Kruyt in particular who stimulated contact 
between his instirure and industry (he was involved in the foundation of 
the Dutch organisation for Applied Scientific Research, TNO), but that 
contact was mainly with the chemical industry in the Netherlands. Kruyt 
later became particularly interested in colloid chemistry, but in the 
Nat.Lab. this was of limited use (at the Nat. Lab. J.H. de Boer tried to do 
some work on that, but found it d.ifficult to relare it ro other work in rhe 
laboratory; later, C.J. Dippel would take up the subject again). 

There was also a continua! flow of persons taking their knowledge in the 
opposite direction (from the Nat.Lab. to the universities): sametimes a 
Nat.Lab. scientist would leave the lab to become a professor at a universi
ty. In the period leading up to 1946, this was the case for G. Hertz (1925) , 
H.B. Dorgelo (1929), C. Zwikker (r929), G.J. Sizoo (r930), A.E. van Arke! 
(1934) , WG. Burgers (1939), M.J. Druyvestein (1945) , J.Th.G. Overbeek 
(1946) and N.G. de Bruin (1946).80 All left Philips to become full-time 
professors. The concept of a part-time professorship in combination with 
a position in the Nat.Lab. was exceptional before WWII. Only Holst and 
Van der Pol were offered a position as named chair professors in Delft and 
Leyden. Holst made an important personal contribution to the Dutch 
academie world when he and Ornstein, among others, established the 
Dutch Physics Association (Nederlandse Natuurkundige Vereniging) in 
1921. He was also instrumental in establishing the Physics Department at 
the first Dutch Polytechnic in Delft, in 1929. Zwikker and Dorgelo (men
tioned above) were among rhe first professors rhere.8' 

Another way to disseminare the newly gained Nat.Lab., scientific knowl
edge was by publishing. Apart from the fact that famous scientists visited 
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the lab, publishing in scientific journals, preferably leading ones, was an 
important way for the Nat.Lab. to display a certain degree of scientific sta
tus. An administrative system designed to manage the stream of publica
tions was set up by M. Drijver, who had come from one of the factories. 

The toral stream of publications grew as the number of scientists work
ing in the lab grew. Therefore, Registers of Publications stared being pub
lished. In those registers we see one entry for 1914, but from then on, the 
number of publications produced per year increases steadily until 1937 
(236 entries), declines rapidly after 1940 and reeovers again in 1946, the 
year after the end ofWWII. The numbers show that publishing the out
comes of scientific research was sarnething that was taken seriously in the 
Nat.Lab. culture. 

But Holst was not only keen to stimulate the scientists to keep up with 
all the latest developments in science and to contribute to science by pub
lishing. He also wanred to stimulate a constant awareness of the need to 

contribute to the campany's indusrrial posirion. The outcomes of scientif
ic research- for which he had built up a research culture- should be made 
available to the company. There were at least three ways in which this was 
stimulared. Firstly, the scientisrs were expected to submit ideas for patents; 
secondly, Holst creared a special joumal for passing on research output to 
industry; and thirdly, contact was maintained withother partsof the com
pany. The first and second ways will be discussed here below. The third 
way will be dealt with later on in this chapter. 

Scientists were pushed not only to publish but also to come up with pos
sihilities for patents. For these purposes so-called white cards were creat
ed. Scientists could fill in these cards, which contained the data that were 
needed by the Parent Department whenever a patent request was submit
ted. Holst would then decide whether or nor a 'white card' should besent 
to the Patent Department. Only if that was not the case were the scien
tists free to publish their work. The Patent Department had been official
ly set up in 1921, and its department head was E. Hijmans.82 By 1922 the 
department had a staff of seven people.83 This department transferred the 
in formation on rhe 'white cards' to the 'yellow cards' and did research into 
the novelty and patentabiliry of the invention described on the 'white 
card'. Finally, a decision would be taken on whether or nor to submit the 
invention to rhe national Patents Office in order to apply for a patent. If 
this was decided against, there was still the opportunity for rhe scientist to 
prepare a publication about the work. If it was decided rhat a patent 
should be applied for, rhen the scientisr had to postpone his publication 
until the national Patents Office had registered the application. In 1929 
each scientisr submitted 3.1 white cards on average and in 1930, the year of 
the economie crisis, the average was 2-4 cards. During the 1931-1940 peri
adeach scientist submitted between I and 1.5 whire cards per year on aver-
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age. After that, there was only a temporary recovery of the peak rare for 
1933 (of 2.5 white cards per year), while otherwise the number of white 
cards per scientist per year remained less than 1.5.84 The number of inven
tions lisred on white cards that made rheir way to the national Patents 
Office amounted to around 50% of the tora! number of white cards. 

In addition to all rhe external joumals and conferences and internal 
reports and accounts, the Nat.Lab. scientists were given a special oppor
tunity to publish material when, in 1936, the Phifips Technisch Tijdschrift 
(Philips Technica/ Review) starred being published. In the Introduetion to 
the first issue, Holst explained why rhe Nat.Lab. had decided to start pub
lishing a joumal of its own: 'The Philips Research Laboratories are con
tinually receiving an ever-increasing number of enquiries and requests 
from many quarters for more detailed data and particulars of the exrensive 
range of Philips products, and especially for information as to their spe
cific characteristics and practical applications. A large proportion of these 
enquiries comes from the engineering world, and it is hoped by means of 
this periodical to esrablish contact with these circles.' Two things can be 
read from these words. Firstly, the periodical was nor meant to be exclu
sively about Nat. Lab. research, although the colophon of the joumal men
tioned that it was 'edited by rhe research Iabaratory of rhe N.V. Philips 
Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Holland'. Ir became the journal's prac
tice to publish anides written by authors from orher parts ofPhilips in the 
Philips Technica/ Review. Most of the artides, though, originated from 
Nat.Lab. authors. Secondly, the journal's target group was nor primarily 
the scientific world, but the industrial world and 'the whole engineering 
profession'. The artiel es therefore would present the subject matter 'as sim
ply as possible'.85 The joumal could norbeseen as an alternative to pub
lishing in scientific joumals which was probably why there was not a 
decrease in the number of other publications produced by the scientists. 
The first issue of the Philips Technica/ Review appeared in January 1936, 
and the normal frequency was to be twelve issues per year (it was only in 
1942 that nine issues came out, and none were publisbed in 1943-1945). 
The joumal was publisbed in four languages: Outch, English, German 
and French. Holst, Oasterhuis and Verff formed the editorial board, 
which shows that the joumal was seen as an important activiry. 

The researchers were thus stimulated to become Janus-faced. They were 
expected to look both in the direction of new scientific developments and 
in the direction of the campany's industrial interests. This two-faced 
aspect was often to be realised by a combination of scientists. A.E. van 
Arke! and J.H. de Boer were chemists who wrote a book rogether on the 
chemica! bond as an electrastatic phenomenon, but their individual acriv
iries reflected a dichotomy in interests. Van Arke! was more interested in 
pure chemistry and in 1934 moved to the University of Leyden to become 
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a professor in inorganic and physical chemistry. De Boer was more inter
esred in the industriaJ aspects of his discipline, and when he lefr rhe lab, 
he had 152 Dutch patents under his name. Likewise, there were rwo 
groups working on radio technology, one led by Van der Pol thar had a 
more theoretica! (mathematica!) character and the other led by Oasterhuis 
that was more practically oriented. Such a combination did nor aJways 
provide a salution to the rension berween an academie and an industrial 
approach. In the case of the ferrire research, the theoretica! contributions 
made by Verwey and the practical contributions made by Snoek remained 
separate and were not reaJly combined. The relationship berween Bol and 
Elenbaas in relation to gas discharge lamps illustrates how the differences 
berween more academie and more industrial approaches could even lead 
to personal tensions (see section 4.1). Of course, this was nor a necessary 
consequence of the Janus-faeed nature of the laboratory. Evidently, 
though, integrating academie and industriaJ orientations and making 
these the rwo main orientations in the culture of an industriaJ research 
Iabaratory was not always easy. 

Structures for Managing the Growing Research Programme 

In creating a Nat.Lab. culture, Holst had to strike a baJance between an 
academie and an industriaJ atmosphere, as was illustrated in the previous 
section. Likewise, in crearing an organisationaJ structure for the Nat.Lab., 
he had ro find a good baJance berween freedom for the researchers and a 
certain mechanism that would mean control over the research efforts as a 
whole. 

In the early years this structure was informaJ, and because rhe number of 
employees was smal!, Holst could easily keep track of aJJ rheir work. But 
as rhe lab popularion grew, Holst had ro introduce certain more forma! 
srructures. He was thereby confronted by rhe fact that he was dealing with 
an organisation comprised of professionals. In such an organisation it is to 
be expected that people claim a lot of freedom because of their level of 
expertise. The Nat.Lab. popwation included a number of strong charac
ters, for whom that rule certainly held. Two examples of such persons were 
A. Bouwers and B. van der Pol. In the casestudy on X-ray research (Chap
ter 5), we shaJI see that Bouwers was able to project bimself sufficiently to 
have his own budget within the Nat. Lab. Surveys on paper sametimes cre
ated the impression that his group was in a position that singled it out 
from the rest of the lab. Undeniably Bouwers did a lot of important work 
for the lab: while he was there, his group publisbed 83 papers and yielded 
70 patents. Bouwers had aJso received severaJ awards in the academie 
world.86 Because of this proven expertise, Bouwers was able to more or less 
retain this independent position. The same can beseen with Van der Pol. 
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Most of his work was of a mathematica! character and had to do with the 
propagation of radio wave signals. He published more than 200 papers on 
that subject. His work made him an expert and gave him worldwide fame. 
He, too, could claim freedom based on his proven expertise. Several peo
ple who knew both those men have mentioned that Holst and Van der Pol 
had quite different natures, which sametimes gave rise to tensions between 
rhe two. 87 

Holst certainly recognised the merits of the strong characters in his lab 
and gave them opportunities to manifest themselves. In the pre-WWII 
period there was no forma! hierarchy between the scienrists ( there was 
between scienrists, assistants and technicians, as we will see later on). Soa 
forma! promotion of excellence where the scientists were concerned was 
nor yet available to him as an instrument to do that. In defining the 
research program me, however, he did show his appreciation of the leading 
scientists. In a memorandum emirled 'Division work discussion groups 
for the year 1932', nine groups were differenriated, and a list of scientists 
arranged in alphabetical order for each group was given, except for the 
first name, which apparendy referred toa leader. 88 Thus, we have Radio A 
(apparatus) and Radio B (lamps) under Oosterhuis's name given first, 
Radio C (experimental) with Van der Pol, Acoustics under Van Urk, 
Chemistry A (solid states) under Van Arke!, Chemistry B (photochem
istry) under De Boer, X-ray under Bouwers, Gas discharges under De 
Groot, and finally a 'rest' group with Halst's own name at the top of the 
list. In a 1933 survey of the research programme recorded in one of Halst's 
notebooks, we find nine groups each of which corresponds to a certain 
field of research. In some cases Holst had not named the group according 
to its content, but after the name of a person leading it.89 This confirms 
the idea that Holst saw some persons as the 'primes inter pares'. 

Apart from the informal instrument for differentiating between employ
ees mentioned above, Holst had the more forma! instruments of 'vak
groepen' and salaries. The status of the employee was reflected by the 'vak
groep' (salary scale). A scienrist starred in scale 6 and could be promored 
to scale 7· Assistants starred in scale 3 or 4 and could be promored to scale 
5· Assistants had no academie degrees, but were high school graduates. 
Although there was a certain relationship between salaries and vak
groepen, being in a higher vakgroep did not necessarily mean that one 
received a higher salary. Neither an employee's vakgroep nor salary was 
made known to other employees. The scienrists and assistants were pa.id 
monthly. There was a third group of employees, the technicians. Those 
were craftsman who did workshop activities. They were paid weekly. 
There were more things that indicated d.ifferences in status between sci
enrists and assistants on the one hand and technicians on the other hand. 
The way the working times were recorded was arranged as follows: for the 
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scientists and assistants a porter did this, but the technicians had to punch 
a time doek card. Another difference was: scientists worked 43 hours a 
week, assistants 43 or 45, and technicians did 48 hours a week. Even very 
subtie symbols we re used: in the 'bath corridor', a nickname given to a 
corridor rhat looked like rhe bottorn of a swimming poo[,9° door mats in 
front of cerrain doors indicated where rhe rooms of persons of a higher 
rank were situated. To give a final example: scientists and assistants wore 
white coats, and technicians wore yellow coats. Thus, a certain hierarchi
cal structural for rhe lab was created and maintained. 

When the lab grew, Holst needed some persons to assist him with his 
increasing managerial tasks. He created a separate chief of personnel posi
tion. In 1933 J.M. Verff was offered rhis posirion. Before that he had been 
Otten's secretary (Otten was one of the campany's rnanaging direerars and 
was to become Anton's successor). According to Verff, Holst could no 
longer take care of the administration of 200 employees of his own, at the 
same time keeping in proper contact wirh rhe approximately 50 scientists. 
Verff was also asked to take charge of the cantacts with the commercial 
department and the factories. 9' This would allow Holst to spend time con
tacting researchers in order to keep track of rhe research that was going on. 
At ftrst, he could ma.intain this contact by occasionally visiting individual 
researchers, but when the number grew, he had to look for more forma! 
ways of mainta.ining that contact. For that purpose Holst set up a system 
of reporting procedures for the scientists. Soon after the move to Srrijp, 
each scientist was supposed to record his work in two notebooks: a smal! 
one for the experimental data, and a larger one for the analysis of those 
data and for theoretica! reflections on rhe results. These two hooks served 
as resources for rhe writing up of the scientists' publications. Results that 
for whatever reason were nor rhought to be suitable for external publica
tion (in journals, hooks or conference proceedings) were publisbed as 
internal reports and accounts. Such internal reports enabled Holst to keep 
track of rhe scientists' work. An administrative system designed to manage 
the stream of publications was set up for Holst by M. Drijver, who had 
come from one of the factories. In 1936 Holst also established a 'working 
discussions' procedure that enabled him to keep track of what happened 
within the various research groups. Scientists had to present their work to 
Holst and to colleagues during these sessions and rhey were thus stimu
lated to sustain a certain quantity and qualiry of work. In that year there 
were about sixteen such sessions per month. A one-page report was pro
duced from each working discussion, which was registered as an internal 
publication. When the number of participants was ten or less- which was 
usual for all groups, except for the radio groups - the sessions would be 
held in Holst's roomY This reflects his direct involvement in the working 
discussions. In fact, the procedure sketched above was an adaptation of an 
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existing habit for working discussions that were of a more open character. 
In a 1935 memorandum Drijver complained about the fact that so many 
people attended these working discussions (at least thirty, but sometimes 
even up to sixty and that the reports of these sessions had often resembied 
complete publications.93 When the number of participants and the size of 
the reports was reduced in 1936, this must have made the working sessions 
much more suitable as an instrument for rnanaging the lab programme as 
far as Holst was concerned. 

Thus, we have seen that in this period a structure developed that had both 
informal and forma! aspects, and that the emphasis shifred from informal 
to more formal structures. Holst saw this as necessary for achieving his 
goal of enabling the company to diversify its product portfolio. This was 
something that was not possible without some hierarchical control over 
the workof the individual researchers. In the first post-WWII period an 
important step in the formalisation of the hierarchy of the lab was taken 
when formal group leaders were appointed. Another extra layer emerged 
when Holst retired and was succeeded by three di rectors, one of which was 
later given a position in the company's Board of Management that was 
formed within the new company structure (see the Intermezzo on the 
years 1940-1946). This formalisation left untouched the freedom that 
researchers had to select their research topics. The forma! structure of the 
lab thus provided instruments and mechanisms so that the management 
could control the procedures of communication (publishing and present
ing) and payments, but it enabled the researchers to give free rein to their 
expertise. 

3 .s Injluencing the Company 
In the previous sections we saw how the goals, culture and structure, as 
characteristics of a professional organisation, were influenced by external 
comacts in the scientific world but also within the Philips company. Now 
we wil! consider how the Nat.Lab. influenced, or sought to influence, the 
company. Both ways of looking at the Nat.Lab. contribute to our under
standing of the role that the Nat.Lab. wanred to fulfil within the compa
ny (the main research question of our historica! study). The goals, culture 
and structure of the Nat. Lab. inform us about the type of laboratory rhar 
Holst and others considered to be appropriate when it involved con
tributing to the Philips company. The way the Nat.Lab. went about try
ing to exert an influence on the company tells us about people's ideas and 
about how it was thought that the Nat.Lab. could make people's efforts 
fruitful to the company. We wil! focus on two ways of contributing to the 
company that we find were practised in this period: in the first place we 
will consider Halst's contributions to management discussions on the 
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campany's product policy, and in second place we wiJl consider the rela
tionships which existed between the Nat. Lab. and the factories in order to 
to gain an impression of the transfer of research output from the Nat. Lab. 
to production in the factories. 

Holst in the Directorate and Orco Meetings 

Philips directorate meetings were held from 1928 on.94 Originally, it was 
only Anton and Gerard Philips who were in charge of rhe company. When 
Gerard retired in 1922, Anton was rhe only official director. Alrhough he 
was not afraid to give his employees considerable responsibilities, he had 
great influence on the campany's policy. This situation remained the same 
even when the company grew to 46 facrories and 69 sales departments in 
1935.95 To co-ordinate all rhe various activities, staff departments were set 
up. There was a Commercial Department, a Financial Department, a 
Patent Department and a Secretariat, which operared as the campany's 
chancellery. Departmental influence increased as the size of the company 
increased. From these departments future directors emerged, such as P.F.S. 
Orten, H.F. van Walsem, O.M.E. Loupart and F.J. Philips.96 We find their 
names, and Holst's name, in the arrendance lists kept of directors' meer
mgs. 

The minures of these meetings show that Holst certainly did not stim
ulate active participation on the part of the company in any new areas. 
According to him, the Nat.Lab. had justabout the capacity to support the 
further development of existing products. Nevertheless, he did recognise 
the need to extend rhe product range, but mainly in the direction of mass 
consumer products (e.g. electrical gramophone and sound amplifiers).97 
In 1929 Holst warned that sound film would probably not yield any prof
it for the company. On the orher hand, he sawsound film as an opportu
nity forentering new related areas.98 A month later, Holst expressed very 
pessimistic feelings about the feasibility of the radio broadcasting business 
in the Netherlands, given rhe divided situation in the country.99 A year 
later Holst warned againsr extending the range of radio sets in the com
pany's product portfolio. According to him standardisation was necessary 
(e.g. by designinga set of basic components that could be used in all types 
of sets). So we see an ambivalent attitude: on the one hand, Holst recog
nised possibilities for new business openings but on the other hand, he 
often feit the need, during the directorate meetings, to express his con
cerns about the feasibility of rhose same possibilities. 

In 1932100 a special series of meetings known as rhe Orco meetings was ini
tiared for the purpose of discussing the campany's development. Orco 
stood for Orienterings Commissie (Orientation Committee). 101 Apart 
from discussing product policy, the Orco also had some authority to take 
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decisions. The purpose of the Orco was to co-ordinate activities under
taken by the various entities within the company. The campany's direc
torate was represented in the Orco, as wellas the Patent Department (Hij
mans) , and from 1933 on the Nat.Lab was also represenred.102 In 1934 it 
was mentioned that in specific fields sub or 'article' Orcos could he set 
up.10 3 These sub Orcos did not have the authority to make decisions but 
were required toprepare decisions to he taken by the Orco. By the begin
ning ofWWII, the Orco had weekly meeting fixtures: it met every Mon
day afternoon at 2.30 pm.104 By the end of WWII, a number of artiele 
Orcos had been set up. 105 Th ere were Orcos for Lighting, Electron tubes, 
Apparatus for dornestic use, Telecommunications, Devices, Medica! 
equipment, Image and sound techniques, lndustrial applications of dec
tronies, Products for industrial applications, Measurement equipment, 
Metals, Chemicals, Pharmaceutical articles and food, Related factories 
(paper, glass). This list reveals a correspondence to the Product Divisions 
that were set up after WWII (see the first Intermezzo). 

As in rhe meetings for directors, we frequendy find that also in the Orco 
meetings Holst participated in discussions about future needs for the com
pany. Again he expressed hesitation about the feasibility of various new 
issues. When in 1932 Laupart presenred a list of products that could be 
sold in the USA to start up competition with GE, only a few of the lisred 
products were approved by the meeting (X-ray tubes and equipment, and 
photo flash lamps), and this very small selection was at least in part based 
on Holsr's advice.106 In 1934 he expressed his doubrs about the Milier sys
tem.to7 

Holst also participated in more specific committees such as the Light
ing committee, where various lamp applications, such as those intended 
for use in traffic, like the water caoled 'Bol' lamp, were discussed by 
Nat.Lab. and factory representatives, in preparation for the company's 
participation in the world exhibition in Paris in 1937, to name but one 
purpose.108 In those meetings concrete agreements for courses of action to 
be taken were often made. In such committees Holst was able to play a 
more stimulating role because it was exploitation of existing products that 
was dealt with and nor the exploration of new products areas. 

There is one issue that needs to be described separately, and that is Holst's 
stance in rhe campany's policy towards relevision as a possible new prod
uct field, because Holst's ideas on this were controversial. Holst was scep
tica! about rhe possibiliries of exploiting relevision commercially in rhe 
Netherlands.'09 Indeed, until the mid-1930s his scepticism seemed to be 
well grounded because the quality of the images was still very poor at that 
time, while it was expected that relevision sets would be quite expensive. 
But the invention of the iconoscope as a fully dectronie technique for 
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reading optica! images represented a major step forward. This was recog
nized by his colleagues at Telefunken in Germany and EMI-Marconi in 
the USA, who immediately abandoned work on the mechanica) scanning 
devices and started working on rhe iconoscope. Holst, however, at first 
underestimated its importance. During an Orco meeting in 1933, he 
expressed the opinion that this new device would be insufficient to cause 
a real breakthrough. A year later he underlined the large costs involved in 
building a network of relevision transmitters in order to further underpin 
his hesitations about rhe prospect of relevision as a commercial product. 
His opinion was supported by the ourcomes of a study trip ro RCA in the 
USA, made by Van der Pol and Van der Mark, two of his Nat.Lab. 
researchers. According to them, RCA did nor expect a general introdue
tion of public relevision within two or three years."0 Nevertheless, in 1935 
a rest transmitter was built in the Nat. Lab., and the technica! feasibiliry of 
relevision was demonstrared to journalists. In the Apparatus factory a rel
evision group was established, which co-operated wirh rhe Nat.Lab.m 
Loupart, one of the campany's directors, who was particularly concerned 
about the company's commercial affairs, had strongly argued in favour of 
such a test transmitter. After the demonstration Holst remained doubtful 
about rhe commercial feasibility of television. As an alternative he sug
gested putting all the company's efforts into developing a 'home cineac', a 
distriburion system whereby people could receive films at home to warch 
at times that suited them. Holst's strategy was to closely watch what hap
pened in the USA, but nor to spend too much time and money on a 
research programme within the company as yet. Th is caused great concern 
within the Commercial Department, because they feared building up a 
growing backlog compared withother countries, such as the USA, the UK 
and Germany. In 1937 relevision activities within rhe Nat.Lab. increased. 
It is nor clear if any extra impetus was provided from the campany's rele
vision committee to suddenly give rise to this. Ir may also be that the 
replacement of mechanica[ relevision by dectronie relevision was seen as 
sufficiendy promising to justif}r increased efforts, although Holst at first 
did nor have high expectations of the invention of the electron ie scanning 
tube (see also section 6.2). Anyway, it is nor probable rhat this increase 
would have happened without Holst's approval. Perhaps here the opinion 
expressed by Casimir and supported by Blankenm to the effect that Holst 
complerely lacked any awareness of the potenrial of relevision as a com
mercial product should be reconsidered. lt at least seems to conflict with 
the fact that Holstsawa potenrial for 'image telegraphy' in countries such 
as China and Japan- where there were no letter but picture types of ebar
aeter systems - which would, at the same time, enable relevision to be 
realised at little extra cost. This shows that Holst was nor opposed to rel
evision as such, "3 but that he j ust saw financial harriers in Europe. "4 In 
1938 relevision was accepted as being ' important' statuswise by the 
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Nat.Lab., not in the least at the emphatic request of the leader of the appa
ratus factory, P.R. Dijksterhuis."5 

Although Holst's role in the case of relevision remains a dubious one, the 
role of the Nat.Lab. in the field of relevision was no different from other 
areas: the Nat.Lab.'s programme supported the sort of product diversifi
cation that the company wanted. Holst wanred the Nat.Lab. to have more 
the innovative role in the company of providing new technological ways 
of realising the existing product portfolio rather than leading it into 
entirely new product areas. 

The Changing Relationship with the Factories 

In Chapter 2 we considered the different types of work that can take place 
in an ioclustrial research laboratory. Research can be focused on the under
standing of phenomena, but there can also be development work and test
ing activities. We saw that in the early years all three types of work were 
carried out in the Nat.Lab. This was not surprising given the close rela
tionship between the Nat.Lab. and the factory within a company that was 
still rather smal! in those years. In the period described in Chapter 3, the 
company diversified and grew, and this affected cantacts between the 
Nat.Lab. and the factories. The changes in these contacts, and their con
sequences for the type of work being clone in the Nat.Lab., will be the sub
ject of this section. 

In the pre-WWII period of the Nat.Lab.'s history, the Nat.Lab. embraced 
pilot production. This 'Proeffabriek' (pilot factory) provided a link 
between research in the Iabaratory and production in the factories. This 
was already the case befare the lab moved to the Strijp premises. In a let
ter from Holst to Gerard Philips, dated August IO, 1922, " 6 Holst alluded 
to the production of 300 audions per day. NI these receiver tubes were 
destined for foreign markers. The Nat.Lab. produced rectifier tubes and 2 

kW transmitter tubes for the Nederlandse Seintoestellen Fabriek (NSF). 
Near the premises on the Emmasingel, a special pilot factory had been 
built for the 'test' production of new devices. In this pilot factory smali
scale production lines were set up to enable the Nat.Lab. to experiment 
with production and to gain the knowledge required for possible improve
ments and transitions to large-scale production. Thus, the pilot factory 
did iocleed serve as a bridge between the lab and the factories. Sametimes 
only smal! quantities were needed so that production took place in the 
pilot factory and there was no intention of transferring to large-scale pro
duction facilities. After the move to Strijp, a pilot factory was again added 
to the lab buildings, and it feil under the teehoical leadership of P.F.S. 
Otten, who was later to become one of the campany's presidents. J. 
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Bruynes was appointed scientific head of the pilot factory. Bruynes was 
responsible to Holst, which shows how close the conneetion was between 
the pilot factory and the Nat.Lab. A 1927 survey of the 'Proeffabriek' 
departments shows that the pilot factory was involved in the production 
of a variety of artefacts: loudspeakers, low frequency transformers, power 
supply units, neon lamps, capacitors, reerifter tubes, X-ray tubes, trans
mitter tubes, inert gas fuses, and resistance amplifiers. There was a bureau 
for production planning. Part of the factory was a design department with 
a drawing room. In the 1930s the activities were reduced, and by the 
beginning of WWII virtually nothing of the pilot factory remained. The 
pilot factory's decline could partly be amibuted to the economie crisis, the 
consequences of which starred being feit by the Philips company in the 
latter part of 1930, and partly to the fact that various factories had set up 
development laboratories of their own, which did the same sort of work 
as the Nat.Lab.'s pilot factory. For the Nat.Lab. this meant that work 
which was closely related to production issues started being clone in the 
lab again. 

'Normal' production took place in the factories. At first, the Nat.Lab. car
ried out many investigations in order to support the factories direcdy 
when production problems emerged. Not much of such research was clone 
in the factories themselves, but this was to change in the course of time. 
Gradually, the factories set up their own laboratories. The need to co-ordi
nate the activities of the various labs can be understood if one bears in 
mind that in 1936 there were 32 laboratories."7 The Nat.Lab. was the 
largest lab on the list with a budget of NLG 1,312,000, which amounted 
to about 1o/o of the total turnover. The other labs spent NLG J,250,2oo 
which was almost 3% of the campany's turnover for that year. In this list 
Bouwer's X-ray lab is mentioned as a separate lab. The second largest lab 
was the design group for Apparatuses and Loudspeakers (headed by 
Laman Trip). Next in size was rhe Test Department for Radio Lamps (Van 
Gessel). The range oflabs reflected the variety of activities within the com
pany: there were development labs for television, sound, cinema, welding 
rods, telecom articles, and there was a lighting lab, a glass lab, a lab for 
enamel wires, a Philite lab, and a lab for armatures. 

Often Nat.Lab. representatives attended factory meetings, where pro
duction problems were discussed. For example, when rhe problem of the 
quality of quartz for lamps was discussed in a glass factory meeting, Elen
baas was present, and it was agreed that the Nat.Lab., the glass factory and 
the lamp factory would co-operate to workon this."8 There was also the 
co-operation between the Nat. Lab. and the factory labs regarding the mat
ter of dectrical components. 119 Earlyin 1929, for example, the Nat.Lab., 
the Apparatus factory and the factory for capacitors had meetings to dis
cuss the application of new capacitors for power supply, and until mid-
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1928 qualiry measurements for such capacitors were performed at the 
Nat.Lab. In rhe early 1930s the Nat. Lab. and rhe development group at the 
factory for dectrical components stuclied mica capacitors with deposited 
layers. In 1934 the Nat.Lab. assisred in manufacruring problems for film 
resistors at rhe Apparatus facrory. Finally, the co-operation in 19381!939 
between Dr. Claassens120 (Nat.Lab.) and rhe development group of the 
dectrical components factory and the apparatus factory on pressed resis
tors made from phenol resin and graphite should be mentioned. A more 
elaborate example of the issue of co-operation between rhe Nat.Lab. and 
the factories and their development groups is to be found in the ~gree
ment between the apparatus department of rhe physics Iabaratory (i.e. the 
Nat.Lab., MJdV) and the appararus laboratory on the normal course of 
development for receiver appararus'. 121 This agreement reveals rhe inter
play that existed between Nat.Lab. and the development lab for radio 
receiver sets. The course described was the following: first, the appararus 
factory, the commercial department and the Nat.Lab. had to decide 
rogether what type of receiver sets would be developed. In the case of rhe 
sets that could be developed in the apparatus factory, the circuit diagram 
would be discussed during one meeting in which borh the appararus 
development department and the Nat.Lab. participated. For each set that 
had to be developed joindy between the Nat.Lab. and the apparatus devel
opment department, a Nat.Lab. scientist would come up with a circuit 
diagram that would be discussed with the apparatus development lab. The 
elaboration and details (giving the exact values of resisrors and capacitors, 
etc.) would rhen be clone by the appararus development department, and 
H. Rinia (Nat.Lab.) could be consulred in this connection. Provisional 
versions of the circuit diagram would be circulated both within the 
Nat.Lab. and within the appararus development lab. A final version was 
then signed by the development deparrment. Then a chassis would be 
designed and discussed with the Nat.Lab. A prototype would be made in 
the development lab and investigated by the Nat.Lab., and if necessary, 
changes were proposed; a second stage of chassis development would then 
take place within rhe apparatus development lab. The apparatus develop
ment lab rook care of updating rhe principle scheme in the event of 
changes. If the apparatus development lab wanred to make changes dur
ing the second phase, these changes always had to be discussed with the 
Nat.Lab. Thus, there was an explicit division of tasks and responsibiliries 
between the Nat.Lab. and the apparatus development lab in a collecrive 
development process. 

The fact that rhe Nat. Lab. maintained comacts with the labs and factories 
can also be deduced from rhe fact that a special debate was held on the co
operation between the Nat.Lab., the Patent Department and the Com
mercial Departments. The Patent Department's work could be hampered 
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if the Nat.Lab. passed on informarion on new invenrions to the Com
mercial Departments. In the discussion that rook place, rhe Nat.Lab. 
insisted on maintaining contact with rhe Commercial Departments. 
These comacts were necessary whenever the Commercial Departments' 
wishes and suggestions had be taken into account in conjunction wirh the 
development of new products at the Nat.Lab.122 There arealso minuresof 
the 'laboratory meetings' that were held nearly every week in the 1938-1944 
period that show that rhere were frequent comacts between the Nat.Lab. 
and various facrories . Sometimes the means for exchanging information 
were discussed explicitly. In 1939, for example, it was agreed that a certain 
Mr. Hardenberg would artend rhe weekly Nat.Lab. lunchtime meetings 
on beha1f of his factory. 12> 

The existence of a pilot factory closely related ro the Nat.Lab. illustrates 
that in the first period of the Nat.Lab.'s history, rhe lab was direcdy 
involved in production issues and problems. Again, it was Anton Philips 
himself who gave persona1 support for this Nat.Lab. activiry. As Garratt 
suggested,'24 probably in that period, in particular in the early years, there 
was nor much scientific expertise available outside the Nat.Lab. for solv
ing production problems. Holst later admitted that the lab scientists were 
nor production experts, but that on the other hand the production experts 
were certainly nor brilliant when it carne to scienrific know-how.' 2 5 The 
establishment of rhe facrory laboratories would change this situation. The 
factories would rhen have their own research facilities. In the early years of 
the Nat.Lab.'s hisrory, all the different rypes of work rhat can be found in 
a research lab - fundamental research, development work, the solving of 
practical production problems- were continued in that lab. Later on, the 
facrory laborarories rook over rhe more producrion-oriented research 
acrivities and part of the product development tasks as well. In thar respect 
the broadening of the Nat.Lab.'s scope, in terms of research topics, went 
hand in hand wirh a narrowing of the range of activities. 

The emergence of labs in rhe factories was in itself logica! given rhe com
pany's expansion. Already at an early stage of this development, rhough, 
the danger was recognised of rhe Nar.Lab.'s becoming a much more sepa
rate entiry within rhe company rhan it used to be before rhe days of the 
factory laborarories. In a letter dared March 25, 1936, J.M. Verff expressed 
his concern rhat roo much isolation of rhe Nar. Lab. would mean rhat per
haps factory labs would duplicate the work of the Nat. Lab., but with less 
qualified personnel.' 26 Verff feared rhat the transfer of research output to 
the factory laboratories would be delayed because rhe factory labs would 
repeat the research, but in rheir own way. Lack of interest in the factory 
labs would also hamper the taking over of developments that might be 
important to the company. The increased demands being placed on rhe 
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Nat.Lab. (more research into telecom articles, transmitters and transmit
ter lamps, more relevision research) could instigare a further spread of 
research activities in the factory labs because of the lack of capacity in the 
Nat.Lab. In Verff's opinion this would enhance the disadvantages of 
decentralised research. He suggested placing a number of the factory labs 
plus the Nat.Lab. under one directorate, but his advice was not followed. 
Soon after Verff's proposal, the telecom development group wrote a letter 
to Otten, one of the campany's directors, to emphasise the importance of 
their independence. According to De Fremery, author of the letter, the 
flexibility that was needed for the development group to respond ade
quately to market developments would nor be guaranteed if the group was 
ried to the Nat. Lab. 127 The tendency for independenee grew stronger, and 
after WWII the factories and their labs became formally independent 
Product Divisions (see the first Intermezzo). Verff's concerns about the 
too independent position of the various labs did not result in any concrete 
action, and the reaction of the telecom development group betrayed why: 
maintaining too strong a tie with the Nat.Lab. was seen by this develop
ment lab as standing in the way of flexible market action. When the inde
pendent position of the factories was formalised with the creation of the 
Product Divisions after WWII, this perceived disrance between the 
Nat.Lab. and the factories' development labs would be continued further 
and Verff's fears would proveto have been prophetic, as we will clearly see 
in rhe next period of the Nat.Lab.'s history, beween 1946 and 1972. 
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4. Research for Diversification in Ac ti ort 

In the period described in Chapter 3 (1923-1946) the Nat.Lab. activities 
were closely linked to the company as a whole. When deciding upon its 
research topics, the Nat.Lab. adhered to the decisions made by the com
pany's directorate. The communication lines between the campany's man
agement and the lab were short. In some cases there was direct involve
ment on the part of Anton Philips. The Nat.Lab.'s main task was to enable 
the company to realise the diversification of its product portfolio as decid
ed upon by the campany's directorate by developing knowledge on the 
natura! phenomena underlying the products and by establishing a good 
patent position. Holst stimulated the high-level scientific status of the lab. 
He also took part in discussions on the future of the company, and so the 
Nar.Lab. also played a part in rhe process of establishing a desirabie prod
uct portfolio for the company as a whole. Holst aften rook a rather cau
tious viewpoint, and frequendy expressed doubts about the commercial 
feasibility of new products. In the case of television, for example, the 
campany's directorate urged rhat more relevision research be done, and 
Holst had to go along with this, in spite of his own hesitations about it. 

To make the Iabaratory fulfil the role described above, Holst had to 
find a salution to two puzzles: in the first place he had ro strike a balance 
between academie and indusrrial orientations in the scientists' attitudes, 
and in the second place he had to strike a balance between giving top sci
entists the freedom they required to achieve great things, while maintain
ing sufficient control over the lab popularion's work to eosure that their 
contributions would add up to a useful totality. 

The Nat.Lab. was a hybrid lab. Not only phenomena-oriented 
research, but also development work and practical problem-solving in 
relation to production problems took place. In the early years the Nat.Lab. 
also had its own pilot production facilities. Later on, the development of 
new produces was achieved in co-operation with the Nat. Lab. and the fac
tory's development laboratories, as in the case of radio set development. In 
other production problem cases the Nat.Lab.'s assistance was sought. 
Here, too, we find short communication lines between the Nat.Lab. and 
the rest of the company. Altogether, this gives the impression that the 
Nar. Lab. was a 'natura!' part of the whole company. The changes in the 
company during the 1923-1946 period, therefore, had a direct impact on 
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the nature of the Nat. Lab. The campany's product diversification resulted 
in an enormous extending of the range of research topics. Simultaneous
ly, the coming of the factory laboratories caused a narrowing of the range 
of research activities because these laboratories rook over some of the 
development and production problem-solving work that had previously 
been done in the Nat.Lab. 

In this chapter general characteristics of the Nat.Lab. in the 1923-1946 
period will be illustrated by taking three case studies to show what the 
Nat.Lab.'s research into diversification in action was like. In each case 
those characteristics wiU be highlighted in the introduetion and condu
sion sections of the case srudy in question. The case studies have been 
selected in such a way as to reflect the research scope. With some research 
topics, such as television, the work in the 1923-1946 period will be 
described in conjunction with the introduetion to the case studies of later 
periods (in Pans 11 and III). 

4 .I Gas Discharges and Mercury Lamps 
The first field of research that the Nat.Lab dealt with, was the incandes
cent filament lamps field. Very soon, though, the research was to extend 
to other fields, and gas discharge was one of the first phenomena to attract 
the interest of the Nat.Lab. researchers Holst and Oosterhuis. As has 
already been mentioned, even a famous physicist like Gustav Hertz was 
attracted to the Nat.Lab. to work in this field. In this case study the 
research done into gas discharges and the mercury lamps resu!ting from 
that research will be described in some detaiU 

In this period, in the first place, there was direct contact between the 
company management and the research activities. In particular, it was 
Anton Philips who personally kept in touch with the research activities. In 
the second place, research activities were closely related to factory prob
lems. Both aspects show how firmly the research lab was embedded in the 
company as a whole. The case study also illustrates that the influence of 
individuals could be very strong in the pre-WWII period, in particular 
while the lab was still small-scale. For Holst, this meant that there was a 
cerrain rension between giving strong characters room for individualistic 
work and trying to make them fit their activities into the research pro
gramme as a whole. Finally, this case study was chosen because research 
into lighting devices throughout this period remained an important part 
of the research programme and led ro many publications. According to 
Hutter,' the Philips researchers even publisbed more articles on gas dis
charge research than their colleagues at the Universities of Utrecht and 
Delft put rogether. The Nar.Lab. publicarions show that at Philips the 
focus was on the gas discharge lamps, whereas in the universities the focus 
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was on the phenomena in the lamps. Yet, the Nat.Lab. publications did 
cantribure substantially to the understanding of rhe phenomena. This 
reflects Holst's strategy to combine scientific research and the campany's 
interests as much as possible. 

For Philips, the direct context of the workon gas discharge lamps was the 
European marker. According to Heerding,4 the work of other European 
companies was of more direct strategie importance to Philips than the 
work that went on in the USA. In the USA patents were mainly used to 

proteet the dornestic marker, whereas in Europe patents played a role in 
rhe efforts of companies to invade other countries' markers. Scientifically, 
though, comacts with the USA, and in particular with GE, were of impar
tanee for both parries. GE researchers, Whirney included, went to Philips 
to learn about the work on the metal filament lamps. Vice versa, Philips 
researchers visited GE. There were also licence arrangements between 
Philips and GE. Heerding claims rhat the increasing administration of GE 
patents was even one of the motives for Philips to found its patent 
department.5 GE allowed Philips to take licences on the condition that it 
would nor try to invade the USA marker. In Europe, Philips' main con
cern was to work its way into rhe various cartels to establish its market 
position. In particular, rhe Phoebus carte! was important for Philips. The 
German Osram firm had taken the initiative for this cartel. The idea was 
to ereare srability in the light bulb marker. Wirhin Philips it was assumed 
that for most participants in the carte! the aim was to limit Philips' expan
sion in the light bulb marker. Yet, Anton Philips, although initially hesi
tant, decided to take part in the carte! with the expectation that Philips 
would gain from it in the end. In the carte! the world light bulb market 
(except for the USA and Canada) was parcelled among its European par
ticipants. The formation of the Phoebus carte! was supported by GE, 
because it was expected that coherence between rhe European competitors 
would yield better opportunities for negotiations in which the USA mar
ket could be proteered from European influence. GE stimulated Philips's 
participation in the carte! by setting Philips free from paying eertaio 
licences if it would agree to become part of rhe carte!. 

The Development of Theories about Electrons 

Research into gas discharge phenomena in the Philips Nat.Lab. was based 
on existing knowledge about electrons. This knowledge was founded on a 
long tradition of scientific study into the phenomena of electricity, mag
netism and light. Electrical discharge phenomena were studied by Muss
chenbroek with his Leyden jar as early as the mid-eighteenth century, and 
later by Coulomb and Volta. In the nineteenth century Miehad Faraday 
experimented with glow discharges. Maxwell and Heinrich Hertz (not to 
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be confused with Gustav) made a mathematica! translation of what Fara
day and others had determined experimentally. All these researchers had 
considered discharges at the macro-level. Micro-level research experienced 
a breakthrough at the beginning of the twentieth century when Thomson 
discovered the existence of a negatively charged partide: the electron. The 
classica! approach to descrihing electron behaviour was soon overthrown 
by the emergence of quanturn physics. This new knowledge provided an 
explanation for the line spectra in gases that had been observed by Wheat
stone, Foucoult and ochers in the nineteenth century. A theoretica! frame
work for consiclering the phenomena of gas discharges was therefore ava.il
able to the Nat.Lab. researchers when they entered the field in 1915. 

Low-pressure Gas Discharge Lamps 

As we saw in Chapter 2, Hamburger, who was stationed in the chemica! 
lab, or 'Lab V', was the first to study gas discharges. His intentions were 
purely practical: by examining gas discharges he could identify gas remaio
clers in vacuum lamps, but he also became interested in getting to know 
more about the phenomenon itself In 1917 he received his Ph.D. fora the
sis entitled 'On light emission by gases and mixtures of gases through dec
trical discharges'. In the preface to his thesis, Hamburger acknowledged 
the work of Holst, who had helped him to combine different measure
ment methods. This shows that in 'Lab IV' Holst had also become inter
esred in gas d.ischarges. Holst had rwo motives for that: in the first place, 
he needed to know about gas discharges to improve the filament lamps in 
which this phenomenon was to be reduced. In the second place, Holst 
believed that the gas discharges could be used for a new type of lamp. For 
some reason, out of the several possible options, Holst choose mercury 
lamps for experimentation. Kloppers, a lab assistant, was instrucred to 
repeat the Franck and (G.) Hertz experiment to study the excitation 
potenrial of mercury. Later on, Holst revealed what his idea had been. He 
had wanred to try out all combinations of glass and meiring wire, tung
sten or sarnething similar, and an inert gas or vacuum, or whatever might 
be technically usable. Hertz had joined the Nat.Lab. in 1920 and had car
ried out experiments to test the value of the Bohr atom model in order to 
explain the gas discharge phenomenon. Hertz's work resulted in 28 arti
cles, most of which dealt with the excitation and ionisation potentials of 
different gases. T hus, we see that the research was a practical search for 
both possible new produces and a scientific explanation of the phenome
non of gas discharges, which used current knowledge in the discipline of 
physics. 

The same combination can be found in the work on low-pressure gas dis
charge lamps that went on in the GE labs in the same period. W.R. Whit-
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ney, E. Weintraub and C.P. Steinmetz were the leading figures in that part 
of GE research. Their work led to important successes in the ignition 
mechanism for such lamps, for which they acquired several patents. Wein
traub also publisbed some anides about the phenomena in gas discharge 
lamps that reveal his theoretica! interest. As was mentioned in the intro
duetion to this case study, the combination of scientific ambition to con
tribute to theory development and the awareness of the company's inter
ests were also characteristic for the workat the Nat. Lab. 

In 1923 the Nat.Lab. gas discharge research was continued in the new 
building in the Strijp district. Nor only Holstand Oosterhuis, but also De 
Groot, Dorgelo, Penning, Zecher, Uyterhoeven, Druyvestein, Elenbaas 
and Kruithof rook part in the gas discharge research. Holst and Ooster
huis experimented with gas under low pressure between two flat, parallel, 
unheated metal plates. They discovered that in glow discharges, smalllay
ers could be observed (later to be called Halst-Oosterhuis layers), which 
according to them could be explained by assuming that the disrance 
between two layers represems the disrance that the electroos travel before 
they have acquired the lowest gas excitation energy. 

W de Groot joined the lab in 1923. He stuclied the relative intensity of 
speetral lines in gas discharges. He also stuclied the possibility of deter
mining the concentrations of ionised and excited atoms in the gas in ques
tion via absorption. Before 1935, when research inro low-pressure mercury 
lamps (without fluorescent powders) had been completed, he had pu
blished 35 articles. 

H.B. Dorgelo had worked with Ornstein in Utrecht and had written a 
Ph.D. thesis on 'The intensities of the components of multiple speetral 
lines' in 1924. He arrived at the Nat.Lab. in 1924 and left aga.in in 1927 to 

become professor at the polytechnic in Delft. He publisbed 24 articles 
during his Nat.Lab. period. 

F.M. Penning joined the lab in 1924. He was able to show that elec
troos in low-pressure mercury discharges submitted to direct current can 
reach very high veloeities because of the high-frequency oscillations in the 
gas. Furthermore, he measured the Paschen curves in gases with low con
centrations of impurities. Finally, he stuclied the influence of magnetic 
fields on gas discharges. For that purpose he developed what was later to 
be called the Penning manometer. Penning was a prolific author: 47 of his 
arricles were publisbed before 1935. 

G. Zeeher and W Uyterhoeven were both appointed to do practical 
research. They did nor publish much (in total 7 articles before 1935). Zeeh
er starred experimenting with mercury lamps in 1924 using neon as the 
ignition gas (the 'blue lighting tubes'). As we sawinSection 2 , neon tubes 
were already used for advertising purposes, and Philips had been produc-
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Philips' Vacuum-meter with rwo plare-rype cathocles P, and P, and ring anode R in rhe field of 
a permanent magnet H . 

Figure 10. The Philips Vacuum meter by Penning. 
The magneric field produced in valve M by magner H makes the elecrrons oscillare in spirals 

herween carhodes Pr and P2 before hiuing ring anode R. On their way rhe elecrrons hir gas mol

ecules and cause gas discharges. The number of discharges is a measure of rhe pressure of rhe gas 

(from Philips Technica i Review Vol. 2., p. 2.07). 

ing neon glow lamps since 1917. Zeeher was not very involved in theories 
but tried rather to find relationships between the practical parameters 
such as tube diameter, gas pressure and current intensity.6 Later, he also 
experimented with argon-filled tubes. Purely on the basis of trial-and
error, he found that a pressure of 20 mm Hg and an argon percentage of 
10% yielded the best results for a lamp. He was not concerned with the 
theoretical explanations for those observations. It was Penning who went 
on to use some of Zecher's results to search for such explanations. 

M.]. Druyvestein joined the lab in 1927. He too had studied with Orn
stein in Utrecht. As a result of his research, he was able to establish more 
about the distribution of electron veloeities in an electric field, by tak.ing 
into account that these electrans had a non-negligible drift velocity on top 
of their random velocity. This distribution is now known as the 
Druyvestein division. In the 1914-1935 register of publications, we find 20 

tirles under his name. 
W Elenbaas starred workingat the lab in 1930 after he had received his 

Ph.D. from Ornstein fora thesis on 'lntensity measurements in the heli
um spectrum'. His work will be discussed later on when we come to dis
cuss high-pressure gas discharge lamps. 

In 1934 Kruithof was the last new physicist to be attracted ro work on 
gas discharges. He had received his Ph.D. in Utrecht for workon electron 
excitation of hydragen molecules. He chiefly worked with Penning. 
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Holst soon realised that a lamp required more than a discharge of gas. He 
starred looking for fluorescent powders that would yield light in the right 
colours. In particular, it was white light that was seen as desirable, because 
people were used to having that sort of light from filament lamps. The 
idea of fluorescent larups was not new: in 1852 Stokes had already stuclied 
fluorescent light, and at General Electric it was Steinmetz who in 1902 had 
made a lamp that was covered with fluorescent powder on the outside. GE 
had already acquired a good patent position in the field. Other firms that 
were active in the field of fluorescent lamps, were Claude in France and 
the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation in the USA. In 1917 Holst experiment
ed with willemite zinc silicate as a fluorescent powder. The same material 
was used in the GE labs in that period. In 1923 De Groot created a high
voltage tube with fluorescent uranium glass (bought in an art shop). In the 
1933-1939 period it was Zecher, in particular, who experimented with diffe
rent tubes and powders. As we saw above, he was a practitioner and tried 
out various possibilities to find an optimal practical solurion for in-house 
lighting. Zeeher discovered that although fluorescent glass was sufficient 
for producing a lamp, the addition of fluorescent powder increased its effi
ciency. Zeeher also d.id duration experiments to test the technicallifetime 
of the lamps. He measured light output as a function of time and used var
ious commercially available fluorescent powders. Another practical prob
lem that Zeeher rried to solve through experimentation was to find the 
right conneering voltage for the lamps. To that end he developed a reso
nance circuit. 

More practical probierus were stuclied by others in the Nat.Lab. For 
example, new fluorescent powders with an after-glow effect were tested to 
solve the problem of flickering when alternaring current instead of direct 
current was used for the lamps. Likewise, the practical problem of inter
ference with radio waves was stuclied by C. Verburg. 

In 1934 a new department was set up in Philips for the purpose of dealing 
with the industrialisation of the gas discharge lamps. The name of the 
department, Philora, was a blend of the name Philips and the word auro
ra (an allusion to the colour of the morning red sky, which was appropri
ate, because the first lamps Philips produced were sodium larups - with
out fluorescent powders - that produced red light when starred up and 
yellow light once the lamp had warmed up). In the Philora department 
the problem of the atomising of cathocles and the resultant blackening of 
tube walls was studied. This study was very practically oriented, and no 
theoretical studies were clone like in the Nat.Lab. The Philora lab also did 
a great deal of quality testing. All the research and development efforts on 
gas discharge larups were thus divided over the Nat.Lab. and the Philora 
department. 
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To sum up, the research into low-pressure lamps- both with and without 
fluorescent powders - constitured a mixture of theoretica! and practical 
work, carried out by several individuals, each of whom had their own 
research areas. 

High-pressure Mercury Lamps 

In rhe 1930s a new type of gas discharge lamp emerged in the Nat.Lab. 
research: the high-pressure mercury lamp. The idea was oot new. Küch 
and Retschinsky in the WC. Heraeus lab in Hanau, Germany, has already 
published about their work on high-pressure mercury lamps in 1907. 
Their work shows the same combination of scienrific ambitions and 
awareness of practical use that we noted for the work at GE and Philips.7 
In rhe UK, rhe Westinghouse Cooper Hewitt Company had starred pro
duction of high-pressure mercury lamps in 1908. In the Nat.Lab. it was 
particularly the physicist Willem Elenbaas who did a lot of work on this 
type of lamp. Most of Elenbaas's work can be characterised as the search 
for relationships between design parameters, like the electric current 
rhrough the lamp, the lamp diameter, the gas pressure, and the parameters 
in the physicists' theory of this type of lamp. Elenbaas did both theoreti
ca! and experimental work. He stuclied the instability of high-pressure 
mercury lamps and found that this work helped to reduce rhe amount of 
mercury so that all the mercury was vaporised as the lamp burned. Elen
baas also developed an auxiliary electrode to facilitate electron emission 
during the starting-up of the lamp, at a point when the other electrode 
was oot yet hot enough. In 1934 such lamps were being produced in the 
lab's Pilot factory. This was known as a HO (the H stood for Hg, mercu
ry, and the 0 for oxide cathodes, the self-heating cathode that Elenbaas 
had developed). The next step was to develop a one-coil transfarmer to 
make the lamp suitable for 220 V and 120 V. Ir was thought rhat this lamp 
would be suitable for street lighting and capable of replacing rhe sodium 
lamps. The problem, however, was that the lamp could only be used ver
tically to eosure that the glass wal! did nor melt (the lamp had to be oper
ared at a very high temperature). In 1937 the lamp was produced with 
Osram glass, so that it could be installed horizonrally as well. So from the 
research inro high-pressure mercury lamps we see evidence of the same 
sort of combination of rheory development and practical problem-solving 
which had also characterised the work on low-pressure mercury lamps. 

Super-high-pressure Mercury Lamps 

The main reason for moving to higher pressures in mercury lamps was to 
search for a better projection lamp. In 1935 Nillesen of the Cinema 
Department had requested such a lamp. Elenbaas had discovered the 
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Hg 

Water-cooled super-pressure mecury vapour lamp of capilliary form (SP rype) [MD]: ie is rated 
at a power of 1000 W for an are length of 12'2 mm, the vapour pressure being of the order of 
1000 atm. 

Figure n. Water-cooled super-pressure mercury vapour lamp (from 
Philips Technica! Review Vol. 18, p. 170) . 

influence that pressure could have on the surface brighrness of the lamp. 
Bol, who was a good practitioner, had been able to construct a lamp with 
a pressure of some hundred atmospheres. Such pressures yielded a surface 
brightness of 18o,ooo candela/cm2 • By cooling with cuerent water, Bol and 
his assistant, Lemmens, were able to prevent high temperatures causing 
damage to the lamp. 

Another practical problem they were able to solve was that of getting the 
electrode through the quartz glass. Bol claimed that his conrriburions to 
the super-high-pressure mercury lamp had been so vita! that he could 
claim to be the inventor. This gave rise to a conflict with Elenbaas who, 
for instance, poinred out that he already thought of the idea of cooling on 
the basis of theoretica! considerations before Bol and that it had been he 
who had suggested to Bol that more mercury should be used per cen
timetre of tube length. The quarrelling that followed is illustrative of the 
prestige that eerraio individuals attached to having one's name conneered 
to an invenrion. We also see that in this case the theoretica! and practical 
approach was foliowed by two people simultaneously and that they both 
reached the same conclusions. Although there are no sourees to prove that 
Elenbaas had indeed suggested cooling to Bol, Hutter shows that Elen
baas's theoretica! considerations could very well have led to that idea. Bol 
had never seemed to be very inrerested in theory and tended to work 
mostly in a more practical way. 

Abour 1940 the work on gas discharges and gas discharge lamps faded 
out.8 Elenbaas left the Nat. Lab. in 1942 and was soon put in charge of the 
lighting development laboratories. In 1940 Druyvestein moved to metal 
physics, and shorcly after the war ended he became a professor in Delft. 
Penning moved on to short-wave research. Accorcüng to Druyvestein, 
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rhere was a general feeling rhat gas discharge research was more or less a 
rhing of rhe past in rhat no more fundamenrally new discoveries were 
expecred. There is no evidence ro support rhe notion rhat WWII signifi
candy affected lamp research . 

The gas discharge lamps case srudy showcases several characterisrics of the 
Nat.Lab. in the 1923-1946 period. The fact that during this period indi
vidual scienrisrs and assistants were keen to manifest themselves and to 
have their narnes recognised can be illustrated by certain anecdotes that 
were later rold by Druyvestein and E.G. Dorgelo (an assistant of De 
Groot's, norrobe confused wirh rhe scienrist H.B. Dorgelo) . Dorgelo had 
worked for De Groot and Bol on sodium lamps. In particular, it was the 
problem of the short lifetime of the sodium lamps rhat had been stuclied 
by Dorgelo. Dorgelo had developed a series conneetion for Bol's lamps. 
When he went to rhe notary ro register rhe invenrion, Bol was there too, 
and Dorgelo feared that Bol might daim the invenrion for himself, but 
Bol dedared that the invention was torally Dorgelo's. Later, though, when 
Dorgelo came up with another invenrion for De Groot, De Groot then 
demonstrared it ro Holst and gave no credit to Dorgelo. Evidently, rhe 
relationships between scienrists and assisranrs varied considerably. 

Likewise there was a competieion between Bol and Elenbaas, as 
described earlier (when the super-high-pressure mercury lamps were dis
cussed) . Elenbaas lateralso confessed to having feit irritated when he had 
advised Bol to cool a lamp with water and Bollater never mentioned Elen
baas, but instead claimed it as his own idea. 

A further aspect that characterised this period was the direct contact that 
existed with other parts of the company. For gas discharge lamps, too, 
rhere were many comacts within and outside Philips. Direct contact was 
mainrained with the Philips factories . An assistant, M. Bandringa, later 
explained that when glass was needed for the work in the lab, he would go 
direcdy to the glass facrory and get it there. In a similar way he obtained 
rungsren wire and spirals from the factory on the EromasingeL Officially, 
there were forms ro be filled in, but often delivery was made and forms 
were never borhered about, which illustrates how informal the comacts 
were. 

In some cases there was serious criticism on the Nat.Lab. from the fac
rories. In 1937 the Cinema Department complained that the Nat.Lab. had 
seriously underestimated the lifespan problems of the super-high-pressure 
mercury lamps. In 1952 a merober of rhe Lighring Facrories Directorate, 
Deenen, mentioned in a memorandum ro rhe company's Board of Man
agement rhat in his opinion, the Nar.Lab. lagged behind developmenrs 
ourside Philips. According to him, most real invenrions were taking place 
at GE in the USA and General Electric Company in the UK, and had to 
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be bought by Philips. Probably that assumption was true. In historica! 
records on gas discharge lamps, the name Philips is hardly ever mentioned 
when new inventions are described. There were regular contacts, though, 
with GE, the General Electric Company, and also with Osram, Siemens 
and British Thomas Houston. Patents were exchanged, there was co-oper
ation when it came to defining standards for lamps, and the companies 
used each orher's products. Anorher important contact was KEMA (the 
Dutch company in charge of approving electrotechnical devices and mate
rials). All Philips produces needed rhe KEMA hallmark to be sold. There 
was a special KEMA committee for lamps. Holst rook part in this com
mittee and was aften able to influence the establishment of rhe criteria 
required for rhe hallmark. 

Evidently, for several of rhe people who worked on rhe gas discharge re
search, this was a continuation of what rhey had been studying before they 
joined the Nat.Lab. That would seem to be in contradierion with one of 
'Holst's rules' that Casimir formulated (see section 4-4), which stared that 
Holst usually made people work in fields that were totally unknown to 
them. According to Casimir, that was meant to prevent scientists from 
being hampered in rheir creativity because of already having certain fixed 
ideas abour a given field of research. But in the case of gas discharges, 
Holst apparently rook a different approach and allowed people to workon 
their own particular area of expertise. At rhe same time, Holst did gather 
rogether a group of people with varying backgrounds so that a wide vari
ety of aspects of gas discharge phenomena could be srudied. Holst wanr
ed the gas discharge research to aim at understanding all the aspects of the 
phenomena, while at rhe same time ultimarely cesuiting in the creation of 
a new lamp. Both aims were achieved to a certain extent. Several of the 
Nat.Lab. scientists contribured to the scientific discipline and are remem
bered because the ourcomes are still conneered with rheir narnes (Holst
Oosterhuis layers, Penning manometer, Druyvestein distribution, the 
Etenbaas-Heller equation). The research work also provided important 
support for the development of the various types of gas discharge lamps. 
As has been illustrated the work that was done combined theoretica! work 
on electron theories and practical 'trial-and-error' activities to find the 
right combination of materials and conditions. 

4.2 X-ray Tubes 
The second case srudy taken from the 1923-1946 period relates to the 
development of X-ray tubes.9 In the previous case study we already saw 
how important the role of individual scientists and assistants was at the 
Nat.Lab. Probably, the X-ray tubes case study will form a climax in that 
respect. The role of scientist named Bouwers is one of the interesting fea-
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tures of rhis case study. Bouwers was able to establish a rather independ
ent position for himself. In a survey of the work conducted by the various 
labs in the mid-1930s, we find that his X-ray Department is mentioned 
separately from the rest of the Nat.Lab., so that it almast appears that he 
had his own laboratory. 

A second reason for choosing rhe X-ray tubes as a case srudy has to do 
with rhe type of customer for whom the products were developed. In rhe 
case of gas discharge tubes, the cusromers were consumers. In the case of 
the ferrite magnetic materials, our rhird case study (see section 4.3), rhe 
cusromers were wirhin rhe company: they were the developers and users 
of permanent magnets in products such as Pupin coils for telephone wires 
and magnets for loudspeakers. In the case of the X-ray tubes, the cus
tomers were external professionals: medical specialists who used the X-ray 
tubes for diagnosis and therapy. In thar respect rhe X-ray tubes might be 
seen as one of the first Philips productsin the professional area (the trans
mitter tubes that were developed for and in co-operation with the Dutch 
PTT areanother early example). 

The X-ray tubes case study is also suitable for illustrating the general 
characteristics of the relationship between the Nat.Lab. and the company 
as a whole. The work that the Nat.Lab. contributed to product diversifi
cation was characrerisric for the Interbellum period. As withso many new 
developments of rhar period, we see here again a close conneerion between 
rhe Nat.Lab., production, and the Philips management, and in this case 
also, with Anton Philips in particular. In rhe case of the X-ray tubes, the 
contact between Anton and the Nat.Lab was sametimes direccly between 
Anton and Bouwers and not via Holst. This gave some people rhe impres
sion that Bouwers sametimes worked behind Halst's back. Bouwers was 
also one of the very few Nar. Lab. scientisrs to be made a procurator of rhe 
company in 1933, which gave him a status almost like Holst's. Bouwers 
had his own secretary, which again was sarnething unusual in the labora
tory. In terms of product diversification, there was no financial incentive 
to develop the X-ray tubes. No profits were made, but nevertheless Anron 
saw this product as a desirabie extension of the Philips product portfolio, 
and rhe Nat.Lab. gave him the opportunity to realise this. 

These three features formed the main ingredients for interesting devel
opments within the Nat.Lab. These developments rook Philips into rhe 
medica! systems business sector, which is still one of its main fields. 

The Introduetion ofX-ray Technology to the Nat.Lab. 

X-rays were discovered in 1895 by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, a German 
scientist who discovered that a screen would light up when a beam emir
red from a high voltage electron tube hit it. Around 1905 Coolidge, a GE 
scientist, developed special tubes for producing these kinds of rays.'0 The 
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electroos were thus emitted from a cathode and hit the anode that was 
placed at a certain angle so that a radiation beam would leave the tubes at 
an angle. The energy of the radiation was sufficiendy high to go through 
certain materials but be stopped by other, more solid, materials. This char
acteristic could be used to distinguish tissue and bones in the human 
body, and thus the tubes could be used for medica! diagnosis. By 1913 the 
GE laboratory was manufacturing Coolidge X-ray tubes on a small scale. 
A second, later application of the X-rays was for materials diagnosis: an 
analysis of the way X-rays are scattered by crystals gives information about 
the lattice srructure of the crystal in question. In 1899 the University of 
Amsterdam insralled the first professorship for X-ray sciences in Europe. 
In 1901 the new professor for rhis chair, Wenheim Salomonson, estab
lished the Dutch Association for Electrology and X-ray Sciences, which 
showshow early the Netherlands was involved in the application ofX-rays. 
This makes it all the more surprising is that X-ray tube production did not 
take place in the Nerherlands, even though that technology was an issue 
that certainly had Salomonson's interest. In Germany, the Müller compa
ny in Hamburg submitted a first patent application for an X-ray tube with 
a water-cooled anode in 1899, and went on to successfully produce the 
new tube. At the 32nd General Assembly of the Dutch Association for 
Electrology and X-ray Sciences, held in 1917, Salomonson regretted hav
ing to speak about his failed attempts to find Dutch companies willing to 
produce X-ray tubes. Scarcely a year later he was happy to report in a 
Dmch joumal for medicine that Philips had starred producing X-ray 
tubes. Why did Philips decide to involve itself in this line of business? 

Holst had been confronted with the need of physicians to have their 
X-ray tubes repaired and maintained. During WWI these same physicians 
found themselves unable to buy new tubes from German companies, such 
as Müller. As far as the Nat.Lab. was concerned, the X-ray tube did in 
some respects resembie the other tubes (lamps) that they were used for 
manufacturing, because they too contained a combination of glass, metal 
and vacuurn. The Nat.Lab. was thus able to use its existing expertise to 
help physicians. Meanwhile, Holst established some contacts in the med
ica! world to get to know more about this technology. In December 1917 
he went to the Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospita! in Amsterdam and 
talked with G.F. Gaarenstroom, brather of J.H. Gaarenstroom, procura
tor and later a Philips company director. Holst made a survey of the num
bers of tubes being purchased and of the companies producing them 
(among chose lisred was the Müller company in Germany). From the fact 
that Holst rook notice of both the technological and the market aspects, 
we can again see how closely related these two aspects were in his eyes. 
Holst wanred to gain a better understanding ofX-ray tubes, which would 
be useful for the repair and maintenance of tubes and would also enable 
development work. In 1919 Holst and Oasterhuis submitted a first patent 
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proposal on X-ray tubes (with an automatic regeneration device). The new 
tube contained a device for replacing the gas filling that leaked away as 
electrical discharges rook place in the tube. In 1922 a second patent was 
applied for by Holst. This patent had to do with the conneering of glass 
and metal thar caused such rrouble when it came to producing tubes. 

In 1918 a smali-scale production line was set up by Holst in order to 
supply new tubes for Durch physicians who could not procure them from 
Germany. The scale of production was smal! enough to be realised within 
the Nat.Lab. while at the same time production remained closely related 
to research. There was a pilot factory for this sort of smali-scale pilot pro
duction. A sales brochure dating from 1919 shows what types were avail
able: one with a tungsten anode that was not water-cooled and a water
cooled type for in-depth therapy. In 1920 Holst rook part in a medica! 
exhibition in Utrecht where he presenred the tubes produced in the 
Nat.Lab. In that year Albert Bouwers joined the Nat.Lab. He came from 
Ornstein's academie Iabaratory in Utrecht, and he particularly wanred to 
be involved in X-ray research. With his arrival, a new era of Nat.Lab. X
ray research was to commence. 

Bouwer's First Years at the Nat. Lab. 

When Bouwers starred his workin the Nat. Lab. on X-rays, people already 
had some knowledge abour the harmful effects of X-rays. It was known 
that the skin and organs could be damaged. This gave Bouwers a motive 
to work on a tube that would have a special device to proteet people 
against such effects. The tube that Bouwer developed also had to be safe 
for the medica! assistant using the tube and working with high voltages. 
In 1924 Bouwers came up with a patent proposal for a new tube that was 
to become known as the Metalix. The name of the tube derived from rhe 
metal tube wall that prevenred X-rays from being emirred in undesirable 
direcrions. The X-rays were only allowed to pass rhrough a small window. 
The conneetion of the metal wall to the glass part of the tube was possi
bie thanks to Holst's earlier invention of the metal-glass conneering tech
nique. Apart from this metal wal!, the principle of the tube was still the 
same as that of Coolidge's tubes, and chose had been patented. Bouwers 
cleverly got around those patents by filling the tube with helium under a 
rhooo mm Hg pressure (Coolidge's tubes were high vacuum). Quite 
unexpectedly, the helium also diminished the electrical charge thar had in 
the past always emerged on rhe inside of the glass bulb. The metal wall 
enabled easy earrhing of the tube so that charge flash-over was prevented. 
All in all, the Metalix had a number of advantages compared with previ
ous X-ray tubes. This was generally recognised when Bouwers presenred 
his invention. When Bouwers demonstrared the Metalix tube at a large 
international fair in Stockholm, the press even referred to his invention as 
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the only true innovation on display at that event. Industrialists and physi
cians all responded to it positively. Tests carried out by various experts 
confirmed the positive effect of the design on the amount of radiation 
coming out of the tube. Soon the negative aspects of the design starred 
being noticed: the tubes often had quite short lifespans. When the tubes 
were used frequently cracks would appear in the chromium iron of the 
protective hood on the glass wall, and the tube would start leaking. 

Nevertheless, in general the reputation of the Metalix was good. How
ever, Bouwers was soon to be confronted with a phenomenon that was 
unusual for the Nat.Lab., and for the Philips company as a whole. Until 
rhen, Philips had been used to producing mass consumer goods. Wirh 
such products there is no direct contact between the company and the 
customer, and in general the customer has no teehoical expertise. Wirh the 
X-ray tubes this was different. Ir was nor only the case that rhe number of 
tubes produced was small, but ir was also the case that the customer was 
an expert in the medical field. That was why Bouwers was sametimes chal
lenged by users to come up with sophisticated solutions to very specific 
problems. A good example of that was the request by Dr. Koningsberger 
of a botanical Iabaratory in Utrecht for the delivery of a tube that could 
be used to investigate cell walls in plants. In order to be able to deal with 
such specific requests and questions, a number of physicians were brought 
in to contribute to Bouwers's work from their specialist perspectives. 
Thus, people such as Dr. Daan and Dr. Van der Plaats temporarily worked 
at the Nat.Lab. (Van der Plaats received his doctor's title for a thesis based 
on the work that he did there). 

In 1927 a second major step forward was made by Bouwers. In that 
year he produced a new rype of tube with a rotaring anode, which was to 
become known as the Rotalix. This tube solved the problem of rhe dete
rioration of the anode due to the constant heat that was produced by radi
ation. Because the anode rotated, the heat was no Jonger concentrared in 
a certain area. This made it possible to increase the voltage so that sharp
er images could be produced. Although the idea as such was nor new (a 
eertaio Mr. Breton had come up with the idea in r898), it had never been 
successfully applied in a functioning X-ray tube. The tube also had its neg
ative sides: hearings were needed for the rotating, and rhey could get over
heated. Yet this tube too, just like the earlier Metalix, gained favourable 
acceptance among physicians, in particular for lung disease diagnoses. 

Finding a Position on the X-ray Market 

Alrhough the positive characreristics of the Metalix and Rotalix tubes were 
generally acknowledged by the users, it soon became evident that rhe mar
ket for such products was problematic. As has already been pointed out, 
X-ray tubes were not mass consumer producrs, like most other Philips 
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Construction of a 'Rotalix' tube (diagrammatic). The dischargespace between the cathode K 
and the anode A is completely surrounded by metal. The cathode is mounced excencrically in 
the tube and consrructed in such a way that a line focus F occurs along a line of revolution of 
the conical front surface of the anode, u pon which a layer of tungsren W is applied. The anode 
turns abour the axis C. Ir is driven in the manner of the stator windings S. The iron field ring 
E causes as many !i nes of force as possible ro pass through the copper of the anode. 

Figure 12. The Rotalix (from Philips Technica! Review Vol 3, p. 295). 

producrs. There was also sharp competition from rhe Müller company in 
Germany already referred ro in this secrion. Unlike Philips, Müller had a 
well-esrablished market channel and aggressively markered its own tubes. 
In order to do away with this competition, Philips decided to buy shares 
in the Müller company, and in 1927 it even bought the enrire company. 
Since the early 1920s there had been some contact with Müller. Müller 
had taken advantage of that contact by using production methods for the 
X-ray tubes copied from Philips. lt was evident, though, that Müller also 
had expertise of its own, because soon after it had been taken over by 
Philips, knowledge starred being exchanged between the companies. From 
1928 onwards monrhly meetings were set up for that purpose. 

Originally, it was the idea that research should be concentrared in 
Eindhoven (at the Nat.Lab.) and production should be carried out in 
Hamburg (where Müller was located) . This division between research and 
production appeared to be problematic. So both Hamburg and Eind
hoven mainrained their research as well as their production departmenrs. 
There was frequent contact between the rwo production sites. In 1930 the 
production moved from the Proeffabriek (the pilot factory, which in fact 
was part of the Nat.Lab.) to the Apparatenfabriek (the apparatus factory). 
By the end of the 1930s the Proeffabriek had to be called upon again to 
provide its expertise because there were various technical production prob
Ierus in the Apparatus facrory. 

Philips tried to penetrate the American marker, too, but there again 
the company was confronred with sharp competition, namely from GE. 
Major reorganisation within the American Philips facrories in 1938 did nor 
lead to sufficienr impravement in the situation. 
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The financial reports on X-ray tube and systems production show that 
this was nor a profirabie line of business for the company at all. In the 
1923-1930 period a total investment of NLG 3,8oo,ooo was made. This 
amount consisred of investments in lab buildings and equipment (about 
NLG 405,000), investment in rhe factory (NLG 243,ooo), lab costs (NLG 
1,212,000), stock (NLG r,6oo,ooo) and a loss ofNLG 340,000. Between 
1928 and 1930 around 12,000 tubes per year were produced. In the fol
lowing years the situation certainly did nor improve. In 1933 almost 7,000 
tubes were produced, and there was a turnover of NLG 4,771,000 and a 
loss of NLG 991,000. By 1938 the losses had furrher increased to N LG 
r,253,000. Although there are no figures for the total Nat.Lab. costs and 
turnovers for that year, it can be assumed that this amount was quite sub
stantial. This of course raises the question of why this activiry was contin
ued. In a meeting convened between Holst, Bouwers and Anton Philips, 
it was said that 'the necessity is recognised of allowing the X-ray Depart
ment to develop in a way rhat fits in wirh our current position in rhe field 
of rhe X-ray technology'. This quote suggests that Anton shared rhe 
Nar.Lab. interest in the technology ofX-ray equipment. This is borneout 
by the fact that he let his own persennel undergo X-ray examinations in 
those years. Whatever Anton's motives for doing this may have been -
either to prove the usefulness of X-ray technology, or just to show his 
bumanistic attitude rowards his persennel - it at least illustrates his com
mitmenr ro X-ray technology. Interviews with former sciemists from rhe 
X-ray Department have revealed that for Bouwers technology was rhe 
driving force for his dealing in X-ray technology. Market requirements 
such as operational safety were nor a primary concern for Bouwers. For 
example, he rejected the idea of oil lubrication for X-ray tubes so vehe
mendy that irritation was expressed about rhis at an Orco meeting in 1938. 
Some people also asserred that the financial production losses, at least in 
part, were due to rhe fact that Bouwers constantly came up wirh techno
logica! innovations, which meant rhat production constandy had to be 
adapted to these new ideas. Such unrest of course did nor srimulate prof
itability for X-ray tube production. 

Production was continued when the country was occupied in WWII. 
The German Verwalter decided that the X-ray tubes should be exporeed 
via Müller in Hamburg. On December 6, 1942, the allied airforces 
bombed rhe Philips factories in Eindhoven. The X-ray factory was hit, and 
most of rhe facilities were destroyed. After rhe war, the X-ray activities 
were subsumed under rhe new Product Division of X-ray and Medical 
Apparatuses. At last, rhe production finally starred to yield a lirtle profit. 
Ir would secure Philips' position in the medical equipment field for many 
years to come. 
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The X-ray tubes case study is an intriguing one that leaves rhe reader 
somewhat bewildered. Could it really be true that Bouwers had succeed
ed in freeing bimself from Holst's supervision, even though as the lab's 
manager Holst seemed to have been able to influence every other part of 
the research programme? And how was it possible that the clever entre
preneur, Anton Philips, approved of an activity that kept yielding sub
stantiallosses for so many years? That this activity was not profirabie can 
be explained by the fact that sales were disappointing. But why then con
tinue? Was it, as Blanken suggests, that he expected to get grips on the 
German radio patents by acquiring the Müller company with its X-ray 
expertise?11 Or was it his bumanistic concern about the availability of X
ray technology for Dutch hospitals? Having seen the data, we can only 
conclude that no final answers to those questions can be given. Whatever 
the best interpretation of the data may be, the X-ray technology story in 
the Philips company provides a good example of the role fulfilled by 
colourful individuals in a technological innovation process. 

4·3 Perrites 
Ferrites are non-metallic magnetic materials that can be used for perma
nent magnets and for cores in electromagnets. Research in the field offer
rites is an example of materials research insrigared by practical needs (mag
netic material for Pupin coils in telephone cables and in loudspeakers)." 
Perrites particularly suited the purpose because they have a high dectrical 
resistance and therefore low Eddy currents. Eddy currents arise from high 
frequency signals in magnet cores; the overall result is energy loss. The 
need for those materials was not established through trial-and-error but by 
investigating the magnetic properties of a eertaio group of materials, the 
ferrites, that had MeO.Fe2Ü 3 astheir molecular formula (whereby Me is a 
bivalent metal oxide, likeCu or Pb) . This is similar to the way in which 
gas discharges were dealt with. The expectation was that having a better 
understanding of the underlying phenomena would result in better de
signs. 

In the case of gas discharges, Elenbaas was a key person. Here, too, we 
find such a key person, namely Snoek. In the gas discharge case we saw 
that individuals such as Etenbaas and Bol were very eager to have their 
name linked to an invention. This should make us cautious about too eas
ily presuming that inventions were the domain of those individuals who 
claimed responsibility for them. Usually scientific research is teamwork, 
and it would be a distonion of the true facts to make it look as if one or 
two individuals could have done all rhe work. In the case of the ferrites, 
we should not only focus on Snoek but also take into account the contri
bution made by Verwey and De Boer. 
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Ferrite Research in the Nat.Lab. Prior to 1936 

In 1909 Hilpert of the Technische Hochschule in Berlin published an arti
ele on the possibilities opened up by using ferrites for magnet cores. He 
also acquired a patent for this work on using ferrites for magnetic cores. 
Hilpert had found that ferrites were particularly useful where high fre
quencies were concerned. It is not clear whether his work was imple
menred at that time. In Japan in 1930, Kato and Takei embarked on their 
own ferrite research. Nor only the properties, but also the structures offer
rires were investigated. It appeared that ferrites had a spinel srructure. 
Spinel is the mineral MgO.Al, 0 J' The Japanese researchers were also a bie 
to acquire patents for their work. In 1940 Snoek gor hold of a piece of rhe 
ferrite material rhat the Japanese had developed. He did some X-ray and 
chemical analyses, and after that ferrite research really starred to take off 
in the Nat.Lab. During the 1940s the Nat.Lab. was the most prominent 
lab that worked on ferrites. Outside the Nat.Lab., only a few others, like 
Adelsköld and Hoffman, made comributions of any significance. 

Before rhat, incidemal studies into magnetic phenomena had been done 
for practical purposes. Philips' chromium foundry had been producing 
magnets of harderred steel since 1924. That material was used for magnets 
in loudspeakers. In 1931 the chromium-iron deliveries stopped, and a new 
product was sought to keep the facrory active.'3 After 1932 magnet steel for 
permanent magnets was not only produced in Eindhoven, but also in 
Blackburn (UK). Sametimes practical problems had to be solved, such as 
problems relating to the production of magnet cores for transfarmers and 
loudspeakers. In particular, there was the problem of Eddy currents caus
ing serious energy losses wirh high frequencies (such as radio frequencies) . 

Figure 13. Unit cell of the spinel MgAl, 0 4 • The mcygen ions are much 
larger than rhe metal ions. The Mg ions are surrounded by four mcygen 
ions, the Al ions by six (from Garratt 1976, Vol. 2, p. 217). 
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According to Verwey, who joined the lab in 1934, Holst had idenrified this 
as a key problem. Practical ways of prevenring Eddy currenrs forming in 
merals involved splitring up the core into slices of metal. Eddy currenrs 
could not run between the slices. Another oprion was powder cores. Here, 
roo, rhe fragmented structure of the core prevenred Eddy currenr forma
rion. Whar is evident though is rhat these solutions complicared rhe 
production process. The core should rather be a homogenous material. 
This was whar made highly resisrant non-metallic magnetic material so 
inreresting, because with such material Eddy currents were small. Already 
before he had obtained the Japanese material, Snoek had stuclied the mare
rial menrioned in HiJpert's patents. He was nor satisfied with it because 
there were still subscanrial energy losses even though the Eddy currents 
were low. Snoek experimented with combined ferrires, like magnesium 
manganese ferrite, but his findings were not patentable because they feil 
under HiJpert's patents. Gradually, more scienrists became involved in the 
ferrite research project. In 1934 Verwey starred a study into recrystalli
sarion and molecule grids. Van Bruggen, an assistant, did rhe practical 
work, both for Snoek and Verwey. T he spinel structure was found to be of 
importance to energy losses, but the work did nor yield usabie results. 
Snoek and Verwey had rather different approaches. This sametimes gave 
rise to rension between the two, nor unlike the type of rension seen 
between Elenbaas and Bol. Verwey tended to focus on theoretical consid
erations. Snoek, however, had a more practical attitude. He worked pri
marily on Pupin coils and not on magnetic phenomena as such. Verwey 
was sametimes reproachful towards Snoek because Snoek would nor show 
enough interest in Verwey's crystallographic discoveries. Besides that, Ver
wey doubted if Snoek's claim that energy losses had been measured by the 
radio research colleagues was true, because his impression was that Snoek 
irrirared those colleagues because of his stubborn behaviour. The articles 
both men published in the Philips Technica! Review reflected their two dif
ferent approaches. In 1935 Van Arke!, Verwey and Van Bruggen published 
rwo anides on the phase system of ferrites; in the same year Snoek pub
lished an artiele on the magnetic and dectrical properties of single ferrites , 
which mainly focused on the homogeneiry of the materiaL In addition, in 
1937 Snoek himself expressed his opinion that their subject could be 
'approached from different angles: if one takes the concepts of crystal 
srructure and (ferro) magnetism in their most principle sense, then one 
could investigate how the fundamental magnetic properties depend on the 
properties of single crystals. Such a considerarion, important as it may be 
for our theoretica! insight, would teach us norhing about the size and shape 
of the magnetisation curve in dependenee of factors such as heat treatment, 
purity, grain size and crystal orientation. In particular, it is the latter sort of 
considerations that are of interest in practice.' This remark fits in well with 
the suggesrion that Snoek had adopted a very practical approach. 
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The effort put into ferrite research diminished in the years 1934 and 
1935, probably due to the Jack of success and maybe also because of the 
tensions between Snoek and Verwey. In 1937 the research was resumed 
again. In 1940, the analyses of the Japanese material gave the ferrite 
research in the Nat.Lab. a new impetus. 

The Raad that Led to Ferroxcube 

In November 1936 a meeting was held about the progress being made in 
ferrite research. Snoek presenred his workon materials for coil cores. Rinia 
who was involved in radio research also took part in the discussions. His 
work done in 1933 on the properties of high-frequency powder core coils 
for radio probably had been one of the reasans for starring the ferrite 
research. He had concluded that the Perroeart coils that had been used 
until then were suitable for frequencies of up to about 400 kHz, but not 
for higher frequencies. Perroeart coil cores consisred of a mixture of iron 
powder and a thickening material, built up in thin layers separated by 
paper sheets. Six was involved in telephone cable research. Then there was 
Meerkamp van Embden, who during the 1930-1939 period worked at the 
chemical lab, at the Nat.Lab. and in the magnet factory. He presenred 
information about production problems. The meeting, and notably the 
presence of Meerkamp van Embden, illustrates the close relationship 
between the lab and production work in the factories. Meerkamp van 
Embden had himself explicidy expressed the need for close co-operation 
between the factory and the lab.'4 Prom the minutesof this meeting Hoit
zing concludes that from then on, ferrite research had become a separate 
entiry within the total research programme. 

In 1937 Snoek discovered that iron did not show magnetic after-effects 
when all the nitrogen and oxygen had been removed from the materiaL 
The after-effect was known to be responsible for a substantial part of the 
energy losses in Pupin coils, but a more important impetus came when 
Snoek got hold of Japanese ferrite materiaL Articles written by Takei in 
1937 and in 1939 showed that Japanese ferrite research was quite advanced, 
but that up until then the Japanese industry had not expressed much 
interest in it. The fact that the Japanese had proved that it was possible to 
produce ferrite with modest losses gave Snoek added impetus to continue 
research into these sorts of materials. The analyses carried out on the 
Japanese ferrite material had made him aware of the relationship between 
the way in which the material was caoled and sintered and its oxygen 
absorption. Druyvesteijn later recalled a remark made by Snoek: 'I actual
ly never noticed if we did the glowing by reduction or oxidation.''5 Hoitz
ing shows that Snoek could have been aware of the relevanee of this dif
ference from Verwey's work, but as we have seen, Snoek did notseem gen
erally to be very interested in Verwey's theoretica! work. Prom then on, 
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Snoek's work would focus on the preparation of the ferrites. In that 
respect, the research was of a different nature than the Japanese research 
that had been more concerned with the characterisation of the materiaL 
Snoek's aim was now to search for purity. The purity of the material before 
it was ground and sinrered proved to be important for the magneric prop
erties of the ferrites in conjunction with the spinel structure of the mate
rial. In 1941 Snoek invented a procedure for preparing a ceramic ferrite 
material which involved bakinga very finely divided mixture at a low tem
perature and then absorbing oxygen at low temperarures. The procedure 
(not the resulting material) was patented. The method was applied to cop
per zinc ferrite, and the trade name for the resulting ferrite became: Fer
roxcube. The name consists of 'fer' for iron, 'ox' for oxide and 'cube' 
denoting rhe cubic crystal structure of rhe ceramic. The name was used for 
different types of ferrites: Ferroxcube I was copper zinc ferrite, Ferroxcube 
11 was magnesium zinc ferrite, Ferroxcube III was manganese zinc ferrite, 
Ferroxcube IV was nickel zinc ferrite, and Ferroxcube V was rhe man
ganese ferrite fortransfarmer cores. Th is list illustrates the versatility of the 
Ferroxcube: it could be adapted to suit the needs of the application. The 
outcome, however, remained a compromise: in spinel structure materials, 
high magnetic permeability ('magnetisability') is nor compatible with low 
energy losses. The compromise, though, was good enough to result in very 
successful industrial Ferroxcube applications. Improvements in material 
properties were achieved by experimenting with other oxides. During 
WWII, Six co-operated with Snoek to use the omeomes of the Ferroxcube 
research for his work on telephone cables. Pilot Ferroxcube production 
was set up in 1941 in the ceramics department of the glass factory. Van 
Bruggen, Snoek's assistant, was transferred to that deparrment. Snoek and 
Six would go to the factory to leerure on rhe properties of the ferrites from 
time to time. A third party involved in all of this was rhe Electro Teehoi
cal Factory that carried out measurements for the factory. '6 In the appara
tus factory the materials were used in products. 

During the war, the practical relevanee of the work had to be kept hid
den from the Germans. In the reports written for the Verwalter, the sci
entists neutrally wrote that ferrite research was about 'materials for pow
der cores'. No mention was made of the importance of the material for 
achieving low energy losses. As we will see in the first Intermezzo, fake 
reports were common during the war, and we can see that the same thing 
was happening here, too. Yet, work continued as if there were no Germans 
around. The war also provided the opportunity to reflect more on certain 
fundamental theories, such as the solid-state physics theory, that had been 
developed since 1930 but which, up until the war, had not had much 
impact on ferrite research, apart from the case of Verwey's and De Boer's 
work (but as we saw, Snoek did not make much use of that). According to 
Hoitzing, by the end of the war ferrite research had changed in the sense 
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that the material itself rather than its preparation had become the focus of 
study. According to Casimir, it was Holst who in particular began ro 
emphasise the potenrial of solid-state physics for Nat.Lab. research 
(Casimir even assumed that Holst had invited him to join the lab because 
of his expertise in that area as a theoretical physicist). '7 

Further Research after WWII 

After the end of the war, it was Went, Gorter and Wijn who pursued fer
rite research. Meanwhile, Snoek concentrared on theoretical explanations 
for the losses. In 1950 he moved to the Iabaratory of a competing firm in 
the USA, known as Horiron Ltd. in Cleveland, Ohio. Snoek did nor work 
rhere for long: he died wirhin months in a car accident. In the same year 
a French scientist, Néel, published a theoretical explanation for the mag
netism in ferrites that was based on the division of ions in spinel crystals. 
Snoek had been close to finding such an explanation, but his interests had 
never been very theory oriented, so he had nor put a great deal of effort 
into elaborating his ideas on that. In 1970 N éel was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for his theory. If ever the Nat. Lab. was close to having a Nobel Prize 
winner in its ranks, it was probably here. We must nor, however, forget 
rhar Verwey's theoretica! work was just as important as Snoek's more prac
tical work. 

From 1948 onwards it was Went who led the ferrite research. Went had 
already worked with Snoek on manganese zinc ferrite. Until then, the 
main focus had been on ferrites for the cores of electromagnets. Now a 
shift was being made towards ferrites for permanent magnets. Before 1950 
Ticonal was used for such magnets. Ticonal was an alloy of cobalt, titani
um and copper, that had emerged from Nat.Lab. experiments. When, in 
1950, cobalr and nickel became scarce because of the Korean crisis, a new 
material was developed thar was given the name 'Ferroxdure'. Ferroxdure 
was a compound rhat consisred mainly of ferric oxide and barium oxide. 
When it came to rhe invention ofFerroxdure, serendipity had played quite 
a role. Since 1944 Jonker and Van Santen had been work.ing on materials 
with rhe same crystal strucrure as Perovsk.ier (CaTiO ). These materials 

3 
had various interesring properties, like semiconducrivity. One of these 
marerials was hexagonal lanthanum ferrire. An assistant, Bannink, had 
made a mistake during the prepatation of rhis m aterial and had unex
pecredly ended up wirh a magnetic m areriaL Jonker guessed rhar hexago
nal barium ferrire had formed in rhe process and rhis was confirmed by an 
X-ray analysis. The prepatation was raken to rhe magneric research group, 
and Gorter, who had already planned to workon hexagonal ferrites, found 
ir robe very suirable for permanent magnets. Ir was even cheaper rhan rhe 
current compounds that were being used for permanent magnets. 

For borh Ferroxcube and Ferroxdure, a sound patent position was 
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established. Ir was mainly after WWII that rhis patent posltlon was 
exploited. The importance of establishing a good patent position can be 
illustrated by the case of ferrites. The deployment of these ceramic mag
netic materials became widespread and they were used in a great variety of 
applications, nor only for the original one, namely in loudspeaker coil 
cores and telephone cable Pupin coils. For example, ferrites were used in 
electramotor magnets, dynamos, focussing magnets, magnets for oil filters 
and cyclotron magnets. One more type offerrite was developed in 1955: 
Ferroxplana. This material was the outcome of a study into a ferrite suit
able for higher cut-off frequencies without a specific product need. Ir did 
nor achieve the widespread application that the use of Ferroxcube and Fer
roxdure achieved. By this time other laboratories, outside of Philips, starr
ed to make substantial contributions to ferrite research. 

The American Bell AT&T company was one of the companies that 
became interesred in the Philips Ferroxcube patents (in particular for use 
in cores for carrier wave relephony). Years later, rhe licence contract agreed 
to in 1947 enabled Philips to apply Bell's transistor knowledge at reduced 
cost. So even indirecdy, the ferrite patents were a great asset to the com
pany. 

The case of the ferrites is an example of materials research conducted in 
the Nat.Lab. The basic reasans for it were practical: the need for magne
tic material for loudspeakers and Pupin coils. Ultimately, the insight yield
ed by the research had a much wider impact. Several new ceramic materi
als were developed that were applied to a variety of products, and nor only 
by Philips, but also by other companies. As in the case of gas discharges, 
this knowledge was the result of a combination of theoretica! considera
tions and practical experimentation and problem solving. Sametimes two 
approaches foliowed by different scientists gave rise to certain tensions 
between people, but in the end bath had a conrribution to make. 

The case srudy also illustrates the conneetion between factory and 
research activities that we see so aften in this period of the Nat.Lab.'s his
tory. 

4·4 Holst's Rules Reconsidered 
After having examined three examples of research practice in the Holst 
period we now return to the general characteristics of the Nat.Lab.'s sig
nificanee to the Philips company during the first period of its history 
(1914-1946, and including the early years). 

Casimir, one of Halst's successors, once summarised Halst's research 
management according to what he called the 'Ten rul es of Holst'. A criti
cal reflection on these rules will help us to round off Part I with a sum-
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mary of the Nat.Lab.'s role within the Philips company in the 1923-1946 
period. The rules menrioned are the following:18 

r. Engage competent scientists, if possible young ones, yet with academ
ie research experience. 

2. Do not pay too much attention to the details of their previous experi
ence. 

3· Give thema good deal of freedom and a good deal of leeway totheir 
particular preferences. 

4· Let them publish and take part in international scienrific activities. 
5· Steer a middle course between individualism and strict regimentation; 

base authority on real competence; in case of doubt, prefer anarchy. 
6. Do notsplit up a Iabaratory according to different disciplines, but ere

are multidisciplinary teams. 
7· Give the research Iabaratory independenee in choice of subjects but see 

to it that leaders and staff are thoroughly aware of their responsibilities 
for the future of the company. 

8. Do not run the research Iabaratory on budgets per project and never 
allow product divisions budgetary control over research projects. 

9· Encourage transfer of senior people from the research Iabaratory to the 
development laboratories of product divisions. 

ro. In choosing research projecrs, be guided not only by market possibili
ties but also by the state of development of academie science. 

When we read these rules after having considered the goals, means, cul
ture and structure of rhe Nat.Lab. and the way in which the Iabaratory 
searched fora proper way to make an impact on the company, it seems 
that these rules do nor so much describe the lab's pracrice in Halst's peri
ad as reflect the emphasis on creating an academie culture for an indus
trial research lab. Indeed, this emphasis was important to Holst since he 
wanred to make the Nat.Lab. an attractive place in which to work for 
excellent scientists. 

The list of rules fails to do justice to the fact that Holst at the same 
time always paid attention to the campany's interests. The choice of 
research topics and the work done by the scienrists was nor entirely free 
bur was highy influenced by the campany's product portfolio decisions. 
The research lab enabled the company to realise the product portfolio 
diversification decided upon at the campany's management level, where 
Holst aften proved to be conservative when it came to integrating entire
ly new products. The rension between having an academie orientation and 
maintaining an awareness of the campany's needs was one of the dilem
mas that Holst had to solve when rnanaging the laboratory. In deed, he had 
little on which to base his ideas, because research laboratories in the dec
trical industry (apart from a few laboratories in the USA) were a rather 
new phenomenon at that time. He was faced with a similar Jack of refer-
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ences for camparisen when solving another dilemma, namely that of the 
freedom given to top researchers and deciding how to ereare control 
mechanisms in order to make sure that the lab would amount to more 
than a colleerion of contributions made by creative individuals. This prob
lem became more important when the lab saw substantial growth in the 
years between 1923 and 1946, as it went from just two scientists to a 
research organisation of about 300 employees. 

One could query whether perhaps the rules were not just Casimir's 
projection of his own ideals onto Holst. In Part II we wil! see that some 
of the rules certainly did apply to the period in which he was in charge of 
the lab. But there is an alternative explanation for the phrasing of the 
'Holst rules'. We have that seen in the 1923-1946 period, a number of tran
sitions occurred thar heralded the coming of a new period. It was during 
that time that Casimir joined the Nat.Lab. and became acquainted with 
Holst as a research manager. Perhaps this is what makes the 'Holst rules' a 
good transition to the next period, the years between 1946 and 1970. On 
the one hand, the rules give an impression of what the situation was like 
when Holst handed over management of the Nat. Lab. to his three succes
sors, Casimir, Verwey and Rinia. On the other hand, the same rules illus
trate the atmosphere of rhe lab in the new era after the WWII intermez
zo. 
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Intermezzo I 

The German Occupation and 
the Transition Years (I940-I946) 

In part I the history of the Nat.Lab. in the 1923-1946 period has been 
described. In this Intermezzo the 1940-1946 period wiJl be detailed. The 
Second World War and the accupation of the Netherlands by the Ger
mans - in the southern part of rhe country from 1940 co 1944 - naturally 
created an unusual siruacion for the Nat.Lab. which for that reason is 
described separately here below. In the 1944-1946 period the Philips com
pany strucrure was formalised. This would change the Nar.Lab.'s position. 
These years constituted the prelude to the next period of the Nat.Lab.'s 
history, 1946-1972, which wiJl be described in Part II. 

Already in 1934 there was concern at Philips rhat war might break out in 
Europe, even rhough there was no concrete threat of that yet happening. 
A draft plan for the evacuation of personnel and equipment was submie
red co the Minister of Defence in 1935.' The ministry was only prepared to 
support this plan if Philips promised co initiate a special company that 
would work for rhe army. After some hesitation on Philips' side, the rwo 
parties arrived at an agreement in 1936. The evacuation plan mainly con
cerned production facilities, rhe patent department and the campany's 
administration. In 1939, the company decided co transfer a part of irs pro
duction co the city of Dordrecht, near Rotterdam, and another part of its 
production to Blackburn in England. Philips already had a factory build
ing there. In rhe same year there was also rising concern about rhe 
research. A plan was made to get ready a number of empty Delft Poly
technic buildings that could be used by the Nat.Lab. in the event of a war 
and ro move some of the activities to London. The development of new 
military instruments and equipmenr (such as infrared telescopes, anti-air
craft detectors, radar, high-pressure mercury searchlights, and short-range 
TV transmitters) could take place in Delft. In London a broader pro
gramme could be pursued, comprising both military and non-military 
research. 2 Holst wanred to have clarification a bout what sort of research 
the ministry expected to be consrructed before he starred equipping these 
premises. At rhat time the mi nistry was unable to give that sort of clarity, 
but later on the chairman of the Commissie voor Physische Strijdmidde
len ('Committee for physical weapons'; a committee rhat worked for the 
Minisrry of Defence), a Delft professor by the name of G.]. Elias, came 
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up with a list of ten items and passed it on to Holst. Later, by 1939, the 
threat of war appeared to be realistic in September of that year the Ger
man army invaded Poland. On May 9, 1940 Otten received the message 
that it was strongly suspeered that later that same day German troops 
would invade the Netherlands. Immediately, evacuation plans were acti
vated, and Nat.Lab. equipment was transporred elsewhere. However, the 
invasion took place so fast so that it was impossible to execute all the 
plans. Equipment could nor be transporred to its destination, and so had 
to be returned. Only the company's directorate escaped to England, with 
the exception of F.J. (Frits) Philips, who decided to return to Eindhoven. 
Frits Philips had been made rnanaging director of the company, rogether 
with H.F. van Walsem and O.M.E. Loupart, when his father, Anton 
Philips, had retired on July 6, 1939.3 His official position became unclear 
when the other rnanaging directors left, but in practice he had to be in 
charge of the company's Dutch factories. At the Nat. Lab. the start of the 
occupation created a strange situation: a lot of equipment had already 
been moved to Delft before the war started, and during an attack by the 
Germans in May 1940, people were unable to reach Delftand so had to 
return to Eindhoven. The equipment in Delft thus had to be moved back 
to Eindhoven. 

That was how the period of occupation by the Germans began. As 
Blanken remarks, in terms of historica! research this is a probiernatie peri
od, because of the scarcity of reliable documents revealing what happened 
at that time. This also holds for the Nat.Lab. activities. 

The Germans realised that an electrotechnical company like Philips 
could be quite useful for them. Therefore, Verwalter4 (Governors) were 
appointed to ensure that German interests were taken into account by the 
Philips company. The narnes of these Verwalter were Bormann and 
Merkel. The Germans required a high production of transmitter and 
receiver equipment for their own army, and soon irritation arose because 
the company did nor meet the delivery obligations. In 1942 Dr. L. Nolte 
was sent to Eindhoven to supervise the production. The regime rhen 
became noticeably stricter. On December 6, 1942, the allied airforces 
bombed a number of Philips factories to prevent nuther con tribution to 
the German army's needs. In 1943 Dr. H. Rohrer, a former AEG director, 
was sent to Eindhoven by rhe Germans. Rohrer took steps to reorganise 
the production process, and due to the weakened position of the direc
torate, he was able to implement these measures in a short time. In 1944 
he was joined by Rzehulka, a Telefunken engineer. The company's behav
iour in the period of German occupation showed rension between seem
ingly adapting to German requirements while at the sametime sabotaging 
all their efforts to profit from rhe campany's capacities. The same sort of 
rension was reflected in the Nar.Lab.'s position during the 1940-1944 
period. 
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In the 1940-1944 period the lab popuiatien grew from 108 to 151 scientists.5 
At the same time, the research programme was reduced (some topics had 
to be dropped because of the danger of being put to military use by the 
Germans). The reason for the large intake of new scientists, despite the 
reduction in the size of the research programme, was in many cases linked 
to their personal situation. The company, and for scientists in particular 
the Nat.Lab., served as a refuge for people who were in danger of being 
arrested by the Germans, and possibly deported to Germany. Thus, sever
al scientists, some of whom were later to become di rectors, like Casimir 
and Vink, starred working at the Nat.Lab. Vink later revealed that the 
Germans had made a list of Anstifter and Mitläufer (instigators and fol
lowers) at Leyden University. Somehow within Philips it was known that 
Van Arke!, his professor in Leyden, was thought to be an Anstifter and 
Vink a Mitlaufer. Both Van Arke! and Vink were invited to join the 
Nat.Lab. to escape from possible arrest by the Germans6• Likewise 
Casimir was invited by Holst, through his brothers-in-law Köhler and 
Verwey, who already worked at the Nat.Lab, to join the company7. 

Because of rhe war a number of changes rook place at the Nar. Lab. Yet 
there was also a lot of work that continued almast as if there was nor a war 
going on. 8 Reports had to be written in German for rhe Verwalter, but 
other than that, for many employees, there was nor much to keep them 
from doing their normal work. Often the scientists wrote fake reports that 
did nor give a realistic impression of what was really going on. Verff even 
stimulated this.9 One time, he and Holst had created a wonderful and 
complex 'fake' plan to prove to the Germans that the research that they 
had commissioned would totally disrupt the Nat.Lab.'s organisation and 
would nor therefore be feasible. 10 

There are nice stories that show that sametimes the Germans rook those 
reports seriously, such as in the case of the Stirling engine, where the Ger
mans were made to believe that a new type of fuel was being developed. 
Sametimes the scientists even found their written nonsense seriously 
quored in German scientific lirerature much later on. u 

Of course certain research could not be continued, at least nor overt!y. 
In a survey conducted by J.M. Verff, written about a year after the libera
tion'\ an impression is given of the total research programme continued 
during the occupation. All research in the following field was stopped: 

obstacle detecting, 
infrared viewing, 
high frequency hardening, 
mirror opties, 
television. 
With some issues, such as the infrared viewer, it is obvious what the 

potenrial military use by the Germans could be; with other subjects the 
potenrial applications were less evident. 
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Figure I4. The Verff scheme that was invented to make the Germans 
believe that the organisational changes they demanded would totally dis
rupt the Nat.Lab. organisation. The left-hand side shows the existing 
division in groups, the right-hand side shows the situation as desired by 
the Germans. The lines show the complicated transfer process that 
would be needed (from Garratt I976, Vol. I, 310). 

Research was secredy continued in the fields of: 
hot gas engines, 
cellophane film, 
facsimile transmission, 
magnetic materials, 
the cyclotron. 
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A lor of researchcontinuedas normal, such as in rhe fields of: 
radio, 
elecrro-acoustics, 
measurement equipment, 
telephone devices, 
welding rods, 
selenium rectifiers. 
What was commissioned by the Germans but nor accepted by the lab 

management or sabotaged by rhe scientists, were studies in the fields of: 
frequency modularion, 
phoro cel! amplification, 
throat microphones, 
ultra short wave receivers, 
tubes for accelerating ions, 
service aerials, 
aerial amplification. 
Only by rhe end of rhe accuparion period had some progress in the 

last-mentioned category of fields finally been made, but the liberation 
came jusr in time to prevent preliminary reports falling into German 
hands. 

In the more fundamenral fields of research rhat were nor direcdy relat
ed to concrete products - such as colloid chemistry research being done 
by Dr. J .H . de Boer rhe circumstances were, in a way, even more favourable 
than befare the occupation. Garratt is probably right in suggesting that 
this research, the practical value of which was very unclear, would nor have 
been possible in peace time. Perhaps rhe accupation also gave people the 
opportunity to freely consider the possible values of applying the emerg
ing field of solid-state physics to the Nat.Lab. research. The colloquia as a 
resource of new scientific thinking could also be continued, but of course 
without the input of the famous foreign scienrists who had visited the 
Nat.Lab. befare WWII. In those days Dutch scientists of good repute, 
such as Kranig, Bremmer and Casimir, gave presentations.'3 Soon after the 
war the Philips Technisch Tijdschrift (Philips Technica! Review) starred being 
published again, and from the articles that came out, it becomes evident 
that a lot of new knowledge had been gained during the years of German 
occupation. 

The city of Eindhoven was liberated on September 18, 1944. Ar rhat time 
the narthem part of the country was still occupied and would remain so 
unril May of the next year. In fact, the winter of 1944/45, known as the 
'hunger winter', was one of the most difficult periods of the war in that 
part of the Netherlands. For Philips and for the Nat.Lab., the period of 
recovery started in September 1944. Shordy after liberation Holst gave a 
presentation for the Nat.Lab. employees to show them rhat the company 
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was still very much alive and that the challenge facing the Nat.Lab. was to 
help the company to reeover from the war.14 It was especially difficult to 
attract young new scientists, as the universities with physics, chemistry 
and engineering faculties were all in the - still occupied - northern part 
of the country. Therefore, a request was made to the government - still 
seated in London- to have a temporary academy set up in Eindhoven rhat 
could educate new scientists and engineers for the Nat.Lab. The govern
ment gave permission to carry out this plan, and a committee consisring 
of Van der Pol, Bakker, Casimir, Slooff and Hamaker5 was set up to make 
the necessary arrangements. All the administration work was done in a 
restaurant, known as Het Rozeknopje (the Rosebud), where Casimir regis
tered the students. In a number of buildings in the Eindhoven region, lec
tures were given to students by a staff of about seventy scientists.'6 The 
Tijdelijke Academie (Temporary Academy) was continued when the 
northern part of the country was Iiberated and the government returned 
to The Hague, but only for a few more monrhs. By the end of 1945, the 
other universities had resumed rheir programmes, and so the need for rhe 
Tijdelijke Academie ended, even before it had the chance to develop into 
sarnething substantial. 

The following years would bring some important changes to the Nat.Lab. 
The 1944-1946 period can be seen as a period of transition. There are a 
number of reasons for this. 

In the first place rhere was Holst's retirement in June 1946. By then, he 
had been in charge of the Nat.Lab. for over thirty years. His retirement 
did nor immediately precipitate a big change in terms of his role at di rec
tors' meetings. For some years he stayed on as an advisor. That made rhe 
1946-1954 period a time of transition in terms of his role. In 1947 he 
advised the Philips directorare on the possible future role of the Nar.Lab. 
According to him, the main areas in which the Nat.Lab. could cantribure 
to the recovery and h.lfther extension of the company were: impravement 
of light sources, applicarion of frequency modulation (FM) in radio 
equipment, new types of electron tubes, television, the opto-mechanical 
registration of images and sound, the hot gas engine, and the new field of 
semiconductors. A year later, Holst suggested focusing on new products 
that could be manufactured in the already existing factories. He expected 
that the turnover in lighting and radio would decrease in the future and 
that the development of relevision would go at a slower pace than had 
originally been expected. Using existing factories would give the company 
the chance to easily campensare possible reductions in the existing activi
ties so that new ones could be implemenred quickly.'7 More concretely, 
Holst thoughr of radar equipment, measurement equipment, and prod
ucts for telecommunication. These aspects were also conneered to research 
at the Nar.Lab. 
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Although for the Nat.Lab. it was of course quite a change to be with
out the person who had been in charge for so many years, what was prob
ably the most important thing to influence the Nat.Lab.'s position in the 
company was the effect that the formalisation of the company's structure 
had in the post-war years. In 1946 it was decided that a Board of Man
agement should be established. Unril then, the principle of having only 
one person to lead the company had been abided by (for many years 
Anton Philips had been rhat person). The first Board consisred of a pre
sidium (in which Frans Otten was the chairman, Frits Philips the vice
chairman, and Loupart and Van Walsem were the presidium members) 
and five members (De Vries, Dijksterhuis, Tromp, Van den Berg and 
Guépin).18 

A huther formalisation of the company's structure was the definition 
of eight Product Divisions.19 All the factories were subsumed under the 
new Product Divisions of Lighting, Electron Tubes, Apparatuses, 
Telecommunications, X-ray and Medica! Equipment, Electro-acoustics, 
Products for Industrial Applications, Glass and Ceramic Producrs, and 
Related Businesses.20 In 1948 another Product Division was starred up, the 
Pharmaceutical and Chemica! Products ('Duphar') divisions and in 1952 
the Product Division for Industrial Components and Materials rook over 
the ceramics activities of the Glass and Ceramic Products Division.2 1 The 
formalisation of the company's structure occurred in an atmosphere of 
'economical patriotism' (this term is used by Blanken22), and there was an 
awareness of the need to revise the political and social structure of Dutch 
society during the post-WWII years. The Philips company wished to have 
an important role in this restructuring. 

In the past, discussions about new products had taken place in the 
company's directorate meetings, in which rhe factories and the Nat.Lab. 
also participated. Now these discussions gradually moved to the PO direc
torate meetings. The Nat. Lab. now had to discuss matters with each of the 
PDs, all of which had their own specific areas of teehoical expertise. We 
wiJl see how this change was to influence the comacts between the 
Nar.Lab. and the factories and the factory laboratories. 

The general feeling in the USA that basic sciences could play an impor
tant part in the post-war development of industry also influenced the 
Nat.Lab. In the USA, Vannevar Bush's famous 1945 report 'Science- The 
Endless Frontier' had promored 'basic' or 'pure' research (i.e. research 
aimed at understanding phenomena, without perspectives on concrete 
products) as the factor rhat WWII had shown to be the driving force 
behind technological development. Although almost none of his concrete 
recommendations were realised, the rhetoric of the report certainly had an 
impact on the basic science expectations both of politicians and industri
alists.23 Basic science, according to the Bush report, would almost certain-
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ly lead to indusrrial applications. As we will see in the description of the 
next period of the Nat.Lab.'s history, this philosophy was seen as a reason 
for making basic science a core task. Basic research yielded an opportuni
ry for the Nat.Lab. ro fulfil a role that could be different from the role of 
the PD development laborarories. In Nat.Lab. management debates there 
was a continuous carefut scanning of new scienrific developments to see if 
new basic knowledge could be relevant to the Nar.Lab. research pro
gramme. 

When Holst retired, he decided to split up his responsibilities ro form 
three new areas. Roughly speaking, these fields were physics, chemisrry 
and (elecrrical and mechanical) engineering. For each of these three areas, 
he had found scientists to take over the field from him, and they were 
Casimir, Verwey and Rinia. Of these three, Casimir became the most 
influential successor. The careful scanning of the scientific developments, 
mentioned earlier, fitted wel! into his particular background. Casimir was 
born in The Hague in 1909. He had stuclied physics in Leyden and in 
Copenhagen (with Niels Bohr). He had been involved in the development 
of quanturn mechanics and was well acquainted with the important sci
entists in that field such as Bohr, Pauli and Ehrenfest. After having fin
ished his dissertation, Casimir became Ehrenfest's assistant ar Leyden Uni
versiry. He also worked in Berlin and Zurich forsome time. His own most 
important contribution to quanturn mechanics was the identification of 
the existence of a force of interaction between two plates that conducted 
perfecdy, for which he set up an equation in 1948, which was named the 
Casimir effect, after him.24 In 1942 he joined the Philips Naruurkundig 
Laboratorium. Casimir was the first person to represent the lab on the 
company's Board of Management. Of course no one person could be said 
to enshrine the overall characteristics of a period, but the changed cir
cumstances and its consequences for the functioning of the Nat.Lab. with
in the company suited the person of Casimir well, in much the same way 
that Holst with his combination of being practical and interested in get
ting to know the phenomena underlying products was the right man at 
the right time. 
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PARTIJ 

An Autonomous Lab alongside Autonomous Product Divisions 
(1946-1972) 



5· A Research Organisation alongside 
Autonomous Product Divisions 

In the Intermezzo, the changes in the Philips company as a backdrop to 
the functioning of the Nat. Lab. were discussed. In Part II, we will see how 
the Nat.Lab., as a professional organisation responded to these changes. In 
other words, we will consider how the Nat.Lab. adapted its goals, use of 
means, culture and structure as well as its relationships with the other 
organisations within the company (the Board of Management and the 
PDs) to this changed context. First of all, though, we will consider the 
wider context of the economie, social and scientiftc environment of the 
Philips company and its Nat.Lab. during the 1950s and 196os. 

5.1 The Economie, Social and Scientific Context in the 1950s 
and196os 

By about 1950 the damage caused by WWII had to a large extent been 
restored. From then on, the Netherlands enjoyed a period of economie 
growth that was to last from 1951 to 1973.' This coincided with favourable 
economie developments worldwide. World trade increased after WWII, 
and entrepreneurs increased investments. In the Netherlands the govern
ment played an active part by adopting a controlled income policy and 
issuing a number of industrialisation memoranda, the first of which came 
out in 1949 and involved an investment in the Dutch industry of NGL 5·7 
billion.2 In the first post-WWII years, consumers were prepared to do 
without large salary increases. From 1950 onwards, however, consumption 
increased rapidly, which can be seen from, for example, the increase in 
energy use for household purposes. From 1954 onwards welfare allowances 
were induded in rhe government's income policy: not only inflation but 
also Iabour productivity increases were included in the calculation of 
salaries. 

Philips' growth rate, which had temporarily decreased, starred to rise 
again. In the 1950s the number of employees doubled to approximately 
2II,ooo people, 75,000 of whom worked in the Netherlands. During the 
next decade this number further increased to 359,000 people in 1970. The 
campany's financial turnover grew by 30% in 1948. This growth then 
decreased, dropping to about 12-15% per year in the 196os. The contribu-
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tion that relevision made to the campany's turnover increased from 6% in 
1950 to about 30% in 1960. Exports also increased substantially (for 
instanee doubling between 1957 and 1960). In 1947 the net profit was 
4.2% of the turnover. In the 1950s it was about 6%. In the mid-196os it 
starred to decline (by 1970 it was only 3%), and this heralded the coming 
of a new, more difficult period. 

The cernpany's product range extended further in the 1950s and 1960s. 
The Product Oivisions (POs) brought out many new products. In a 1970 
brochure entitled 'Facts about Philips', the 1950s and 196os were charac
terised as a period of 'unpreceded expansion in the Philips product range' . 
Befare WWII this expansion was mainly in the area of camponems and 
consumer products, but after WWII professional products were to 
become increasingly important. Activities in the professional telecommu
nications sector were extended, and activities in rhe defence sector were 
initiared (e.g. with the taking over of the Holland Signaal Fabrieken) and 
in the 196os, computer activities started. In 1962 a new Product Oivision 
was established in rhis connection. The Annual Reports for the years 1947-
1972 show that in nearly allareasof business there were substantial increas
es in turnover. 

For each of the countries in which Philips was active, a National 
Organisation (NO) was responsible for deciding what products would be 
sold in that particular country. The NOs, like the POs, came about as a 
result of the processof formalising the company structure in the first years 
after WWII. 

The report 'Science, the Endless Fromier'l by Vannevar Bush (see Inter
mezzo I) was based on rhe expectation thar basic research would almast 
'automatically' lead to important technological progression. This expecta
rion was jusrifled by pointing to the progress that had been made in 
WWII against diseases. The progress was said to be based on new scien
tific knowledge. 'Basic' research was characterised as 'being performed 
without thought of practical ends, leading to general knowledge and 
understanding of nature and its laws'. For the Bell company the report was 
a reason for enhancing rhe role of research in the field of solicl-state 
physics, and this decision was certainly a factor in the invention of the 
transistor in the Bell Labs. 4 lt was not only in the Bell Labs rhat efforts in 
'basic' science grew. The tora! amount of money spent on basic research in 
the USA more than tripled in the 1955-1966 period. The total amount of 
R&O expenditure nearly doubled. From 1966, the growth stopped for 
about a decade, and the belief in 'basic' science waned. 5 

The transistor was one of the first practical applications of new physics to 
emerge in the first half of rhe twentieth century. Another benefit to be 
reaped from rhis development was the maser, foliowed by rhe laser. These 
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inventions seemed to confirm the view that technology had to do with the 
application of 'basic' scientific research, because both had been developed 
on the basis of the omeomes of 'basic' research. The fact that such exam
ples could be used ro illustrate the ioclustrial usefulness of 'basic' science 
was no doubt instrumental in justifying rhe posirion of rhat type of 
research in industriallabs in the years after WWII. 

In the Netherlands two new research organisations were established 
rhus also serving to i1lusrrate the increased interest in this type of research. 
In 1946 the FOM, i.e. Stichting Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie 
(Foundation for Fundamental Research in Matter), was established, and 
in 1949 the ZWO, the organisation for Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onder
zoek (Pure Scientific Research), was set up. The idea of 'basic' research 
influenced discussions in the Nat.Lab. management circles about its own 
role within the company with its new PO srructure. 

5.2 A New Task Profile for the Nat. Lab. 
After the formalisation of the new POs in the Philips company, each with 
its own development lab, the Nat.Lab reconsidered its posirion wirh 
respect ro these POs. in conjunction with the campany's Board of Man
agement. The PO development labs were nor new. We already came across 
them in Part I. They had emerged in the 1930s as production-oriented fac
tory labs. Now they were part of the new POs. Each of rhe POs was more 
and more able to determine its own product policy. Their development 
labs could operate in accordance with the PO's own ideas, because they 
were controlled by the POs themselves. The Nat.Lab.'s budget was allo
cared directly by the campany's Board of Management, and the POs had 
no formal say in the Nat.Lab.'s research programme. This made the POs 
behave more and more selectively with respect to the product ideas thar 
the Nat.Lab. offered them for their product portfolio. They did not see it 
as a loss with regard ro their own resources when they refused to transfer 
eertaio research outputs. This siruacion had repercussions for the Nar.Lab. 
In rhe years I914-1946 the Nat.Lab. had been a hybrid lab in thar it had 
had different types of Iabaratory tasks. Part of the research had been aimed 
at understanding the phenomena underlying the campany's existing prod
ucts (e.g. lamps) in order to improve them. There had also been develop
ment research, which had been more direcrly related ro rhe development 
of new products. This type of research had provided the company with 
technologies that had been necessary for realising the desired product 
diversification. In rhe case of radio, this type of research had been clone in 
co-operation with the facrory labs. Finally, rhere had been cesring and 
measuring activities, and assistance had been given for production prob
Ieros in factories. The testing and measuring work had been only carried 
out in rhe early years of rhe Nar.Lab.'s existence (r914-I923). How did this 
task profile change in the new situation? 
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In 1947 there was a series of meetings for the campany's Board of Man
agement representatives and research representatives. The tide of these 
meetings was: 'Onze laboratoriumplannen' ('Our Iabaratory plans'). At 
the first of these meetings, a report produced by Casimir, Rinia and Ver
wey, the three new directars who had succeeded Holst, was discussed. In 
this report the authors defended the independent posirion of research to 
enable 'fundamental' research to be clone. In the document, 'fundamental 
research' was defined as that which 'aimed at understanding nature'. It was 
opposed to 'industrial research', which 'in the end aims at making better 
and new products'. According to the report, a centralised lab alongside of 
the developmenral research within the POs, would yield an opportunity 
for broad-based and multidisciplinary expertise resources for the whole 
company. In the Holst period all the research that took place in the 
Nat.Lab. somehow related to concrete products. No research occurred 
that was entirely without envisioned concrete products. In the new era the 
Nat.Lab. was also to serve as a think-tank for the POs' long-term product 
policy by compiering research for which no concrete products were yet 
envisioned, although in the end, of course, new products would emerge 
from such research in exactly the way the Vannevar Bush report suggest
ed, namely that such research would almost automatically have a high 
chance of later finding its way into industrial applications. Holst had 
expressed his agreement with the Vannevar Bush report,6 and his apinion 
was often requested in the first years after his retirement. 

This expected Nat.Lab. role was not entirely new, because the compa
ny directors (Loupart, Orten and Van Walsum), who were in charge after 
Anton Philips withdrew from the campany's directorate, had already 
expressed the hope that the Nat.Lab. would fulfil such a role, but in many 
cases Holst had been rather hesitant in that respect.? In the meetings it was 
agreed that the organisation of rhe lab should be disciplinary because a 
PD-wise division of research would be 'fatal' for its proper functioning.8 

Probably the fear was that in that case research would be too much cen
tred on short-term PD interests and nor enough on long-term-orienred 
research.9 

The Board of Management supported this 'fundamental' research idea, 
but the Board also wanred research to be related to the campany's inter
ests. Thus a special CTB, (Comité voor Technisch Beleid; Committee for 
Technica! Policy) was set up, which would serve as a platform for dis
cussing the choice of research topics from rhe point of view of the 'con
nection between research-development-manufacturing'. The CTB met at 
least rwelve times in 1947 and 1948.10 The meetings convened for dis
cussing various research fields' potenrial for the company. The Board of 
Management emphasised the need for such a committee by staring that 'in 
the past years at least 10 miltion guilders have been spent on radio receiv
er research without any noticeable changes'. There was a difference in atti-
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tude between Holst and Casimir with respect to the relation between 
research and PO interests. Holst stared that according to him research 
should only deal with topics for which an industrial turnover of at least a 
million guilders could be expected. Casimir refused to take that as a 
restriction, because he expecred it would be a harrier to truly innovative 
research. This illustrates how in rhose years both Holst and Casimir tried 
to influence company policy and determine the Nat.Lab.'s role.n 

In the 1946-1972 period the debate on the proper role of the Nat.Lab. in 
relationship to PO development labs continued. This debate largely took 
place during Corporate'2 Research Conferences (CRCs), a series of meet
ings for research directars held every other year. 13 Holst chaired the first of 
these meetings, in 1948, and was still present at the 1952 CRC.14 This 
shows that Halst's involvement continued after his retirement. From 1965 
on a more frequent series of di rectors' meetings, known as Research Direc
tars Conferences15 (RDCs), was introduced. The CRC and RDC debates 
show how the ideas about the three types of research tasks for the Nat. Lab. 
at lab management level changed due to the fact that new POs had been 
established, each with its own development labs and its own commercial 
and technica! directars who were able to decide which products would go 
into production and which would not. What was the perspective on the 
Nat.Lab.'s task that evolved as a result of the debates in those meetings? To 
answer rhis question, the three main types of activities of an industrial 
research lab that were examined in Chapter 2 (namely long-term oriented 
'fundamental' research, development-oriented research, and practical sup
port) will be considered. 

Long-term Oriented 'Fundamental' Research 

As we saw in Part I, the Nat.Lab. displayed rather 'follower' behaviour 
with respect to the campany's product diversification, not in the least 
because of Halst's frequent hesitations in the Orco meetings. In the 1946-
1972 period the Nat.Lab. starred initiaring new areasof scientific research 
that were not direccly related to product diversification decided upon by 
the company, and for which no PO had yet expressed any need. By doing 
the sort of research that had been promored in Vannevar Bush's report -
research that was entirely focused on gaining new knowledge, and not ori
ented towards concrete produces - for which the Nat.Lab. directorate 
often used the term 'fundamental', rather than 'basic' ,'6 the Nat. Lab. 
would have the unique position of providing the company with entirely 
new options for product diversification or product improvement. 17 

In a number of cases the idea of 'fundamental' (i.e. non-product-oriented 
and enrirely focused on understanding phenomena) research being a spe-
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ciflc Nat.Lab. task was confirmed by the POs. In 1970 the RGT (Radio, 
Gramophone and Television) PO sent a report to the Nat.Lab. to express 
its desires in terms of 'fundamental' research (with later possible applica
tions in the field of dectronie parts for RGT equipment). '8 Likewise in 
1968 the PIT (Products for Indusrrial Applications) PO explicidy uttered 
a need for 'fundamental research' to be clone in the Nat.Lab.19 A third 
example is to be found in the Elcoma PO, which in a meeting in 1968 
urged the Nat.Lab. not to focus too much on short-term developmem 
needs, but rather to do research that would ultimately yield new comput
er memories that would be profitable by, for example, 1975.20 

Several examples can be given to illustrate focuses on 'fundamental' 
research that were not direcdy related to any existing PO product, as a spe
ciflc Nat. Lab. long-term-oriented goal. A first example is the material SiC 
(silicon carbide). SiC was a semiconducting material that was found to be 
suitable for high-power applications at high temperatures (up to 2000 
°C). No PO was, however, interested in this properry, because rhe condi
tions for which SiC would be an almosr unique solution - for example, 
for dectronies systems in rockets - were not found in the application areas 
in which Philips was active. Research into SiC in the lab also showed that 
coloured light-emitting diodes (LEOs) could be made with it: red, green 
and bJue, so that in fact the whole colour triangle could be produced. That 
could be interesting for colour television. But the production of pure SiC 
crystals was problematic. The chemise W. Knippenberg did a lot of exper
iments on this. At a eertaio moment he was able to produce pure crystals, 
but then the next problem emerged: the fact that SiC grew in more than 
one crystal type (the problem of the polytypes,'1 thus causing a variation 
in bandwidth within the material). Knippenberg became interested in this 
phenomenon and wanred to find out if it was a thermodynamic phenom
enon or a matter of lcinetic growth conditions. lt appeared to be the lat
ter. Further study into the influence of impurities on crystal growth yield
ed something totally unexpected: wirh 1o/o lamhanum in the gas phase, the 
crystal growth changed dramarically, going from plates to whiskers.22 And 
whisker growth would make the material interesting for flbre-enforced 
materials. The research generared sufficient material for five docroral the
ses and about a hundred articles.23 The focus of the research was on under
standing the properties and phenomena surrounding this material. 
Although no PO was seriously interested,24 the researchcontinuedas long 
as it yielded enough scientific output. 

A second example is to be found in the laser research that stareed at this 
period, long before any concrete applications with.in the company were 
envisioned. A similar long incubation time had held up the use of 
stereophony and facsimile. In both these cases the lab was involved very 
early on, but it would be many years before research output would lead to 
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a new business in the company. With stereophony the Nat.Lab. contribu
tion was characterised as the more 'fundamental' research invalving high 
fidelity and sound quality 'in genera!' rather than specific devices. For fac
simile it was stated: 'the difficulty now is in finding the customer'.25 This 
reflects what the attitude of the Nat.Lab. was towards the PDs: the 
Nat.Lab. did 'fundamental' research with the ultimate aim of supplying 
new (long-term) product options to the PDs that no PD had asked for. 

The long-term interest of rhe Nat. Lab., and conneered to that the search 
for new research fields , did not automatically mean that every possible 
new research field was entered. Several options for new research lines were 
discussed at CRCs and RDCs, and rejected. Some examples of this are tis
sue research in biochemistry/biophysics, plasma physics, nuclear physics 
(other than instrumentation issues), and cosmology (other than instru
mentation issues).26 The last two examples show that Casimir sametimes 
found ways of remaining informed about a research field even though its 
relevanee to Philîps was not (yet) clear. In such cases, the Nat.Lab. could 
develop experimentation and measurement equipment. Limited research 
efforts and casts ~ere counterbalanced by small profits. Casimir took the 
same approach when it came to the area of field theories in quanturn 
mechanics. 27 Most of rhe work on instrumentation for nuclear research 
was done for the Instituut voor Kern Onderzoek (IKO, the Dutch for 
Instirure for Nuclear Research) in Amsterdam. In 1949 this instirure starr
ed operaring a (synchro-)cyclotron, built by Philips, and Philips 
researchers frequently worked with this institute.28 Umil about 1958 the 
cyclotron produced radionuclides for Philips-Duphar. This co-operarion 
would last until 1980.29 

The interest in exploring physics in torally new fields in some cases wem 
rogether with a lack of interest in research imo better-known phenomena. 
Thus, rhe Nat.Lab. was not very interested in doing research into gas dis
charges, because it was feit that rhis phenomenon was wel! understood 
and no langer suited for 'fundamental' research.l0 The fact that for the 
company gas discharge lamps remained an important business was not an 
issue. During the 1954 CRC it had already been observed that litde 
research was being done imo lamps in the Nat.LabY There was a sharp 
decline in the publications in that area: less than half the number of arti
cles in the Philips Technica! Review Volumes II-20 (1949-1958) compared 
with those to be published in Volumes r-IO (1936-1948). Mostarticles dealt 
with photometrical issues in genera!, while some dealt with dectrical cir
cuits for gas discharge lamps. Some efforr had been put into electrolu
miniscence, but the expectation that this would result in a new type of 
lamp no langer existed in 1954. Lamps were seen as an area where the 
Nat.Lab. did nothave a very important role to play. Most lighting research 
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was transferred to the new research lab in Aachen (later in this chapter we 
will discuss the emergence of the foreign Philips research labs). This did 
nat reduce the tata! strength of the programme, but the Nat.Lab.'s 
involvement was very much reduced. 

Lack of opportunity for 'fundamental' research was also a reason why 
the Nat. Lab. did little for the Huishoudelijke Apparaten ( Damestic Appli
ances) PDY 

On several occasions Casimir expressed his concern about the extent to 
which the Nat.Lab. was able to realise the ambition of doing 'fundamen
tal' research. At the 1960 CRC he explicidy stared that he was worried 
about the fact that rhe Nar.Lab. had not been a forerunner in most areas 
of 'fundamental' research, and in 1962 he also mentioned some specific 
areas where rhis had happened: travelling wave tubes, carcinotrons, ferrite 
memories, super-conducting devices, masers, lasers, digital telephone, 
data systems.33 The lab had certainly always made useful contributions, 
but never a real breakthrough. In a presentation given for researchers in 
June 1962, he mentioned some undesirable categories of research in the lab 
and then went on to give details about two such types: the 'advanced d ass
room experiment', which only repeats what has been found in lirerature, 
and the 'model-railroading', which only reproduces a smaller and more 
primitive analogon of an existing teehoical realisation.34 One of the rea
soos for being concerned about the lack of originality of the research had 
to do with the campany's patent position, for which the Nar.Lab. , of 
course, feit a special responsibility. In two management meetings in 1965, 
this patent position was even referred to as being 'alarming'. Until the end 
of his time as leader of the CRCs, Casimir came back to the issue of the 
need to have sufReient original research output. In 1970 we still find a 
remark made by him to rhe effect that there was too much short-term 
research and a lack of inspiration from new academie disciplines.35 

The remark about Casimir's concerns should not, however, leave us with 
the impression that the omeome of 'fundamental' research was poor. It 
was in parricular marerials research that yielded some important new sci
enrific insights. 

Research into the field of ferrites had starred befare WWII and was 
continued after WWII. This research contributed to the knowledge of 
solicl-state chemistry and defect chemistry. The aim of that research was to 

get to know the relationship between the position of atoms in a crystal and 
the resulting properties of the material. Also, the preparation of crystals 
with desired properties was part of this research. F.A. Kröger and H.J. 
Vink in particular contributed substantially to this field with their ther
madynamie studies. They developed a theory that explained the relation
ship between the concenrrations of different imperfections in a crystal 
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structure and the co neemration of foreign ions in the crystal, as wel! as the 
composition of the gas phase with which the crystal is in balance while it 
is being made. In the field of phosphors, too, several new discoveries were 
made by, among others, E.J.W Verwey, F.A. Kröger, W de Groot, A. Bril, 
WL. Wanmaker, and G. Blasse. Knowledge on the distances in the phos
phor crystal could be used to estimate the efficiency of the luminescence. 
Several of the (green and blue) phosphors that were developed on the basis 
of these insights were later used in TL tubes. Metals formed another cat
egory of materials in which research was done. J.O. Past studied wear and 
tear on iron and steel after welding processes. Past became known, not in 
the least, for his publications in which he explained atomie physics and 
thermodynamics to a wide audience. The workon the capacity for storing 
hydrogen in LaNi5 led to a patent, which much later, and quite unexpect
edly, was to become the basis for rechargeable metal hydrid batteries. 
Finally, in the metals field, the workof A.R. Miedema and his models for 
alloy behaviour should be menrioned. These examples of materials 
research show that this type of research cerrainly yielded new insights. Ir 
is difficult to assess what the overall impact of this type of research on the 
development of new produces has been. The phosphors and rechargeable 
batteries illustrate that in some cases, there certainly was an impact. 

Development-oriented Research 

In the previous period, the Nar.Lab. had done development-oriented 
research to enable the company to realise the desired product diversifica
tion. As we saw, the Nat.Lab. did this by gaining a better understanding 
of the phenomena underlying the functioning of the products. This type 
of research continued in the 1946-1972 period. With respect to the divi
sion of the development work between the Nat.Lab. and the POs, the 
Nat.Lab. direcrorate displayed a changing attitude compared with the pre
vious period. The Nat.Lab. directorate still saw development-oriented 
research as a task for the Nat.Lab., and this was also expected by the com
pany's Board of Management.l6 But the kind of co-operation that we saw 
in radio development was no langer seen as appropriate. lt was rather the 
case that the Nat.Lab. expected the PO laboratories to take over the devel
opment of new products at an early stage)? When the basic design prob
Ierus had been solved by gaining a better understanding of the underlying 
phenomena, the Nar.Lab. would transfer the research outputto the PO so 
that the PO lab would be able to transfarm the prototype into a manu
facrurable product. Ooing development work in co-operation with a PO 
was once rejected by Casimir, the argument being that 'that only gives 
trouble'.38 The transfer of research output, however, in practice appeared 
to be difficult. Often, the Nat.Lab. management was nor confident of the 
PO lab's ability to fulfil that task. In some cases that suspicion may have 
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been justifiable.J9 But one may question whether that was the real prob
lem. A more probable cause for the probiernatie transfer of research out
put was the doubt on the part of the PO about rhe commercial feasibility 
of the Nat.Lab.'s product idea. The Nat. Lab. sametimes interprered this as 
stubborn unwillingness.40 In any case the result was that in a number of 
cases the Nat.Lab. did even more development work on a product than 
previously when it worked in co-operation with a factory lab. In the man
agement meetings complaints were then heard to the effect that these 
(extra) development efforts kept the scientists from doing their real work 
('fundamental' research work). 

In the CRC and RDC meetings examples of this attitude towards the 
development work can be seen. In 1948 the research being done into rele
vision was discussed in a special meeting. By then it was clear that televi
sion was a major business for the company, that would even be bigger than 
the radio business. Nor much effort was yet being put into colour televi
sion. According to Rinia, one of Halst's successors, this was a matter of 
manpower. It was the 'unanimous opinion' of the participants of the dis
cussion meeting that pickup tubes41 were a 'subject of primary impareanee 
in the Philips company'Y Rinia made a plea fora 'fundamental' approach 
towards relevision development problems instead of combining existing 
ideas. The idea was that the Nat.Lab. should make a 'fundamental' con
tribution to the development work, and the PO should take over the work 
at an early stage of development. 

An area where it was difficult for the Nat.Lab. to find its 'fundamental' 
contribution to the POs' development work was in 'systems' research. 
Since Philips had decided to produce whole radio sets rather than only 
radio tubes, the company had starred to expand from being purely a 
device-producing company to being a device- and system-producing com
pany. The same happened in the X-ray area: at first only tubes were pro
duced, but later on complete X-ray equipment sets were produced as wel!. 
Accordingly, in the mid-1950s the Nat.Lab. shifted its research focus from 
individual X-ray tubes (Metalix, Rotalix, Oralix and Symmetrix) to X-ray 
systems.43 Another area where a shift towards complete systems was made 
was in telephony. In the previous period (Part I) work in this field had 
already been done in the Nat.Lab. (e.g. the ultrashort wave conneetion 
between Eindhoven and Nijmegen). Originally, this too had been a device 
area: research was done into transmitter tubes for carrier wave telephony. 
Before WWII this had led to research into various modulation methods: 
amplitude and frequency modulation (which were also relevant to the 
areas of radio and later also television), and after WWII the range was 
extended to include phase modulation, delta modulation, and pulse code 
modulation. Later on the research extended furrher into the realm of cir-
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cuits for telephony and telephone exchanges. Thus, the whole system of 
telephony became part of the research program me. The modulation meth
ods also brought the lab into the area of signals and signal processing. This 
area was related to various products: not only telephony, but also radio, 
relevision and the recording of sound and pictures. The general character 
of signal processing (it was nor related to a specific product, but could be 
applied to a variety of products) somehow typified the Nat.Lab.'s 'funda
mental' contribution to product development work. Later, it became 
closely ried to the IC area. One of the early examples ofNat.Lab. workin 
that area is the 'bucket-brigade memory', an analogue shift register for rel
evision signal processing, produced in MOS technology (see the case 
study on LOCOS in Chapter 6).44 

For the Nat.Lab. the inrriguing 'fundamental' question was whether 
sarnething like a general 'systems science' existed. In the 1950s a philo
sophical debate began on the existence of a General Systems Theory, a the
ory about the nature of systems that could be applied to any system, nat
ura! or artificial.45 According to this theory, a system was more than the 
sum of its parts. The existence of such a 'fundamental' type of theory 
would constitute an interesting typical Nat.Lab. task. Certain people in 
the Nat.Lab. had promored this idea, and so it even became a separate 
topic of discussion at the 1956 CRC. Although he recognised the relevanee 
of research on complete systems, Casimir denied the existence of such a 
'systems science'. On several occasions he jokedabout this, for example by 
staring that a toothbrush, a glass and toothpaste should also be seen as a 
system.46 But the systems theory would remaio influential in internation
al philosophical debates for several decades to come, and it undeniably 
also had practical implications for the development of technologies (in 
particular in the area of cybernetics). Although Casimir was wel! aware of 
the limitations of rhe systems rheory, he underestimated the place it would 
come to occupy in the world of engineering. 

Practical Support for PDs 

The Nat.Lab. management also changed its views on the research assis
tance required for practical and production problems in PDs. They tend
ed to regard this as a task that was no langer appropriate for the Nat.Lab., 
but as with developmenr-oriented research, this task did in practice con
tinue. In general, PDs found that the Nat.Lab. was prepared to help with 
practical problems that their own labs were unable to solve.47 The main 
reason for assisting the PDs in such cases was because of the good in for
ma! comacts that existed at the workflow level. It was not surprising that 
these comacts were good. In the 1946-1972 period there was a conscious 
policy to transfer people from the Nat.Lab. to the POs, and also the 
knowledge possessed by these people was adopted (this wil! be further dis-
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cussed in section 5.5). Often the people who had been transferred kept in 
touch with their former colleagues in the Nat.Lab. and thus had easy 
access to knowledge, in particular about more sophisticated analysis tech
niques that could be helpful in the event of production problems. 

The Evolution of the Nat.Lab. Research Programme 

Let us now see how the Nat.Lab. research programme developed in the 
1946-1972 period under the influence of these ideas about the goals of the 
Nat.Lab.'s activities, in terms of the three specified types of research.48 In 
doing so, we must realise that it is not possible to indicate a direct rela
tionship between the changes in the research areas as sketched in the tables 
below and in the debates about 'fundamental' and development-oriented 
research as sketched above. 'Fundamental' research was supposed to take 
place in all areas. Th is included mechanica! research. 49 

Table I presents the research programme as it was in 1946.S0 There were 
three main areas: materials, tubes and electric systems (radio, television, 
radar and telephone). Ir was from 1947/8 onwards that the topics of mag
netism, semiconducting materials, medica! and biologica! research, and 
relevision increased most sharply. From 1950 onwards the research effort 
put into control and automation also increased substantially and, to a less
er extent, the topics of luminescence and compurers. The areas where 
efforts decreased were radio, telephone, Stirling cold gas machinery, and 
photochemistry (particularly where the Philips-Miller system was con
cerned). The fieldsof growth in research partially correspond to the main 
fields of PD turnover growth in the years 1947-1954· Research into mag
netic and semiconducting materials, control and automation and televi
sion particularly found applications in the PO Elcoma, Telecommunica
tions, ELA and PIT areas, and apart from ELA these were the fastest grow
ing fields. The increase in biologica! research was not accompanied by an 
increase in activity on the part of the PO Pharmaceutical and Chemica! 
Products. In this research an analogy between nature and communication 
and computer technologies was sought. It was nor the intention to sup
port the PD. 

The result of the changes in the research efforts can beseen in Table 2. 

This table shows what the research programme looked like in 1954Y By 
then materials research had become a dominant area in the research pro
gramme. In this area there was plenty of opportunity for 'fundamental' 
research. The research into devices, which had previously mainly centred 
on tubes, had grown due to the increased attention being paid to transis
tors. 
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Table I. The research programme in 1946 

Main research field 

1. 'Materials' 

2. 'Devices' 

3· 'Systems' 

4· Supporting research 
and services 

5· Mechanics 

6. Medica! and biologica! work 

Research topics 

Magnetic materials 
Dielectric materials 
Luminescenr materials 
Semiconductors 
Metals and glass 
Measuring methods & instruments 

Vacuurn tubes 

Radio 
Television 
Radar 
Telephony 

(various) 
Applied opties 
Mechanics, conrrol and automarion 
Staristics and applied marhernaties 

7· Atomie physics and nuclear power 

8. Gas discharges 

9· Miscellaneous subjecrs 
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Photochemisrry 
Welding rods 
Liquid air machine (Srirling) 

No. of 
scientists 

2 

5 
5 
6 
2 

total: 21 

(r6%) 

8 
8 
2 

!I 

total: 29 
(22%) 

20 

2 

4 
total: 29 
(22%) 

I (r%) 

3 (2%) 

14 
I 

6 
total: 21 

(I6%) 
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Table 2. The research programme in 1954 

Main research field 

r. 'Marerials' 

Research topics 

Magneric marerials 
Dieleecric marerials 
Luminescent marerials 
Semiconductors 
Metals 

No. of 
sciemisrs 

11 

4 
9 
20 

Glass 5 
Measuring merhods & instrumenrs 5 

z. 'Devices' 

3· 'Sysrems' 

4· Supporting research 
and services 

5· Mechanics 

6. Medica! and biological work 

Basic elemems (transistors) 
Vacuum rubes 

Radio 
Television 
Microwaves 
Telephony 
Computers 

Colloid chemisrry 
Analytica! merhods 
Chemical preparations 
Metals technology 
Bonding & brazing of metals, 
ceramics, glass 
Tesring of materials 
Applied opties 
HF measuring devices 
Elecrronic measuring methods for 
physical quantities 
Mechanics, automarion 
Staristics & applied marhernaties 

Fundamenral & applied acoustics 
Uierasonies 
Servomechanisms 

7· Atomie physics and nuclear power 

roral: 59 
(2?%) 

25 
!2 

rotal: 37 
(I?%) 

6 
13 
(PM) 
I5 
(PM) 
total: 34 
(r6%) 

(PM) 
6 
4 
4 
(PM) 

4 
3 
(PM) 
4 

7 
8 
rotal: 40 
(r9%) 

6 
(PM) 
(PM) 
total: 6 
(3%) 
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Main research field 

8. Gas discharges 

9· Miscellaneous subjects 

Research ropics 

Photochemistry 
Plastics 
Welding rods 
Liquid air machine (Stirling) 

No. of 
scientisrs 

5 (2%) 

4 
4 
2 

8 
rota!: r8 
(8%) 

In subsequent years there was an increase in low-temperature physics and 
technology and in measuring and controL The PIT (Products for Indus
trial Applications) PO, which profited most from the outcomes of that 
research, was one of the fastest growing PDs in those yearsY Apart from 
chose changes the programme remained fairly stable. Table 3 shows what 
the sicuacion was like in 1968. 

The largest part of the research programme was divided into the areas of 
materials, devices and (electric) systems.53 When we compare the relative 
effons in the materials, devices and systems domains at the beginning and 
at the end of the 1946-1972 period.54 We see that the effort made in mate
rials was really quite constant. Two importantareasin this period were the 
semiconducting materials and magnetic materials. For some years quite 
some effort was put into superconductiviry and superfluidiry. The effort 
in devices grew in the late 196os, mainly due to the emergence of semi
conducting devices (ICs). Research inro light sourees and tubes (other 
than relevision tubes) diminished in the Nat.Lab. Laser technology was 
another emerging field. The relative effort put into systems research 
diminished somewhat in the late 196os. At that time an emerging field was 
that of the computer. Instrumentation for 'fundamental' science fields, 
such as nuclear physics and astrophysics, also becarne well represented in 
the research programme. The systems domaio saw its main growth in the 
next period (1972-1994). In termsof disciplines, it was in particular solicl
state physics, semiconductor physics and chemistry, and rnathematics that 
were to grow in importance. 

The more 'fundamental' areas like solid-state and semiconductor physics 
received ample attention, too. This corresponded with the fact that the 
management idenrified this type of research as typical Nat.Lab. work. 
'Fundamental' fields for which applications were still far away, such as 
lasers, superconductiviry and superfluidity also grew substantially. By 
working on instrumentation, the Nat.Lab. was also able to follow the 
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Table 3· The research programme in 1968 

Main research field 

r. 'Materials' 

2. 'Devices' 

3· 'Systems' 

4· Supporting research 
and technology 

5· Mechanics 

Research topics No. of 
scientists 

Theory and general problems 15 
Magnetism, metals and low 42 

temperature physies 
Semiconductors 19 
Dielectries, piezoelectries, ferroelectries (PM) 
Optica! phenomena 7 
Miscellaneous chemica! subjects 12 

Tubes 
Solid state devices 
Other devices 
Device applications 

General problems; filters 
Radio, acousties, recording 
Television 
Computers 
Telecommunications and radar 
Measuring and conrrol; automotive 
lnfrared systems 

Mathernaties 
Chemistry and physies 
Technology 
Opties and phorography 
Miscellaneous 

Electro-mechanies 
Stirling machines 
Household appliances and mise. 
mechanies 

total: 95 
(25%) 

33 
53 
(PM) 
8 
rotal: 94 
(25%) 

(PM) 
22 

13 
!0 

7 
20 

7 
total: 79 
(21%) 

lO 

24 

6 
6 
total: 46 
(r2%) 

13 
14 

total: 32 
(9%) 

6. Medica! and biologica! work (incl. perception) 

7· Atomie physies and nuclear power 
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developments in other 'fundamental' fields such as nuclear physics and 
astrophysics. NI of these fields indeed fitted with the term 'fundamental' 
because none of them at that time was related to concrete products, but 
only to phenomena that were by far nor fully understood yet. The laser 
was not an industrial product until specific applications had been invent
ed for it. For Philips the field of optica! recording and optical communi
cation were to become areas in which lasers were exploited. But that 
would not happen until the late 1970s. 

New, Foreign Labs for Development Support Tasks 

Apart from the company structure formalisation after WWII, the 
Nat. Lab. was confronted with another change, namely the emergence of a 
number of foreign labs within the Philips company. The campany's Board 
of Management wanred to have labs in specific countries in order to ca ter 
for opportunities for research support for the campany's industrial activi
ties in those countries. 

The first lab was set up in 1944 when Prof. O.S. Duffendack was 
appointed its director at the North Arnerican Philips Corporation 
(NAPC) branch.S5 This lab in lrvington, in the state of New York, aimed 
at supporting the activities of the NAPC, which had been founded two 
years before. Marketing the Metalix X-ray tube was one of the NAPC's 
activities. Duffendack demanded that he would be appointed for at least 
five years and that he would be given sufficient resources to build up a 
serious research programme. In 1964 the lab moved to Briarcliff Manor.S6 

The second lab to be set up outside the Netherlands was the Mullard 
Research Laboratories in Salford, UK (MRL; later the name was changed 
to the Philips Research Laboratories, PRL), founded in 1946Y The name 
was a strategie choice: rather than caJiing it the Philips Lab, the British 
name Mullard was kept to make it sound more British. This was done 
because in the wartime, which was the time when the preparations for tak
ing over this lab were made, the British government was suspicious about 
working with Philips. They were afraid that information would leak to 
(German) occupied areas via Philips' comacts with neutral areas.58 As the 
government starred reducing rhe number of government-funded research 
labs after the war, vast numbers of scientists became available for the 
Mullard Lab. Dr. C.F. Bareford was appointed its first director. 

When these two labs had been established, a memorandum was issued 
to clarif}r the role of the foreign labs in relation to the Nat. Lab. It was star
ed that the Nat.Lab. should serve as the centre for the research activities 
and rhat it should be the only lab where more 'fundamental' research 
should be carried out.S9 The other labs should focus on 'applied' research, 
related to the various business opportunities in the specific countries 
where those labs were situated. The foreign labs were also expected to 
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obtain contracts from the national governments of their respective coun
tries (at a meeting in 1952 it was mentioned that the lab in Salford for 
instanee was at that time funded for up to 75% by these sorts of con
tracts).60 In order to achieve that goal, the choice of the rnanaging direc
tor was considered to be important: he should be a person with such a 
good reputation that the national government would consider him to be 
a serious partner. Consequently, the labs were given a strong national ori
entation, and they were expected to workin close co-operation with their 
respective National Organisations (NOs) with the Philips company. Holst 
hadexpressedan op in ion that the various labs should work 'nor for Philips 
Paris or Philips London or Philips Eindhoven, but rather for Philipsas one 
body',61 but in practice this did not work. Whenever rhe Nat.Lab. ran into 
capacity problems, the other labs could take over certain projects. Already 
from the beginning it was clear that there would be problems with respect 
to the role of the foreign labs. In the summer of 1950, even though in Sep
tember 1945 the co-ordination of acrivities had been established in the Rye 
report, Duffendack complained rhat Philips had nor been very clear in its 
policy towards the NAPC: was it a 'daughter company' or an 'independ
ent establishment'. 62 

Already in 1946 rhe idea of having a Philips lab in France had been 
considered.63 It was not until September 4, 1950, though, that the French 
Laboratoires d'Electronique et de Physique Appliquée (LEP) was formal
ly founded, although in 1948/9 the first lab activities had already starred 
in Paris. 64 The lab was a Société Anonyme with as irs only sharebolders the 
companies for which it acted as a research laboratory: La Radiotechnique, 
S.A., Hyperelec, S.A., T.R.T., S.A. and the Compagnie Française Philips 
and its affiliates Philips Industrie and Philips Eclairage et Radio. Dr. G.
A. Boutry was appointed as its rnanaging director. Boutry had srudied at 
the Conservatoir des Arts et Metiers. As a consequence, rhe scientific sta
tus of his background was not the same as that of someone who had stud
ied at the more respected Grand Ecole. 65 As has al ready been mentioned 
before, this status was seen as relevant to acquiring contracts from gov
ernments, so the situation was not ideal. Yet the lab functioned weH under 
his leadership and flourished. In 1965 the lab was moved from Menil
montant to larger premises in Limeil-Brevanne. 

In Germany Philips founded rwo labs. The lab in Aachen starred up in 
1955 as an annex of the Nat. Lab. Ir was ex peered that after WWII, it would 
be difficult to attract enough Dutch scientists. To attract German scien
tists an annex was founded in Germany, because at that time it was not 
yet wise to let German scientists move to rhe Netherlands.66 Aachen was 
close enough to Eindhoven to enable easy contacts. Dr. Pannenborg was 
appointed as its first rnanaging director. From May 1955 on he made all 
new Aachen scientists work in Eindhoven for some months. Later it 
became evident that it was nor really a problem to attract scientists to the 
Nat.Lab., but the lab was kept on.67 
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The Hamburg Iabaratory was established in 1957 with Dr. F. Borgnis 
as its first rnanaging director, and like the labs in the USA, UK and 
France, it had a more nationally oriented bias. Borgnis was a good scien
tist, but he probably lacked the managerial capabilities that were needed 
to build up the lab, because the technica! director of the Philips company 
in Germany, Dr. Mootz, asked Pannenborg to take care of the Hamburg 
lab for some time. Mootz found Dr. Jobst, former director of the Valvo 
tube factory in Hamburg, whowas prepared to take care of reeruitment 
for both labs, which for Pannenborg, inexperienced in the German situa
rion, was a great help.68 The Hamburg lab was established under the 
Müller company name. We came across this German company in the X
ray tubes case study given in the previous period (see Chapter 4). The 
narnes of the two German labs were similar: Philips Zenrrallaboratorium 
Aachen (PZA) and Philips Zenrrallaboratorium Hamburg (PZH). 

In 1963 a lab was founded in Brussels, Belgium: the MBLE Research 
Lab. MBLE stands for Manufacture Beige de Lampes Electriques, and it 
was a company rhat Philips had bought in 1924.69 When Philipstook over 
the lab from the Belgian government and added it to the MBLE compa
ny to become the MBLE lab, it was still a smal! computing centre (with 
only ten scientists). After that it expanded, but it always remained the 
smallest Philips laboratory. Dr. V. Belevitch was its first rnanaging direc
tor. lts disciplinary range was limited to applied mathematics. 

One more lab was founded in 1979, in Sunnyvale, USA, with Dr. E. 
Kooi as its rnanaging director. In the description of the 1972-1994 period, 
this lab and its role in IC technology wil! be discussed further. 

The national orîentation of the various labs resulted in each lab having 
eertaio areas of specialisation.7° The English lab in the 1946-1972 period 
was active in transistor and IC applications, microwave communication, 
military devices for infrared night viewing, masers, magnetic film com
puter storage and automotive electronics. At the LEP the areas of special
isation were photoelectricity, relevision opties, vacuum physics, neutron 
production (related to the French atomie bomb), and computer peripher
al equipmenr. The Hamburg lab pursued research that stemmed from its 
Müller background (X-ray equipment), and the Aachen lab rook over a 
number of lighting research activities from the Nat.Lab. and worked on 
electric motors for dornestic appliances. The lab in Brussels was active in 
applied rnathematics for circuit theory, space research, the automatic lay
out of prinred circuit boards and computer software. T he lab in Sunny
vale was dedicated to IC. 

To get some idea of the relative size of the labs, rhe following numbers 
for 1964/5 can be used: the costs of the Nat.Lab. then were NLG 6o miJ
lion (2,130 people), the Mullard lab in Salfords cost NLG 14 million (700 
people), the Irvington lab in the USA NLG 6.8 million,7' the LEP in 
France NGL 13.6 million (320 people), the German labs put rogether 
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NLG 13.7 million (Aachen 330 people, and Hamburg 310 people), and the 
Brussels lab NLG 0.9 million. 

In order to establish periadie communication between the lab directors, 
the CRC and RDC meetings were initiared (mentioned before in this sec
tion). In addition, contact was stimulated by exchanging scientists 
between the labs. The minutes of these meetings show that the main effect 
of the meetings was to inform the directars about what went on in each 
other's labs. The meetings did not serve to arrive at agreements on certain 
divisions of tasks. Each lab stuck to its own interests, and the directars 
were auronomous when it came to deciding on the research programme 
for their particular lab. This was in accordance with the national task out
lines, which formed the basis of their existence. At some CRC meetings, 
however, concern was expressed about this. Already in the 1952 CRC com
ments were made that it would be difficult to steer the labs from the 
Netherlands in cases where this would be desirable.7' M. Lopcr Cardozo, 
director of the Corporate Research Bureau, who attended rhe CRC meet
ings from 1955 on, was assigned the task of labs co-ordinatorJl In 1955 he 
complained about the 'steering groups' , which did not 'steer' but only 
seemed to serve as a sort of 'colloquia'. Steering groups had been installed 
for those topics that were researched at more than one lab, and they were 
manned by the directars and group leaders involved in the respective top
ics. The exchange of personnel and reports, mutual visits and conferences 
needed nuther stimulation, and the fact that this was mentioned in the 
CRCs would imply that up until then the co-ordination via these ways 
had not resulted in the effects that the management had had in mind. 
During the 1962 CRC it was decided that a bi-monthly exchange of 
progress reports should be starred up, and at the next CRC Casimir men
tioned in his introduetion to the meeting that he had noticed an imprave
ment in the relationship between the labs. Only the exchange of person
nel remained problematic, and it was stared rhat J .H. van Santen, whohad 
already been head of the Bureau for some years, should make arrange
ments to improve this.74 

In 1966 the Corporate Research Bureau explicit!y expressed the desire 
to esrablish some sort of co-ordination between the lab programmes. 
According to the Bureau, large research areas should be divided over at 
most two labs.75 At that time the recommendation did not yield any con
crete effects. Ir was not until 1972 that an international research co-ordi
nator was appointed, G.W Rathenau, whohad become rnanaging direc
tor of the Nat.Lab. in 1967. 

To summarise, in terms of laboratory tasks, the Nat. Lab. was intended to 
be the only lab where non-product-related research was done. As indicat
ed, this was the Nat.Lab.'s own main ambition in the 1946-1972 period. 
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Oevelopment-oriented research work was carried out at aH rhe labs, and 
each lab could decide on its own specialiries, depending on rhe national 
siruacion in which rhe parricular lab operared. Thus there was rension 
between rhe original national rask of rhe labs and the desire to co-ordinate 
activ.ities in cases where this would be useful. 

Production-oriented Research at the CFT 

In 1968 the start of the Centre for Manufacturing Techniques (Outch 
abbr. : CFT) was reported in a CRC meeting. This organisation had been 
initiared by rhe Board of Management. According to Van Houten76 it was 
primarily Tromp who had co me up wirh rhe idea; Pannenborg also played 
a role in the decision by pushing Tromp, because he realised rhat the con
tinuous decentralisation could result in a difficult siruacion for smaller 
POs which would nor be able to finance a mechanisation eenere of their 
own.n The CFT was a central company organisation for mechanisation 
issues, similar to the research labs. Unlike the research labs, rhough, the 
CFT's budget was nor allocated directly by the Board of Management. 
The CFT had to acquire the main part of its budget from rhe POs. The 
CFT's role was to support the POs when production problems cropped 
up and co develop new manufacturing and automation rechniques. In 
order co fuift! this role rhe CFT did research, but it was research rhat was 
always focused on production techniques. Thus, the CFT became a new 
company factor that influenced rhe task profile that the Nar.Lab. had 
defined for itself. Conducting smal! research studies to support POs when 
it came to solving practical production problems was retained as a part of 
the Nat. Lab. task profile, mainly because of the good comacts at the work
floor level. Ultimately, it was the CFT that for rhe POs became a more 
'natural' resource for chose sores of research needs. At first, this may have 
caused some competieion between the CFT and the Nar.Lab., because the 
Nat.Lab. still kept a small group working on production methods, but the 
relarionship between the CFT and rhe Nat.Lab. seems ro have been fairly 
good, in particular with P.J .M. Borden and his group, which had been 
moved from rhe Nat.Lab. to the CFT. Some people were detached from 
rhe Nar.Lab. to the CFT for some time.78 Most of rhe CFT people came 
from rhe POs, and so they had a more sound grounding in production 
rhan rhe Nat.Lab. people usually had. Apart from rhe informal comacts 
rhere were no structural comacts with rhe CFT. 

To Summarise 

In the goals that were recognised by the lab management, rhe onus was on 
taking a responsibiliry for the company's long-term product policy. For 
this a subscanrial effort in 'fundamental' research - for which rhere was 
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nor yet a concrete application- was seen as being essenriaL Oevelopment
oriented research continued to be seen as a Nat.Lab. task, in that the 
Nat.Lab. was to gain new knowledge about the phenomena underlying 
the products, but as far as the Nat.Lab. was concerned, product ideas 
should be transferred to the POs for further elaboration after the basic 
problems had been solved. The research support network for solving pro
duction problems formally was nor given as a core task for the Nat.Lab., 
but in practice it was rhe good comacts at the workflow level that caused 
this work to continue. The new foreign labs were meant to be primarily 
involved in development-oriented research, and the CFT became a new 
resource of knowledge for the POs in cases of production problems. 

5·3 Further lncrease of Means 

In the 1946-1972 period the Board of Management gave the Nat.Lab. a 
stabie proportional share in the company's means growth. The budget for 
the research laboratories was allocated direcdy by the company's Board of 
Management. This shows that the Board of Management believed in the 
useful role of the Nat.Lab. in addition to that of the PO development labs. 
For the period discussed in this Part, the research budget was stabie and 
fixed at about 1% of the company's turnover. The result was that the 
amount reserved for the Nat.Lab. and the foreign labs (including the costs 
for obtaining patents and licences) grew from NLG 5 million in 1947 to 

NLG 130 million in 1965. The research costs for the Nat.Lab. alone 
amounted to about 40% of the entire budget; the foreign labs had about 
36%; the remainder were costs for obraining patents and licences.79 

There was no project-wise budgeting, because Casimir was against 
that. He feared that it would form an obstacle to the research freedom that 
was necessary for doing 'fundamental' research.80 

It was the increasing means rhat allowed the population of the whole 
research organisation (Nat.Lab. plus foreign labs) to grow even more vig
orously than in the previous period (1923-1946). From 1966 onwards the 
number of employees remained stabie until 1975. At the end of Part II the 
reason for that change will be discussed. The growth in the lab popularion 
was due to an increase in rhe number of scientists, assistants, and techni
ca! and administrative personnel. The number of scientists grew from 157 
in 1945 to 388 in 1965; the number of assistants grew from 170 in 1945 to 

991 in 1965; the number of technica! and administrative personnel grew 
from 240 in 1945 to 722 in 1965. The numbers show that rhe ratio of sci
entists to other employees went from 1:2.6 to 1=4-4· In the years 1965-1970 
a number of assistants left, and an equal number of sciemists came, which 
altered the ratio to 1:3.5.8' This may give the impression that the 'research 
potential'82 decreased after 1945. We have to bear in mind, though, that 
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the educational background of the assistants changed in this period. U mil 
the early 196os most assistants were drawn from the 'hbs', a higher sec
ondary education type of school. In 1965 the 'hts', a college institution for 
higher vocational education wirhin the Durch educational system, was 
reorganised, and the study was discupred by the increased orientation 
towards academie scientific education.8J From then on, more assistants 
with this new 'hts' educational background entered the lab. Those assis
tants had a higher level of scientific and technica! competence. To allow 
such assistants to do rhe ordinary measurement work that had tradition
ally been clone by rhe assistants with a hbs background would be to under
rate their capabilities. Besides that, the emergence of the computer had 
reduced the need for simple measurement work clone by people. The role 
of the assistants therefore changed in this period, and rhey became 
involved in setting up experiments rather than carrying out measure
ments. Several assistants decided ro continue their education at a univer
siry, in order to gain rhe scientist status. Some of them became universiry 
professors. 84 

The size of the facilities also increased in this period. In 1944 the rota! floor 
area of rhe Nar.Lab. in Strijp (a district of the city of Eindhoven) was 
20,000 m 2 • By 1952 it had increased to 25,620 m\ and in 1955 a new wing 
came into use, which huther increased the workfloor area to 27,920 m2 • 

In 1963 rhe official move to new facilities situated in the village of Waalre 
(near rhe southern border of Eindhoven) started.85 The engineer S.S. Wad
man co-ordinated the first phase of the move in 1963, and he tried to take 
into account the requestsof rhe scientists in termsof room sizes and occu
pation. The move rook place in phases, so rhat for a certain period there 
were two locations. This caused some inconvenience, like gaining access 
to the library.86 A mini-bus service betweenStrijp and Waalre ferried peo
ple from one location to the other.87 The rapid growth in the lab person
nel apparently demanded very ambitieus planning of the new site: in 1970 
a lab popwation of 3,000 people was expected and therefore quite a large 
number of buildings was planned.88 Already by 1965, it had become evi
dent that the growth would be less than expected, and so just under half 
of the planned buildings were removed from the plans.89 The 1963 move 
was seen as a good occasion for holding a symposium on the research 
activities. This symposium was held on September 26 and 27 of the same 
year.9° A number of research studies were presented, which rogether gave 
an impression of the total research programme continuing at that time. lt 
was not only the lab management that stimulated the organisation of rhis 
symposium, but also the Philips Board of Managemenr.9' 

To sum up, the means allocated to the Nat.Lab. to achieve the lab's goals 
and objectives kept pace with rhe campany's growth. The internal (non-
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projecr-wise) budgeting of the lab fitred in with the Nar.Lab.'s vision of its 
role as the 'fundarnental' research lab. 

5·4 Culture and Structure fora Fundamentaf Research Lab in 
an Industrial Company 

In Part I we identified two tensions in the culture and strucrure of an 
industrial research laborarory as a professional organisarion. There is ten
sion between an academie and an indusrrial orientation, and rhere is ten
sion between freedom for the scientisrs and control over rhe scientists. In 
Part I, we saw how Holst struggled with these tensions. Now we will con
sider the way in which these tensions were dealt with in the 1946-1972 
period. 

An Academie Atmosphere in an lndustria1 Lab 

For Holst, the main reason why he had invired famous scientists ro pres
ent rheir new rheories in rhe Nat.Lab. had been to give his lab a certain 
academie status (see Part 1). Often the theories thar were presenred did nor 
direcdy relare to the work going on in the Nar.Lab. That did nor really 
matter because the main purpose was to attract good scientists. Casimir 
displayed a similar interest in rhe latest developments in the natura! sci
ences, and nor just for the sake of their academie status. By the time he 
starred woricing rhere, the fame of the Nar.Lab. had already been estab
lished. In the CRCs Casimir always asked the question of whether a eer
taio new rheory or field could be absorbed into the Nat.Lab.'s research 
programme. Thus, a carefut scanning of the latest scientific developments 
under his leadership became a continuous item at the top of the CRC's 
agendas. 

Because of rhis orientation to scientific developments, some new disci
plines entered into the research prograrnme. In 1958 a need was expressed 
to incorporate the new information sciences into the research pro
gramme.92 The number of publications in that area was still low at that 
time. The most srriking Nat.Lab. activity was the development of what 
became known as the PETER computer, foliowed by the PASCAL com
puter93 in 1954. PETER was the Philips Experimentele Tweetalige Electro
nische Rekenmachine (Philips Experimental Binary Electronic Calcula
tor). Although the name PASCAL was in the first place the acronym for 
the Philips Automatic Sequence CALculator, while also referring to the 
famous 17'h-century scientist Blaise Pascal, the name was soon to become 
an acronym for: Philips Akelig Snelle CALculator (the Philips Horren
dously Fast Calculator). The PASCAL was a binary parallel machine that 
was used by the laboratory itself for doing scientific calculations. Some 
characteristics of the PASCAL were: its 42-bit word length, its 66o Hertz 
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doek frequency, its 2016 44-bit magnet ring memories and its 16,384 44-
bit drum memories. Punch cards were used as input and outpur medium. 
For rhis machine 1200 tubes, IO,ooo transistors and 15,000 diodes were 
used. A third computer was called the STEVTN computer, after the Dutch 
mathematician Sirnon Stevin.94 In the 196os there was an enormous out
put increase in the area of information sciences. For information technol
ogy there was a separate group, with Zonneveld as its group leader. The 
group belonged to the field of'supportive research and technology'. In the 
same field there was a new rnathematics group, and Bouwkamp was the 
group leader. From Bouwkamp's publications we can see that the mathe
matical problems he selected were sometimes very loosely related to the 
rest of the research programme, which was somerimes very loose. That was 
something that fitred in well with the idea of exploring the potenrial of rhe 
discipline as a more 'fundamental' type of research. 

Wirh respect to the academie orientation, comaers wirh universiries about 
the content of the scienrific work were seldom mentioned in management 
(CRC and RDC) debares. In the field of transistors and I Cs, the univer
sities were nor seen as interesting partners. The Nar.Lab. maintained thar 
the universities lagged behind their industrial counterparts developmenr
wise. The main role of rhe universiries ar rhar time was to educate new sci
entists. The vast majority of rhe incoming scientisrs in rhe 1946-1972 peri
od (about 300) came from rhe Technische Hogeschool Delft (Delft Poly
technic),95 the oldesr of the Durch polyrechnics. The second oldest one 
was rhe Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven (Eindhoven Polyrechnic) that 
was founded in 1956. This second polyrechnic was locared in the vicinity 
of Philips, alrhough rhe founders were keen to prevent this instirure from 
becoming a 'Philips-Polyrechnic'.96 In the 1946-1972 period about 100 sci
enrisrs wem from rhat polyrechnic co the Nat.Lab. Other universiries that 
supplied the Nar.Lab. workforce were the University of Amsterdam 
(about 6o scienrisrs), rhe University of Utrecht (about 6o scientists), the 
University of Leyden (about 50 scientists), rhe Free University of Amster
dam (about 25 scienrisrs) and the University of Groningen (about 20 sci
enrisrs).97 Philips had conraces with the universities, nor in the last place 
via rhe 'buitengewone' (extraordinary) or ' bijwndere' (special) professors 
rhar worked borh wirh rhe Nar.Lab. and wirh a university or polyrechnic 
(in most cases wirh one of rhe polyrechnics) . There were also scienrists 
who lefr rhe Nat.Lab. co become ordinary professors. The professors 
served as a sort of bridge between indusrry and university. On rhe one 
hand, they broughr industrial know-how ro rhe university, while on rhe 
other hand their posirion allowed rhem to follow rhe academie develop
ments. Perhaps most importandy, this put them to contact with potenrial 
new Nar.Lab. scientists. Often comacts were maintained with other uni
versity professors as well, alrhough in rhe 1970s these had to be kept silene 
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because the Iabour unions might oppose this 'hidden' talkingabout possi
bie future colleagues.98 When such contact led to serious interest in a stu
dent who was near to finishing his or her study, the professor concerned 
would be visited by a representative of the campany's personnel depart
ment and one of the lab's directors. Depending on the judgement of the 
professor, the student would be invited for a meeting at the Nar.Lab, 
which could lead to an appointment. 

The importance of 'fundamental research' as a particular Nat.Lab. acrivi
ty influenced the Nat.Lab. culture (at the scientists' level). Not only the 
management, but also the scientists themselves had an interest in the posi
rion of that type of research. This concern was expressed by them at the 
Directors-CoCo meetings. These meetings had been initiared by Holst in 
1945 to reinforce comacts between the lab managementand rhe workers.99 
CoCo was an abbreviation for Contact Committee. This committee con
sisred of elected representatives from among the scientists. In the 196os 
Directors-CoCo meetings were held about eight times per year. Later the 
frequency was reduced to about two or three times per year. Both the sci
entists and the other employees were represented in what was known as 
the Kern ('Nucleus') . The Kern served as a sort of workers' council.100 Ir 
met about every other month. The representatives were elected for a peri
od of three years. 

In the Directors-CoCo meetings the issue of 'fundamental' research 
was raised several times by the CoCo members. Concern was expressed by 
the researchers that the lab management seemed to have more apprecia
tion for 'applied' research than for 'fundamental' research. 10' For Casimir 
this was reason enough to give special attention to the issue in his presen
ration at the Directors-CoCo meeting on June I4, 1962. He ensured those 
present that the management did recognise the importance of 'fundamen
tal' research. Ir is not clear what caused the scientists to believe rhat 
'applied' research would have better recognition with the management 
than 'fundamental' research. In considerations at management level, there 
was constant concern about the position of 'fundamental' research. Any
way, the examples given show that not only at the directors' level, but also 
among the scientists there was a strong feeling that 'fundamental research' 
deserved to be continued without being in any way cut back. Even with
out evident reasoos rhe scientists were already eager to defend 'fundamen
tal' research againsr whar they perceived as the rhreats of increasing 
resources being put into applied research. 

Preedom for Scientists to do Proper 'Fundamental' Research 

In rhe eyes of the management, the orientation of 'fundamental' research 
for long-term innovations required a type of researcher who was able to 
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exploit a high degree of freedom. Researchers who worked in the lab dur
ing rhose years still remember that when they starred their work in the 
Nat.Lab. they were only told what topic they were to work on, not what 
sort of research they were expected to do. Casimir's perspective on the 
Nat.Lab. as a professional organisation was that, as professionals, scientists 
only need to be given the necessary framework for their research work, but 
no strict guidance. Only researchers who were not able to make sophisti
cated use of this freedom needed to be given exact indications about what 
to do. Such researchers did exist. In 1962 Pannenborg complained that 
there were too many of them, and that there was a lack of more inde
pendent researchers.'0 2 This did not change Casimir's conviction that an 
industrial research lab should be based on the ability of good scientists to 
determine, by themselves, what research is relevant and what is not. He 
maintained that only with such researchers could high-quality 'funda
mental' research be made to contribute to the company. In that respect 
several of the rules that he had presenred as 'Holst's rules' (see section 4-4) 
in fact reflected more his own research management philosophy than 
Holst's. 

Growing Hierarchy in the Structure of the Lab 

The existence of the Directors-CoCo and Kern meetings shows that there 
was a need to establish comacts between the lab management and work
floor-level employees. lt was feit that these comacts needed to be for
malised. In the first posr-WWil years, a structural hierarchy had devel
oped. This had created distances that did not exist when the lab workforce 
was still small.10J In this hierarchy we find the rnanaging directors 
(Casimir, Verwey and Rinia who served after Holst retired), directors (H. 
Bienfait being the first one), group leaders, scientists, assistants and tech
nicians. The point of having a layer of three (later four) rnanaging direc
tars was for each to take care of about one-third (later one-fourth) of the 
entire research programme. In 1968 there were four rnanaging directors: 
Rathenau (physics), Vink (chemistry), De Haan (applied physics) and 
Teer (electronic systems). Most of the materials research was conducted 
under Rathenau and Vink, most of the devices research rook place under 
De Haan, and most of the systems research was done under Teer's direc
torship. Directors had to direct a number of groups in certain research 
fields. Group leaders were responsible for the daily supervision of the work 
of the scientists and assistants in their group and were responsible fortheir 
specific scientific field. 

Apart from the position of 'fundamental' research in the Nat.Lab., most 
of the time it was practical matters in the comacts between the lab direc
torate and the employees that were dealt with. In the first Directors-CoCo 
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meetingsome practical consequences of the recent war were discussed, in 
particular people's Jack of emhusiasm for their work. The possible causes 
of this that were mentioned were: material probierus (e.g. the housing 
shortage in Eindhoven and the lack of transportation means) and the Jack 
of research facilities. The Nat.Lab. management tried to solve all sorts of 
such practical problems. The first Directors-CoCo meeting played a role 
in making an inventory of these problems. Likewise in the 196os the Kern 
meeting agendas mainly reflected practical problems. People talked about 
issues such as where to put bikes and motorbikes (the plate 'directors only' 
that was affixed to the bike shed that was nearest to rhe main building 
( called WB) illustrates the hierarchical relations of that time), the canteen 
facilities, noting down working hours, inrroducing a five-day working 
week (in 1960), the cleanliness of the corridors and the washing of lab 
coats. There was also a discussion about the lunch walk around the pond 
on the campus, which Vink was willing to permit as long as it did not 
lengthen the lunchtime.104 Another practical issue was the proposed con
neetion of rhe (nowadays named) Holst Avenue (the road that leads to the 
new lab premises in Waalre) to the nearby E3 motorway. Verwey had 
opposed this conneerion because he expected it to ereare unrest.' 05 In 1963 
a survey was carried out among employees into their living and working 
conditions: family composition, living circumstances, srudy facilities at 
home, financial elbowroom, secondary working conditions, debts, and 
working conditions at the laboratory. The results were presenred and dis
cussed in a Directors-CoCo meeting held on November II, 1963. The 
main outcome was that the financial elbowroom was less than would be 
expected on the basis of people's gross income. Also accommodation was 
often insufficient. The results yielded material for discussions about hous
ing and holiday regulations even until spring of rhe next year. 

To summarise, the Nat.Lab. culture was academically oriented in that 
there was a constant search for new scientific fields or important external 
progress in existing fields that might be relevant for the Nat.Lab. ro take 
up. Scientists had a lot of freedom to determine the content of their 
research work. Among the scientists the relevanee of the fundamental 
research carried out was a matter of serious concern. Thus, there was a 
relationship between fundamental research as a particular Nat.Lab. goal 
and the culture of the lab. The structure of the lab became more for
malised, with a hierarchy of rnanaging directors, directors, group leaders, 
scientists, assistants and technicians. When it came to discussing practical 
issues, Directors-CoCo and Kern meetings were used. 
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S·S Tensions in the Relationships with PDs 
As we sawinsection 5.2, the Nat.Lab. had deftned 'fundamental' research 
as its particwar task and had continued to do development-oriented 
research mainly as far as basic probieros were concerned. From the 
Nat.Lab.'s angle the development labs in the PDs should then be cespon
sibie for taking over the further development of devices and systems. Sup
port for solving production probieros was offered because of the good con
tacts at the workflow level, but this type of work was not regarded as a typ
i cal Nat.Lab. task. This may seem to provide a clear proftie for the 
Nat.Lab. in its relationship to the PDs, but in practice the comacts with 
the PDs were not completely unproblematic. On the one hand, the PDs 
feit that they did not do much to influence the Nat.Lab's research pro
gramme, while on the other hand the Nat.Lab. was confronted with the 
selective attitude of the PDs towards the research output that was offered 
to them for transfer. This selective attitude caused irritation within the 
Nat.Lab. when it was revealed that the PD had been previously told about 
the research topic in question but had never indicated that the research 
output would not be absorbed. From the point of view of the PD, that 
was understandable. The PD had not paid for that speciftc research topic, 
and continuation cost them nothing. And perhaps, after all, something 
useful would emerge. But the refusal to recognise the Nat.Lab.'s output 
was seen as a Jack of awareness on the part of the PDs to recognise the 
long-term potenrial of the research output. 

This relationship between the Nat.Lab. and the PDs can thus be char
acterised as lacking mutual commitment. The Nat.Lab. did not fee! 
obliged to listen to the PDs requests, and the PDs did not fee! an obliga
tion to make use of the research output that was offered to them when 
they saw no opportunities for a healthy business. There were regular con
tacts between the Nat.Lab. and the PDs, but these had mainly to do with 
exchanging information . The Nat.Lab. told the PDs what they were doing 
and vice versa, but no clear commitments were made. 

The frustrations that were feit on both sides can be nicely illustrated 
by the story of the index tube. 106 This tube was developed by the Nat. Lab. 
as an alternative to the shadow mask tube for relevision displays. The engi
neer P.M. van den Avoort and his group had worked on this tube for sev
eral years.'0 7 The principle was quite different from that of the conven
tional shadow mask tube, and it yielded quite sharp images for colour tel
evision. A well-prepared demonsteation was given to the PDs Elcoma and 
RGT (Video) in 1971, and both the technica! and the commercial direc
tors were present. The technica! director was impressed, but the commer
cial director did not like the small size of the image. The argument, that 
in Japan relevision sets had small-size images did not convince him and 
the index tube was rejected. In a memorandum written after the presen
tation, the PD intirnared that the index tube was not a good alternative to 
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rhe shadow mask tube for rhem. Apart from rhe concern about rhe smalt 
sizes - rhe PO had evidence to show rhar rhe Japanese marker was already 
moving rowards larger sizes'08 - rhe PO was nor eager to have rwo differ
ent parallel techniques for one product. '09 Ar rhat time, however, rhere was 
already a group working on rhis tube in rhe POs relevision pre-develop
ment lab."0 This group had quite a large sum of money available, and of 
course in rhe Nar.Lab. rhis had creared rhe impression rhar rhe PO was 
seriously inreresred in rhe index rube. For several years research inro rhe 
index tube had been conrinued without any signs of protest from rhe PO, 
even rhough almost from the beginning it was known that it would nor 
be suirable for larger image sizes. In rhe end, when workin rhe PO on rhe 
index tube was abolished by rhe PO directorate, both the Nar.Lab. and rhe 
PO were frustrated abour all rhe efforr thar had been wasted. 

There were different ways in which rhe Nar.Lab. tried co achieve irs goal 
of influencing rhe company's long-term product straregy and develop
ment. In the first place, meetings were held wirh rhe company's Board of 
Management. Secondly, there were whar became known as Quo Vadis 
meetings where rhe Nar.Lab. met borh the Board of Managementand rhe 
PD represenrarives. Thirdly, rhere were direcrors' contact meetings in 
which research direcrors met PO direcrors ro discuss rhe acrivities within 
rhe Nar. Lab. and within the PD. Fourrhly, the Nar.Lab. organised a series 
of Corporate111 Research Exhibitions to show ro rhe POs whar research 
output was ro be expected in the nor roo disram h1ture. In rhe fifrh place, 
rhe transfer of Nar.Lab. personnet ro rhe POs anounred to a means of 
transferring all rhe knowledge embodied in rhose persons. Each of these 
five merhods will now be described. 

A Nat. Lab. Representative in the Company's Board of Management 

At the beginning of rhis chapter we saw how a series of meetings wirh rhe 
Board of Management (known as 'Onze laboraroriumplannen') was used 
by rhe Nar.Lab. ro make clear what it saw as its particular rask wirhin rhe 
company. In 1953 rhis series of meetings between the Board of Manage
ment and rhe Nat.Lab. rnanaging direcrors ended. In 1957 strucrural con
tact was resumed by appoinring Casimir ro the posirion of research repre
senrative within rhe Board of Management.112 Casimir rhus became a dis
cussion partner in the company's seraregie debates at rhe highest level. In 
his aurobiography he described this appointmenr as an important factor 
underlying his decision to sray with Philips in spite of rhe face rhat rhe 
famous physicist Pauli reased him by calling him 'Herr Direkror' and 
accused him of being no longer involved in serious physics."3 In rhe 1957-
1963 period Casimir was both rnanaging director of the Nat.Lab. and a 
member of rhe Board of Management. In 1963 Eduard Pannenborg suc-
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ceeded him as rnanaging director of the Nar.Lab. In 1968 Pannen borg, an 
engineer from the Delft polytechnic and a rnanaging director of the 
Nat. Lab., was also appointed to the Board of Management. When he was 
appointed to the Board of Management, research had remained part of 
Casimir's portfolio. In 1972, when Casimir retired, Pannenborg took over 
his role as representative for the research organisation. 

The Quo Vadis Meetings 

In the 1950s and early 196os, Nat.Lab. and PO representatives met in what 
were known as the Quo Vadis meetings. These were initiared by the Board 
of Management to provide the platform for strategie discussions on new 
or developing product fields. Examples of such fields were: television, 
radar, semiconductors, magnetic materials, batteries, dectronie medica! 
equipment, and dornestic appliances. Usually, the Patent Department was 
also involved in these meetings. 

At those meetings, the Nar.Lab. received ample opportunity to talk 
about ongoing research activities.ll4 The focus of the discussions was always 
rhe desirabie development of the PO's activiries. The Nat.Lab.'s contribu
tion varied from PO to PD. In the case of the Quo Vadis meetings with the 
PO Lighting, the Nat. Lab. reported in 1953 that not much was to be expect
ed from the research, not only intheshort term, but also in the long term.ll1 

But usually the Nat.Lab. did put forward suggesrions for future PO activi
ties. Sametimes this contact with the Nat.Lab. was only one of the many 
comacts that rhe PO had wirh rhe research labs. The PO Icoma (later to be 
merged into Elcoma) reported in 1955 during a Quo Vadis meeting on rhe 
comacts with Bayer, BASF, ICI, Shell, and CIBA, concerning research into 
chemical issues.ll6 In some cases a PO explicitly uttered doubts abour the 
long-term policy role that the Nat.Lab. claimed to have for the POs. In 1963 
the PO PIT (Producten voor Industriële Toepassingen, i.e. Products for 
Industrial Applications) challenged the role of the Nat.Lab. in systems 
research during a Quo Vadis meeting, because the development of whole 
systems was seen as only the task of the POs, and not as the task of the 
Nat. Lab. u7 Casimir and R.inia were forced to defend rhe norion rhat there 
was indeed a rask for the Nat.Lab. when ir came ro doing systems research. 

Thus, tensions between rhe Nat.Lab. and the POs became apparent in 
the Quo Vadis meetings. lnfluencing the POs' long-term product policy 
which was a role rhat the Nat.Lab. claimed to have appeared to be diffi
cult to put into practice. 

The Directors' Contact Meetings 

To give an impression of how the directors' contact meetings functioned, 
five POs will be dealt with in some detail: rwo consumer POs (Radio, 
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Gramophone and Television, and Dornestic Appliances), rwo profession
al POs (X-ray and Medica! Equipment, and Products for Industrial Appli
cations), and the device PD, Elcoma. In the case of the remaining POs, a 
short er survey will be presented. 118 

With the RGT PO good cantacts in specific areas were reported on the 
one hand in the di rectors' contact meetings, like with the index tuben9 and 
with ICs-on-ribbon. On the other hand, though, the Nat.Lab. described 
the PO as a 'leak' in one of those meetings, through which information on 
new product ideas sametimes reached other parties too early. 120 That 
remark certainly did not reveal a great deal of trust. In the Minutes most 
cantacts between the Nat.Lab. and the PO were termed 'informal'. In 
some cases the PO absorbed research output for nuther development, but 
in other cases it rejected the research output that was affered for transfer. 
In October 1970 the PO rejected a technica! salution to a 'tiny vision', 
which had been developed at the English Mullard lab, as well as a Nat. Lab. 
proposal for a single-sideband system. In August 1972 RGT expressed 
interest in absorbing the Nat.Lab. know-how on injection logic, displays 
and memories, but not when it came to transferring the product idea of a 
pocket calculator. But the Nat.Lab. displayed the same sart of selective 
attitude toward the PD. In 1970 the PO showed interest in quadraphony, 
but the Nat.Lab. responded by showing an explicit lack of interest.121 

There were also examples of a good co-operation. In 1971 there was, for 
example, a shared Nat.Lab.-RGT project on loudspeakers, and in the 
same year RGT people were added to the Nat.Lab. group that was work
ing on the Video Long Play (VLP) project. 111 

In genera!, the amount of time and money spent on research in the 
Huishoudelijke Apparaten (Domestic Appliances) PO was much lower 
than for e.g. the RGT PD. Here, too, we find certain Nat.Lab. proposals 
being accepted and others being rejected. In August 1968 the PO accept
ed the application for PTC resistors as developed the Nat.Lab. 123 In 
December of that same year, the use of energy paper for an dectrical 
toothbrush with a water-driven motor was also reported to have been 
transferred from the Nat.Lab. to the PD. But in October 1970 the PO 
rejected the transfer of an IR radiating mirror from the lab in Aachen. In 
general, the Nat.Lab. only seemed to make small contributions to the 
PO's product development. 

Now we move on to two examples of professional POs. The X-ray and 
Medical Equipment PO was one of the few POs not to be merged or split 
up during its existence (in 1970 it was only renamed the Medical Systems 
PO). During the 196os Nat.Lab. directars met with this PO about once 
every 4-5 months. The PO used the directors' contact meetings to pass on 
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specific research requests to the Nat.Lab.'24 With this PO, too, there were 
instances of good co-operation. In 1968 a decision was taken to start a 
steering group consisring of Nat.Lab. and PD representatives that would 
be responsible for making a system analysis of the total health service sys
tem and for presenting proposals for an inregral development programme 
for the PO .125 That was an example of where the Nat.Lab. really was asked 
to fulfil the role of long-term 'think-tank'. 

The PIT (Products for Industrial Applications) PO, apart from changing 
its name to Science & Industry in 1971, remained fairly stabie as wel!. In 
1967 Pannenborg complained in a directors' contact meeting about the 
lack of use made by the PO of a number of Nat.Lab. research outputs 
which he considered to be worthwhile. In particular, the microwave 
research carried out by the Nat.Lab. had remained almost totally 
unutilised by the PD. As Pannenborg stated, the result had been that: 'the 
campany's tube position was weak, the semiconductor position almost 
non-existent, and the ferrite activiry small'.126 At the samemeeting the PD 
informed the Nat.Lab. that they were not interested in transferring Peek's 
digital correlator. In 1969 Van Tol (PIT) explained that the PO often 
rejected ideas generared by the Nat.Lab. because it had to work econom
ically and had a limited development capacity.127 In the field of cyclotrons 
there was practical co-operation, for example in the areas of cold gas 
refrigerating machinery, measurement equipment for environmental 
monitoring, equipment for spectrophotometry and plasma-MIG welding. 
Unfortunately, this co-operation ended in a rather painful way: in a letter 
to J.D. Otten (PIT), Casimir complained about the fact that the PO had 
stopped all their cyclotron activities without consulring the Nat.Lab.128 

On the other hand, it should be mentioned that the Nat.Lab. in the same 
year cancelled an orderfora cyclotron placed with PIT,I29 which of course 
had irritated PIT. There were also problems when it came to working 
rogerher on electron microscopes. 13° Clearly, rhe communication between 
rhe Nat.Lab. and the PO was probiernatie in certain respects. 

The PO Elcoma - a result of rhe merger between rhe PO lcoma and the 
PO Electron Tubes in 1965- had a special position in rhe company. Its role 
was to deliver devices for the system POs (both consumer and profession
al devices). As a consequence, rhe Nat.Lab. had to keep in contact with 
Elcoma, nor only for device ideas, but also in conjunction with system 
POs and when product items for eertaio devices were needed. This special 
position of Elcoma's gave rise to several problems. In 1969 Elcoma and the 
PO Lighting disagreed on the importance of lasers. 131 Elcoma felt that they 
had to convince Lighting that more effort needed to be put into rhe devel
opment of this device. In a 1975 memorandum emirled 'Eicoma-Research 
Problems', J.H. van Santen (Nat.Lab.) presenred a whole list of research 
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outputs that Elcoma had not yet taken over from the Nat.Lab., even 
though at least one system PO had expressed interest. Some of these out
puts were magnetic bubbles, LEOs, the material ZrO 2 (seen as 'essential' 
for some PIT activities), and a new generation of Plumbicon pickup 
tubes. We have to be aware rhat rhis was a Nat.Lab. complaint, and so the 
example of the magnetic bubbles should make us wary. These magnetic 
bubbles would never become a commercial success, and it might well be 
that Elcoma had indeed recognised the problems at an early stage.'Jl The 
Nat.Lab. experienced problems in its cantacts with Elcoma, the device
PO within the company. In an interview Teer called Elcoma 'perhaps the 
biggest schizophrenic situation within the company'.'JJ He was alluding to 
the double life that Elcoma seemed to live: it was part of the whole com
pany, but at the same time a PD that first rook care of its own interests. 

Apart from the cantacts in which a system PO was also involved, the 
Nat.Lab. had cantacts with Elcoma for the sake of Elcoma itself. These 
cantacts were not without problems either. As with other POs, there was 
a selective attitude towards the Nat.Lab.'s research output. In a directors' 
contact meeting of 1966, Elcoma informed the Nat. Lab. that energy paper 
would be transferred, but that the PO was nor interested in the deposited 
capacitor.'34 Justas in the PIT case, there were mutual accusations. In 1966 
the Nat. Lab. accused the PO of being responsible for the loss of the com
pany position in ferrites. According ro the Nat.Lab. this loss was nat the 
result of the fact thar research stopped activities on Ferroxdure, but it was 
caused rather by Jack of production quality and a poor assortment.'35 For 
its part, the PO expressed irritation about rhe fact that Teer, as a Nat.Lab. 
director, had written in a USA travel report, without consulring rhe PO, 
rhat the sales offerrite heads in that country was nat interesring.'36 The 
PO was angry about the fact that the Nat.Lab. had decided to stop 
research in the field of piezo-electrical materials in Eindhoven and to 
move this branch to Aachen without even consulring the P0.'J7 All that 
does nat sound too positive, but with this PO, toa, cases of good practi
cal co-operation can be cited, for example in the fields of resonators, fil
ters and electrolytic capacitors.'J8 The PO could also ask for specific 
research support, such as in the fields offerrite cores and soldering. 

Now we come to the remaining POs. The PO Lighting had a research lab
oratory of its own, which was aften seen as being in competieion with the 
Nat.Lab. The Lighting Lab maintained that it covered almast all research 
in the field of light sources. In some areas there was co-operation with the 
Nat.Lab., but nat on light bulbs or gas discharge lamps (research on those 
topics was done in Aachen). We find issues such as: p-n luminescence,'39 

the C02-laser,'40 the use of SiC for fibre-enforced tungsten/41 and batter
ies'42 on the agenda of the directors' contact meetings in the late 196os. 
Finally there were some smaller POs, like Glass and Ceramic Products 
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(reorganised in 1952 to become the PO Glass) and Duphar, the Philips PO 
for Pharmaceutical and Chemica! Products. From the early 1970s on, an 
important issue when it came to the comacts with the PO Glass was the 
optica! fibres issue. With respect to Duphar, the comacts were limited. In 
1965 the Nat.Lab. rried to convince the PO that their research into molec
ular biology was of interest to Duphar, '43 but no evidence has been found 
that the PO made any effort to transfer research output in this field. lt was 
only in 1968 that there was a concrete request put in by this PD to the 
Nat. Lab. and that was for support in the field of isotopes.'44 In a 1970 let
ter to Vink, Verwey remarked that the group that was to work on Duphar 
topics (the biology group) had some points in common with Duphar, but 
most of its research did not relare to Duphar activities.'45 

Altogether these direcrors' contact meetings leave us with mixed feelings. 
On the one hand, the Nat.Lab. and the POs were able to find out about 
each other's activities, and the meetings do show several examples of good 
communication and co-operation. On the other hand, borh from the 
Nat.Lab. and the PO side, we see points ofirritation. Former directars and 
co-directors who were once involved in the directors' contact meetings 
reeall the informal meetings in which no real transfer decisions were 
made.'46 The POs feit unable to influence the Nat.Lab.'s research pro
gramme, and rhe Nat.Lab. feit unable to get their research output trans
ferred to the PD. The fact that there was willingness to communieare on 
both sides, raised expectations of commitment, and irritation was caused 
by the fact that the other partner did nor fulfil these expectations. 

We should, though, be well aware that the reports of these meetings do 
not present the whole truth. The meetings mainly dealt with rhe possibil
ities for research output transfer. What is nor mentioned, for example, is 
the conrriburion that the research work made ro rhe POs' patent position. 
A more complete analysis of the relationship between the Nat.Lab. and 
the POs would probably leadtoa more positive image than that seen here. 
The condusion abour lack of commitment therefore mainly refers to the 
debates on transfer surrounding new product ideas. 

The Corporate Research Exhibitions 

In 1959 the Nat.Lab. organised an exhibition for the POs to show exact!y 
what research was expected to yield output for them in the near future. 
From 1959 onwards such demonstrations were held every orher year, and 
it is in 1967 that we see for the first time the name Corporate'47 Research 
Exhibition attached these biennial events (from 1973 on they became 
annual events). The catalogues of the CREs are fairly representative for the 
research programme as a whole, in terms of the fields that were covered, 
except for a slight overrepresentation of relevision and radio research and 
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an underrepresentation of research into magnetic materials. Nor only the 
research taking place at the Nat.Lab. was presented, but also the research 
continuing in the foreign labs was demonstrated. 

The first 'CRE', in 1959, lasred one day. Nine rooms had been fitred 
out for demonstrations, which could be visited one after anorher. In each 
room rhere was a series of demonsrrations, each lasring forabout 5-10 min
mes. In 1963 the programme was spread over two days, and there were par
allel sessions. By 1965 the event had even spread to two locations, because 
by that time part of rhe Iabaratory had already been moved from Strijp to 
Waalre. Non-product-oriented research was nor excluded from the pro
gramme; the topic groups were miniaturisation and microtechnology, var
ious devices, magnetism and superconductiviry, digital techniques and 
systems, measurement equipment, tubes, television, radio and acoustics, 
transmission, electro-mechanical research, chemistry and technology, and 
light. In 1967 a symposium on a specific theme was added to the exhibi
tion, namely microwaves. 

Transfer of Persounel 

Another mechanism for influencing rhe company which the Nat. Lab. pos
sessed was that of the transfer of personnet to other parrs of the company. 
Holst had already expressed the view that the time spent in the research 
lab would be very advantageous to people who were transferred to rhe 
company's facrories. '48 Ha ving been trained to solve difficult problems, 
such people could fulfil useful tasks in the factory labs. Doing fundamen
tal research in the Nat.Lab. was thus not only something that was advo
cated by the possible long-term effects for the company's product portfo
lio, but also by irs 'educational' effect.'49 The number of scientists trans
ferred to the PDs was not higher than in the Holst period. Between 1923 
and 1948 100 scientists had moved from the Nat.Lab. ro the factories, and 
about 150 had come to the lab.'50 In rhe years 1946-1955 about 50 had left 
ro go to the PDs, and a bout 90 had co me ro the lab. '5' Th is means that 
the ratio of scientists going to scientists coming had somewhat decreased. 
Between 1946 and 1972 most of the transferred scienrists went to the PD 
Elcoma. The 1946-1955 outflow consisred of physicists, chemists and dec
trical engineers in about equal numbers.'52 Fewer scientists went to the 
PDs Licht (Lighting), Telecommunicatie Industrie (PTI, Philips Telecom
munication Industries), Producten voor Industriële Toepassingen (PIT, 
Products for Industrial Applications), and Röntgen en Medische Apparat
en (X-ray and Medica! Equipment). Only a few scientists wenttoother 
PDs. It was clear rhat when it came to the transferring of scientists, there 
was a bias towards the professional PDs. The number of people transferred 
remained smal! compared with the number of people who stayed with the 
Nat.Lab.'53 The fact rhat most people preferred to remain in the Nat.Lab. 
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was sarnething that also emerged from a survey held among lab personnel 
in 1969. lt appeared that almost 50% had never even considered transfer
ring to some other part of the company. Almast 30% saw no realistic pos
sihilities for that. About 5% had tried and failed. When asked to consider 
the possibility of transfer, about 75% of all scientists expressed the desire 
to stay with their current group. According to the survey, the preferenee 
to stayin the Nat.Lab. was remarkably high compared with percentages in 
the rest of the company.154 Apparent!y, transferring people in order to 
influence the company was not without problems either. 

Assessment of the Relationships with the PDs 

In spite of the variety of ways that the Nat.Lab. had at its disposal for 
exerting an influence on the POs, the overall impression is that increasing 
the number of forma! meetings certainly did nor guarantee better transfer. 
This impression is confirmed by the report produced by a special com
mittee, called the Efficiency Contact Committee, which in 1963 reporred 
to the Board of Management on the cantacts berween the research labs 
and the POs. The outcomes were not very positive: it was stared that in 
general a smooth transfer from research to the POs was certainly nor guar
anteed. The observation that there were no systematic, organised cantacts 
berween the research management and the PD management was, so the 
committee believed, one of the reasoos for this. !55 The existing cantacts 
(described above) were rather informal. In 1968 a critica! report about the 
Nat.Lab.-PD interface once again came out. The report had been pro
duced by a committee led by Dr.].]. Verschuur and was entitled 'Marker 
Research and Development & Operations Research'. This report was also 
critical about rhe exploitarion of research. The report opened with rwo 
underlined statements: 'we are strong in our research; we may have been 
offering too many uncorrelared resulrs to our Product Divisions'. The 
cause of this was seen as lying in the interface problems (again underlined 
in the text). An appendix that gave information on the distriburion of the 
total research effort over the various market sectors, and in relation to that, 
over the various POs, accompanied the report.156 The numbers have 1967 
astheir reference year. The breakdown was as follows: 103 graduates and 6 
assistants worked on 'fundamental research' (not for any particular PO), 
57 graduates and 20 assistants worked on general services (for internal 
Nat.Lab. use), 95·5 graduates and 33 assistants worked on Elcoma topics, 
37 graduates and 20 assistants concentrared on consumer equipment, 281 
graduates and 103 assisrants devoted their time to professional equipment 
and systems, and 18 graduates and no assistants focused on lighting. So 
there was a bias towards professional products. The research efforr was also 
compared with data on the West European market in the indicated sec
tors, as far as electranies was concerned. The numbers revealed that the 
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16% research effort devoted to Elcoma issues related to a 24% contribu
tion on the part of these issues to the total market income. The 6% 
research effort expended on consumer products seemed rather smal! com
pared with the 23% of the campany's rota! market income that these prod
ucts covered. For professional products there was a good match: 48% of 
all the research was spent on what yielded 48% of the company's market 
income. Lighting seemed to have been somewhat poorly endowed: 3% of 
the research for what yielded 6% of the total market revenues. This con
firmed the notion that the support that the Nat.Lab. offered to the POs 
was relatively more targeted towards the professional POs than the con
sumer POs. In a way this was not surprising because the professional POs 
(and Elcoma) more or less had the same outlook as the Nat.Lab. PIT for 
example produced measurement equipment that had been developed by 
the Nat.Lab. for its own use. W Knippenberg, formerly a group leader at 
the Nat.Lab., revealed how the intense comacts between the analytica! 
chemistry Nat.Lab. group and the PO always enabled him to identify 
what sart of analytica! equipment would be useful to work on.1s7 Another 
topic on which the Nat.Lab. and the PO PIT agreed was that of the 
cyclotrons. The research for this was done in the branch in Geldrop, in 
close co-operation with the PO that delivered the cyclotrons to customers 
in Buenos Aires, Paris, Lyon, Göttingen, Saclay, Amersham, Amsterdam, 
Groningen, Petten, Langley Field, Hamburg and Zürich. Whar is illustra
tive for the close co-operation with PIT is a remark made by G.T. de 
Kruijff, who from 1956 to 1970 was involved in this co-operation. Accord
ing ro him, people could sametimes hardly teil if they officially belonged 
to the Nat.Lab. or to the P0.'S8 It was quite a culture shock for Oe Kruijff 
when, in 1974, he moved to the PO Audio and was confronted there with 
a quire different attitude towards the Nat.Lab. Once a colleague there told 
him: 'The Nat.Lab.? I never go there. It is useless.' J. van Nieuwland, who 
(much later) had undergone a similar change, having moved from the 
Geldrop cyclotron group to the PO Audio, intirnared that Nat.Lab. sci
entists sametimes joined PD developers when rhey went to rheir cus
tomers.'S9 P. Kramer, who before becoming group leader in opties had 
worked in Geldrop on cyclotrons, also referred to the good comacts with 
PIT. According to him, the Nat.Lab. was well able to push certain prod
ucts onto the market via PIT.'60 

While the Nat.Lab. thus had a definite impact on the professional 
POs, the consumer POs brought out some important products that the 
Nat. Lab. had not been involved in at all. An example of this is the com
pact cassette. It had been solely developed by the RGT development lab
oratory'6' without any Nat.Lab. intervenrion, although the sysrem aspects 
of the product would have made Nat.Lab. involvement plausible. The 
stereo gramophone was also primarily the result ofRGT lab work.162 Like
wise, the PO Light brought out several new types of lamps that the 
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Nat.Lab. had not been involved in.163 Although in the Holst period there 
were also some examples of products, in whose development the Nat. Lab. 
had nor been involved (probably the best known being the shaving 
device), in the Casimir period the number of such products became rela
tively larger.164 This again illustrates how the relationship between the 
Nat.Lab. and the factories/POs had changed. 

The relationships which existed with the POs were often discussed at the 
CRC and RDC meetings. In those discussions there was more emphasis 
on rhe problems than on the good conracts, rhe possible reason being of 
course, that good contacts need no debate. In rhat sense the impression 
these meetings ereare is biased. However, because there was a relatively fre
quent need to discuss problems, this would seem to indicate that they 
were nor probieros rhat could simply be dismissed. A number of problems 
and causes for those problems were identified at the CRCs and RDCs. 
There were complainrs about the slowness of the transfer of research out
put to the P0s'65 and about the lack of effort on rhe part of rhe PO ro rake 
research output seriously.166 Ir was feit rhat the Nat.Lab. had little impact 
on the POs' long-term product policy and that production quality could 
be improved if the Nat.Lab. were more involved as an advisory body.'67 At 
the same time, the research managers complained about lack of guidance 
from the POs in the desired long-term research.168 In the field of develop
ment-oriented research, the Nat.Lab. complained about the lack of infor
mation (e.g. about the marker) emanating from the POs.'69 All in all, the 
debates in rhe CRCs and RDCs do nor show a great deal of self-criticism. 
lt was most!y the POs that were are blamed for the difficulties in trans
ferring research output. As we saw with the direcrors' contact meetings, 
the POs had their argumenrs, too. lt would be rather one-sided to make 
it look as if the POs were entirely responsible for all the rensions in rhe 
relationship between the Nat.Lab. and themselves. Ir would be fairer ro see 
murual Jack of commitmenr as the main cause of this. Ir is precisely rhe 
reversing of this Jack of commitment thar would be the target of the 
actions ro be raken in the next period, between 1972 and 1994. This road 
rowards murual commitment would rake about rwo decades to traverse, 
which shows how deeply rooted the problems had become in the years 
1946-1972. 

All these tensions, however, cannot detract from the fact that in the 1946-
1972 period there were some subscanrial successes which meant that the 
Nat.Lab. made a very important contribution to the company. In the next 
chapter we will examine rwo of the most prominent successes, namely the 
Plurobicon and the LOCOS process. Apart from those two big successes, 
many new insights were being gained into matcrials research (see section 
5.2) that were to have a more subtie (i.e. less easily traced) influence on the 
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development of new products. lt was oot possible to make an overaJI sur
vey of the Nat.Lab.'s contribution to the company in terms of patents, 
licence iocomes and cross licences. That would have been a useful way of 
quantifying one aspect of rhe conrribution of the Nat.Lab. to the Philips 
company. This Jack of organised data makes it difficult to assess the effec
tiveness and efficiency of the approach taken by the Nat.Lab. in the 1946-
1972 period, but the Nat.Lab. did certainly continuaJly contribute to the 
campany's patent position. 

One may question whether major successes of the sort achieved by the 
Plumbicon and LOCOS would ever have been achieved without the great 
freedom given to the researchers and the opportunities they had to srudy 
the phenomena underlying the various new products. In that respect the 
Nat.Lab. approach in the 1946-1972 period must be judged in the context 
of the ciccumstances of those years. There were many chances to launch 
new produces onto the market and the company could afford to have a 
Iabaratory with great scientiftc freedom. This freedom may have caused a 
lot of personaJ frustration in the comacts maintained between the 
Nat.Lab. and the PDs, but it certainly resulted in a number of great suc
cesses. 
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6. The Practice of Autonomous Research 

In Chapter 5 rhe general characteristics of the Nat.Lab. as a professional 
organisation in the 1946-1972 period were described. In this period some 
important technological developments rook place, such as the emergence 
of relevision and semiconductor devices, such as transistors and ICs. In 
this period the Nat.Lab. maintained that its main role for the company 
was to do research to support rhe PDs in developing their product policy, 
and in particwar their long-term policy. At rhis time the economie cir
cumstances were favourable, and there were ample opportunities for 
developing a long-term policy to explore new markers. The Nat.Lab. envi
sioned playing an active role in this rather than continuing its follower
behaviour of the previous period (under Holst). To do that, a fair 'funda
mental' research deal, aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of rhe nat
ura! phenomena on which perhaps in the future new produces could be 
based, was seen as essential. The lab continued to do research inro phe
nomena underlying existing produces in order to support (further) devel
opment of such products. The same sort of work had been done in the 
Holst period. In that sense there was a continuation of the function of the 
Nat.Lab. as a souree of knowledge for the company. With this develop
ment-oriented work the Nat.Lab. believed that its task was to solve the 
more 'fundamental' problems and to develop product ideas, which, at an 
early stage, could be transferred to the PDs' development labs. Both types 
of tasks (long-term oriented and development-oriented tasks), a good feel 
for the latest scienrific development and great freedom for researchers 
became important features of the Nat.Lab.'s culture. At the same time, a 
hierarchy for cantrolling the totality of the research programme evolved, 
in which levels of rnanaging directors, directors, group leaders, scientists, 
assistants and technicians all had a specific funcrion. 

Various mechanisms were used to exen an actual influence on the PDs. 
In practice, it appeared that there was a Jack of mutual commitment that 
hampered effective contact between the Nat. Lab. and the PDs as far as the 
discussion of new produces was concerned and which created tensions at 
the management level on borh sides (where such debates rook place). 
Regarding the influence rhat the Nat.Lab. had on rhe PDs, there was a 
eertaio bias towards the professional PDs. One of the mechanisms that 
was used to influence the POs was the transferring of people from the 
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Nat.Lab. This often resulted in good informal contacts on the workfloor 
between former Nat.Lab. employees and their colleagues who had stayed 
in the Nat.Lab. These cantacts worked well when it came to practical 
(production) problems. The lab management did not see this as a co re task 
of the lab, but it was realised that such comacts were useful for maintain
ing good comacts at the workfloor level, so they were nor opposed to a 
limited amount of time being spent on this. 

As in Part I, a number of case studies wil! be used to illustrate the role of 
the Nat.Lab. within the company. The case studies selected reflect a bal
anced view of the effectiveness of the Nat.Lab. in the 1946-1972 period in 
that both its successes and failures (in terms of commerce) are included. 
At this time the POs may have had the feeling that their influence on the 
research programme was minima!, but besides all the knowledge devel
oped for the company, the Nat.Lab. certainly made some subscanrial con
tribmions to the company's commercial success. Two of the case studies 
tell the story of two such 'big hits': the Plurobicon relevision camera piek
up tube, and the LOCOS process for ICs. On the other hand, there are 
examples of research efforts that did not become business successes, and 
which resulted in the Nat.Lab. and the POs blaming each other for the 
failure. Examples of that are the Stirling engine and the Video Long Play. 

6.1 The Stirling Engine 

Introduetion 

The history of Stirling engine research has already inspired several people 
to write about it. The ritles of the publications are not usually neutra!: 
'Promise and disappoinrment: the history of the hot-air engine' ,1 or 'The 
Stirling engine: a Fascinating Failure'2 • Tirles like these appeared even 
while, in several places in the world, Stirling research was still continu
ing. Maybe the fact that Philips had, at a eertaio moment, abandoned 
this research had had an impact on the general image of this type of 
research. People no longer seemed to believe any more that the Stirling 
engine could ever become successful as a clean, cheap, compact and silenr 
energy source, in spite of all the current efforts in that direction. To quote 
G.T. de Kruijff, former director ofPhilips' 'Products for lndustrial Appli
cations' (Outch abbr.: PIT) PO: 'The Stirling engine is very promising 
and wiJl always remain so.'3 And perhaps this pessimism is justified, 
because the Nar.Lab. certainly gave the Stirling engine a fair chance. Stir
ling research has been one of the longest lasring of all research lines, and 
there were years when the Stirling group was one of the largest in the lab
oratory. 
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The research carried out on the Stirling engine in the Philips Nat.Lab. is 
a clear example of research that was kept alive for a long time because of 
the enthusiasm of the people working on it. Th at was sarnething that had 
begun with its 19th-century inventor, Robert Stirling, who was nor an 
engineer, but a preacher. What, one might wonder, morivates a preacher 
to spend his leisure time on engines and even on submitting a patent 
request for an engine? Was it a passion for the people who had become vic
tims of exploding steam ketdes? Was it that same passion that later moti
vared the Philips researchers? Or was it a scientific passion for elegant ther
madynamie processes? The principle looked beauriful because of its sim
plicity: by alternately rnaicing a gas expand in a hot space and campress
ing it in a cool space, heat was consequendy converred into mechanical 
power. The main Srirling engine biographer, C.M. Hargreaves, wrote the 
following words that went around in the lab in about 1965: 'the engine was 
driven by cranks, the research on it by eccenuics'.4 The key figure in the 
research, R.J. Meijer, revealed how once aftera successful demonstration 
of the engine at H. Rinia's jubilee, Rinia was supposed to announce that 
the research was to be stopped, but that he had no courage to raise the 
subject because Meijer was so enthusiastic to teil him about the research.\ 
During the same event F.J. Philips became interested in the Stirling 
engine, and at his own jubilee, in 1970, he received a lawn mower with a 
Srirling engine as a present. 

The contrast between the passion of the researchers and rhe disap
pointing ourcome of the Stirling engine at Philips (neither rhe acquired 
knowledge nor the product was to become relevant for rhe company) is 
whar makes this an intriguing case study. It shows how complex the rela
tionship between science, rechnology and society is in the context of an 
industrial research laboratory, parricularly when a supply-oriented 
approach is taken. 

The Initiation Period 

lt is nor entirely clear upon whose request the Stirling research was starr
ed in rhe Nat.Lab. Some say it was the Apparatus Factory that put in a 
request for a new energy source. Ochers say it was Dijksterhuis in the 
Radio Factory, who put in such a request to Rinia. How the idea of the 
Stirling engine was discovered by the Philips people is also unclear. Here 
also there are two stories: either Rinia saw the engine in Utrecht, or Holst 
saw it in Berlin. The first researcher was H. de Brey, appointed in 1937 (or 
1938) by Oosterhuis. Whatever the correct story may be, in both cases the 
Stirling engine derived from contact with a factory, and immediately a 
market for it was envisioned. That fits in well with our overall impression 
of the 1923-1946 period: in the diversification of the Nat.Lab. research, 
and factory activities often went hand in hand. 
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The marker envisioned for the Srirling engine wil! be described below. 
The hor air engine - rhe name Stirling engine was not used at that time -
seemed to be an appropriare salution in rhe search for a silene, compact 
energy souree for radio transmitters and receivers in developing counrries. 
Wirh rhis device a wide range of fuels could be used as input. Even though 
the efficiency of the engine was rather poor (about 0.2%6), ir was evident 
that rhere was a large potenrial for subsrantially improving ir by using new 
knowledge on heat transfer and gas flows. De Brey thus was able to realise 
improvemenrs in quite a short time by replacing the cavity that originally 
funcrioned as a regenerator - the part that Srirling had invenred for 
enabling the gas to temporarily store its heat when passing from the hot 
to the cold space - with wound chromium wire. 

In 1939 rhe first patent was applied for, and in 1942 it was granted (it was 
No. 51975). The first actual engine was built in 1938 by Leblans, and ir 
operared at a rotational speed of 1500 rpm; it produced a power of r6 
watt.? During its development rhere had been co-operation with the out
side world: rogether with the Shell lab in Delft, a special paraffin burner 
was devised.8 In 1939 F.L. van Weenen joined the group and somewhat 
later Ou Pré, Van Heeckeren, Clay, Stigter, Merrivier Meyer and Schultz 
also joined. By 1940 the group had developed an engine that ran at 4.000 
rpm and yielded 1.5 hp.9 The efficiency was 29%, which was quite an 
impravement compared with rhe original 0.2% with which rhe group 
started. 

World War II does nor seem to have had a great impact on the Srirling 
research. That impression is confirmed by the fact that soon after the war 
ended, articles on the hot air engine were being published in the Philips 
Technical Review. Even as early as February 1945, newspaper anides 
appeared with ritles such as: 'Revolurion in rhe field of engines?' During 
the war, in 1942, what was to become known as rhe double-acring engine 
was invented by Van Weenen. A patent was applied for in 1943.10 lt 
became important much later. 

The only concern in rhis period was to divert the attention of rhe Ger
mans. A story is told rhat shows how rhe researchers were successful in 
doing that: rhe Germans believed that they were woricing on a new rype 
of fuel, and by the end of rhe war they rook with them a cylinder of this 
new fuel, only to find out that it jusr contained ordinary air." In wartime 
the famous 'bungalow set' was also developed. Ir was fuelled by kerosene 
and was to be used as an emergency generator in 1953 during the grear 
flood disaster for the sourh-west part of the country. 

After the war military interest for the Srirling engine emerged in the 
USA. A group of ren Nat.Lab. researchers moved to the USA to do 
research imo the possibilities of using the engine in submarines.12 There 
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Heater --- ---- Horspace 

Regenerator -

Displacer 

Cooler 

---- Cold space 

Principle of the displacer-piston system. Moving this piston up and down causes the gas ror be 
transferred back and forrh herween the hot and gold spaeces, via hearer, regenerator and cooler. 

!I liJ IV 

Figure 15. The principle of the hot-air engine (from Philips Technica/ 
Review Vol. 20, p. 247). 
In rhe cylinder rhere are rwo pisrons, one of which is called the displacer piston. The air in the 

cold space (rhe lower part of rhe cylinder) is compressed by the power piscon (from l ro Il). Th is 

requires workon the part of thls pisron. T he air is rhen transferred co rhe hor space (the upper 

part of rhe cylinder) by rhe displacer pisron, and via the regenerator where srored heat is 

absorbed (from Il ro lll). The air rhen expands co irs original volume, rhus performing work 

(from lll ro IV) . Due co the face rhar rhe pressure is lower in rhe cold space, che work rhar was 

needed chere is less than char performed in the hot space. The air is then rerurned to the cold 

space, again via rhe regenerator, whece hear is srored (from IV co I). A burner and a cooler main

tain the dilterences in temperature between the hot and rhe cold space. The energy this requires 

is equal to the dilterenee in spent and gained work. Thus, energy is converred inro work. 
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Principle of the Philips multi-cylinder air engine. In each of the four cylinders is a hotspace at 
the rop, V"' to V w•' and a coid space ar the bottorn V kJ ro V k4. The hot space of each cylinder is 
conneered via a heater H, regenerator R and cooler K, wirh rhe cold space of the nexr cylinder. 
The pistons Z,-z, of rhe succesive cylinders move wirh a suitably chosen phase difference (in 
the case shown wirh four cylinders rhis is 90°). 

Figure 16. The double-acring engine (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 
9, p. 131). In each of the cylinders pistons Z1-Z4 serve a dual purpose: 
both for its own cylinder and for the next one. Thus, a very compact 
multi-cylinder engine is constructed. 

were severaJ research topics represented in the group: thermodynamics, 
regeneration, heat transfer, gas flow resistance, aerodynamics, control 
technology, heaters and lubrication, design/construction/balancing, mate
rials science, sin tering, hard soldering, and wel ding. '3 For the Eindhoven 
group this was quite a heavy loss; after they left, there was a shonage of 
personnel. '4 In 1948 the group returned, because the prospects for success 
were too bleak (there were considerable problems with the lubrication and 
the heavy and costly wobbie plate).'5 Officially, their activities were co
ordinated by the Philips lab in Irvingron. In 1949 Srirling activities were 
taken up again, but then in the area of cooling6. In the Netherlands an 
agreement was made with the N .V. Werkspoor that was to result in a joint 
venture eaJled N.V. Thermomotor. In 1947 an agreement was made with 
the N.V. Samenwerkende Motorenfabrieken (Co-operative Engine Facto
ries, lnc.), which was active in the field of shipbuilding. The work done 
with this Kroon group suddenly ended after one of the engines exploded, 
and a worker was killed. As in lrvington, the work on the refrigeraring 
machine was initiared in Eindhoven, too, and it was J.W.L. Köhler who 
was put in charge of that. Den Haan became group leader of the engine 
group. In 1953 attention was to shift from the engine towards the refriger
ating applications. 

In 1946 a commercial machine group was set up by the company. The new 
group was to produce engines in the city of Dordrecht. The idea of form
ing this group probably originated during the Orco meetings, some of 
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which were dedicated to Stirling engine activiries. The people arrending 
rhose meetings nor only considered the original idea of radio transmitter 
and receiver application, but also a 100 W generator for lighting, a 1000 

W generator for household appliances, an engine for smal! boats and a 
smal! backup engine.'7 A special committee was established, which con
sisred of representatives of the campany's directorate (P.J. Philips, Loupart 
and Van Walsem), the Nat.Lab. (Rinia, Horowitz, Van Weenen, Du Pré 
and Lambeek), the sales department (Gelderblom), the patent department 
(IJzer) and Werkspoor Inc. (De Fouw).'8 In a Personnel Survey we find 
records of the following numbers of workers: 43 scientists and 20 techni
cians in the Nat.Lab. and 18 people in rhe engine lab in Dordrecht (plus 
12 who worked on 'licence development').'9 Such direct contact between 
rhe campany's directars and the Nat.Lab. was not peculiar to the 1923-
1946 period, as we saw in Part I. But this case study shows us that rhings 
wiJl change when we move into the next period, 1946-1972. The commer
cial ambitions regarding the Stirling engine resu!ted, in 1952, in the emer
gence of a 'founding stage' PD. In 1947 rhe idea of such a PD had already 
been raised with the campany's directorate. 20 lt would, however, rnaintaio 
this name until it was abolished in 1953. When, in 1954, the refrigerating 
machine was taken over by the PIT (Products for Industrial Applications) 
PO, the engine was nottaken over. The reason for rhat may well have been 
that rhe originally envisioned market (radios in developing countries) no 
Jonger existed. Meanwhile, the transistor had replaced radio valves, which 
used much less energy so rhat a battery was sufficient to provide all rhe 
energy required. Even suggesrions for various other possible applications, 
such as the ones that were known to the Werkspoor and Kroon groups, 
did nor apparendy convince rhe PO of the usefulness of taking over the 
engine from rhe Nat.Lab. Indeed, this fits in well with our overall picture 
of the 1946-1972 period: POs were selective when it came to transferring 
product ideas from the Nat.Lab. Already in 1948, doubts about the com
mercial feasibility of the hot air engine had been expressed by the campa
ny's department of CV&P (Commerciële Voorcalculatie en Planning, i.e. 
Commercial Preliminary Calculation and Planning), that even refused to 
perfarm market research as long as rhere was no operational prototype and 
rhe price, efficiency and characteristics were nor known (and - a nice 
remark was made - as long as Mr. IJzer in all seriousness proposed deliv
ering a bicycle pump with the engine to enable it to be starred up2 '). In 
1949 a report was produced by Den H aan, Kwant, Van der Leeden and 
Van Weenen, and in that report it emerged that they mutually disagreed 
about rhe commercial feasibility of the engine.2 2 Thar was one reason for 
the Board of Management to announce rhat all Stirling activities within 
the Nat.Lab. should be ended. The final annual report of the 'founding 
stage' PO mentioned rhat the development group had moved from Dor
drecht to Eindhoven, which had yielded an annual budget reduction of 
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NGL 73,ooo!3 The main unsolved probieros were the lubrication of the 
double-acring engine, the burners/heaters, regulation of pressure and the 
amount of fuel, as wel] as operational safety and cost. 

The Stirling Engine as a Car Engine 

In 1954 Meijer was permitred to continue rhe Stirling engine research on 
his own, with just some technical assistance (in the introduetion it was 
mentioned that this was because Rinia could not find the courage to teil 
rhe enthusiastic Meijer that the research had to be stopped). In 1960 
Meijer successfully defended his doctoral thesis on what was to become 
known as the rhombic drive, which he had invented. 24 Th is rhombic drive 
brought considerable improvements for the engine because it allowed for 
perfect balancing of a one-cylinder engine and for reduction of rhe size of 
the engine. 

The meetings, which were usual rwo-week.ly, were continued, and accord
ing to Hargreaves, the group had already grown again to 20 people in 1955, 
but Meijer was the only scientist. In 1956 a second scientist, Fokker, joined 
the engine group for half of his working time. The other half he spent on 
rhe refrigerating machine. In 1960 Meijer was made the official leader, by 
which time there were 30 people in the group, including 3 scientists. In 
1964 the group consisred of 50 people, and in 1969 rhere were 70, 16 of 
whom were scientists! 

The reason for the dramatic growth in rhe size of the group was the 
establishment of cenain contracts with external parties. In 1958 after many 
months of negotiations, a contract was drawn up wirh General Motors in 
rhe USA. The year before that Köhler and Meijer had gone to GM to 
demonsnare the engine.25 GM's primary interest was not in a car engine. 
Köhler and Meyer had even explicitly advised against that.26 The contract 
was drawn up with GM's Nlison division that was engaged in developing 
space technologies and satellites. The Stirling engine was seen as a possi
bie souree of energy in satellites. The US Air Force had given Nlison the 
assignment to work on this. For the developers this constituted quite a 
challenge, since the engine would have to function for a long time with
out maintenance. In 1966 GM gave up the idea, 27 but it would not be long 
before the application for car engines would come to be recognised as an 
option, even though Rinia had once prediered that this would probably be 
the least suitable field of application for the Stirling engine.28 

In 1965 contact was made with MAN-MWM, a German firm that con
structed coaches and trucks.29 The year before that, the contract with 
Werkspoor had ended. By rhen quite an amount of money had already 
been spent on Stirling engine research (probably as much as NGL 
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Schematic diagram of rhombic drive mechanism. 
=power piscon. 

6 = displacer piscons. 
5-5' = cranks in two shahs rotaring in opposite senses and coupled by gears 10- 10'. 

4-4' = con-rods pivmed from endsof yoke 3 ftxed to the hollow power-piston rod 2. 

9-9' = con-rods pivoted from ends of yoke 8 ftxed to displacer-piston rod. which runs 
through the hollow power-piston rod. 

u and 12 = gas-tight stuffing-boxes. 
13 =buffer space conraining gas at high buffer pressure. 

Figure 17. The rhombic drive mechanism by R.J. Meijer (from Philips 
Technica! Review Vol. 20, p. 251). 
The rods 3, 4, 4', 8, 9 and 9' make a rhombic figure that is conneered ro the moving displacer 

piston 6 (rod 3 is ftxed, rod 8 moves up and down with the displacer piston). The high pressure 

in the engine and bufferspace (13) is sealed off from the rest of the engine by 11 and 12. 

6,5oo,ooo in the 1946-1964 period and NLG 1.490,000 in the 1954-1964 
period for research, and another NLG 7,72o,ooo for the 'founding stage' 
PD).3° In 1968 another important contract was drawn up, namely with 
Unired Stirling in Sweden. Here, too, traction applications were the pri
mary interest: for city buses and mine vehicles. A feasibility study had 
shown that the latter idea was possible but would require a radiator that 
would need to be three times as large as usualY The contract with Unired 
Stirling would continue until 1979, when Philips stopped all its Srirling 
activities. For both MAN-MWM and Unired Stirling the contract pro
vided the opportunity to send engineers to Eindhoven to learn about the 
Stirling technology. Thus, in 1967, two MAN-MWM engineers stayed at 
the Nat.Lab. for some time, and in 1969 another seven arrived from Unit-
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ed Stirling. Meanwhile, all the Stirling knowledge was of course being 
carefully proteered by patents. Through Dr. Duffendack, who was in 
charge of the Philips lab in lrvington in the USA, there were some con
tacts with other external parties, such as the American Gas Association 
and the Steward Warner company. In 1971 there was the 3C-action, in 
which three companies (Cummings, Conrinental Motors and Caterpillar) 
were involved.l2 

As we saw before, the Stirling activiries did nor lead to any commercial 
activity within rhe Philips company (the 'foundation stage' PO was in the 
end abolished). Even though the range of products within the company 
was quite wide, the engine did not fit wel! into this range. The conse
quence was that the Stirling group had no direct relationships with other 
parts of the company.n Within the lab there were several contacts, but 
probably only because the group sought services from others. For exam
ple, the group made use of the PASCAL computer in the lab.34 To quote 
R.J. Meijer: we could go to anyone, but nobody interfered with us.3s In 
terms of discipline areas, rhere were hardly any relationships between the 
Stirling group and all the other research groups. Hargreaves even called 
the group a 'thermodynamic island within the lab'.l6 The results, though, 
were nor kept internal in the Nat. Lab. but were presenred to other Philips 
organisations at the Corporate Research Exhibition on a number of occa
sions (in 1963, 1965 and 1969). 

In 1970 another effort was made to start a commercial activiry. That 
was when the Product Group Stirling Engines (Dutch abbr. PSM) was ini
tiated.J7 This venture did nor continue for very long either. Pannenborg 
had stimulared this effort, but Meijer had been against it from the begin
ning. His argument was that the group did not yet have a marketabie 
product available. In the 'Kern' there was considerable concern about the 
fact that around 45 people were moved to the new Group.l8 There was cer
tainly good reason for this concern because a reporr by Fry Consultants 
had shown that for traction application, a careful study into the opportu
nities should first be made.l9 By 1971 the group had already been dissolved. 
In co-operation with the personnel department (Dr. Sirnon Valkenburg) 
the staff was moved back to other groups. Some of them returned to the 
Stirling group in the Nat.Lab.40 A range of research topics was represent
ed in the Stirling group. In a Progress Report we find the following top
ics: control technology, temperature regulation, sealing, the wobbie plate, 
burners, heat transportand storage, heat pipes, and dectrical and mechan
ica! services.41 Most of these topics had no clear relationship to rhe rest of 
the research prograrnme. 

Curiously rhe end of this period links up with the new environmental leg
islation being created in the USA. The new Clean Air Act imposed much 
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stricter conditions onto the composition of exhaust gases being emitted 
from car engines. Although nowadays we might expect rhis to be 
favourable for the Stirling engine, General Motors responded by giving 
priority to improving the internaJ cambustion engines to make them 
comply wirh the new legislation. They expected this type of engine to still 
be the dominant technology at least in the near future. 42 The sa me legis
lation was to provide the motive for another American car company, Ford, 
to approach Philips in a search for co-operation in a new Stirling engine 
phase: the environmenrally friendly engine. 

The Stirling Engine as an Environmentally Friendly Car Engine 

The idea rhat the Stirling engine might be an alternative to the internal 
cambustion engine from an environmental point of view had in 1971, 
before the co-operation with Ford, already led to a gram applicarion being 
submitted to the Dutch government for the development of a city bus 
engine. The timing for such an application was not bad: in rhe early 1970s 
a general awareness of environmental issues was emerging. In October 
1971 Philips published the news that the government had granted it NLG 
5 miJlion over a period of three years to co-operate with the DAF compa
ny to develop an engine for a city bus. 43 

The acrivities in the 1972-1979 period were, however, dominared by the 
co-operation with Ford.44 Both the co-operarion wirh DAF and Ford led 
to extensive discussion in rhe Corporate Research Conference in 1972. 
G.W Rathenau introduced this discussion by pointing out the positive 
characterisrics of rhe engine: its external combustion, low noise, and rhe 
rhermodynamic efficiency of the closed cycle. The important parameters 
for furrher development were: weight, volume and price per hp, overall 
efficiency and maimenance. Rarhenau stared rhat the marker was smal!, 
but rhat there were good opportunities for usagein city buses, because the 
cost constraints would in such cases be less tighr. In the debate rhat fol
lowed, rhe whole idea was considered uncerrain. The same sort of condu
sion was arrived at in the Research Directors' Conference of June 1973. 
Kauer, who was in charge of rhe Aachen Iabaratory at rhat time, men
tioned rhe absence of production technologies and of an appropriare mar
keting channel as reasoos for the lack of success up until then. He did, 
however, see the combination of heat starage systems and the Stirling 
engine as a possibly interesting option, because in that way a 'zero emis
sion vehicle' could be obrained. 

In 1973 the group was moved from Rathenau's 'Physics' main group to De 
Haan's ~pplied Physics and Mechanics' main group. Meijer had four 
groups by then: 'Stirling engines' managed by Van Beukering and Spigt 
(16 scientists), 'Mechanical Research' led by Muiderman (5 sciemists), 
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'Stirling Refrigerators' supervised by Prast (5 scientists) and 'Electrical and 
Mechanica! Engineering' under Rietdijk (9 scientists).45 

In 1976 a demonstration was held for Ford with a Ford Turino with an 
inbuilt Stirling engine and wirh the DAF city bus, which was flown over 
to the USA just to participate in this demonstration. The demonsnation 
was a success, and the requirements, in termsof emissions, were met.46 Ir 
had cost, however, a lot of effort and much inventiviry. Probably no engi
neer would dare claim that rhe expectations had really been fully met. The 
engine was still quite heavy, the efficiency did not surpass 25% , and its reli
abiliry was nor very high. The demonstration, though, marked a milesrone 
in the Philips-Ford co-operation after which considerations concerning 
the next phase were embarked on. Growing problems among American 
car companies to a large extent determined these considerations. Appar
ently, a feeling of uncertainry quickly rose, because the Stiding group in 
the Nat.Lab. had been reorganised nor long after the considerations had 
commenced. This reorganisation was substantial enough to cause a debate 
in the Kern on August 24, 1976. A number of people were transferred to 
Spigt's energy group, and a number of workshop people were moved to 

the mechanica! department ('administratively' as it was put in the minutes 
of this Kern debate). Meijer became an advisor for Ford in the USA. 

One important stimulus eneauraging co-operation with Ford was the 
grant that Ford had received from the American Department of Energy 
(DOE): $no million fora period of eight years, to which Ford irself added 
another $50 million. 

The activities were nor sustained until the end of the eight-year peri
ad. In 1978 it was announced in the Philips Board of Management that 
Ford had cancelled the Stirling contract and stopped all activiries. The rea
son for this was nor explained. There are no indications that there had 
been any specific problems with the project. lt seems plausible to believe 
that Ford just did nor want to take further financial risks, nor even wirh 
parrial government support, given the unfavourable economie elimate of 
rhat time. Hargreaves ends his biography with the remark that in particu
lar it was the expected price of the engine that was rhe main obstacle to 
success: in 1978 the Stirling engine was still not able to compete with the 
internal cambustion engine. In an inrerview47 Meijer also mentioned pro
duction costs as a reason for delaying mass production of the Stirling 
engme. 

The dissalution of the Stirling group fits with our overall impression 
of rhe 1972-1994 period (see Part III) because it was in this period, more 
than before, that the interests of the Product Divisions came to be used as 
a criterion for continuing or ending projects. The Stirling engine group 
was nor the only group that did nor fire the inrerest of any PO and rhat 
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was dissolved at that time: the biology group was dissolved, too. In the 
Kern discussion the main motive for dissolving (or 'reducing' as it was 
called, because some energy research was continued) the Stirling group 
was given as being the general research policy in which focusing on spear
heads was regarded to be important.48 Again, Valkenburg was involved in 
dealing with the personnel aspects. Rietdijk had already announced on 
December 6, 1978 that there would be a substantial reorganisation and 
that his preferenee would be to finish this within three months in order to 
restare everyone's peace of mindas soon as possible. lt certainly did nor go 
as fast as that. 

Meijer, who had already moved to the USA in conneetion with his 
advisory work for Ford, decided to stay there permanently and to start his 
own company, which was called Stirling Th er mal Motors. 49 Through Pan
nenborg he obtained the necessary rights to use the Stirling knowledge. 
Tagether with Benjamin Ziph, who had come from the Philips lab in Bri
arcliff Manor, he was soon able to acquire some contracts. He kept in 
touch with F.]. Philips in the Netherlands, who remained active in the 
promotion of the Stirling technology. The refrigeration application side 
was continued in an independent way under the name of Stirling Cryo
genics & Refrigeration, and it is still located at the Philips plant grounds 
in Acht, near Eindhoven. Even today the Stirling engine is still sametimes 
mentioned in the ncwspapers from time to time, but otherwise all the 
promises remain unfulfilled. 

In the case of the Stirling engine, a new research line emerged from a con
crete request made by a factory. That perfecdy illustrates the 'follower' 
behaviour of the Nat.Lab. in terms of the campany's product portfolio, 
which was typical for the 1923-1946 period. As happened aften during that 
period, an effort was made by the campany's direcrorate ro derive from 
that a new industrial activity. The Stirling story then takes us into the next 
period, 1946-1972, in which we find that autonomous POs deal with the 
research output in a more selective way. In this, it was the PO PIT that 
decided to take over the refrigeration machine, but not the engine, from 
the laboratory's Stirling group. Stirling activity ended in the next period 
(1972-1994), in which- as we shall see in Part III- there was a stronger 
tendency to concentrare on those issues for which there was evident inter
est among one or more of the POs. 

The case study of the Stirling engine also shows how important the 
role of individual researchers (like R.]. Meijer) was. We also learned about 
the roles of individuals in the case studies given in Part I, and this thread 
will run through the lab's history characterising it as a professional organ
isation. Both Holst and Casimir, each in their own way, struggled to find 
a balance between allowing strong, individualistic scientists to have their 
freedom and cantrolling their activities in order to establish research pro
gramme coherence. 
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The Srirling group was certainly producrive when it came to wntmg 
Reports and Teehoical Notes. In the 1946-1954 period we find in the Reg
isters over 40 ritles on Stirling technology, most of which have to do with 
the engine; in the 1954-1967 period there are over 6o ti des and in the 1960-
1967 period, 57 titles. In the years after that about 30-35 new ritles 
appeared annually. With several projects that had been commercial fail
ures, the claim was made that rhey had nevenheless yielded good spin-offs 
in the sense of providing new knowledge that could later be used in orher 
projects. Thus- as we shall see later on- the VLP project 'failed', but at 
least it resulted in knowledge that was used to develop the CD. Similarly, 
the Mega project in ICs 'failed', but Philips today still uses the output 
generared in terros of knowledge in IC-technology projecrs. In the case of 
rhe Stirling engine, there were also some (albeit very few) examples of 
knowledge published in Reports and Teehoical Nores which later on were 
used to solve, for example, practical probieros with corroding wire con
necrions in a Swiss telephone exchange system. The fact that the group 
was fairly isolated in a disciplinary sense had certainly nor been a stimu
lus to the transfer of knowledge to other parts of the lab or to parties out
side rhe lab. 

6.2 The Plumbicon 

Introduetion 

This case study takes us into rhe field of relevision research. Both for the 
company as a whole and for the Nat.Lab., relevision was an important 
field. By choosing the Plurobicon to focus on, we limit ourselves to the 
braadcasting side. The Plurobicon is a pickup tube for relevision cameras. 
lt was one of the great successes of the research programme in the 1946-
1972 period. In that sense it resembles the next case study of this period: 
LOCOS (see section 6.3). In the IC world all companies were at a eertaio 
point 'condemned' to use the Philips LOCOS technology. Likewise in the 
relevision world, no company could get away from using the Plurobicon 
for professional relevision broadcasting. 

The analogy goes even furrher: as LOCOS was inseparably conneered 
to the name E. Kooi, so the Plurobicon was conneered to the narnes E.F. 
de Haan and P.J.M. Schampers. Finally, a rhird point of analogy is rhat 
borh LOCOS and the Plurobicon were first developed in the Nat.Lab. 
and only at a eertaio stage were transferred to the PDs. As we have seen, 
this was rather typical for the 1946-1972 period. We shall also see how 
selective the response of the PDs was, and that again was characteristic for 
this period: the 'standard' Plurobicon was transferred, but the Plurobicon 
with electrostatic focusing was rejected. 

The Plurobicon was part of the device domain, though there were rela-
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tionships with the domaio of materials research, and with the systems 
domain. Quite different types of know-how were needed to make the 
Plumbicon the success it became: nor only solid-state physics (traditional 
'fundamental' research), but also a knowledge of vacuum technology and 
the know-how to produce stabie layers of lead oxide were required. There
fore, we nor only meet a theoretically oriented physicist like L. Heijne, but 
also a man who gathered insight in the processes by careful experimenta
tion, like P.P.M. Schampers. In the comacts with the PDs, the complexi
ty of the siruacion is again revealed: apart from Elcoma, the device PD, 
also ELA, a sysrems PD for rhe whole camera, was involved. The case 
study confirms what we saw before, which is that it was this structure of 
rhe company (with a separate PD for devices) that made contacts difficult. 

All these ingredients make rhe Plumbicon case a fascinating one. In the 
descriprion -as with the Stirling engine- a preliminary phase which pre
ceded the acrual research in the Nat.Lab. will he sketched. The research 
rhar led ro rhe invention of rhe Plumbicon will then be described. Final
ly, the step from making single Plumbicons to producing in larger num
bers in the factoty will be discussed. 

The Preliminary Phase of Transforming Op ti cal Images into 
Television Signals: From Nipkov to Vidicon 

The first successful attempt to transfarm an optica! image into an alter
naring electrical current rhat could be transmitted as a relevision signa! 
was embodied in the Nipkov sysrem. With rhis system the light of a lamp 
was focused by means of a lens. In front of the lens rhere was a rotaring 
disc with a series of holes in it that caused a light spot to scan a picture. 
The reflecring light was caught by a phorocell, which rhen transformed 
the alternarion of light and dark spots into an alternaring electrical cur
rent. On the display side the opposite process rook place: the alternaring 
current was used to make a light bulb produce more or less light. With the 
help of a similar rotaring disc, the change of light intensity was projeered 
line by line so that the original picture was reproduced on the screen. 
Basedon rhis technology John Logie Baird in the UK and Charles Fran
cis Jenkins in the USA produced the first efforts to commercialise televi
sion. This resulted in a 'television boom' in the USA only (in the years 
from 1928 to 1932).50 At the beginning of the relevision era, the Nat.Lab. 
also worked on rhe Nipkov technology. Druyvestein stuclied the selenium 
photocell and a special neon lamp, which was seen as a possible light 
souree for the display side. Even when the Nipkov technology had been 
replaced by electronic technologies, Rinia was still able ro achieve com
petitive results with this 'primitive' system. However, it had its limitations: 
the photocells were nor very sensitive, and they did nor respond swifdy 
enough to follow all the fast changes in the picture. In addition, the 
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Principle of the flying-spot scanner. The electron beam of a special carhode-ray tube A (the scan
ning tube) describes a frame on the screen, which is projeered onro the flat transparene object 
D by rhe lens L. The condenset lens C collecrs the light passing through and throws it onro the 
photo-cathode of the multiplier tube F. 

Figure 18. The flying-spot scanner (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 15, 
p. 221). 

mechanica! disc placed great limitations on the number of lines per image 
and on the number of images per second that could be realised. Both were 
important: too few lines per image would mean that the picture would be 
too rough and rherefore not recognisable, and too few pictures per second 
would mean that the image would appear discontinuous and jerky. In 
principle, using a light spot on an oscilloscope screen solved the problem 
of the mechanica! slowness. 

Wlth rhe use of this 'flying spot' one was able ro braadcast filmsY The 
'intermediate film' method, whereby a 'live' braadcast could be made, 
involved first filming the event and then immediately processing the film 
and passing the - still wet - film through the relevision 'flying spot' cam
era. Even then, though, it was clear that this was awkward and nor suit
able as a final salution for ourside 'live' braadcasting and for the commer
cial use of television. 

The invention of the iconoscope created by RCA's Vladimir Zworylcin 
in 1933 in the USA represented an important step. This invention made 
the whole process of transforming an optical picture into an electrical sig
na! of an dectronie nature. An image was projeered onro a photo-emissive 
target screen in which the pattem of light and dark areas would be trans
formed inro areas of large and smal! positive electrastatic charges. Then 
this pattem would be scanned by an electron beam and the changing 
extent to which the beam would have to compensate for locally missing 
electrans would determine the level of the current, and so an alternaring 
current would be the output. The advamage of this system was that the 
effect of the light was saved up during the whole period between two suc
cessive times when the target was hit by the scanning electron beam. This 
made the iconoscope tube much more sensitive than the Nipkov system. 
In the USA, the implementation of dectronie TV braadcasts was at first 
hampered by fights over patents, but after 1933 it really took offY 
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Iconoscope. L a lens projeering rhe scene on rhe mosaic M of rhe target T. SP signa! plate, R, 
load resistor, C collector, K cathode, D deflection coils, E scanning beam. The (electrostatic) 
focusing is nor shown. 

Figure 19. The iconoscope relevision pickup tube (from Philips Technica/ 
Review Vol. 13, p. 121). 
This mbe is used in a relevision camera ro conven a light image into an dectrical relevision sig

na!. Light is focused by a lens Land hits targetTon which mosaic M of photo-sensitive mate

rial has been deposired. The more light hits the target, rhe more electrans wil! be emirred from 

the material, and the higher rhe positive charge is that wiJl be created (because of the negative 

electroos leaving the neutral target) . Thus, the light parrem is converred into a partem of small 

and large charges on the target. This pattem is read by a scanning beam E of electrans rhat is 

emirred from camode K and drawn to the target by collector C. Oefleerion coils focus rhe scan

ning beam. The higher rhe positive charge creared on a spot of the target, the higher the num

her of electroos wiJl he in rhe scanning beam rhat is used ro replace rhe electroos emirred from 

the target, and the fewer the electrans left to he transferred to signa! plare SP and read as a rel

evision signa!. 

At first, Holst did notseem to recognise the potenrial of this rube.53 There 
were reasoos for that: the speed at which the scanning beam hit the target 
was so high that the process of filling the electron gaps with the beam elec
troos was very unconrrolled. Electroos often fell back inro wrong positions 
on the target. The alternative was to have a tube in which the scanning 
beam was slowed down by means of an opposite voltage, so that it would 
just touch the target, and the remaioder of the beam would go back in the 
direction of the electron gun (the 'return beam' as it was called). This was 
clone in the orthicon, which was developed by RCA and presenred in 1937. 
The disadvantage of this system was that the slow scanning beam was less 
well focused. As a consequence, the orthicon was less suitable for televi
sion standards where there were a great number of lines per image. In the 
USA and the UK fewer lines per image were used, so the orthicon became 
the 'standard' type of tube in those countries, while in Europe the icono-
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Image iconscope. P phorocathode, S coil of the magnetic electron lens. 1 and 2 parhs of phoro
elecrrons, Foc focusing coil. Other letters have rhe same meaning as in fig. 4· 

Figure 20. The image iconoscope (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 13, 
p. 124). 
Here rhe processof converring rhe light image into an elecrrical image is split up into rwo parts: 

first the light hits phoro cathode P, from which electrans are then emined that move ro target 

T to ereare the panern of charges, as in the iconoscope. 

scope became the 'standard' .54 Both the orthicon and the iconoscope were 
improved by inserting a photocathode in order to split up the conversion 
of the optica! image into an electrical signal into two steps. The improved 
types were called image iconoscopes (patented in 1934) and image 
ortbicons (patented in 1946). A second impravement of these tubes over 
what had gone befare lay in the way in which the light from the image and 
the scanning beam could come from opposite directions by making the 
target screen transparent. This made the tubes a lot more compact. 

Meanwhile, the importance of colour relevision increased. For a colour 
relevision three tubes per camera are needed. Because the amount of light 
had to be split up into three parts, one for each of the tubes, light inten
sity became an even more important criterion than it had been with black
and-white television. Generally, it was recognised that only the image 
orthicon was good enough for colour relevision cameras, but this was a 
quite complex and voluminous tube. 

In 1950 RCA brought out a different tube that was ootbasedon photo
emission, but rather on photoconductivity. In that tube the pattem of 
negative charges on the target was produced oot by lening electroos be 
ejected from the target by the light that feil on the target, but by letring 
the electroos move through the screen that had become locally conductive 
in the places where light feil on it. This 'vidicon' had two main problems: 
when no light feil on the target, there was still a smal! current (that was 
called a 'dark current') that caused a loss of contrast between light and 
dark. Also, the photoconductive effect was too slow to follow quick 
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changes in light intensity. The RCA scientists were convineed that these 
problems were intrinsic to the effect of light conductivity, and so they 
decided nor to look ftmher for other materials.55 In the Nat.Lab. the 
research group expected to be able to find materials that would not nec
essarily have these problems. The idea was that there might be materials 
that could be put into the target so that p and n regions would be pro
duced, which formed a diode and would stop rhe dark current. This idea 
would ultimately lead to the invention of the Plumbicon. 

The Research that Led to the Invention of the Plumbicon 

In the period described above, the Nar.Lab. had done some work on all 
the types of tubes discussed so far. Until WWII this continued in spite of 
the fact that- probably mainly because of Halst's doubts about the feasi
bility of television>6 - there was not much confidence in the possibility of 
making relevision a commercially viabie product. The technica! feasibility 
of relevision was already known at that time.P In 1938, during a 'Televi
sion meeting' with representarives from the company and the lab man
agement staff, it was decided thar the company should become more 
active in relevision research.58 In the early post-war years iconoscopes and 
image iconoscopes had been produced in the lab.59 A production rare of 
one image iconoscope and rwo normal iconoscopes per day was rhought 
to be feasible. The image orthicon was nor srudied very intensively: it was 
considered to be too expensive and too complex; high light sensitivity was 
considered to be only of interest to military applications.60 The orthicon 
was only considered to be sufficient for 500 lines per image, while the 
image iconoscope could deal adequately with 750 lines per image. There 
were also ideas to develop a '?-scope'6 ' that would have a lower redistribu
tion of electrans in the scanning process. A copy of a French tube, the 
eriscope, was purchased for inspection. 

In 1950 Bruining, the group leader, wrote a memorandum on pickup 
tubes, in which he indicated the strategie decisions that he thought were 
necessary and the options he lisred were these:62 

the image iconoscope: suitable for studio use, but not for outdoor use, 
the CPS emitron (a Brirish tube similar to the orthicon): the same, 
the image orthicon: less suitable for studio use, but good for outdoor, 
the vidicon: insufficient for studio, good for outdoor use and for 
industrial applications. 
He recommended working on improving the image iconoscope in the 

short-term and meanwhile developing a new version of the vidicon as a 
long-term solution. This vidicon should be available in rwo versions: one 
with a fast scanning beam and the other with a slow scanning beam. This 
would imply that the vidicon was seen as a possible salution to the line 
system dilemma that had split up rhe market into a USA/UK partand a 
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European continent part. Another reason why Bruining could argue that 
people would be well advised to work on the vidicon was because of the 
knowledge of photoconductive layers that was available in the Nat. Lab. (as 
a result of 'fundamental' research). The material that was seen as most 
suitable for the new vidicon was cadmium sulphide. At rhat time lead 
oxide was already being used, but it is not clear if this was for vidicons or 
other tube types. From the minutesof a Contact meeting on pickup tubes, 
dated November 27, 1950, we get the impression rhat lead oxide was used 
for orthicons. The minutes of a meeting held on January 3, 1951, reveal 
that cadmium sulphide was still being used for vidicons. In an interview 
with E.F. de Haan, 1953 was mentioned as the first year in which lead 
oxide was used for the new vidicon tube.63 Ir is conceivable that lead oxide 
became an option because it was already being used in other tubes as a 
blocking layer on top of the photo-emissive selenium layer.64 According to 
De Haan, 65 who had succeeded Bruining as the group leader of the piek
up tube research group, the choice of lead oxide was insrigared by the fact 
that rhe isolating properties of lead oxide were known (important for 
reducing the dark current) as well as for the fact that its yellow colour -
which in the colour spectrum is just between red and blue - would be 
advamageous for the colour sensitivity of the tube. 

Thus, several research avenues were pursued in the labfora number of 
years. Work on the image iconoscope and on the new vidicon continued. 
Meanwhile, purchasing orthicons was continued as an option to 'fall back 
on'. The work on rhe '?-scope' also continued, and in 1955 the '?' was 
replaced by 'scenio'. This tube, the 'scenioscope', which was invented by 
Schagen, was of the image iconoscope type, but with a glass target, which 
improved rhe quality of the image for lower light intensities when com
pared with rhe image iconoscope.66 Just like rhe image iconoscope and the 
original RCA version of the vidicon (with antimony sulprude as the pho
roconductive material), the scenioscope initially wentinto production,67 

butaftera short while the name of the tube no Jongerappears in the Elec
tron tubes PO documents. 

Work on the vidicon involved several different disciplines: on the one 
hand, knowledge of solid-state physics was required, while on the other 
hand the knowledge and skilis to produce good layers in rhe glass tubes 
was important. In the latter area it is parricularly the name of P.P.M. 
Schampers that must be mentioned. For several years he experimented on 
finding ways to prepare the lead oxide layers in a reproducible way with 
good properties for the Plumbicon. Th is involved very clean vacuum con
ditions during rhe deposition of the layers and during rhe meiring rogeth
er and sealing of the glass parts to form rhe Plumbicon tube. Another 
problem was the steering of the electron beams with the focusing coils.68 

Finally, the researchers had to take into account the conditions laid down 
by the IG ELA to make the tube fit into their cameras.69 
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Figure 21. The Plurobicon (from Philips Technica/ Review Vol. 25. 

p. 134). 

In 1958 pilot production starred at the Nat.Lab. (in Waalre) under Scham
pers's leadership; simultaneously, a group in Geldrop (led by Van den 
Boomgaard) stareed producing lead oxide vidicons. One problem was the 
lifetime of the tubes. This varied gready from tube to tube, but ofren did 
nor exceed 50 hours, even when the woricing voltage was kept as low as 15 
volts.7° Pardy influenced by some visicing American relevision experts,?' 
the PO ELA became convineed of rhe imporrance of rhis new tube, which 
by then had received the name 'Plumbicon' ,72 a name put forward by the 
Nat.Lab. The PO Medica! Equipment had also become interested in the 
vidicon for X-ray imaging purposesJ3 As it was raking so long for the tube 
to be considered ripe for production, the Board of Management starred 
wondering if perhaps it would not have been better to continue woricing 
on rhe image orrhicon, and at a eerraio point rhey even urged Casimir to 

stop woricing on rhe Plumbicon.74 

The Transfer to the Elcoma PD for Production 

In 1960 rhe PO Elcoma starred the pilot production of rhe Plumbicon, 
and Schampers did a lot of work to improve rhe stabiliry and qualiry of 
the lead oxide layers. He wrote very exact instructions for the production 
process in the hope that this would improve the reproducibiliry of the 
process.75 As it turned out, the PO did not want to copy the Nat.Lab. 
process, and so it starred its own experiments and, in so doing, blamed the 
Nat.Lab. for having already worked on the Plurobicon for eight years 
without achieving any evident success.76 The Nat.Lab. experiments con-
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Pracrical arrangemem of rhe colour separation systems in: 
a) image-orthicon cameras, 
b) rhe 'Piumbicon' colour camera, rhe components being illusuared here on the same scale as 

rhose in (a). 
In (a) , L is the camera lens. To allow lenses wirh a large relarive aperture and normal focal 
lengrhs to be used, an optica! relay system. RL is included. A focal length here of about 150 mm 
gives sufficiem clearance for rhe colour separarion system . Lf field lens for rhe concenrration of 
the light beam in the optical relay system. The curvarure of the image produced by Lf is com
pensared by rhe three correction lenses. Lc, Fr, Fg en Fb are colour-correction filters to limit 
more sharply rhe wavelengrh ranges scparared by rhe colour-selecrive mirrors. D deflecrion and 
focusing coil systems. The orher le11ers are as in fig. 1 . 

Figure 22. Arrangement of three piek-up tubes in one colour relevision 
camera (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 28, p. 338) . 
Mirrors Mare colour-selective mirrors for spli11ing up rhe light imo blue, red and green compo

nents; F are colour-correction filters, and L are lenses. 

rinued because production at the PD was nor a success either. Often the 
narure of these experiments was trial-and-error. Broerse rold the story of 
the Mercks company having delivered bags of lead acetate. This material 
was rhen sampled and used for making a number of Plumbicons: if the 
results turned out ro be good enough, rhe bags would be kept, and if nor 
they would be returned to MercksJ? lt never became clear why some bags 
were all right, and others were nor. Between rhe Nat.Lab. and the PD 
there was sometimes even an atmosphere of competition. Again it was 
Broerse who had a story to teil about that: the director of the PD had at 
a certain moment asked for lead oxide with the code name 'SJ' , because 
Schampers had found that to work well . Broerse refused to supply it say
ing: 'you are not able to make good Plumbicons even with this good lead 
oxide'. His superior, De Haan, later admitted to appreciating this as a 
joke, but he told Broerse to nevertheless give rhem the lead oxide. 

In 1961 Schampers had success in solving the problems of the speekles that 
appeared in the Plumbicon images. Very careful experimenting had shown 
that the speckles, which were caused by small areas in the lead oxide layers 
with a different dectrical resistance, could nor be avoided in the process-
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ing. The invention that solved this problem was bombardment in an oxy
gen discharge after the layer had been processed. In this way one made use 
of the dectrical resistance differences in the layers, and the spots that caused 
the speekles were annihilated preferentially. lt appeared that nor only the 
speekte problem was solved but also the lifetime of the tubes increased sub
stantially. By then several Plumbicons were being produced a day. A strict 
process recipe was laid down, and no more experimenting was allowed.78 

The variety of tested procedures was later used to write a patent application 
in which the 'real' production process was buried in 90 pages between a 
long list of other, unsuccessful processes.79 Thus, the real process was pub
lisbed and proteered at the same time. By 1962 the production process was 
well enough under control tostop the production of image ortbicons (up 
until then the only alternative for use in colour television) . 

At that time it seemed possible to deliver enough Plumbicons per year 
(ELA ordered about 1200 per year in 1963;80 it is nor dear how the esti
mared number of 300 per year8' for 1962 could be regarcled as sufficient). 
The PO ELA strongly opposed the sales of Plumbicons to third parties, 
because they wanred to be the only suppliers of cameras wirh Plumbicons. 
The Board of Management apparendy shared this view.82 In 1963 the PD 
Electron Tubes asked fora budget of NLG 333,000 to set up the produc
tion of Plumbicons. This was granted, and an additional sum of NLG 
30o,ooo was asked for because of the expected increased demand (8 ,ooo 
Plumbicons per year).8> In 1965 another NLG 6,250,000 was invested in a 
new facrory hall.84 The production estimates had grown to 3,000 Plumbi
cons by 1966/7, 7,6oo by 1967/8, IO,ooo by 1968/9 and IO,ooo by 
1969/70. The expected profit margin was 20% of the turnover. At that 
time the market was still divided in its response. The British BBC decid
ed to replace their vidicons with Plumbicons, but the German Südwest 
Rundfunk company still hesitated. The Fernseh GmbH found that the 
Plumbicon was nor good enough for studio productions.85 The produc
tion (in a building called RAF4) had problems, and so the Nat.Lab. was 
called in to assist. In this conneetion the already ongoing research into 
extended red sensitivity Plumbicons was temporarily postponed.86 

Research into the new type of Plumbicon was resumed in 1965.87 By then 
production had been brought under control, which was just in time 
because the expected demand for 1968 had increased to 12,900.88 In 1966 
the embargo against delivery to third parties was lifted. Afterwards, the 
embargo was regretted because the loss of income it led to was estimated 
to be about NLG 28o,ooo.89 Meanwhile, the lifetime of rhe tubes had 
improved to such a degree that demand had decreased, and production 
had to be reduced.9° 
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Later Research 

The improvement of red sensitivity was one of the research areas in which 
the Nat.Lab. supported furcher Pumbicon development. By then Broerse 
had become the group leader. Later Broerse moved to the PD Light (as he 
said91 not because he knew so much about light, but because the Plurobi
con was 'just glass and vacuum', and so are lamps). As in previous years, 
the group had about 7 sciencists.92 Except for improving the red sensitivi
ty, the electrostatic focussing of the scanning beam became a topic for 
research, but this was never transferred to the PD. 
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Diagram of rhe consrrucrion of a 'Piwnbicon' rube wirh elecrrosraric focusing. Tr rriode gun, 
consisring of thc carhode K, the conrrol electrode G and the anode A,. The focusing lens Foc is 
formed by the elecrrodes A,, A, and A{ D diaphragm. The ring R and rhe mesh screen M 
rogerher wirh A3 form the correction lens Corr. T phoroconducting layer, S signal plate. Defl 
defleccion coils. 

Figure 23 . A Plurobicon with electrostatic focusing (from Philips Techni
ca! Review Vol. 29, p. 334) . Anodes AI-A3 take care of the electrostatic 
focusing. Defl are deflecting coils. 

In 1968 the Nat.Lab. brought out a mini-Plurobicon for portable cam
eras.93 This was a commercial failure, because these kinds of Plumbicons 
were qualitatively inferior to the normal Plumbicons. For several years 
research into the control of the dectrical field using vacuum deposition of 
oxide layers was kept going to make production cheaper and to increase 
the reproducibility of the tubes.94 Then there was a period when the 
Nat.Lab. only advised the factory now and then (!979-1985) .95 Although 
the idea of establishing a new Plurobicon tube generation was mencioned 
in 1978, there was no evidence to suggest that any such serious activity was 
continuing in the Nat.Lab.96 The last Plurobicon activity mentioned in 
the Corporate Research Programmes is that of the HDTV Plurobicon (in 
1985 and 1986). From 1987 on, no more Plurobicon activities are men
tioned in the Corporate Research Programmes. 

This case study contains several elements that characterise the 1946-1972 
period. We saw that there was an emphasis on developing knowledge 
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about phenomena (the solid-state physics of the phenomenon of photo
conductivity), a push from the Nat.Lab. towards the POs to accept a new 
product idea, and a selective attitude on the part of the POs: the original 
Plumbicon was transferred, but the Plumbicon with electrostatic focusing 
was nor. The case study also shows rhat rhe Nat.Lab.'s idea to develop a 
new product that 'only' had to be put into production by the PO under
estimated the production problems: upscaling production appeared to be 
one of the most difficult development phases, and the Plumbicon even 
had to be taken back to the Nat.Lab. for this.97 The fact thar because of 
Jack of expertise the PO had to give the design back to the Nat.Lab. just 
proves how low PO involvement had been until then. This contrasts 
sharply with, for instance, the continuous process of co-operation seen 
between the Nat.Lab. and the radio development lab as illustrated in Part 
I. 

Finally, we have seen how the Nat.Lab. sametimes foliowed external devel
opments for a long time without too much effort (e.g. while other com
panies developed the iconoscope and the orthicon), only to catch up in a 
very short time as soon as they saw a chance to improve on an existing 
imperfect, but promising product (in this case: the RCA vidicon). Thus, 
the Nat.Lab. played a role in positioning Philips as a serious partner in the 
international relevision marker, which until wwn had been dominared 
by USA companies (in parricular RCA). 

6.3 LOCOS: LOCal Oxidation ofSilicon 

Introduetion 

As a casestudy for the 1946-1972 period, LOCOS providesus wirh anoth
er good example of how research aimed at understanding underlying phe
nomena in the Nat. Lab. could yield very successful outcomes. In rhe 198os 
justabout every company that produced I Cs was forced to apply this prin
ciple. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to establish exacdy how 
much Philips earned from this innovation. The licence incames on their 
own must have been considerable. Besides rhat, rhere have probably been 
numerous interesting cross-licences. The story goes that on the occasion 
of his retirement as rnanaging director of the Patent Oepartment, Pierre 
Simons said that he had two 'crown' patents: LOCOS and the Plumbi
con.98 In that respect, there is astrong similarity between LOCOS and the 
Plumbicon as relevision pickup tubes that were used in almost every pro
fessional camera and which provided Philips with a strong position in the 
field of television. 

As with rhe previous case studies, we see here how important the role 
of an individual researcher cao be. We cannot imagine LOCOS without 
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the name Else Kooi. Of course research is always a matter of teamwork, 
but here again we clearly find one 'inventor' who took the lead. 

The Prologue: Transistor Technology 

Transistors are produced by brioging in ('doping') elements (' impurities') 
wirh an abundance of electrans or with a lack of electrans ('holes') into 
semi-conducting materials (mosdy germanium or silicon) . This results 
either in 'p-type' material that has an abundance of positive charge carri
ers, or 'n-type' material that has an abundance of negarive charge carriers. 
The transitions between the two types are called 'junctions'. Regions of n
and p-type material can be separared by insuiaring layers of silicon oxide. 
The srructure is covered by a proteering layer (the 'passivation layer'). 
Transistors in which mobility of both the positive and the negative charge 
carriers is used are called 'bipolar transistors'. Integrated Circuits (ICs) are 
slices of semiconducring material into which large numbers of elecrronic 
camponems (such as transistors) have been built. It was the need to fit 
large numbers of transistors into a smal! area that became the main motive 
for the development of I Cs, and therefore iris logica! tostart rhe descrip
rion of our case srudy wirh the story of rhe introduetion of rhe transistor 
to the Nat.Lab.99 This device was a Bell Labs invention with Shockley, 
Bardeen and Bratrain as its spiritual fathers. The history of its invention 
has already been described many times because it represented one of the 
most important breakrhroughs in the development of electronics.100 This 
history is a fascinating one. Originally, the Bell Labs team had tried to 
make a sort of solid-state analogue of the triode tube. This effort had 
resulted in an amplifying device, but it could nor be controlled because irs 
functioning was not well understood and seemed nor to be rhe same as in 
the triode. It was not until exploiting solid-state physics more explicidy 
that the functioning was understood, and the transistor could be mass 
produced. In 1952 Bell organised a symposium for companies that were 
interested in transistor technology. The entry fee for the symposium was 
extremely high. In fact, it was rhe equivalent of several years of licence 
payment. Due to a previous agreement with Western Electric, Bel! Labs' 
mother company, Philips paid the normal US$25,000 that had to be paid 
as an advance for future royalties for licensing rhe transistor rechnology, 
but was exempted from paying royalties for transistors that were sold as 
part of a certain set of applicarions, such as telephone switching devices.101 

The expectation that the transistor was a real breakthrough was, in itself, 
enough to attracr several participants. On returning from a trip to the 
USA in 1948, Verwey had already told the tube factory people that wirhin 
a few years they would close their factory because of the coming of the 
transistor.102 Such a statement reveals how important the transistor was 
considered to be. At that time the material used for transistors was ger-
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i 
Diagram showing how a rransistor strucrure (P-N-P) is produced benearh a double-doped pel
let of lead on a germanium wafer. 
a) The lead peller is meired and lies in a pit of dissolved germanium (remperarure 780°C) . Anri
mony (rhe donor) diffuses inro the germanium, pardy directly and pardy by way of rhe vapour 
phase, while aluminium (the acceptor) does nor. b) On cooling, aluminium-conraining germa
nium is deposired in the pit (P-type). This is rhe antimony-doped layer of germanium (N-rype), 
which can acr as rhe base. 

Figure 24. The pushed-out-base transistor (from Philips Technica! Review 
Vol. 24, p. 236). 
Two germanium lead pellers are dropped on a P-rype wafer. One comains the acceptor element 

anrimony; rhe orher comains both anrimony and the acceptor element aluminium. When heat

ed, rhe pellers rake up germanium from the wafer and release anrinomy into the wafer. The alu

minium does nor diffuse inro the wafer. The diffused antimony, and also anrimony rhar reaeh

es the wafer via the vapour phase, rurns the solid P-rype germanium into N-rype germanium, 

which encloses the pellers and becomes the basis of the transistor 

manium. Soon silicon was also to be recognised as an option. This semi
conducting material was originally used for diodes in radar systems. The 
mass production of silicon had been developed in 1941 by Ou Pont.103 Sil
icon made it possible to work with higher frequencies, which was very 
attracrive also for radio and television. Ir was just more difficult to process 
than germanium. Van Vessem, whowas workingat the PO Elcoma at the 
time, toldof how he went to the Bell Labs symposium and gor the impres
sion rhat the Nat. Lab. was nor yet very interested in working on rhe point 
contact transistor that had been presenred rhere. 104 Through his cantacts 
wirh rhe RCA company, Van Vessem found out rhat the layer transistor 
was a more promising prospect for mass production, and in 1954 the 
Nijmegen facrory starred producing layer transistors. Clearly, the PD went 
irs own way and did nor wait for rhe Nat.Lab. ro assist them. Officially, 
the factory feil under the radio tubes group in Eindhoven. There was fre
quent contact wirh the Nat.Lab., in particular with Dr. Haaijman and his 
group, but there was nor really an attuning of activities because the lab 
defined its own programme, and rhere was nor much PO influence 
(which, as we saw in Chapter 5, was typical for the 1946-1972 period). Van 
Vessem used to say: If I can understand it, it can no longer be called 
research. This shows that he was sensitive to a boundary between research 
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and production.'05 At that time Pannenborg initiared a special contact 
group in order to enhance the contacts, which consisred of both Nat. Lab. 
and PD Electron Tubes representatives. The Nat.Lab. saw it as achallenge 
to utilise the attractive properties of silicon in germanium. In 1957 rhis 
resulted in the invention of the 'pushed-out-base' transistor. This inven
tion increased the cut-off frequency from just a few megahertz to about 
200 megahertz, thus opening the way to dealing with relevision signals. 

The success of the pushed-out-base (p.o.b.) transistor caused Siemens in 
Germany to adopt this type of transistor. In the applied research-oriented 
Siemans & Halske central Iabaratory in Munich, rhis kept the Siemens 
researchers focused on germanium for many years, while their colleagues 
in the more basis research-oriented Siemens Schuckertwerke laboratoryin 
Erlangen worked on silicon.106 At Philips, the p.o.b. transistor defeated rhe 
scepticism about the Nat.Lab.'s abilities in the field of semiconductors,'07 

but at the same time caused the Nar.Lab. people to become even less inter
esred in silicon. Transistor research was clone mainly by chemists. Perhaps 
physicists would have had a less outspoken preferenee for germanium and 
would have more easily taken up the option of silicon.108 Some silicon 
research was clone, as we can see from the 1952 research programme, but 
rhis was mainly into diodes, and rhis research met with several difficulries. 
Even when silicon had clearly supersecled germanium in the USA transis
tor ioclustry (already in the early 1950s Texas Insrruments, by rhen a lead
ing rransistor-producing company in rhe USA, had opred for silicon), the 
Nar.Lab. still remained fully dedicated to germanium. In 1956 silicon was 
considered in a CRC meering as a possible transistor material for rhe firsr 
rime.109 The debate indicates that an awareness of the potenrial relevanee 
of silicon had developed in the Nat.Lab. In 1958 Tummers, who had 
succeeded Haaijman as rhe group leader, asked a new researcher, E. Kooi, 
to try to realise a p.o.b. transistor in silicon."0 According to Van Vessem it 
had been quite difficult to convince rhe Nat.Lab. of rhe need to appoint a 
surface physicist. After two years Kooi had achieved this goal. This silicon 
transistor was transferred to the factory in Sourhampton for pilot 
production.m Ar the 1958 CRC, Haaijman reporred rhat now most effort 
was being put into silicon, but that there were still all sorts of problems ro 
be solved. Meanwhile, in the USA companies like Texas Instrumenrs and 
Fairchild had already taken rhe nexr step: it appeared to be possible to 
make integrated circuits in silicon, thus brioging large numbers of com
ponents on one crystal surface.112 The integrated circuit had been invent
ed by Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments in 1958lr959. The 'planar technolo
gy' was applied for that purpose. Kooi was instrucred by Tummers to do 
research into surfaces of those types of silicon crystals, using a pragmatic 
approach. That approach was to make rhe work ofTummers's group quite 
different from rhe work of more 'fundamenral' groups, like those of 
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Sparnaay and Polder, with which there was some contact but from which 
few results emanated. Dr. F. Meijer, for example, in the Sparnaay group 
was involved in carrying out eertaio surface measurements that would 
have been relevant to the invention of LOCOS. But although his work 
was related to the surface of semiconducrors, no one had informed him 
about the existence of the workon LOCOS.113 According to Van Vessem, 
the Nat.Lab. was biased in its contacts with the USA: for instance, the 
researchers visited Bel! Labs, but not the companies that produced many 
ICs, like Motorola and Fairchild. In 1962 Haaijman admitted at the CRC 
that although a lot of work was being clone in the Nar. Lab. on 'solid-state 
circuits', there was a considerable backlog compared ro Fairchild.114 The 
Board of Management was also aware of this backlog. In a letter written 
by Tromp and Hazeu to the Board of Management we find that, in their 
opinion, after the magnetic materials nothing spectacular had emerged 
out of the Nar.Lab.115 Meanwhile, it had become evident to the Nar.Lab. 
that ICs were becoming important for use in computers. From 1956 on 
there was a Transistor Computer Contact Group at the Nat.Lab. The PD 
Computers' director, Jorna, had already asked for solicl-state crystal cir
cuits. Jorna did notwant the Nat.Lab. to use the thin-film method, which 
meant that thin layers of semiconducting material were deposited on a 
substrate116• This method was used by the PO Icoma in Eindhoven, 
because IBM had chosen this method, and the Philips company direc
rorate had drawn the condusion that there would be no market for solicl
state circuits in the near future. 117 Meanwhile, the PO Electron Tubes in 
Nijmegen worked on integrated circuits with solicl-state crystals."8 With 
the crystals fewer process steps were needed, which was clearly an advan
tage. The Mullard lab acquired this technique when the GEC Wembley 
lab was taken over in 1961. It was not until 1966 that the thin-film techni
que was abandoned."9 In 1964 Klaseos remarked at the CRC that no more 
'fundamental' research on germanium and silicon was needed and that all 
efforts should be directed towards applications in devices. Klaseos also 
pointed out that better contact between the chemists and the physicists at 
the lab and the device specialists was needed, and he mentioned that Bell 
might be taken as a model. A memorandum written by A.A. Opstelten 
(from rhe PO Elcoma, which was the outcome of merging rhe Icoma and 
the Electron Tubes POs) also reveals that the co-operation with the devel
opment labs in the PO needed to be improved.120 Th is contact was seen as 
being particularly crucial for the professional systems (more than for 
consumer applications). In the Raad van Bouwelementen (Council for 
Components) the need for good contact between research and develop
ment was emphasised, because unlike tubes, ICs were application-deter
mined, which meant that the applicants should have a say in the develop
ment as early on as possible.121 Meanwhile, Philips searched fora compa
ny that could be bought up because it would be able to introduce the IC 
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production techniques. The two companies seen as possibilities, were 
Signetics and Westinghouse.122 In the end Westinghouse was selected, and 
a contract was drawn up with this company. "3 

The IC Research Work in the Nat.Lab. that Led to the Invention of 
LOCOS 

While developing planar technology, researchers in the USA'14 had found 
out that a covering oxidised layer of silicon (SiO,) led to stabilisation of 
the underlying silicon. Passivation, the application of a thin proteering 
layer on a surface, became a new research topic for Kooi in 1966. In 1967 
he would get his Ph.D. for this work in which Tummers had been his 
supervisor. At that time the oxidising silicon layer was accompanied by 
some instability, which meant that it could not yet be put into practice. In 
1966 Kooi discovered an artiele by Tombs et al. in which it was suggested 
that one should not work with silicon oxide, but rather with silicon nitride 
(SiN ). The artiele did not, however, indicate how such a layer of silicon 

J 4 
nitride should be deposited on the silicon base. At first, Kooi tried out 
Chemica! Vapour Deposition, which was a well-known technique in the 
lab at that time. The result was as Kooi had feared: the silicon-silicon 
nitride transition prevenred the desired outcome. To solve this problem 
Kooi tried to insert a silicon oxide layer between the silicon and the sili
con nitride. When experimenting with this he did not take a new sub
strate, but instead a substrate that already had a silicon nitride layer on it. 
He tried to oxidise the silicon under this layer of silicon nitride, but it 
appeared that the silicon nitride layer completely prevenred the silicon 
layer from being oxidised. Kooi knew this to be true because on the other 
side, where there was no silicon nitride-covering layer, the silicon did oxi
dise. This showed that a layer of silicon nitride could be used as a cover
ing mask when oxidising a silicon layer.12s There was also an accompany
ing phenomenon that would make this even more interesting: one of the 
properties of silicon was that when oxidised it sank halfway into the sur
rounding silicon. The result was therefore not to have an extra layer on top 
of the silicon, but to have rather only half the thickness of the silicon oxide 
layer added to the thickness of the substrate. That yielded a smoorher sur
face than a deposition process could yield. With integrated circuits the 
golden rule was always: the smoorher the surface, the better. Kooi imme
diately wanred to have the idea patented, but the patent department first 
wanred one more problem to be solved, namely the process of erehing 
away the nitride mask after the oxidation process. The nitride appeared to 

be difficult to etch away. From a 1961 artiele by Kallander et al., Kooi 
knew that lead oxide (PbO) served as a catalyst so that silicon oxide could 
be made at lower temperatures. The result was a sort of lead silicate glass 
that could easily be etched away.ll6 In March 1966 Kooi reported that this 
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Figure 25. The LOCOS technique (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 31, 
p. 235). 
A layer of silicon nitride and a layer of silicon dioxide are deposited on a layer of silicon (a). A 

pattem of holes is erched in the silicon dioxide using rhe convenrio na! photo-etching technique 

(b). The parrem is etched into rhe silicon nitride with hot phosphoric acid wirh rhe silicon diox

ide serving as a mask (c). The silicon is etched away ar rhe holes in rhe pattem to a depth of 1 

micrometer (d). The silicon in rhe holes is ox.idised toa deprh of a bout 2 micrometers. The holes 

are completely filled with the silicon dioxide rhus formed . The silicon nitride is only superfi

cially oxidised (e). All silicon nitride is etched away with hot phosphoric acid (f). Thus, a very 

flat surface is created. 
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problem had also been solved, and the patent application was submit
ted. 127 

All this happened in conneetion with MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconduc
tor) ICs. According to Van Vessem it was quite some time before the 
Nat.Lab. was prepared not only to workon bipolar I Cs for analogue pur
poses, but also to workon MOS, which was considered to be more suit
able for digital techniques.128 Bipolar transistors are formed by sandwich
ing a thin layer of p- or n-type material between two regions of the op po
site type of semiconductor. MOS transistors (metal-oxide-silicon) consist 
of two islands of n- or p-type semiconducting material in a substrate of 
the opposite type, and covered with a metallayer. At that time the MOS 
technique was mainly used by smal! companies such as lntel, and this 
reminded Van Vessem of the early period of IC technology when small 
companies such as Texas Instruments, Fairchild and Motorola took the 
lead by using a method that was different from the method that the big
ger companies used, and in that case the smal! companies had been more 
successfuJ.'29 Again this illustrates how minor the PO's influence on the 
research programme really was. It is also another example of how difficult 
it was for the Nat. Lab. to free itself from one particular technological tra
jectory (the other example being the slowness attached to starring the 
work on silicon because of people's general preferenee for germanium). 
Indeed, in the Minutes of the IOth CRC, we find a remark by De Haan 
to the effect that the number of possible applications for MOS transistors 
was considered to be small. Kooi also admitted'3° that the Nat.Lab. very 
much preferred bipolar ICs, because MOS was expected to be unstable. 
Nevertheless, it is also a fact that LOCOS developments starred with 
MOS research. The real MOS breakthrough at the Nat.Lab. came as soon 
as it became clear that there was a quest for !Cs for digital computer cir
cuits. In addition, the expectation rose that in the end consumer applica
tions would become digital as well. There are two MOS variants: the p
channel MOS and the n-channel MOS. The difference is in the type of 
doping: materials that yield positive charge carriers when inserted into the 
subsrrate make p-channel MOS (P-MOS), while materials that yield neg
ative charge carriers result in n-channel MOS (N-MOS). At the beginning 
of the MOS IC era, it was mainly p-channel transistors that were used 
with aluminium as the metal. With N-MOS an area for separating the 
channels is needed, unlike with P-MOS. The application ofLOCOS then 
made the oxide layer sink into the substrate to a certain extent, and this 
automatically functioned as such a separating layer, which then saved one 
process step for N-MOS. So when N-MOS became more popular in IC 
technology, the advantages of LOCOS became even more evident than 
they had been before. The Nijmegen IC factory did not, however, show 
much interest in adopting LOCOS until they had been convineed that 
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rhis process could also be used to combineN-MOS and P-MOS into one 
IC: C-M OS. This brings our story to the phase of production. 

In 1966 certain changes rook place in the Nat.Lab.'s direcrorate. Tum
mers was appointed director under De Haan and Kooi, rogether with P. 
Hart, who was made group leader of his group. The LOC OS research was 
continued byE. Kooi and his colleague M. Collet, and their main concern 
was to control the growth processes of the silicon nitride layer on the sili
con substrate. In their April-June 1967 Progress Report they wrote that 
rhey could nor yet establish a clear relationship between growth condi
tions and surface properties, and in the June-September 1967 Progress 
Report rhey wrote rhar efforts to make rhe process work under ultraviolet 
light had failed. The struggle to get rid of uncontrolled peculiarities in the 
LOCOS structures was to dominate rhe research in the years to follow. In 
the 1969 Progress Reports produced by the Kooi/Hart group, one reads 
about the little hills created on the ridges of the LOCOS structure and the 
cracks in the corners of the nitride. The term 'bird's beak' for these sorrs 
of artefacrs originated from J. Appels, one of Kooi's assistants.''1 Wh at 
caused the bird's beak was the expansion of the intermediate silicon oxide 
layer thar lifted the nitride layer a bit. Another undesired effect was nick
named rhe 'bird's head', and that emerged when the oxide showed a ridge 
on the border between the nitride and rhe silicon oxide- silicon nitride 
double layer masks. 

The Production Phase 

When LOCOS was invented, the market expectations for ICs were quite 
high. In rhe USA the marker cloubied every six months in terms of num
bers ofiCs and every year money-wise. More rhan half of rhe applicarions 
at rhat time in rhe USA were still military, but there were clear indications 
rhat consumer applications would soon become more important.'32 For 
Philips the IC market was probiernatie from rhe very beginning. In 1967 
Van Vessem reported big losses in Nijmegen because the prices ofiCs had 
fallen. 133 Partner Westinghouse withdrew from the IC market,'H and with 
that Philips lost its relationship with rhe American marker. The search for 
a new partner starred.'35 Soon the name Signetics popped up, but in 1969 
a contract was first made with Fairchild, even though the Nat.Lab. had 
just advised against such a union'l6 (they expected that Fairchild would 
gain more from them than they would gain from Fairchild and also that 
Elcoma would profit more from Fairchild than from the Nat.Lab.). Soon, 
however, the relarionship between Philips and Fairchild caoled off after 
Philips had given an important order to Mororola instead of Fairchild. 
Fairchild and Motorola were nor on good terms because in 1968 some 
Motorola people (among them director Lester Hogan) had moved to Fair
child.137 The search fora new partner gave rise to friction between Elcoma 
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and the PO RGT. Elcoma preferred a true IC manufacturer, and RGT 
preferred to have a relevision specialist for a new partner.'38 Motorola was 
considered to be a good compromise because it combined the best ofboth 
worlds, but its relevision group Quasar was sold to Matsushita just a little 
bit too early. Because no other compromise could be found, Magnavox 
was bought in 1974, foliowed by Signetics in 1975: the first-mentioned 
company was bought because of RGT's preferenee for it, and the second 
was seen as a bipolar-oriemed partner for Elcoma. The desire to buy a true 
MOS firm as well could not be fuiftlied because of the protectionist poli
cy of the USA government (it had thrown up harriers for foreign compa
nies to operate on rhe US marker). Adding a new research lab to Signet
icsin Sunnyvale, which- under rhe guidance of Kooi, until his retirement 
in 1992- would be targeted at MOS in particular, solved this problem. It 
allowed Philips to establish comacts with American companies concern
ing the MOS technology by using its existing IC base in the USA, Sig
netics, so that the probieros with protectionism were avoided. In rhe 
meantime, it seemed rhat the IC market had passed its worst phase.'J9 

The actual transfer of LOCOS to the Nijmegen factory took place 
around 1970.140 Until then, the researchers in rhe Nat.Lab. struggled with 
various undesired phenomena. It has already been mentioned that the 
main reason for transfer was the fact that LOCOS could be combined 
with C-M OS to become LOCMOS. One of the first LOCMOS products 
was a 256-bit static RAM constructed in a seven-step process with litho
graphic masks.'4' The advantages of LOCMOS were these: less crystal sur
face was needed, and higher switching speeds were possible.142 According 
to Kooi there was a frequent exchange of personnel between the Nat. Lab. 
and the Nijmegen factory. At the same time, there were signals that LOC
MOS was nor fully exploiting its potential. In one ofVan Yessern's travel 
reports of 1974, he made the remark that Philips should promore LOC
MOS much more strongly (probably he meant on the American marker). 
Making Philips' own partner, Signetics, more active in the selling of LOC
MOS applications even seemed problematic.'43 The production area also 
caused problems, to such an extent that we find reference to 'catastrophes 
such as LOCMOS in Nijmegen' (the words ofElcoma).'44 The production 
process was very sensitive to dust and good housekeeping.'45 At a certain 
point the PO Video even had to stop producing a certain product because 
insufficient LOCMOS ICs were being delivered by Elcoma.'46 

As we saw, the invention and first application of LOCOS rook place 
in conjunction with MOS techniques. The idea that LOCOS could also 
be applied to bipolar techniques was thought up in Philips and Fairchild 
almost simultaneously. This was more difficult than for MOS because sil
icon oxide only sinks a few microns, while with bipolar !Cs rather thick 
layers are used, which means that the advantage of the effect is relatively 
smal!. This is the reason why the first results were disappointing for 
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Philips. Fairchild had come up wirh rhe name of lsoplanar for this tech
nique. In 1971, at a time when rhe relationship between Philips and 
Fairchild was probiernatie anyway, there was a debate in an exchange of 
letters between the Fairchild rnanaging director, Lester Hogan, and 
Lederg (Philips Board of Management) . Bath wanred to have first rights. 
According to Hogan147 Fairchild had come up with the idea inspired by a 
1970 artiele by Jo Appels at a time when Philips did not seem to have 
realised the importance of the innovation. De Haan and Rathenau 
informed LeClerq that Philips had certainly recognised the importance of 
it and had taken good care to give this technique patent protection/48 even 
though it was worded in the patent text in a rather implicit way!49 In the 
end, both Fairchild and Philips acquired certain rights. 

The last step was to combine LOCOS with both the bipolar and rhe 
MOS technique to form the BiCMOS I Cs. The advantages of the MOS 
and bipolar techniques were combined to form C-MOS with its low use 
of energy and the high cut-off frequency and the high switching speed of 
the bipolar technique. This was particularly the result of efforts made in 
Sunnyvale. In general, rhe later Nat.Lab. research was mostly aimed at 
solving practical production problems, such as rhe bird's beak and head 
problems. In that respect Philips was no exception: American companies 
also usually considered more fundamenral research into ICs to be a luxu
ry that they could nor afford. '5° Even as late as in 1976 such an artefact was 
discovered and given the name 'Kooi effect': sametimes white ribbons 
along the edge of the LOCOS structure could be observed, because - as 
was discovered - no oxide growth had taken place there. When Kooi 
retired, he was given a present that alluded quite overtly to the undesired 
phenomenon: it was a model of a bird wirh a white ribbon around its 
neck. 

This case study gives an example of a very successful Nat.Lab. invention 
rhat had been developed to a large extent befare it was transferred to the 
factory. As in the case of the Plumbicon, here success did not come imme
diately after the Nat.Lab. had done its development work, because of the 
difficulry posed by transfer. This process is typical of the 1946-1972 peri
ad, when the demands of the POs did not play a vita! part in determin
ing the research programme. We also saw rhe selective attitude of the PD. 
Transfer could have taken place long befare 1970, because the undesired 
phenomena that the Nat.Lab. researchers struggled with could have been 
worked on in co-operation with the PO lab, but the Nat.Lab. was in 
favour of bi-polar ICs, and Nijmegen was in favour of MOS, and this 
hampered the transfer of LOCOS. It was not until the PD had idenrified 
a MOS application which to its view was useful tothem (the combination 
ofLOCOS with C-M OS) that the idea was transferred. '5' The whole story 
of semiconductor activity at Philips illustrates the difficulties that emerge 
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when different groups in a company do parallel work with mutual dis
trust. Eff1cient transfer of knowledge is very probiernatie in such a case. 

This case study is one of the best ones for illustrating the importance of a 
good patent position. The Nat.Lab.'s work on ferrites yielded the compa
ny considerable cost reduction in acquiring Bell's transistor technology. 
Later on, the LOCOS patents yielded a considerable iocome for Philips. 
In rhe USA it had been difficult to obtain the patents, because Texas 
Instruments had made similar claims.'52 It was thanks to the fact rhat the 
North American Philips Corporadon (particularly its lab in Briarcliff 
Manor) was able to prove that they had received the LOCOS description 
before TI put in its application that the patent went to Philips. That 
meant that according to USA patent legislation, the Dutch priority date 
would hold for the USA, too, even though the Briarcliff Manor people 
could not understand the Dutch text. This disagreement between Philips 
and TI resulted in rhe patent not being awarded until 1976, which in the 
end was nor unfavourable, because the patent thus remained valid until 
1993.'53 Regarding the matter of the combination of LOCOS with the 
bipolar technique, Philips had to fight with Fairchild for its patent rights. 
In Japan, too, rhe company made quite an effort to establish a strong 
patent position for LOCOS. The great impact that LOCOS had on IC 
technology has shown that this effort was certainly worth the investment. 

6.4 The VLP 

Introduetion 

Perhaps more than any other case study, the history of the VLP (Video 
Long Play, a record on which video information was stored) shows how 
difficult it can he to assess the outcomes of a research project. Some sto
ries about the VLP indicate that it was a failure. Pointing to the large 
research effort and to the fact that the product was hardly sold can sup
port rhat vision. When we take inro account the fact that in many ways 
the compactdisc was a direct follow-up to the VLP, we might realise that 
we need to alter our initia! conclusions about rhe VLP being a failure. 
Then we will also recognise that the knowledge on optica! recording 
gained during rhe course ofVLP research formed the basis to research sup
port for CD development. With respect to rhe CD there is no doubt rhat 
this was a successful outcome. The role of the Nat. Lab. differed in the case 
of rhe VLP and the CD. That reflects how rhe role of the Nat. Lab. wirh
in the company had also changedover the course of time. In the 1946-1972 
period the lab envisioned being a souree of inventions that would be 
offered for transfer to the POs. This was the case wirh the VLP: rhe idea 
of how ro realise optical recording was born in rhe Nat. Lab., but when rhe 
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lab tried to transfer the outcome, that did nat really work. Later on, 
though, when the idea for a new product (the CD) was initiared in a PD 
and the Nat.Lab. was called in to support by contributing its knowledge, 
this co-operation led to quite positive results. This kind of situation was 
more characteristic for the 1972-1994 period.154 Apparencly in this case, 
acting as a knowledge resource had more effect than the previous roie of 
acting as a souree of innovations. 

Both the VLP and the CD are products for which development regui
red a great variety of disciplines. In his dissertation on the CD,ISS Jürgen 
Lang is right when he states that it is hard to imagine that Philips could 
have made rhe con tribution to the teehoical development of the CD that 
it has made if this central research Iabaratory with its impressive combi
nation of a wide spectrum of disciplines had nat existed. 156 The powerfut 
role of the Nat. Lab. as a centre of knowledge did indeed lie in its bring
ing rogether under one roof of what other companies usually had scattered 
over many different labs. 

The Pre-history: Small Pictures on a Record and Other Options 

The first time we encounter the idea of an optica! way of recording images 
on a record is in a travel report that was compiled by J.H. Wessels when 
returned from the Salone Internazianale della Tecnica exhibition in ltaly 
in 1957.157 There a certain Mr. Rubbiani had demonstrared a sort of apri
cal gramophone record made of perspex that had minuscule pictures glued 
onto it. Wessels quored the technica! details from the patent text: a diam
eter of 40 cm, 1500 revolutions per minute/58 50 pictures per second, 312 
lines in the image, scanned with a light souree and a photocell. Later on, 
A. Versnel discovered that the idea was nor new, because he had found 
patents for pictures in records from 1928 (France), 1933 (Germany), 1934 
(USA) and 1936 (UK). In the case of all those patents, there was no evi
dence to prove that someone had rried to realise the idea in practice. From 
that point of view Rubbiani's demonsteation was new, but Wessels was 
quite clear in his conclusion: he did nat expect anything of it. Same years 
later we again meet the image record: Het Parool, a Dutch daily newspa
per, carried a report on March 2, 1966, about a demonstration given by 
CBS in the USA of a metal record with video recordings that couid play 
forabout 33 minmes and was expected to costabout 400 dollars.159 Anoth
er American company, RCA, was alarmed by the news of the realisation of 
this idea by CBS a year later. In 1964 that company had started thinking 
about the possibility of recording images on records. One of their options 
was called Photopix, and it consisred of smal! pictures on a disc, justin the 
way Rubbiani had clone it. These pictures had to be deciphered by a vidi
con pickup tube (see section 6.2). It was expected that this would be toa 
expensive, and therefore preferenee was given to another option, Discpix 
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with capacitive information starage (by means of elecrrical charges). One 
more idea that RCA came up with was Holopix, consisring of small holo
grams on a disc, but thar was rejected as unpractica1.'60 All this was going 
on in the RCA Labs, a Iaberatory that at that time was looking for a new 
strategy by which completely developed products could be presenred for 
transfer to RCA product divisions. The lab was endeaveuring to re-estab
lish its relationship with these POs that had strongly diminished since the 
lab had focused on fundamental research in the post-war years. In that 
respect, the RCA Labs resembied the Nat.Lab. Probably at RCA, too, this 
focus was at least partly caused by Vannevar Bush's report 'Science: the 
Endless Frontier', the report that had also influenced Bel! Labs. The first 
effort to transfer a fully developed product, a sort of television-based fac
simile, had not been a success, but the lab saw no reason for abandoning 
this new strategy simply because of that one failure. Robert Sarnoff, son 
and successar of the famous David Sarnoff, tried to make the lab return 
to a more PD-oriented strategy, but this was all in vain in spite of the fact 
that the POs complained about the fact that in rheir view rhe research lab 
went too far in developing the product and in trying to make it perfect 
from a technica} point of view. At the same time there were frusrrations 
within the lab because the POs left much research output untouched, 
which was of course seen as missed chances.'6' The unexpected CBS 
demonsnation with the video record prompted the lab to seek contact 
with the Electranies Division, and in 1969 this contact resulted in the suc
cessar to the Holopix: the Holotape. That was the year in which Philips 
also decided to start working on optica} discs. 

The Race to Produce the First Demonstratien 

Just like in the case of the Stirling engine (section 6.1), the quest fora disc 
as carrier of optica! information came from one of the factories. Generally, 
Mr. Wols, who was with the PO ELA, is named as the person who went to 
the Nar.Lab. with the request to start thinking about such a product for 
educational applications. '6 ' The concrete desires were: to have a system that 
would be capable of recording both image and sound on a two-dimen
sional medium and would provide random-access, but not necessarily with 
the option to delere the information again, and not on a ribbon-type of 
medium.'63 According to H.J.G. Meyer64, whowas at that time di rector for 
devices research, the idea was first raised in the systems research depart
ment run by Dr. K. Teerand rejected. That might explain why the project 
was carried out in the devices department, which from the point of view of 
the nature of the product was not logica!. lt also fits in with rhe facr that in 
1969 Teer expressed a clear preferenee for magnetic recording, while Wols 
had explicitly spoken about optica! recording (videodiscs).'65 The first idea 
was to work with smal! images on a disc, of the type Wessels had seen in 
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ltaly.'66 S.L. Tan became involved, even though he belonged to the systems 
department, because in the Nat.Lab. he was an expert in reading the pic
tures in pickup tubes. Meyer narnes Klaas Compaan, an assistant in Wols's 
commercial department, as having come up with this idea. Probably the 
idea of holograms had also been considered in the Nat. Lab., just like RCA 
had done, because it is known that in 1970 a eertaio H.J. Gerritsen (Brown 
University, Rhodes Island) visited the lab to deliver a presentation about 
holography for the purpose of recording images. '67 

Both Meyer (at that time rnanaging director of the devices depart
ment) and Dr. P. Kramer (then group leader for opties; later E.F. de Haan's 
successor as research co-ordinator) claimed to have played a major part in 
the project. '68 Meyer said that he had read a set of memoranda by Dr. 
Hendrik de Lang on track following systems even before P. Kramer had 
moved from the cyclotron group in Geldrop to the lab in Waalre. Accord
ing to Meyer, these memoranda contained some brilliant ideas that caused 
him to convene a meeting with, for instance, Rietdijk who was an expert 
in mechanies,'69 and Tan (from Teer's systems department). Indeed, there 
were progress reports and publications produced by De Lang on this issue 
that had been written just before De Lang left the Nat.Lab. '7° Unfortu
nately, no minutes from this meeting have been found. There is, though, 
a memorandum from Compaan dated February 5, 1970,'7' copies of which 
had been sent to Rietdijk and Tan, as well as to some others who were to 
be involved in the project (Van Beek, Leblans, H.J.G. Meyer and De 
Vrijer). In the memorandum Compaan wrote about a 30-cm diameter 
glass disc with a playing time of one hour. Compaan had calculated that 
r8o,ooo pictures would have to be stored on the disc in order to obtain 50 
images per second. Each image would then be as smal! as one-third of a 
square millimetre. Assuming that there was a constant linear speed, the are 
speed would go from 2 revolutions per minute for the outer track to 6 rev
olutions per second for the inner track. A Plurobicon would be used to 
read the disc. A reward for working hard on this idea was the demonsna
tion of the 'Video Disc', a mechanical system, thought up by Teldec in 
1970.172 At that time the Nat.Lab. wanred to use its own PD-process'73 
(Physical Development, but also: Philips Dippel after its inventor, C.J. 
Dippel)'74 that had been developed long before for high-resolution photo
graphy. The long-term expectations for the ' reproduction of recorded 
visual information' were investigated by the Lubben group for 'Technolo
gy Forecasting'. This group, which had been formed in 1968, had as its aim 
to ereare 'a better conneetion between research and market and society 
expectations'.'75 In the meantime, Rietdijk worked on magneric recording 
on dises'76 and G. Bouwhuis on rhe opties of the VLP system. 

In 1970 these alternatives were abandoned in order to shift towards 
recording visual information as an optica! FM-coded signa! and reading 
the disc with a laser. Writing on rhe disc was to be done by means of what 
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Kramer called 'dimples' .'77 The project was carried out under his leader
ship, and it is quite evident that Kramer, rogether with Compaan, played 
a vita! part in the development of the VLP. At rhat time his group con
sisred of seven scientists, and it was concerned with optics.178 Because of 
the variety of issues involved in realising rhe idea of an optica! disc (apart 
from opties, there was mechanics, control technology, signa! processing, 
laser technology, production techniques for making the discs), people 
were 'borrowed' from various places to join rhe VLP group.179 As early as 
the 196os, lasers had been a topic on the research agenda.180 At rhat time 
there was much uncertainty about the feasibility of using lasers for practi
cal applications (only military applications were expected to perhaps be 
feasible) . The laser activities in the lab continued after that but at a low 
level. In 1970 it was clear that the price of a laser was still much too high 
to be implemenred in a consumer product. In the first working prototype 
of a VLP system Kramer had used a helium-neon laser that had cost NLG 
15,000. With that laser it was possible to record and read a pattem of black 
and white blocks (a sort of chessboard).181 In particular, K. Bulthuis was 
put to work to reduce the price of the laser and to make it reasanabie for 
consumer production. 182 At that time the VLP project did nor, according 
to Kramer, have a high status. 183 Demonstrations given for the PO ELA 
did not make a great impression, although the PO allowed ELA develop
ers to co-operate, such as the assistant Piet Burgstede. The PO RGT 
(Radio, Gramophone and Television) also responded sceptically to the 
demonstrations, mainly because they were more used to mechanica! than 
optica! scanning, but also because the Nat.Lab. was apparently nor aware 
of the problems that could occur if the product was to be put into pro
duction (in that conneetion Ottens recalled a naive remark made by Hajo 
Meyer in which a complete negleer of production problems was 
revealed184). In 1971 rhe project group presenred their work to rhe Board 
of Management. That made people take the project more seriously, 
although it was still nor important enough to be discussed at the CRCs, 
nor even in 1972, when the first demonsteation was given for the press.'85 

During rhat demonsrration the project team showed that they were able 
ro record colour pictures on a disc and read them. The main purpose of 
the demonsnation was to show that Philips too was in the video disc mar
ket race, nor only with a professional product but also with consumer 
applications. At that time the envisaged applications were: living rooms -
entertainment, educational and informative-schools and industry, televi
sion srudios (as a writer, insteadof Ampex), hospitals (archive systems).186 

For strategie reasoos De Haan insisred that the demonsrration be formal
ly organised by rhe PO and nor by rhe Nar.Lab.187 That would arouse the 
impression rhat the product was al ready close to an industrial stage. lt was 
seen as important to ereare this impression since competition in the video 
recorder market showed that whoever was first on the market would to a 
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Figure 26. Schematic diagram of a VLP playback unit (from Philips 
Technica! Review Vol. 33, p. 180). 
Record I is scanned from below by light from an He-Ne laser 2 . Lens 3 is held focused on rhe 

record by a system based on a loudspeaker mechanism. The pivoting mirror 4 ensures rhat rhe 

laser beam rema.ins centred on che track; the mirror is operared by a rotating-coil arrangement. 

Incident light and reflected laser light are separaced by prism 5· Detector 6 converrs rhe reEleer

ed light into an dectrical signa!. 

large extent be able to dierare the standards and that it is difficulr for fol
lowers to change those standards. This was how the race between Philips, 
RCA, Teldec, and tosome extent also MCA and Thomson emerged. 

Further Development for the Market Introduetion and Transition to 
the Compact Disc 

After the press demonstration of 1972, it was decided that the VLP should 
go into production. In Strijp a speciallab was starred and put under the 
supervision of R. Bom, who had formerly been director of the Main 
Country Group in North America.'88 A Policy Council was also founded, 
consisring of Van 't Hoff (PD Audio), De Jong (PD Video), Paling (PD 
ELA), De Haan (Nat.Lab.), Van Amstel (Polygram), and Solleveld (Poly
gram). Soon L. Ottens (Audio director) was added ro this list. Later on, 
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we also find rhe narnes of H.J.G. Meyer (Nar.Lab.) and Tielens (PO 
Video).'89 The facr rhar several POs were involved illusrrares rhe complex
iry and rhe sysrem-oriented character of the VLP. Even more POs were 
involved in the project than in rhe Policy Council, because the PO Light
ing was contacred to deliver the lasers, and the PO Glass was expecred to 
take care of the optics.'9° In addition, there were comacts with partners 
abroad, such as Matsushita, Sony, Zenirh and Spectra Physics.'9' In 1975 
the project was visited by representatives from the American company 
MCA.'91 After laborious discussions (there was a feeling that MCA was 
trying to evade some Philips patents)'93 a contract was signed rhat led to 
co-operarion,'94 in which ir was agreed thar MCA would primarily rake 
care of rhe software (video content). 

There were various hints rhat it was still unclear at this stage what 
could be seen as the market for rhe VLP, and rhe development was more 
a matter of pushing from the Nat.Lab. to the POs than of pulling from 
the POs. As we have seen, the search was not only for professional appli
carions but also for consumer applications. Wherher sound market 
research was ever clone is questionable. M.D. van Hamersveld (CV&P 
Marketing Research) had proposed allowing the insriture Compagnon in 
Stuttgart to carry out such a research among consumers, '95 but there is no 
evidence w show that this proposalever led ro serieus study. Earlyin 1974 
Polygram hinted that rhey feit that the project was confusing and that this 
created a barrier to co-operation.'96 The idea of combining rhe VLP with 
an Audio Long Play (ALP) contributed to rhe fuzziness of rhe project.'97 

Then there was the chicken-and-egg problem of the hardware and soft
ware: it was nor attractive to develop software while the market penena
tion for the hardware was still unsure, but on the other hand, this market 
penetratien was nor possible without sufficient software offers.'98 At the 
1974 CRC meeting, one of the questions asked was whether the con
sumer's requirements with respect to software were clear. Meyer said that 
he saw no problems with respect to that.'99 Again, in the case of the VLP, 
we see an underestimation of the after-research phase. There were also 
doubts abour the affordabiliry of the system.1 0 0 In short, it seems that a 
clear vision on the market situation was laclcing. In a meeting organised 
by the Technica! Guidance Committee held in 1974, Kramer stared that in 
general and particularly with Philips, a vision on rhe use of rhe VLP as a 
new medium was laclcing.20' Even in 1976, a year befare its market 
introduction, it was reported in an RDC meeting that the Board of 
Management thought rhat the VLP perspecrive was both technically and 
commercially unclear. 101 

Despite all, Philips succeeded in putring the VLP on the marker, 
although much later than expected (originally 1975 had been scheduled203 

and later we find 1977 mentioned as the planned year of introduetion to 

the USA market204). In this case (contrary to many other cases in this 
period) there seems to have been a smooth transfer to the PD. In 1978 rhe 
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market introduetion finally rook place in the USA. The name LaserVision 
was chosen. According ro rhe Board of Management, this introduetion 
was favourably received,205 but less than a year laterit became evident that 
sales were below expectations.206 In 1980 RCA also entered the market 
with their SelectaVision system, and in 1981 JVC introduced their VHD 
videodiscs. Those other versions soon proved not to be a market success. 
All rhe systems suffered from rhe fact that most software producers devel
oped a preferenee for videotapes rather rhan for videodiscs.207 

The Nat.Lab. continued ra workon rhe VLP for several years. In 1986 
the term 'VLP' disappeared as such from rhe Research Programme. Unril 
then the lab had worked on various aspects of the system: the optica! 
imaging sysrem, the track following sysrem, the elangation of the playing 
duration, signa! coding, drop-outs with older discs, and the aprion of 
using GaAlAs lasers.208 The VLP was also present at CREs unril 1983. 
From 1984 on, the lab only worked on electronic aspects. The reason why 
the lab continued to work on optica! recording was probably because in 
rhe meaotime a new idea for rhe use of optica! recording had emerged, 
namely the audio application compact disc. 

When the idea of recording video information by optically recording on a 
VLP was launched, simultaneously rhe idea was developed to do rhe same 
with audio information on an ALP. The Nat.Lab. starred working on this 
in conjunction with rhe PO Audio's predevelopment lab,>0 9 but it was nor 
clear what the advantages of optica! recording would be for rhat applica
tion, apart from rhe fact rhat the scanning would nor cause rhe discs to 
wear out. The notion that it would be possible to put several hours of 
ruusic on one disc was nor seen as an advantage as it was nor rhought 
probable that anyone would like ro listen to mus ie for hours on end. 21 0 Ir 
was mainly L. Orteos who recognised rhe potenrial of optica! recording 
for audio applications.211 Meyer told a story (that we could nor confirm 
with any written evidence) of a director of rhe PO Audio (possibly ]. 
Reineveld) who on one occasion showed a smal! disc the size of the pres
ent CD and said: 'that is what it should look like' .212 Apart from rhe attrac
tive size of what we now knowas rhe CD, Orteos also saw rhe advantages 
of digiral recording as far as sound qualiry was concerned. From 1972 on, 
Toon van Alsem (PO Audio) and Loek Boonstra (Nat.Lab.) were in 
charge of work on the analogue ALP,>'3 and in 1978 Joop Sinjou was in 
charge of rhe workon the digital recording technology in a special devel
opment lab in the PO Audio. Digital signa! coding was known about from 
applications in telecommunications. Because rhe Nar.Lab. had bath this 
knowledge and the optica! recording knowledge that had been gained in 
the VLP project, rhey were able ro support the PO substantially in devel
oping the CD. So even though the VLP project had been a commercial 
failure, it had yielded knowledge that had amounred to an important con-
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tribution to the realisarion of the CD. The supportive work of rhe 
Nat.Lab. as a knowledge base resulted in a very strong patent position for 
the CD. 

When the well-known Durch science journalist Chriet Tirulaer wrote an 
artiele in 1981 on the video disc in the popular magazine Natuur en Tech
niek (Nature and Technology), he used rhe tide: 'Battle fora million's mar
ket', but it became a battle with only losers. The VLP is a good example 
of a transition from the second to the rhird period of the Nat.Lab.'s his
tory. On the one hand, the VLP was dearly a matter of pushing by the 
Nar.Lab. whereby the lab expected to transfer a product rhat in essence 
had been complerely developed. On rhe orher hand, rhe workon the VLP 
was done in co-operation with the POs. When the transition ro rhe CD 
was made, the role of the lab changed. The PO rook the leading role (rhus 
rhe CD was subjeered to pulling on the part of the PO), and the Nat.Lab. 
became a knowiedge-based supporter. 

In the introduetion to this case study, another characterisric was men
tioned, namely the variery of disciplines rhat contributed to the work and 
the strength of rhe lab as a knowledge source. We have to be a ware of rhe 
fact that, at first, rhis bringing rogether of disciplines within the Nat.Lab. 
was founded on a very informal basis and organised at the workflow level 
rather than at the management level. In the next period, 1972-1994, this 
was co change as we shall see, for instance, in the Berlin optica! commu
nication system case study. There the fact thar different disciplines were 
brought rogether was also of crucial importance, but ir was a process rhat 
was more consciously directed by rhe management. 

6.5 lnventions and lnnovations 

In the 1946-1972 period the Nat.Lab. sawasits main role within the com
pany the task of serving as a resource for knowledge and inventions, but 
in practice it tried to develop ideas nuther to become innovations. 'Fun
damental' research would lead to an understanding of phenomena, and 
this knowledge would lead to the developmenr of new products for the 
company. Having seen the practice of the research work in rhe Iabaratory 
borh at a generallevel (in Chapter 5) and in more detail (in rhe case stud
ies in rhis chapter), one could question whether the specific role of the 
Nat.Lab. within the company in the 1946-1972 period is well characterised 
by the claim that the Nat.Lab. as the place where in particular 'funda
mental' research was done ('fundamenral' meaning: 'aimed ar understand
ing nature' with no explicit reference co concrete producrs) . There is no 
clear shift in rhe relarionships wirh universities, as could have been expect
ed if the lab had really shifred its attention to a type of research for which 
universities would have been a more 'natura!' place. There are no indica-
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tions of substantial shifts in the publications-patents output ratio, which 
could have been another indicator that the nature of the research had 
changed. The case studies, each of which is an example of substantial 
research efforrs in the 1946-1972 period, all show research efforts that have 
both elemenrs of 'understanding nature', and at the same time there are 
clear relationships with concrete products. Yet the discussions in the man
agement meetings constandy reflected care for the position of 'fundamen
tal' research in the Nat.Lab.'s research programme. Perhaps the condusion 
should be that the function of using the term 'fundamenraJ' was rhetori
ca! more than a guideline for decision-making. In the 1946-1972 period 
the term 'fundamental' certainly suggested a high scientific status and 
could be used to claim freedom for researchers. 'Fundamental' research 
meant to say: research with which the PDs should nor interfere. lt could 
function to proteet the autonomy of the Nat.Lab. against possible PD 
influences. 214 

Although the Nat.Lab. saw it as appropriate to transfer product ideas 
immediately after 'fundamental' problems had been solved, in practice 
development often rook place in the Nat.Lab. as well, because the PDs 
were seen as being insufficiendy willing or capable of taking over the 
work. The result of this approach was ambiguous. On the one hand the 
relationship with the POs was often frustrated, while on the other hand 
some very successful products emerged from this approach. Those suc
cesses, in particwar the Plumbicon and LOCOS innovations, counter-baJ
aneed a number of (costly) unsuccessful activities (such as the Stirling 
engine and the VLP ideas). Apart from that, there was research that was 
focused on existing products. There the Nat.Lab. saw it as its role to gain 
an understanding of the phenomena underlying those products. That was 
a perpetuation of rhe Nat.Lab.'s role as a place where new knowledge 
could be gained that would be of use to the company. Th is function had 
already existed in the previous period, 1923-1946. 

This situation changed, however, when resources were reduced in the 
1970s and 198os. In 1965 the first indications of financial problems for the 
company as a whole were noticed. lmmediarely the effects for employee 
numbers were discussed. In the May 1965 RDC meeting it was stared rhat 
employee numbers could no Jonger increase because of the costs. Ir had 
particularly been in the first half of the 196os, research costs had risen 
sharply. In the November 1965 and May 1966 RDC meetings, rhis concern 
was reiterated.215 In the next year a 3% personnet reduction for the com
pany as a whole was even contemplated, because of the anticipated finan
cial problems. For research this meant that more people would have to be 
transferred to 'development, factory automation, commercial planning 
and operations research' .216 In the new situation of reduced resources, the 
Nat.Lab. could no Jonger follow the strategy laid down for the 1946-1972 
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period. If rhe programme was notmade more efficient, the number of 'big 
hits' would be too smal! to ereare a counterbalance for all the unsuccess
ful efforts. A different strategy had to be found, one rhat was more close
ly related to PD interests and which reflected more co-operation in rhe 
early phases of development. The struggle to realise rhis new strategy effec
tively is what mainly characterised the 1972-1994 period that will be 
described in Part lil. 
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Intermezzo IJ 

Changing Attitudes towards Science and 
Technology (I966-I972) 

The 1950s and 196os were periods of economie prosperity. At that time 
rhere were ample opportunities for businesses to bring out new products, 
because the market was able to absorb many new innovations. lt was a 
time when the manufacturers world output quadrupled.' In conneetion 
with rhat, energy use also increased: in the USA energy consumption had 
tripled.2 There was a tendency towards a trans-nationalisation of business 
corporations.3 For Philips, that process had already starred long before. 
The economie surge powered particularly by technological innovations 
was mainly based on the application of scientific knowledge gained in the 
lnterbellum.4 T he role of R&D had been strengthened, and the attitude 
towards science and technology had been positive. By the end of the 
196os, though, rhere were 'signs of wear and tear' .5 

In 1968 intlarion starred to increase. Furthermore, the international 
monerary system came under pressure due ro rhe US national budget 
deficit. In 1971 rhis led to the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, which 
had provided a stabie monetary basis since 1945. In rhe Netherlands the 
economie developments differed from rhose in the rest of Europe. Since 
1960 rhere had been a situation of over-investment. Even though prof
itability had decreased, industries were nor diminishing their investments. 
Wages increased at a rare rhat was nor in proportion to rhe posirion of 
industries. T he share in the world market kept increasing, while profit 
margins went down. Ir was to result in a dramatic end to the economie 
boom period. In 1973 there was the oil crisis with its worldwide impact, 
and in particular for the vulnerable Outch economy, that brought with it 
great adaptation problems.6 This had consequences for Philips, too. 

lt was nor only in an economie sense that the world was changing in the 
late 196os. There was also a wave of social unrest that starred in about 
1968. A 'wave of rebellion' swept rhe globe.? The motives for this rebellion 
differed in different parts of the world. 8 Part of the ideology that was being 
protested against was rhe indulgence in lux:uries that new technological 
innovations kept offering. There came an awareness that science and rech
nology not only brought blessings, but also provided powerful means for 
destruction. T his feeling soon spread to other segments of the population 
as well. A plea for the social control of technology was heard. In the USA, 
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this led to the establishment of the Office for Technology Assessment 
(OTA) in 1972. This organisation was commissioned to conduct studies 
into the social effects of new technologies. In other countries similar 
organisations were gradually set up in later years.9 The uncritical accept
arree of technology had come to an end. 

Within industry there was a funher change in thinking. The obviousness 
of the ioclustrial effects of 'basic' research was challenged. People starred 
to question the assumption that this type of research would always and 
virtually automatically result in ioclustrial breakthroughs. In the late 196os 
certain authors published books in which the importance of the role of rhe 
marketplace in innovations was stressed. Authors such as Carter and 
Williams (1966: Industry and Technica! Progress), Schmookler (1966: fnven
tion and economie growth) and Myers and Marquis (1969: Successfollndus
trial lnnovation) became well known in ioclustrial circles and helped to 

ereare a different, more critical, attitude towards 'basic' or 'fundamental' 
research.10 Alongside with this a change in management emerged within 
companies that can also be seen at Philips. Companies tended to value 
more strongly multidisciplinary research that is focused on concrete prob
Ieros rather than specialised, disciplinary research. Gibbons et al. have 
come up with the term Mode 2 for this type of research.rr They too dis
cuss the emergence of this new type of in dustrial research against the back
ground of the changes mentioned above. 

One particular issue that had given rise to a change in public attitude 
towards technology was the concern about the general natural environ
ment. In 1972 the first report emanating from the Club of Romen was 
published in which the need for setting 'limits to growth' was pro
claimed.13 There was good reason for concern with respect to the available 
material and energy resources, as the report pointed out. Even though the 
probieros later appeared to be less alarming than the Club of Rome's 
report suggested, its message was supported with so many figures and 
arguments that the impact on policy was substantial. The Club of Rome's 
report was not the first warning about environmenral damage to ever be 
given. In 1962 Rachel Carson published a book, entitled Si/ent Spring, that 
dealt with the effects of chemicals, such as insecticides, on the natura! 
environment. This book became a 'classic' in the entire environmental 
de bate. Stimulated by such publications as Silent Spring and the report of 
the Club of Rome, and of course by the 1973 oil crisis, environmental pres
sure groups starred to step up their activities. In the Netherlands a debate 
was starred on nuclear energy and its perceived dangers. A number of 
environmental organisations were set up in the early 1970s (De Kleine 
Aarde, Stichting Natuur en Milieu, Vereniging Milieudefensie and 
Wereldnatuurfonds Nederland, all in 1972, and the Stichting voor Milieu-
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educatie in 1974). These organisations not only drew attention to the dan
gers of nuclear energy, but also to various environmental issues.'4 The spe
cific focus on energy problems also had practical implications for the 
Nat.Lab. research programme in the early 1970s (e.g. projects were set up 
on the improved use of energy sources, and on the measurement of pol
lurion). The concerns expressed by the environmental organisations were 
gradually supported by scientific evidence on the influence that the pro
duction and use of technologies was having on the natura! environment. 
In 1973 for example the ongoing depletion of the ozone layer contributed 
by CFC use was proven. Since 1970 evidence of the global warming effect 
of CO 2 has been systematically colleered and published. 

Finally, we can point to the changes seen in the Japanese industrial policy 
in the late 196os and early 1970s. Until the mid-196os, Japanese industries 
had ma.inly obtained their licences from USA companies and had pro
duced with little innovation. From 1960 onwards, the Japanese MITI, 
Ministry oflnternational Trade and Industry, starred setting up smal! pro
grammes to improve the technological capabilities of Japanese companies. 
In a 1966 study the MITI expressed a desire to look for more dramatic 
changes.'5 In particular, it was the need to innovate in the computer field 
that was seen as being important to technological capability in Japan.'6 In 
the years 1976-1979 a large state-funded research programme helped Fujit
su, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Nippon Electric and Toshiba to establish sound 
world positions in the field ofVery Large Scale lntegration (VLSI) oflnte
grated Circuits (ICs) . In genera], the R&D effort was substantially 
increased: in the 1978-1982 period there was an annual growth in R&D 
funding of 15%.17 This made Japan a serious competitor on the world mar
ket and caused companies in the USA and Europe to seek co-operation 
with Japan, such as in 1992 when Toshiba, Siemens and IBM agreed to 

become involved in a joint effort to develop a 256-megabit IC memory.'8 

In reaction to the rapid growth in Japanese R&D efforts and the contin
uous R&D efforts in the USA, scientific co-operation between European 
countries grew. European co-operation was nor new: in 1957 the European 
Economie Community (EEC) was established, later renamed the Euro
pean Community (EC) in the 198os, and in 1993 it received its current 
name ofEuropean Union (EU). The first-mentioned name change serves 
to indicate that the co-operation had begun to extend beyond economie 
agreements. Joint scientific research became part of the whole agreement. 
In 1982 the pilot phase in the European Strategie Programme for Research 
and development in Information Technology (ESPRIT) was launched. 
The Framework Programmes'9 enabled universities to carry out research 
programmes in co-operarion with industry. Philips also rook part in sev
eral of the projects set up within the bounds of these Framework Pro
grammes, and the Nat.Lab. was often involved in such projects. 
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In 1988, the European Commission published its 'European vision of 
research and innovation policies for the 2151-century'. The tide of this 
report reflects the changed attitude rowards the role of science in innova
tion. The name alluded to Vannevar Bush's famous 'Science, the Endless 
Fronrier' report, but this title had been changed inro 'Society, the Endless 
Frontier.'10 Evidently, the emphasis had shifted from science to society as 
the driving force behind technological innovations. It is this change that 
we also recognise in the 1972-1994 period when we examine the history of 
the Nat.Lab. 
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PARTIJ/ 

The Road towards Mutual Commitment 
(1972-1994) 



7· Redirecting the Research Organisation 
for Mutual Commitment 

J.I The Probiernatie Economie Climate 

The economie problems that were described in the second Intermezzo had 
an effect on the whole period which wil! bedealt with in this third part of 
the Nat.Lab.'s history. Instability and stagnation characterised the eco
nomie situation of the 1970s and 198os.1 From 1973 on, the growth in 
world trade decreased, which also made Outch exports decrease and intla
tion and interest rates rise. The firsr years of economie decline affected the 
Netherlands less than certain other countries in Europe because rhe con
sumption continued to increase. This was all possible because in the 1970s 
all the economie problems were generally passed on to the government 
(allowances and minimum wages rose). The economie problems were to 
hit the Netherlands extra hard from 1979 on when this effect was no 
Jonger being feit. The way in which the Outch unemployment rare devel
oped also differed from orher countries. The industrial overinvesrment 
policy of the 196os had led to a sharp rise in salaries, which in the late 
196os starred to cause financial problems fora number of industrial com
panies. Between 1969 and 1973 the number of unemployed people clou
bied. In the years between 1980 and 1984 the unemployment rate increased 
even faster than in other countries because of the increased number of 
women in the Iabour force. 

These economie problems also had an impact on Philips. Van Zanden and 
Griffiths wrote of the 'relative success' of the Philips company when it 
came to dealing with the economie decline.2 but the first signs of financial 
problems became visible at Philips quite early on.3 lts turnover continued 
to grow rapidly until the mid-1970s, which illustrates that there was con
tinuing consumption until the early 1970s, in spite of the economie 
decline. The company's profits went up and down.4 One of the most trou
blesome factors for the company in the early 1970s was the monetary 
instability and the relatively high rare of the Outch guilder. In the 1970s 
the Netherlands also became one of the most expensive countries in terms 
of Iabour costs. Some POs had more difficulties than others. Several POs 
were faced with a temporary stagnation in turnover increases in the mid-
196os (the exceptions being Lighting, PIT, Pharmaceuticals and Polygram, 
the phonographic PO; for the Medica! Systems PO the temporary stag-
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nation came a few years later). In the second half of the 1970s, there was 
again stagnation in turnover increases fora number ofPDs (the exceptions 
then being the Lighting and PIT PDs). Again, rhis came early on com
pared with the overall developments in the Netherlands, with 1979 being 
the year in which circumstances worsened. During the whole 1972-1994 
period special measures had to be taken to increase the efficiency of the 
Philips company. The climax was no doubt the company-wide Centurion 
programme initiared by the CEO ]. Timmer in 1990. Some business activ
ities were completely abandoned in order to get rid of unprofitable parts 
of the company. Cusromer-oriented product development was also great
ly stimulared. 'Cusromer days' were organised in order ro raise awareness, 
in rhe employees' minds, of the need to focus on customer demands. The 
role of industrial design was enhanced, which was to improve the quality 
of the appearance of a great variety of products. 

In the 1972-1994 period, scientific and technological developments were 
tak.ing place particularly in the area of Integrated Circuits (I Cs) and digi
talisation. As a result of that, computer technology became widespread. 
Personal Computers (PCs) were introduced to offices in the 198os and 
later also at a rapid rate to households. A second important digitalisation 
field was that of the recording and transmission of data for communica
tion. Optica! recording and optica! communication were fields in which 
Philips participated and ro which the company made important contri
butions, not in the least because of the work done in the Nat.Lab. The 
company was nor very successful in the field of computers. In 1962 the 
first plans to initiate a separate PD for computers were made, and in the 
next year it was founded.5 The PD had very ambitious plans, to such an 
extent that there were worries about the campany's possibilities to make 
the required investments. These investments were made, and a series of 
computers called Pwoo were developed, but soon it appeared that sales 
were disappointing. In 1973 Philips, Siemens and the French Compagnie 
Internationale pour l'lnformatique (Cll) starred a joint venture under the 
name of Unidata. According to Alfred Chandler, Unidata was 'a last des
perate and futile attempt to build a European mainframe base' . 6 Th is ven
ture was abandoned by the French in 1975, and Philips decided to stop all 
its activities in large and medium-sized computer systems. At that time 
IBM was sovereign in the field of computers, and even a strong American 
company such as RCA had pulled out of this field in 1971. After Unidata, 
Siemens turned ro the Japanese company Fujitsu to provide it with IBM
compatible mainframes. This was a fairly successful move, and it helped 
Siemens to survive the computer battle. In the late 198os Philips was faced 
with a painful situation when it was forced to give up its ambitious activ
ities in the field of sub-micron SRAM !Cs in the Mega project. The fac
tory created for producing Statie-RAM !Cs was closed down even before 
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it had had the chance to go into proper production. The PC activities did 
nor result in a good market position, and so they were abandoned, too. A 
Jack of software caused customers to look for alternatives, in spite of the 
technica! advantages of the Philips PC. Here too the IBM competition 
was roo srrong for Philips. Rather rhan producing IBM-clones, as most 
other companies did, Philips stuck to its own P2ooo microcomputer tech
nology, for which different software was needed. Ir was not only in com
puters that Philips was faced with a marketing problem. In the 1972-1994 
period Philips experienced more product failures because of this. The 
V2ooo, a video cassette recorder produced in the early 198os, was nor a 
commercial success (only JVC's VHS system survived the competirion). 
The same had happened with the Video Long Play system that had been 
launched in the late 1970s. The sensational success of the CD was at least 
partly due to the fact that Philips forced its daughter company Polygram 
to produce a range of CD titles. The introduetion of the CD-Interactive 
again showed that the market certainly did not accept all new products, in 
particular when software was scarce. The High Definition Television 
(HDTV) and the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) of the 1990s were 
other (cosdy) examples of market failures. Fierce Japanese competition in 
all these fields was another factor that conrributed to the cernpany's prob
lems. 

Despite all this, the company managed ro survive these difficulties. What
ever criticism there may have been from the side of the management, the 
company has until today remained an important partner in the field of 
electronics. In Part III of the Nat.Lab.'s history, an important question is: 
how did the Nat.Lab. function in this turbulent period? What contribu
tion to the cernpany's survival was required from and indeed offered by 
the research organisation? How did the Nar.Lab.'s task profile, its culture 
and organisational structure change in response to the changes going on 
in its environment? How was the relationship with the POs adapted to the 
new needs of the company? Those are the sort of issues that wil! be dis
cussed now. 

7.2 Towards a PD-oriented Task Profile 
In 1972 Pannenborg succeeded Casimir as the research representative 
within the company's Board of Management. In the same year he gave a 
presentation to the Nat.Lab. management in which he gave his view on 
the desirabie research developments within Philips.? In his presentation 
Pannenborg sketched a number of differences between the 1946-1972 peri
od and what he prediered for the coming years. In the first place he had 
the impression that there was now, more than 'in the time of Langmuir 
and Coolidge', a lot of scientific knowied ge outside industry that needed 
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to be adapted by ioclustrial research organisations for use within their 
respective companies. He also rnaintained that the knowledge that was to 
be developed in these research organisations was of a less 'basic' character 
than in the past (he rnentioned the developrnent of the transistor to high
light one contrast with the 1972 siruation). With respect to rhe position of 
the research organisation within the cornpany, he defended the idea of 
retaining a continued separate and independent research organisation, 
even though, according to hirn, this was not the practice in other large sys
terns cornpanies such as Bell AT&T and Siemens, but he insisted on 
decreasing the attention being given to 'technology push'. Por hirn, rhe 
term 'technology push' implied that the initiative for a developrnent was 
within the research and/or developrnent organisation itself. He pleaded 
for increasing attention to be paid to the 'market pull', in which the orig
inal irnpetus is a social andlor market need. In order to realise that in prac
tice, he believed that it would be necessary for the research organisation to 
have more direct cantacts with the marker. To give an exarnple ofhow this 
could function, he rnentioned the work being done on rneasurernent 
equiprnent for air pollution, sarnething which would have been unthink
able without the intervention of a eertaio Dr. L.A. Clarenburg, who was 
a user of this equiprnent. Finally, Pannenborg pointed out that the finan
cial probierus of the cornpany forced the Nat.Lab. to move towards a more 
selective attitude to research topics. Pannenborg showed that the annual 
cost per lab scientist had risen tenfold in the 1945-1972 period (frorn NLG 
5,000 to 50,000 per scientist). The cornpany could no Jonger deal with 
such cost increases, and so research had to becorne more cost-aware. 
Although at the end of his speech Pannenborg hastened to say that he, as 
Casirnir's successor, had no intention of getting rid of the excellent tradi
tions established within the Nat.Lab., he announced new directions for 
the research prograrnme. Even though the tradirions would not simply 
disappear overnight, according to Pannenborg there would certainly be a 
gravitation towards a new position for the research organisation within the 
cornpany. Of course, this had an impact on the content of the research 
prograrnrne. 

Frorn 1972 on Pannenborg chaired the Corporate Research Conferences 
(CRCs), where the research programme was discussed by the Nat.Lab. and 
foreign affiliated sister labs' rnanaging directars and directors. lt is striking 
to see that the scanning of the most recent scientific and technological 
developments in the world, which had always had a prominent place on 
the CRC agendas in Casirnir's time, did not reappear on the agenda in 
Pannenhorg's days. That, of course, does nor mean that all attention to sci
entific developrnent had disappeared, but it does indicate a change in the 
debate priori ties. lnstead of scanning scientific developrnents at the begin
ning of the CRC, the participants were extensively inforrned about the 
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state of affairs within the company. This fitred with the ideas that Pan
nenborg had expressed in the speech mentioned above: research should be 
more oriented rowards making scientific developments of the past fruitful 
for the company than on embarking on research into new scienrific fields. 
The task profile changed from being involved in doing research of a 'fun
damental' character towards being keen to make 'fundamental' knowledge 
fruitful to the POs. 

The new orientation to the needs of the PDs can be illustrated through 
the agenda of the 1978 CRC, which was entirely structured according to 
the campany's existing POs: Professional I (Telecommunication and 
Defence Systems, Professional Data Systems, Nationale Kabel Fabriek), 
Professional II (Medica! Systems and Devices and Science & lndustry), 
Elcoma, Consumer I (Audio, Video, Electro Acoustics) and Consumer II 
(Light, Smal! Dornestic Appliances, Major Dornestic Appliances). It was 
the first time that the CRC agenda was related to the PDs so explicit!y, 
and from rhen on that would be the case for nearly all the CRCs. 

Two parricular areas where past scientific developments could be made 
fruitful for the company were found to be in the computer and the IC sec
tors. The first-mentioned topic was discussed at the 1972 CRC. As we saw 
in Chapter 5, the Nat. Lab. had built a number of computers for use in the 
lab in the 196os (PETER, PASCAL and STEVIN). Some projects such as 
the Themis memory project and the semiconductor memory project had 
focused on specific partsof a computer. Now research was becoming more 
concerned with the development of computers and computer equipment 
as a new Philips produces range. A new PO had been set up in the com
pany in 1962. In 1971 the idea to start working on 'small computers' was 
launched in Teer's systems departmenr,8 but it was nor immediately 
realised. In 1977 the idea was launched again, but now in a more concrete 
form. It was suggested that the company should start thinking about com
puters that could be used in the home.9 Apart from having a central pro
cessing unit (CPU), the components should at least camprise a screen, a 
keyboard and some memory capacity, and the optional apparatus func
tions should be financial administration, data starage and retrieval, an 
electrooie diary, a calculator, word processing, and the visual representa
tion of data. Game options should also be included. The assignment was 
given to the scientists Kreuwels and Vos who were instrucred to come up 
with a project proposal. The latter scienrist was involved in the Geldrop 
project eenere (later in this chapter, this project centre will be dealt with 
in more detail). In their report, published in December of that same year, 
Kreuwels and Vos referred to the 'hobby computer' trend in the USA and 
argued that the Large Scale Integration (LSI) IC technology would cer
tainly make the home computer technically possible to realise. In the USA 
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about a hundred companies had already been producing such computers, 
but umil then these small computers had required very sophisticated user 
knowledge. Here there was an opportunity for research to considerably 
increase the user friendliness of this apparatus. The Video Long Play 
(VLP) was considered to be an option as a starage medium. In September 
1979 Teer reported that the 'personal computer' project was led by Vos and 
located in the Geldrop project centre and that it had become evident that 
a variety of fieldsof expertise was needed for it (Very Large Scale lmegra
tion, ergonomics, computer architecture, software research, development 
of peripheral equipment, etc.). 10 Comacts were maimained with several 
POs: Data Sysrems (formerly known as 'Computers'), Video and Elcoma. 
In June 1980 rhe project team came up with a proposal to start building a 
computer that would have the following characteristics: a 32-bir processor, 
128-256 Kbyres of working memory, 20 Mbytes of background memory of 
the Winchester type, a digital cassette recorder as an additional starage 
memory, a real time doek, a keyboard, cursor comrol, display touch, an 
A{-size high-resalution display, a primer and a communication bus to 
conneet personal computers with rhe outside world. In the discussion on 
rhis proposal, developing the software was seen as the main problem. 11 

Meanwhile, rhe company had become involved in the Unidata joint ven
ture. As was mentioned before, rhis joint venture did nor have a long lifes
pan. Already at the 1976 CRC it had been necessary to have a discussion 
to consider the role of research in data processing 'afrer Unidara'. 12 Bosma, 
whowas the group leader for that area at that time, expressed the apinion 
that research should focus on 'decomplexing artificial systems' and explor
ing new areas for application. The Nat.Lab. and the Hamburg lab sup
ported rhe Data Systems PD in the 'after Unidata' era by working on 
speech recognition, printers, peripheral equipment, rnadelling and simu
lation, computer architecture and parallel processing, systems design, 
future offices and optica! recording. Again, software was mentioned as 
being a key issue. There were difficulries when it came to making a tran
sition from a hardware-dominared to a software-dominared approach.'3 
Pannenborg later suggested that this had to do with rhe fact that in soft
ware rhere did nor seem to be any 'Maxwelllaws', as in physics. Th is made 
software an uncomfonable topic for research.'4 At rhe 1984 CRC meeting, 
one of the questions raised was whether or nor information science was a 
discipline.'5 The observation that there seemed to be no 'fundamemal' 
laws in the area and the questioning of the 'disciplinary' character of the 
fields would suggest that the Nat.Lab. was interested in those sorts of 
'fundamental' considerations, but that it found that the field was nor very 
suitable for such a 'fundamental' approach. 

The Nat.Lab.'s work in the field of ICs can also be used to illustrate a 
change in rhe Nat.Lab.'s task profile. As we saw in the previous period, the 
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Nat.Lab. entered the field of transistors at an early stage, but it was very 
late to take up IC developments. However, in a relatively short time it was 
able to catch up and establish a good position in IC technology through 
the invention of LOCOS and of PL (Integrated Injection Logic, a tech
nology that allows for an increase in the densiry of components in bipolar 
I Cs). At the 1974 CRC meeting, it was stared that research into the physics 
behind the IC technology (the more 'fundamental' type of IC research) 
was by then no langer being given priority in the way that it was in the 
1950s and 196os. Research had now shifred cowards the relationship 
between IC design and production.'6 New trends in !Cs were being iden
tified: upcoming digiral techniques, Large Scale lntegration (LSI), low 
energy dissipation, fast circuits, and a need for standardisation. The ICs 
were not only important for computers, but also in a number of other 
areas in which signal processing played a part (e.g. optical communication 
- see rhe casestudy on AD/DA-conversion in the next chapter- and opti
cal recording). In particular, Pannenborg made great efforts to stimulate 
European co-operation as he feit that this was a must ifPhilips was to sur
vive developments continuing in the USA, and lateralso in Japan. In 1975 
part of the RDC meeting was spent on discussing proposals for European 
research projects,'7 including in the area of energy. From rhen on, EC 
research proposals were to become an almost recurrent topic on the RDC 
agendas,'8 but since Philips was the only real multinational dectronies 
company in Europe at that time (Thomson and even Siemens were much 
more nationally oriented), according to Pannenborg it was difficult to get 
the critical mass required to get a European industrial co-operation start
ed. '9 In 1978 Pannenborg remarked at the CRC that he had tried in vain 
co start up a European project on Very Large Scale lntegration (VLSI). 
That probably also had to do with the fact that Elcoma was nor interest
ed in European workon I Cs at rhat time.20 In the 198os the field of !Cs 
was given a substantial technological impetus through the Mega project. 
This joint project undertaken with Siemens was an example of European 
co-operation. In 1983 an agreement was reached with Siemens, and a pro
posal was submitted to the European Committee on silicon submicron IC 
technology.21 In the year before, a steering platform had been initiared in 
which the former Dutch Minister for Science Policy, Van Trier, was 
involved as well as representatives from twelve telecommunication firms, 
which defined 15 optional projects.22 The Philips-Siemens proposal for the 
I-megabit (1-Mbir) chip was accepted, and the companies starred working 
on a I-Mbit memory Random Access Memory (RAM) IC. It was agreed 
that Siemens would work on a Dynamic Random Access Memory 
(DRAM) while Philips would workon a Static Random Access Memory 
(SRAM). The PD Elcoma was the formal contract partner for the Mega
project. This PD commissioned the Nat.Lab. to carry out the project for 
them. This is an example of a new relationship growing between the 
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Nat.Lab. and the PO: it was not the Nat.Lab. that had tried to transfer 
research output of its own accord, but rather the PO that had commis
sioned the Nat.Lab. to carry out a specific research task for them. For 
Philips the sub-micron ICs were a new area.2 J A lot of extra people were 
taken on to work on this project. This even caused some concern because 
some people were worried that the Mega project would push aside other 
important IC activities.24 It was feit that not only IC technology, but also 
IC design needed plenty of attention: the Nat.Lab. should also pay atten
tion to 'expressing' oneself'in silicon', as it was phrased.25 In 1987 Philips 
was able to present the first ICs ro the Dutch Minister of Economie 
Affairs.26 Behind the scenes there had been a lot of probierus (such as ten
sion in the PO and uncertainty about the applications of the I Cs; see sec
tion 7.5). Because of these problems the Mega project ended abrupdy in 
1989, and many people had to be laid off again (there was even the extreme 
situation of new people sametimes being hired in rhe morning and fired 
in the afternoon on the same day!27) . This was quite a dramatic time for 
the Nat.Lab. A complete dismanding rook place. The new WAX building 
in which production was to have starred was transferred ro the PD Com
ponents on January 1 of that same year. The building was renamed FABr, 
and the MOS R&D activities were concentrared there.28 Siemens's choice 
to develop dynamic RAMS (DRAMS) appeared to be a better option. In 
1985 this company starred a co-operation with the Japanese company 
Toshiba, because it had noticed that times were getting more difficult as 
the IC market declined. In 1987 Siemens successfully launched a I-megabit 
DRAM on the IC marker, which by then had picked up again. 

Terminaring projects was sarnething exceptional in the 1946-1972 period, 
because there were always opportunities to take up new research topics 
that were interesting from a 'fundamental' point of view. In the 1972-1994 
period, though, the POs' needs became more important as a criterion for 
taking up or finishing research topics. Research !i nes we re abandoned if no 
PO was found to show serious interest in them. Thus, the 1970s saw the 
end of groups such as the Stirling and biology groups, two groups that had 
worked on issues for which there was no evident interest in any of the 
POs. In addition, we find that in the 1972-1994 period some groups only 
had a short lifespan, because they were starred and ended in this period. 
In a number of cases their starring up was the resu!t of the social develop
ments described in the second Intermezw. Two examples of such research 
areas will be discussed here (they were not yet the resu!t of PD-interests, 
and in that sense they are only typical for the beginning of the 1972-1994 
period). 

In the first place there was the Lubben group that worked on futurology. 
This was a somewhat cantroversial group: Casimir was never very 
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impressed by its outcomes,2 9 but Pannenborg expressed admiration for 
what the group accomplished.J0 The group was unusual in that its work 
was nor based on any of the lab's 'hard' disciplines, such as physics, chem
istry and electrical engineering, but only on 'softer', social disciplines. This 
fitted in well with the trend towards a greater social awareness, sarnething 
that was expected of scientists in the early 1970s. By the early 198os, how
ever, when the effects of this awareness had waned, the group (by then led 
by Rademaker) had been dissolved. 

Another field that appeared to be 'fashion sensitive' was the energy 
research field. In 1973 the international oil crisis had aroused a strong 
awareness of the need to study the way the energy supply could be realised 
should traditional resources become exhausted. In 1970 Ducot (LEP's 
rnanaging director) reported on the CdTe solar cel! research taking place 
in his lab. Most of the energy research, though, was concentrared in the 
Aachen lab. In 1974, one year after the oil crisis, energy scarcity had 
become a separate issue on the CRC agenda, and a debate was active on 
rhe potenrial affered by solar and nuclear energy. Ir was in particwar in the 
next CRC that solar energy was identified as a possible future substitute 
for fossil energy resources. On that occasion the work that was being clone 
at the Aachen lab on energy systems for houses was presented. An experi
mental house had been built to enable experiments on energy losses, solar 
heat collectors (in co-operation wirh the Lighring PD), and on heat 
pumps to take place. The Nat.Lab. meanwhile worked on components for 
energy systems, and the LEP did some research on photovoltaic cells. A 
special group, to be led by Van Zwet, was initiared to provide comacts 
with the marker, as energy systems involved a new line of production for 
PhilipsY 

Research was also clone imo environmental air pollucion measurement 
equipment. This work had been starred in 1966. As we saw in the second 
Intermezzo, this was a period when environmental concern had started to 
increase. A measurement equipment prototype was transferred to the PO 
PIT, and after that the Outch government ordered equipment for the 
Rijnmond area. This equipment had starred being used in 1969. In 1970 
surface water pollution had also been included in rhe research programme. 
A group led by Kroon was woricing on this. 

Between 1976 and 1978 the importance of borh areas (pollurion and 
energy) already starred to decrease. The Kroon group was dissolved in 
1977, and the Energy and Stirling groups, led by Spigt, were substantially 
reduced in 1978Y Two years later the whole Stirling group was dissolved, 
and the Energy group was renamed the Thermodynamics group. At the 
LEP and in Aachen, too, energy research was terminated. 

In genera!, the late 1970s and early 198os were a period when several 
groups were dissolved or merged with other groups. This had not often 
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happened before. Here, too, we see the result of a more selective attitude 
towards research topics for which there was no direct PD relationship or 
interest (or, as in the case of glass and ceramics, when the respective PD 
lost its status as a Product Division and was transformed to a supplier 
organisation, in 1980; the lab's ceramics group was partially moved to 
Aachen, and the remainder was merged with the glass group to become 
the 'inorganic materials' group). Between 1976 and 1986 the following 
groups disappeared from the Nar.Lab. research programme: Volger 
(applied physics), Rademaker (futurology), Spigt (Stirling), Botden (phys
ical technology; rhis group moved to the CFT), Druyvesteijn (thin film 
heads), Elgersma (biology), Vrehen (gas discharges; this group was moved 
to Aachen), Klosterman (pickup tubes and cathodes), Albers (ceramics), 
Thomas (glass), Rietdijk (electrical and mechanical engineering), Wolter 
(experimenral physics) and Tichelaar (welding; the group moved to the 
CFT). The fact that a group disappeared from the Corporate Research 
Programme did not always mean to say that research in that area com
pletely disappeared as well, but at least the group was reduced sizewise so 
that it could be included in the research area of another group (e.g. 
glass/ceramicsH). Ir is srriking to see that several of rhe groups being 
movedor disappearing dealt with classica! areas which, insome cases, had 
existed almast since the beginning of the lab's history. The reason for this 
is nor very obvious. In the 1946-1972 period the argument probably would 
have been rhat they did nor offer sufficient opporruniry for 'fundamenral' 
research, but later a more probable argument would have been a Jack of 
relevanee to the PDs. It is not clear, however, why there should be a Jack 
of such relevance. 

The diminishing interest in 'classica!' physics was replaced by increased 
efforrs to make quanturn mechanics fruitful for the developmenr of new 
products. We have already seen the I Cs as an example of that. The laser is 
a second example of sarnething rhat was to become very important to rhe 
research programme. As Pannenborg had stared in general terms in his 
1972 speech given to the lab managers, the focus had shifred from devel
oping the fundamentals of quanturn physics rowards using all the newly 
gained understanding of the behaviour of microscopie structures and par
ticles for industrial ends. Two application areas in parricular should be 
mentioned: optica! recording and optical communication. The first-men
tioned has already been described in conneetion with the casestudy of the 
VLP (Chapter 6). The other area will be discussed in Chapter 8, when we 
srudy the case of the Berlin optica! communicarion system. At the 14'h 
CRC in 1976, the field of optica! communicarion was a separate issue on 
the agenda for the first time and great chances were expected because of 
the perceived change in attitude towards optica! communication at the 
Dutch telecommunications company, the PTT.H The laser in particwar 
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was a suitable field for research. At that time the GaAlAs laser was seen as 
the best option for optica! communication, and research was to be aimed 
at attaining Jonger lifespans, higher power output and wavelength flexi
bility. Materials research was seen as a prerequisite when it came to achiev
ing those aims. For glass fibre, too, materials research was needed. 

The ICs and optical recording and communication fields are exarnples of 
new research lines rhat proved to be viable, but implemenring 20ch-centu
ry physics was no guarantee that a research line would be spared the crit
ical eye that had caused a number of 'classica!' research lines to disappear. 
As was mentioned before, the primary criterion more and more was 
becoming the interest of the POs. Th is can be illustrated through the topic 
of magnetic bubbles; these were smal!, cylindrical domains of opposite 
magnetism in thin films of magnetic ferrite materiaL Already in 1960 C. 
Kooy and U. Enz had reporred on that finding,35 but it took several years 
for people to realise that these bubbles could be used for information stor
age.36 In the Nat. Lab. one group was working on the growth and purity of 
such layers, and in Hamburg a group was working on the problems that 
occurred when these layers had to be reproduced within the desired roler
ances. It was known that Bel! Labs was also working on magnetic bubbles 
for memories. In 1972 it was prediered that high investments would be 
needed if these bubbles were to be used for computer memories.J7 In 1976 
there was again uncertainty about the feasibility of using magnetic bub
bles for memories.38 In 1982 the workon magnetic bubbles ended, because 
there was still too much doubt about the chances of success of this alter
native to the much more dominant silicon technology, and as a result, no 
PO was willing to invest in this technology. Be11 Labs had also terminar
ed their activities in this field. 

In a similar way, the area of superconductivity was really outback in 1988 
when there was still insufficient indicarion of any concrete result after 
many years of research.J9 Already in 1960 some research was being con
ducted on superconductivity in the Nat.Lab.4° Fora long time, the group 
led by Volger did research into rhe superconductivity of metals. The 
invention of high temperature ceramic superconductors in the mid-r98os 
- realised elsewhere than at Philips - led to a research project in which the 
Nat.Lab. and foreign Philips labs were involved. The Lubben futurology 
group had clone some work on the possibilities of applying superconduc
tivity.4' Here, too, the fact that no PO was seriously interested was reason 
enough for the Nat.Lab. management to decide to abandon working in 
this field. 

The growing emphasis on carrying out research that could more or less be 
direct!y used by POs even in a eertaio sense again stirred up the debate on 
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'fundamental' versus 'applied' research. There was always some space for 
'fundamental' research into new phenomena for which no application was 
yet envisioned. In 1974 Polder (from the physics main group) lobbied for 
keeping 'a healthy bit of physics' in rhe lab programme, even though no 
continuous stream of new applicable phenomena could be expectedY 
Several other directars supporred this plea for 'fundamental' research. In 
1976 the research into III-V semiconducting materials was criticised by the 
Crystal Growth Committee for being too oriented towards applications, 
too concerned about commercial feasibility, and nor sufficiendy long-term 
and 'fundamental'. Ir was clear that the role of 'fundamental' research was 
nor the same as it had been in the 1950s and 196os. In 1980 there was a 
debate at the CRC on the categorisation of research programmes, and 
Pannenborg again commented on the drop in 'phenomena-oriented' 
research. According to him, this type of research had reached a phase of 
matmation so that now concrete applications could be Iooked for. 43 Th is 
again shows rhe changed attitude towards the need for this type of 
research. However, concern rema.ined about the role of the Nat.Lab. as a 
stimulus for the POs' long-term product policy, which in the 1946-1972 
period had been the main motive for doing 'fundamental' research. In 
1986, P. Kramer, chairperson of the CRC, mentioned the need for 'long
term'44 research in his introduetion to that meeting. According to him, the 
number of real breakthroughs at Philips was few compared with the 1950s 
and 196os (the period when, for instance, rhe Plumbicon and LOCOS 
were developed). He thought this was due to the fact that research had 
become too reserved about pursuing topics for which no direct applica
tions were yet apparent. In 1988 (at the 2o'h CRC) it was again stared that 
such 'risky' research was indispensable if the company was ever to be able 
to catch the big 'Phish'.45 The relationships wirh universities- ourlined in 
section 5·4 which made it clear that even in rhe previous period these rela
rionships were norseen as important with respect to rhe content of their 
research programmes- should be maintained, but this could never replace 
the need for the campany's own 'exploratory' research. The ideal percent
age suggested for 'exploratory' research was 20% of the total research 
efforr. At the sametime the need to observe 'Philips awareness', and not 
from a Iabaratory chauvinism angle or an ivory tower position, was under
lined. The following new areas of' risky' research were idenrified: software 
and systems, new devices, human interfaces, and manufacturing concepts. 
Evidently, concrete applications were thought of, which indicates that the 
term 'risky' research was not exactly equivalent to 'fundamental' research. 
Ir was also stared - and here we see another important difference from the 
1946-1972 period - that marketing should have a say in the selection of 
these 'risky' research areas. In 1986 though, the Board of Management rep
resentatives Van der Klugt and Van Houten (Pannenborg's successar on 
the campany's Board of Management) gave the first indications at a CRC 
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meeting that rhe company was planning to rake steps to further force rhe 
Nat. Lab. to focus on the direct needs of the POs. The amount of corpo
rately funded research (wo% of the research budget at that time) would 
be reduced so that the percentage of short-term research carried out for 
POs would grow. This soon became a reality for the research organisation 
because contract research was introduced only a few years later. 

In 1989 the principle of toral direct research organisarion financing by pro
viding corporate funding rhrough the Board of Management was aban
doned, and contract research was introduced. From then on, the research 
organisation had to acquire approximately two-thirds of its budget by sub
mitting contract proposais to the PDs.46 In principle, the inherent danger 
of this transition was that the amount of short-term research (based on 
contracts with POs) would increase at the cost of long-term research. 
Looking back at the introduetion of contract research, some PO managers 
expressed concern about the continuation of long-term researchY There 
was also the danger that materials research, which was often nor oriented 
to a specific product, would be more difficu!t to continue on a contract 
basis and so would get into a difficult position.48 

Concern about the continuation of long-term research and maintaining 
the balance between materials, devices and systems research was couched 
in new terminology such as 'key technologies' and 'capabiliry manage
ment' in the 1990s.49 When F. Carrubba, whohad moved from Hewlett
Packard to Philips in 1991 and who had succeeded S. van Houten in 1992 
as holder of the research portfolio on the Philips Board of Management,5° 
presenred a survey of what had happened during the first few years fol
lowing the introduetion of contract research, he spoke of realigning the 
research portfolio in the direction of rhe key technologies that should 
underpin the campany's core competencies. He then lisred the following 
areas: optica! technologies and optica! systems, materiais technology for 
new devices (such as magnetic heads and lasers), process technology for 
displays and lamps, (electro-)mechanics and mechatronics, data process
ing and image processing, AD/OA-conversion, souree and channel cod
ing, systems integration and architecture, human interaction (speech, 
visual, tactile interaction), software engineering (methods and rools), 
BICMOS and bipolar technologies, and analog and digital circuit design. 
The key technologies and capability management concepts amounted to 
a reaffirmation of the idea that the research organisarion shouid remain 
the knowledge centre of the whole company. That meant that a number 
of key technologies and capabilities shouid be kept alive even though there 
were no possibilities for expanding contract research related to these tech
nologies. An effective capability portfolio should ensure that for all the 
project work, sufficient know-how was present within the research organ
isation. 
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One of the ways of financing activities for which no contracts could yet 
be drawn up, but which comprised strategie key technologies and capa
bilities, was by means of Self-Financing Activities (SFAs) . These were 
focused activities, which, it was hoped, would yield enough income to be 
self-supporting and thus to survive either until they could be made inde
pendent or until they could be transferred to one of the POs. With such 
activities Philips Research rook care of the research, development and sales 
of the product. The budget was kept separate from the normal research 
budget. The first SFA was concerned with lasers for optica! communica
tion. After some years the SFA yielded a turnover of about NLG 6o mil
lion and proved profitableY Examples of other SF As were: image sensors, 
dectronie design and methodology, and consultancyY In 1991 about 200 
people were involved in the SFAs. 

The company-wide Centurion operation rhat starred in 1990 was an 
important aspect of the Nat.Lab.'s search for a new task profile. In March 
199153 a meeting was held with representatives of Philips Research, rogeth
er with representatives from two other parts of the company. Ir was 
chaired by Van Houten. This Centurion II (11, because it dealt with a sec
ond management layer in the organisation, I being the top level) meeting 
ended with a 'Oeclaration' in which the participants stared the following: 
'We, the senior management of Corpora te Research, CFT and CPT, here
by deelare that to us a research success is a real success only if ir is a busi
ness success. Specifically, we commit to deliver projects which will increase 
significantly the number of business successes and decrease the time to 
market of new products. Our aim is to become rhe world's leader based 
on these criteria. We have formulated ten actions that are instrumental to 
this goal. On rhe basis of these actions, we wil! cantribure significantly to 
(r) creating major new businesses for Philips, (2) moving existing busi
nesses to the number one position in the world, (3) changing fundamen
rally the rules of rhe competition game to boost substantially rhe prof
itabiliry of existing Philips business.'S4 This text well illustrates rhe strong 
rhetoric that was being used in rhe Centurion process. Ir also illusrrates 
that Centurion was aiming to push Research further into the direction 
thar had already been established in rhe 1970s, when the influence of the 
POs on the research programme starred to be augmented. The Centurion 
III sessions foliowed in May and June. This was the phase in the process 
when rhe group leaders became involved. The sessions were used ro iden
tif}r issues and proposals for actions concerning the envisioned role for 
Research to ereare new business opportunities for the company.ss lt was 
decided thar these sorts of discussions should be continued in an annual 
'Research Strategy Meeting' with representarives from the POs. Since 
rhen, these meetings have been held every January, and about two hun
clred participants artend them. The Review Meetings with the Group 
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Management Committee (see section 7.5) were also used to define the 
strategie fields in which Philips Research should be active. In the 1991 
Review Meeting it was proposed that a shift was necessary in the capabil
ity portfolio: materials and processes research was to be decreased, 75 peo
ple were to go), the mechatronics field had to be strengthened (25 new 
people had to be taken on), and also the Systems and Software field was 
to be expanded (by 50 new people).56 These numbers refer to rhe part of 
the research budget that was covered by the contriburion from the GMC. 

In January 1992 Centurion lil meetings with Research were held again 
under the leadership of Dr. Kees Bulthuis.57 The discussions were abour 
increasing the market input for R&D and camparing the Philips R&D 
with other, external R&D organisations. InTimmer's response to the out
comes of the meeting, he emphasised the need for collective responsibili
ty for Research and the POs rather than separate as 'new spirit' activities. 

In the 1992 Review Book we can see how the same sart of tools found in 
product development organisarions were increasingly used for strategy 
defining wirhin Research: we find terms like capability and project port
folios, portfolio plots (competitive position versus maturity, derived from 
ADI.:s 'Third generation R&D'), and also rhe term Tora! Quality Man
agement is used. In the 1993 Review Book we also find the use of so-called 
Technology Roadmaps, which were used in rhe POs, too.S8 F. Carrubba 
had fulfilled a supportive role in introducing such rools and methods into 
the Research organisation. 

When Carrubba presenred his review for the period 1989-1993, he called it 
a 'period of transition' in which the forma! decision to introduce contract 
research was put into practice. By rhe end of 1993 there had been a eertaio 
consolidation of the changes that rhe Research organisation had gone 
through in the turbulent years reflected on by Carrubba. The Research 
organisation had found a new task profile in the company. 

7·3 Limited Resources 

The end of the period of relative wealth in the late 196os had conse
quences for the lab's resources. Cost-effectiveness became an important 
issue in lab management discussions. We wiJl first see how this influenced 
the relarionship between the Nat.Lab. and the labs abroad, and how it 
affected the transfer of personnel from the Nat.Lab. to the POs. The 
measures that were raken could nor prevent rhe financial position of the 
Research organisation from being drastically changed by the Board of 
Management. The transition to contract research will be described, and so 
wil! the financial measures that had to be raken when the whole company 
went through the Centurion process of further rationalisation. 
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Growing Co-ordination between the Labs Abroad 

Although no direct steps were raken to cut the research budget in rhe late 
196os, the research management realised that this would just be a matter 
of time, and rhat it was necessary ro get rid of undesirable overlaps in rhe 
research programmes of rhe various labs. In Pare II we saw how the labs 
abroad functioned rather independently from the Nat.Lab. In rhe 1972-
1994 period rhis changed, and there was a movement towards one coher
ent research programme, dispersed between the Nar.Lab. and the foreign 
labs. Thus, the concept of 'Philips Research' as one coherent research 
organisation for the company emerged. 

When Pannenborg rook over Casimir's position on rhe Board of Manage
ment in 1972, he created rhe position of Corporate59 Research Co-ordina
tor. This task was first fulfilled by G.W. Rathenau60 and later by E.F. de 
Haan (from 1974-1984), P. Kramer (from 1984-1990) and K. Bulthuis 
(from 1990 on).61 De Haan said rhat he used to visir each lab two or rhree 
times per year to discuss rhe outcomes of rhe CRCs and RDCs, rhus con
tinuing what Rathenau had starred doing. P. Kramer said that he starred 
to interfere with the management of the other labs in order ro get some 
co-ordination of activiries. According to him, the resistance came nor only 
from the labs abroad but also from the Nat.Lab. people, who saw rhe 
orher labs as secondary and certainly nor worth deliberating with. There
fore, rhey were nor happy abour the fact that Kramer was the first research 
co-ordinator ro nor be the chairman of rhe Nat.Lab's directorate at the 
same time. In the past, the Nar.Lab.'s rnanaging director had also been in 
charge of the co-ordinarion between the labs, which reflected the idea rhat 
the Nar.Lab. was the primary lab; from then on, these positions were 
given to two different persons. 62 Th is evolurion shows how rhe status of 
the labs abroad had gradually changed. In this period we see a move from 
having a set of mutually independent labs, with rheir own individual pro
grammes, towards one research programme divided over the labs.63 The 
CRC and RDC meetings, which until then had mainly facilirated rhe 
exchange of information between rhe labs, were used to establish co-ordi
nation between rhe labs. 

The main lines of research being pursued in 1972 are shown in Table 4· 

From the survey presenred in Table 4, it is apparent rhar each lab had its 
own areas of specialisation, but there were also fields thar were stuclied in 
more rhan one lab. The parricipants of the CRC saw the differences 
between the various national developments as a barrier for prevenring the 
labs from functioning as one multinational research organisarion. At the 
same time rhere was awareness rhat the probiernatie economie circum
stances in which the company found irself forced rhe labs to enhance co-
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Table 4· The research programmes of the labs in 1972.64 

Lab Research fields 

Nar.Lab. - syscems deparcment (Teer): computer data systems, communication 
(the Netherlands) syscems, inscrumentation systems, 

- devices department (De Haan): pickup tubes, displays, videodisc 
project, IC technology, mechanica! research, 

- chemistry department (Vink): semiconductors, ceramics, glass, 
luminescent materials, quasi-amorphous materials, liquid crystals 
and chromic materials, composites, surface studies, molecular 
biology, colloid chemistry, elecuo chemistry and inorganic 
chemiscry, phoroconductivity, photovolcaic effect, polymer 
chemistry, analytica! services, welding processes, environmental 
research, magnetic bubbles, 

- physics department (Rathenau): futurology, magnecism and metals, 
Scirling rechnology. 

Mullard (UK) - marerials (ferro-electrical and semiconducting properries), 

LEP (France) 

Aachen 
(Germany) 

Hamburg 
(Germany) 

- image and imaging equipmenr (image converrers, channel plate 
incensifiers), 

- semiconductOr applicacions: ion and electron beams, 
- microwave equipment (mainly for military purposes), 
- computers, 
- relevision receivers. 

- special tubes: photomultipliers, gamma scintigraphy, cathode ray 
tubes, Titus tube, image tubes, 

- solid-state detecrors, 
- microwave and fase electron equipmenc, 
- educacional equipmenc: alphanumerical displays, punchcards and 

primers. 

- light research: light bulbs, halogen lamps, flash lights, high pressure 
discharges, metal halides and transparene macerials, 

- di-eleccrical and ferro-eleccrical macerials (capacitOrs, piezo-eleccrics 
for celecommunication applicacions, high-power acoustics, high
power generators and ultrasonics, ceramics, 

- physical-chemical processes: elecrrophorographic processes, 
chemica! vapour deposicion, solid-state pyrolysis, magneric 
materials and advanced measuring techniques, 

- smal! eleccromorors. 

- measurement and control syscems, 
- sensing and cransducer componencs, 
- medica! X-ray equipment, 
- cwo-colour laser display, 
-CAD for IC design, 
- office equipmenc, 
- holography. 
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Lab 

Briarcliff 
Manor (USA) 

Brussels 
(Belgium) 

Research fields 

- silicon vidicons and orher so!id-state pickup tubes, 
- infrared devices, 
- luminescence, 
- Stirling technology (in parricular for an artificial heart), 

- app!ied mathemarics: language rheory for software, 
- nerwork rheory and circuit rheory (mainly digita! circuits). 

ordination in order to avoid duplicating research studies which, of course, 
would be a waste of money. A more rigarous selection of research topics 
should also be applied to each of the labs' research program mes. These pri
orities should be determined individually per lab.65 Already in 1972 there 
was an example of prioritising a specific research area per lab, that was 
with microwave research, which rook place in severallabs. The lab in rhe 
UK had already worked on rhar during rhe WWII, when it was nor yet 
part ofPhilips, and the proposal now was that rhis research should be split 
up inro specific sub-areas that would be spread out over rhe labs 
(Nat.Lab.: only p.i.n. diodes and transistors for microwave equipment, 
Hamburg: only ferrite materials for microwave equipment, Mullard: radar 
and navigation sysrems and accompanying circuits, France: emirter sys
tems and accompanying circuits).66 Another early example of priorirising 
across rhe whole corporate research programme, and of one specific lab 
being given entire responsibiliry for a certain topic, was in 1973 when rhe 
Aachen lab received 'concern responsibiliry' for energy research.67 

In 1974 rhe internationalaspectsof research were again discussed in rhe 
CRC. Th is was clone wirhin the context of the ideas of the various Nation
al Organisations (NOs) in contact with external organisarions, such as 
(national) governments (in most cases nor much government support was 
expected). The condusion drawn was thar rhe internarionalisation of sys
tems research would probably be very difficult. Apparently rhere was spe
cific concern about rhe independenee of the lab in rhe USA (Briarcliff 
Manor). In rhe conclusions drawn by the CRC, it was mentioned that the 
contact wirh this lab should be intensified. For rhe first time it was stared 
in 1976 and in rhe farm of a policy rhat decisions relating to the Briarciff 
Manor research programme should be raken in Eindhoven. 

In a 1978 RDC the overlap in software research between rhe Nar.Lab. 
and rhe Brussels lab was discussed.68 T his toa was an indication of the 
growing awareness of the need to co-ordinate the research programmes in 
rhe labs. In rhe 1979 RDC meeting, it was stared again that cantacts 
between the labs had to be improved. No concrete suggestions on ways of 
attaining that goal were mentioned. Only in 1984 do we find enhancing 
the staff exchange menrioned as a concrete way of improving these con-
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tacts.69 In October 1986 rhis point was stressed again in an RDC meet
ing.70 

From 1983 on, the frequency of the RDC meetings about doubled. The 
reason for that was the growing need to select and allocare research top
ics.?' Concrete concentration and allocation decisions were taken in 1984 
for the first time at an RDC meeting: lamps and electromotors were to be 
concentrared in Aachen, III-V semiconducting material dectronies in the 
LEP, and laser research and integrated opties at the Nat.Lab.72 When in 
1985 proposals for European research in the RACE-programme were dis
cussed, a specific lab was assigned responsibility, each topic (e.g. GaAs 
high-speed ICs and characterisation of conducrorlsemiconductor inter
faces in the LEP, and the integrated optica! transmitter and coherent glass 
fibre components in the Nat.Lab.). In January 1986 a special committee 
was appointed to investigate the dispersal of the total research programme 
over the various labs.73 Ir was suggested that more research should be con
centrared in the labs abroad. In October 1986, it was specifically the over
lap between the Nat.Lab. and the American labs' activities that was dis
cussed in order to improve research efficiency.74 In 1988 efficiency consid
erations led to a substantial concentrating of research activities: the 
Nat.Lab. should stop activiries in III-V herero-epitaxy, phosphors,75 robot
ics, fast GaAs circuits,76 and reduce glass and ceramics activities. The 
Aachen lab was expected to reduce service activities, and finally the Ham
burg lab should reduce research into magnetic-optical srorage and stop 
digital angiotomosynthesis, broadband optica! communication and its 
materials reliability project. In the same year it was claimed rhat comaers 
with rhe POs should be made on the basis of the whole research pro
gramme and nor on the basis of the activities of individuallabs. This was 
quite a change when one rhinks of how the labs had originated with rheir 
focus on national opporrunities. Ir suggests rhat for rhe labs abroad, rhe 
concentration had shifted from relationships wirh rhe NOs ro relation
ships with the POs. This was part of a company-wide change (often 
referred to as the tilring of the NO-PO matrix). For the first time it was 
stared that the research programmes should nor take rhe individuallabs as 
a starring point but rhat one programme for all the labs put rogether 
should be developedJ? No clear condusion had yet been drawn at that 
time, but the fact rhat the issue was debated at all is a dear sign that rhings 
were changing. 

Financial Constraints as a New Justification for Transferring People 

In Part II the transfer of people from the Nat.Lab. to the PDs was 
described as one of the mechanisms used by the Nat. Lab. to influence the 
POs. Transferred people rook with rhem the knowledge and experience 
gained in the Nat.Lab., and thus augmenred the POs. In the 1970s rhe 
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transfer of people continued, but rhe motive for rhis shifted. The lab man
agement realised that it was no Jonger possible to take on new scientists 
under the 'zero growth' conditions if an insufficient number of people 
were moved to the POs, thus nor creating enough vacancies in the 
Nat. Lab. 

At an RDC meeting in December 1972, it was decided that a special 
committee should be set up to study the possibilities of maintaining the 
current vitality of rhe research population on the basis of (continued) 'no
growth' in the number oflab employees. The committee consisred ofBele
vitch (MBLE, Brussels), Harrison (PRL, UK), Hörster (PFA, Aachen), 
Tummers (Nar.Lab.), Valkenburg (Nat.Lab.) , Vellix (LEP, France), and 
Winkier (PFH, Hamburg). In March 1973 the committee brought out its 
report. In that report rhe transfer of research workers to the POs was seen 
as the most important contribution to solving the problems of maintain
ing vitality in the 'zero growth' siruation. The consequence of transferring 
too few people would be that the average age of the scientists in the 
Nat.Lab. would rise. The authors strongly advised adopting a conscious 
transfer policy within the company, so that PO and NO vacancies would 
be filled first with scientists from the research labs (the report dealt with 
both the Nat.Lab. and the foreign research labs). In this way the research 
organisation could continue to take on new personnel without growing. 
According to Valkenburg, the consequence of this was that the possibili
ties for transfer to a PO became part of the criteria when selecting new 
people.78 According to an appendix of the 1973 report, the average age of 
the scientists was 37·9 at the Nat. Lab. Of the foreign research labs only the 
MBLE had a significantly younger population: there the average age was 
32.5.The annual transfer rare from the Nat.Lab. was 7.8% according to the 
report. For the other labs this varied from 3.7% (PRL) to 8.8% (PFA) and 
8.9% (PFH). Keeping one's eyes open for chances to be transferredtoPOs 
was already part of the existing career guidance policy; for the people in 
scale ('vakgroep') 5 and lower, this was rhe responsibility of the group lead
ers. For those in scales 6, 7 and 8, it was a task of the director or rnanag
ing directorJ9 In the Zero growth report rhe relationship between rhe 
Nar.Lab.'s Personnel Oepartment, the Corporate Sraff Bureau and the 
POs' Personnel Oepartments was referred to as 'good' and it was men
tioned thar the number of transfers from the Nat.Lab. to the POs was 
already increasing. 

In rhe 1972-1994 period the largestoutflow of scientists was to the POs 
Elcoma and Consumer Electronics (Audio and Video). The scientists who 
transferred to Elcoma were mostly physicists and chemises. Most of the 
scientists who went to CE were d ectrical engineers, and only a few were 
physicists or chemises. The third outflow was that to the CFT, but the sir
uacion was different there because this was nor a PO but an organisation 
that, like the Nat.Lab., supported PO activities. In some cases activities 
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were moved from the Nat.Lab. to the CFT (for example the Botden group 
was moved in that way). Here the outflow was more equally divided 
between the disciplines. 

The number of years that scientists spent in the Nat.Lab. did not 
decrease very much over the course of time, it remained on average about 
seven years, the same number as was found for the 1946-1972 period.80 On 
average, physicists and chemists stayed Jonger than dectrical and mechan
ical engineers in the 1972-1994 period as well as in the previous period of 
1946-1972. Mathematicians and information scientists also had a shorter 
average circulation time (a bout five years). 

Thanks ro the outflow, the Nat.Lab. was able ro attract new scientists 
even in years that were very difficult for the company. In 1990, the last year 
befare the company-wide Centurion operation was mounted, the 
Nat.Lab. still rook on 120 new employees (in 1988 that number was II4).8' 

The Introduetion of a New Financing Mechanism for the Nat.Lab.: 
Contract Research 

In a meeting with the Nat.Lab. research directars held in 1989, S. van 
Houten announced on behalf of the Board of Management the introdue
tion of contract research. From then on, about two-thirds of the research 
budget had to be obtained from contracts with the PDs. The forma! rul
ing was that 0.3% of the campany's turnover would be allocated to 
research direcdy by the Board of Management (previously that was about 
1%), and the remainder would have to come from the PDs.8' Meijer still 
remembered the silence that feil after P. Kramer had told the news in a 
meeting of the Nat.Lab.'s rnanaging direcrors.83 At that time the intro
duetion of contract research was seen as a defeat for the research organi
sation that had always so fiercely defended its financial independence. Not 
only Holst and Casimir, but also Pannenborg had operared in that way. 
All three had held the posirion of Research representative on the Philips 
Board of Management. Van Houten said later on that he had a different 
view on his position: research was in his portfolio, but he did nor fee! him
self a representative of the research organisation on rhe Board. Unlike 
Holst, Casimir and Pannenborg, Van Houten had spent a substantial peri
ad of his Philips career outside the Nat.Lab. In Chapter s we saw that he 
was made responsible for rhe CFT (Centre for Manufacturing Technolo
gies) and that he had held that position until Pannenborg retired. Proba
bly his emotional disrance from research made him the appropriate per
son to be involved in the introduetion of contract research. According to 
Bulthuis he had not prepared for the introduetion of contract research by 
communication with Research itself.84 But none of that made a real dif
ference because by then contract research was known to have been intro
duced in several other large companies, so Philips could hardly be expect
ed not to be part of rhat uend.8S 
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The idea of contract research was not new to the Nat.Lab. directors. In 
1979 rhere had been a debate on this. A special Research committee had 
produced a report on the pros and cons of contract research versus the 
existing, corporate way of financing the Corpora te Research Programme. 
The committee merobers were: Mooijweer (Corporate Research 
Bureau86), Bosman, Gelling, Valster (Research directors) and Hazewindus 
(head of the cernpany's Corporate Product Development Co-ordination 
bureau). This committee had been initiared because of the concern that 
had been expressed within the Philips Board of Management about the 
PDs' medium-term product policy and the possible enhancement of 
Research's role in all of this. In its report the committee sketched four sce
narios: (r) continuing the current financing mechanism without any type 
of formal contracts, (2) using forma! 'contracts' in which PDs could 
express agreement with certain partsof the research programme, while the 
financing still came directly from the Board of Management, (3) having 
financial contribution to the research work coupled with the contracts, 
and (4) making part of the research the direct responsibility of the PDs. 
The first scenario was rejected by rhe committee because it would not 
bring the necessary changes in the co-operation between Research and the 
PDs. The fourth scenario was also rejected because it would mean losing 
the advantages of a central company research programme (and in particu
lar the combination of quite differentfieldsof knowledge) . Although the 
committee at first claimed that the differences between scenarios (2) and 
(3) were only of a 'psychological' nature, later on in the report it was star
ed that the 'realness' of the contracts with conneered financing resulted in 
a definite preferenee for the third scenario. 87 To achieve agreement on the 
contracts, the committee recommended annual research meetings with 
each of the PDs, chaired by a memher of the Board of Management. An 
appendix in which the actual si mation was described in terms of research 
effort in contrast to the PDs' development effort accompanied the report. 
From these data it was concluded that about 40% of all research could be 
viewed as 'applied' and suitable for doing on a contract basis. One prob
lem, though, was rhat half of rhis research effort was oriented to Elcoma, 
while the development effort of rhis PD would only allow contracts to be 
made with Philips Research for half of that. Other PDs thar seemed to 
have the same problem were particularly TDS, Lighting, Audio, Video 
and Medical Systems. The committee doubted the feasibility of transfer
ring scientists from Elcoma-oriented work to work related to these other 
PDs, given their educational background. In 1983 a further survey yielded 
about the same results: about 40% of all applied research was for Elcoma, 
while for each of the PDs TDS, Lighting, Audio, Video and MSD, this 
value was only about 5% .88 
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Already in a response to the Board of Management meering during 
which the role of Research in the POs' medium-term product policy had 
been discussed, Pannenborg had made clear that in his opinion the cur
rent financing mechanism should nor be changed.89 What he had sug
gested as an alternative was in fact what was to become the committee's 
second scenario. In a meeting on October 22, 1979, during which the 
report was discussed, the third scenario was rejected, and structural delib
erarions on the research programme in the R-PO management commit
tees were seen as sufficient for enhancing the role of research in the POs' 
medium-term product policy. For the time being that was the end of the 
discussion. In his introduetion to the 1980 CRC, Pannenborg mentioned 
that contract research had been rejected but that Research should 'keep 
thinking about it'; however for years to come this remark did notseem to 
have many practical implications. In the report later on, Kramer picked 
up scenario (2) in his Transfer Projects (see later in this chapter). 

Soon after the introduetion of contract research, in April 1990, K. 
Bulthuis, who had succeeded P. Kramer as international research co-ordi
nator, had to come up with an Economising Plan for Philips Research (the 
Nat.Lab. and the labs abroad). The negotiarions with the POs rhat had 
starred after contract research had been announced had shown that the 
POs were very cost-conscious when responding to the contracts offered 
them by rhe Nat.Lab. In the Economising Plan a cost reduction of about 
NLG 120 miJlion was scheduled for three years.9° This even exceeded the 
amount decided upon by the Philips Board of Management, which had 
been announced in the 1989 Review Meeting. According to the plan, more 
than 70% of the reductions had to co me from the foreign labs. In the 1990 
Research Review Book rhe amounrs were translated into personnel num
bers. The entire population of the labs had to be reduced from about 
4,300 to about 3,000 employees. The reduction would lead to the Ham
burg lab being reduced and made into an annex of the Aachen lab, ro cio
sure of the Brussels and Sunnyvale labs, and to the reduction of the labs 
in the UK and France.9' The remaining 30% of the reductions had to 
come from the Nat.Lab. 

In relation to costs, the term 'qualiry' also became an important issue for 
the lab management. That was remarkable, because this concept was usu
ally concerned with reproducible and predictabie processes, mainly in pro
ducrion. In 1987 there was a first 'guality action', led by M. Carasso and a 
first Mission Statement was formulated for the Nat.Lab, in co-operation 
wirh M. Weggeman.92 In January 1990 a second gualiry action was 
announced, rhis time to be co-ordinated by F. Carpay.93 As Bulthuis 
remarked in 1988 in his annual speech, qualiry assurance actions were 
quite new to the Nat.Lab. culture and perhaps also for research organisa-
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tions in genera!, and concrete quality assurance actions were nor easy to 

realise. The fact that quality management was clearly ernerging at Philips 
Research shows that in that respect, too, the previous disrance between 
research and the POs, where the need for quality management had already 
been recognised, had diminished. 

In September 1990 the campany's CEO, J.D. Timmer, published his plans 
for getting the company out ofits downward spiral.94 From October 1990 
on, his 'Centurion operation'91 was discussed with the top IOO upper man
agement people in the various areas of the company during a series of 
workshops held in the conference centre 'De Ruwenberg' situated in the 
village of St. Michielsgestel. Huge personnel reductions were announced 
in all segments of the company. According to the Centurion plans, each 
part of the company had to relinquish 15% of its personnel. September 30, 
1990, was taken as the starring date for rhat. This put Research into an 
unforrunate position, because Bulthuis's Economising Plan had already 
becorne effective, and substantial reductions had already been carried out 
by that date. It would mean that Research would be cut more drastically 
than most of the POs. During the 1990 Review Meeting with the Board 
of Management, the Research representatives tried ro prevent this by 
claiming that what had already been accomplished through the Economis
ing Plan should be included in the Research reduction targets. This meet
ing was of course a very important one for the future of Research. The ten
sion could be feit when the Board of Management entered the meeting 
room, and Timmer sat down and proceeded to stare out of the window.96 

Bulthuis gave an introduetion that had been rehearsed over and over again 
during the days leading up to the meeting. Only after about an hour did 
Timmer actively take part in the discussion, and in the end the research 
management was very relieved when it was decided that rhe Centurion 
reductions would not be imposed on top of the Economising Plan reduc
rions.97 The realisarion of the Economising Plan had ro be accelerated so 
that the rota! reduction could be finished by the end of 1991. 

The Nat.Lab.'s Contribution to the Patent Portfolio as a Defence for 
the Budget 

Many people in Philips Research may have seen the introduetion of con
tract research as a diminishing of the la b's independent position. What was 
positive for them was that the company had maintained the research 
organisation as such, even during the Centurion operation. Rather than 
splitring the research programme into parts and dividing chose over the 
POs, as had happened at some other companies,98 rhe Philips company 
management retained a corporate research organisation. It was recognised 
that the multidisciplinary nature of a corporare research organisation 
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yielded an input synergy that would be lost if Research were to be divi
sionalised.99 Another argument that the research organisation brought for
ward, was that of the contri bution of the Nat. Lab. and the labs abroad to 

the company's patent portfolio. As we saw in the 1946-1972 period, con
cern was sometimes expressed about this. Such concerns were evident in 
the 1972-1994 period, too, but of a different nature. In his introduetion to 
the 1986 CRC meeting, Kramer passed on the remark that was made by 
the Philips Board of Management that long-term research deserved extra 
attention, because the number of real innovations made by Philips was 
smal!. During the next CRC, in 1988, the patent position was again men
tioned, and it was staeed that although in terms of output quantity the 
research contribution was quite good - on average 14% of the company's 
R&D budget was spent on the 'R' (the Nat.Lab. and the foreign labs) and 
this effort had resulted in 40% of the company's patents- whether or not 
the patene position was strong enough in the most strategie fields (CAD, 
VLSI and software) could be questioned.100 In his annual speech given in 
January 1989 Bulthuis mentioned the following threats co Philips' patent 
position: growing Japanese competition, increasing aggression in the 
patent world, growing patent awareness in smaller firms and non-indus
trial patent owners, pacenes in shared projects thus meaning that patent 
ownership might be problematic, and the expiry of a number of impor
tant Philips patents (such as LOCOS). Bulthuis showed that the value of 
pacenes was not only to be found in one's own freedom of acting and the 
direct licence incomes, but also in cross-licenee possibilities and the sav
ing of licence costs that would otherwise have to be paid to other firms. 
This argumentation was used to show that Philips Research for the com
pany was not only an expenditure post but also a souree of income. 
According to Bul thuis, this could well justify the existence of the research 
organisation as a corporate entity. Still, in 1988, Bulthuis mentioned chis 
argument in an interview and staeed that Philips chen had 6o,ooo patent 
rights, 40% of which came from Research and that on an annual basis the 
value of chose pacenes exceeded the annual Research budget. 101 Probably, 
Timmer had acknowledged this when he decided to include Bulthuis's 
Economising Plan in the Centurion reductions for Philips Research. In 
1993 a calculation was presenred to rhe company's Board of Management 
to ground the claim that the annual Research budget was well covered by 
the pa cents that were produced. 102 The income was calculated by adding 
the direct monetary income of the licences and an estimation of the value 
of cross-licences (this was separately done for each of the PDs) and sub
tracting rhe cost of rhe licences which Philips needed from third parties 
and for which Philips acrually paid. 
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1·4 Changes in the Lab Culture 

Some of the influences that the changes in economie circumstances had 
on the culture of the lab, such as the introduetion of quality actions and 
rhe use of management tools, have already been described in previous sec
tions when the task profile and the means were also discussed. Nor much 
has yet been said about the influence that the change in public attitudes 
towards science and technology had as a social factor. In this section we 
will concentrare on that facet. Valkenburg, who was the Head of Social 
Affairs at rhe Nat.Lab. in the 1970s, once spoke in an interview about a 
'democratisation wave' that had invaded the lab at that time.103 This may 
be a somewhat exaggerated way of characterising what happened, but it 
does reveal that real changes did take place in the early 1970s. These 
changes were to have a lasring impact on the lab culture. In Parts I and II 
the lab's culture was described in the context of the tensions seen in pro
fessional organisations. Here we find that there was rension between man
agement control and the influence of the individual researcher. The 
'democratisation wave' in fact meant that, even more than before, scien
tists became aware of the importance of their professionalism and decid
ed that they should have quite a say in the management of their organisa
tion and in rhe research programme. This led to a change in the cantacts 
between scientists and the lab's directorate. 

It was not only the 'genera! public' that was concerned about the possible 
negative impact that science and technology might have on society and 
the natmal environment. It was also a feeling among the Nat.Lab. scien
tists. This is furthermore evident from the debates that rook place in the 
Nat.Lab in the early 1970s. In 1971, the Contact Committee (CoCo, see 
Chapter 5) proposed having a series of lectures in the lab on the Club of 
Rome's report, eentering on the theme 'Science and society'.104 In the 
1950s a similar activity had already taken place, and Dr. Dippel, a Nat. Lab. 
scientist who had published several critica! articles and monographs about 
the role of science and technology in society, had been one of the speak
ers. The lectures had been colleered and published under the tide 
'Research and ethics'. ws 

In 1972 the minmes of the woricing groups, which had accompanied 
the new series of lectures, and the leerure texts themselves, undersigned by 
123 Nat.Lab. scientists (including the directars Rathenau and Teer), were 
distributed as Technica! Note no. 274/72. This shows that at least part of 
the lab management was not opposed to this activity and, to a eertaio 
extent, even supported it. On the other hand, we find a remark made dur
ing a later Directars-CoCa meeting to the effect rhat management forbade 
the publication of 'controversial' texts. 106 A proposal by the CoCo to ini
tiate a council for the relevanee of scientific know-how was rejected by the 
Nat.Lab. management.107 Likewise, the Nar.Lab was prevenred from par-
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tielparing in the conference on 'Faith, Science and Society' in 1979.'08 

Such facts show that the lab management did ereare boundaries for the 
social debates continuing within the lab. That is sarnething that may have 
disappointed certain people and confirmed their ideas that the lab direc
torate was still serving the interests of industrial growrh too much. The 
Nat.Lab. directara te itself feit that it had succeeded fairly wel! in finding 
a balance between providing an opportuniry for social debate while at the 
same time prevenring an atmosphere of social unrest that might have 
hampered the continuation of the research work.109 In particular, it was 
Dr. H.]. Vink, chairman of the Directars-CoCa meetings, who had the 
delicate task of keeping that balance. In a speech given at the Eindhoven 
Polyrechnic in 1970,"0 Vink expressed his apinion as follows: 'That is why 
we, engineers and non-engineers, in a free and conscious forming of opin
ions must try to find social structures and mechanisms through which our 
social priorities and all the relevant functions can be explicitly formulated, 
while at the same time conserving democracy. These structures should be 
such that industrial enterprises can realise optima! social efficiency, while 
conserving competence and responding to the social challenges.' 

Nat.Lab. scientists also participated in social debates continuing in 
other organisations, such as the 'Verbond van Wetenschappelijke Onder
zoekers' (Association of Scientific Researchers). This Association provided 
a platform for debate among scientists about the role of science in socie
ty. From its very beginning in 1946, Nat.Lab. people like E.J.W. Verwey, 
]. Volger,].]. Went, J. Voogd and G. Ittmann and some years later C.J. 
Dippel and H.]. Vink, who have already been mentioned, participated in 
this Association. In the early 1970s ie was particularly P. Bolwijn who tried 
to realise a revival of the VWO's activities in Eindhoven. The Nat.Lab. 
directorate was not always happy with the VWO's activities. In 1975 it did 
not permit the Nat.Lab.'s works council (Ondernemingsraad) to partici
pare in a VWO survey on the activities of such councils in industrial 
organisations.m 

Ir was not only the emergence of the social debate on science and tech
nology that changed the agenda of the Direcrors-CoCo meetings. In 1970 
we see rhe arrival of another new social issue, namely rhe drive to democ
ratise the personnet policy. The CoCo asked the directorate to give rhe 
personnel a say in the appointment of group leaders.m The CoCo also 
wanred a clear definition of rhe taskof group leaders."3 The di recto ra te did 
nor always respond positively to such requests: a proposal made by the 
CoCo to use a list of fixed criteria to appraise the performance of scien
tists was rejected by the directorate.n4 Yet in the same meeting, the CoCo 

. reported with some appreciation rhat the openness with respect to such 
appraisals had already grown. Several years later we find that the perform
ance appraisal of assistants had found its way onto the agenda of the 
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Directars-CoCa meeting."5 In another meeting the CoCo proposed let
ring scientists (i.e. those lower rhan group leaders) participate in the deci
sion to stop certain research programmes. In general, the discussions in 
the Directors-CoCo meetings were open, and the CoCo, where the 
employees who were scientists chose the chairman, was able todetermine 
most of the items on the agenda. 

In this period we also see that various issues at the management level 
replaced the debates on all sorts of practical issues, which characterised the 
agenda of the Directars-CoCa and Kern meetings in rhe 1946-1972 peri
ad. A discussion in the Directars-CoCa meeting took place on the rela
tionship with the PDs."6 The CoCo expressed concern about the possi
bility that the number of research topics that were d irectly relevant to 
some PDs would increase and that rhere would be less 'fundamental' 
research.117 The CoCo also expressed doubt about the usefulness of the 
Corporate Research Exhibitions."8 On a number of occasions, the CoCo 
sought clarification of the rumours about the introduetion of contract 
research.u9 The CoCo also challenged the structure of the research pro
gramme. The discipline-oriented structure of the lab (with its main groups 
for chemistry, physics and electronics, which according to the directors 
corresponded with research into materials, devices and systems) seemed to 
the CoCo to forma barrier to contact with the product-oriented PDs.120 

Finally, we find that the CoCo introduced contact with the universities to 
the agenda. In that respect the CoCo wanred more formal cantacts 
because the universities seemed to have more to offer to the industrial 
research labs than before, but the directars refused to further formalise 
cantacts wirh any universities.m 

Thus we see that the CoCo almast becomes a sort of second works coun
cil for the scientists, leading to discussions in the Directors-CoCo meet
ings on the different rol es of Co Co and the formal works council. 122 In 
1974 the Kern (see Chapter 5) was turned into a formal works council for 
the research organisation. Before then, only a works council for the com
pany as a whole had existed. Composing the Kern agendas, and later rhe 
works council agendas, we see the same sort of changes emerging as those 
seen in the Directars-CoCa meetings' agendas: varying from practical 
issues to more strategie ones. Yet the CoCo continued, the argument 
being that for the Nat. Lab. management the CoCo could constitute a use
ful informal counterpart to the more forma! works council. 

The co-operation between the direcrors and the works council was 
positive. 12 3 The di rectors and the works council discussed various parts of 
the Collective Agreement. In the works council it was not only the inter
ests of the scientists that were dealt with, but also those of the assistants 
and technicians. Regarding the assistants, the increasing automation of the 
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measurement equipment and the processes gave rise to problems: more 
and more the need was feit to ensure that there would be suftleient oppor
tunity to acquire more responsible tasks, like processing measurement data 
and reporting outcomes, making suggestions for new experiments, doing 
theoretica! background studies, participating in the formulation of the 
research programme, and taking care of external contacts!24 As we saw in 
Part II, this change in the role of the assistants had already begun in the 
196os. Around 1980 concerns were also being aired about the technicians. 
A report was produced by a working group that saw medical problems, the 
ageing of know-howand decreasing motivation as rhe possible bottlenecks 
for rhe functioning of people in 'vakgroep' 35 or lower (glass technicians, 
electro-technicians, maintenance technicians, depot workers and mechan
ical technicians).'25 Ir was recommended that changes should be made in 
the working environment, to invoke more commitment by offering fur
ther schooling and mobility, by increasing responsibility and by increasing 
the intake of srudents drawn from secondary vocational education. 

In Part II we saw how the hierarchical structure in the Iabaratory grew in 
the 1946-1972 period. In that period the appraisal and assignment of a 
salary scale ('vakgroep') were still rather 'hidden' processes. The emerging 
democratisation was to change all of this, though. People spoke more 
openly about their scales, and salaries were no Jonger confidential. For 
assessment a methad was established that was known as the 'n+2' rule. 
This meant that each employee was assessed by someone who was two 
steps higher in the hierarchy (this meant that an assistant was assessed by 
his group leader, a research scientist was assessed by his director, and a 
group leader by his rnanaging director). The 'n+2' rule made it necessary 
for the directars to visit 'their' sciemists on a regular basis (normally twice 
a year) enabling them to remain well acquainted with what was going on 
in their groups. Furthermore, every two weeks there was a scientific man
agement meeting, where each director discussed the publications, patents 
and internal reports that had been issued in his or her sector during the 
preceding two weeks. Valkenburg had meetings with each new scientist 
who had been in service for a year, and after four years of service a scien
tist would meet with the campany's central Corporate Staff Bureau.'26 

1·5 lncreasing Co-operation with PDs 

The changed task profile of the lab (see section 7.2) had an impact on the 
cantacts with the POs. In Part II we saw how during the 1946-1972 peri
ad the cantacts with the POs were used to try to transfer research output 
to the POs. Most of this output was not presenred on demand by the POs, 
but was supplied of the lab's own accord. The POs often feit that they had 
no real influence on the research programme. The cantacts could be very 
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different with different topics and groups. In the 1972-1994 period, this 
changed. The comacts started being used to establish two-way communi
cation, but it was not so easy to get rid of all the attitudes and habits that 
had developed over the course of about two decades. A eertaio effort had 
ro be made to put the new relationship between the Nar.Lab. (and the for
eign labs) and the POs into practice. Subsequently, there were R-PO man
agement meetings, Review meetings, Transfer Projects, and finally there 
was the introduetion of contract research. A specific example of intensive 
practical co-operation, even before contract research was introduced, was 
to be found in rhe Geldrop project centre. This centre was an early exam
ple of the indination rowards mutual commitment. 

The R-PD Management Meetings 

Several people in managerial positions at the Nat.Lab. when Pannenborg 
rook over Casimir's position on the Board of Management expressed the 
apinion when asked to characterise the changes rhat rook place that it was 
Pannenborg, in close co-operation with E.F. de Haan, whohad started to 
formalise the comacts between the Nat.Lab. and the POs.'27 Until then, 
those cantacts had been of an ad-hoc nature, and they had oot been very 
intensive at the directars level. Others, in particular those who held man
agerial positions in the POs, said that they did not find the transition from 
Casimir to Pannenborg a clear one. According to them, Pannenborg was 
justas keentoproteet the research organisatien's independenee as Casimir 
had been. 128 

In the 1970s Pannenborg set up special committees to establish con
tacts with individual POs at the management level. These were clear signs 
of the growth towards mutual commitment. They were called the 'R-PO 
management committees' (R-PO standing for Research-Product Oivi
sions). They were meant to serve the need to achieve agreement between 
Research and the POs at an early stage of innovation and to obtain more 
adequate market information for research. The approach adopted ro artaio 
these goals would oot be the same for all POs because it was believed that 
the need for pre-development differed from one PO to another. In 1979, 
34 R-PO management committees were established. There were different 
numbers of R-PO management committees for the different POs.'29 

The comacts with the POs were assessed at several CRC meetings. Mixed 
feelings were expressed. The debates at the 1978 CRC meetings clearly 
illusrrate thar point. The agenda created for that meeting was, as bas been 
mentioned before, structured according to PO groups. 

First of all there was the Professional I group. When it came to the rela
tionship with the PO Telecommunication and Oefence Systems (TOS), 
the CRC merobers were of the apinion that it was difficult ro determine 
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a central research programme because of the local character of most TOS 
activities. These activiries were in the fields of telephony, optica! commu
nicarion, digital transmission, radar, infrared devices, microwaves, radio 
connecrions, facsimile coding and networks.'30 TOS was seen by research 
as a follower in the market that had probiernatie relationships with Elco
ma. Research support for TDS was mainly provided by the Nat. Lab. and 
the lab in the UK (PRL). With the Philips Data Systems (POS) PD 
research was primarily carried out in the Nat.Lab. and in Hamburg. The 
topics were speech recognirion, printers and other peripheral equipment 
for computers, modeHing and simulation, computer architecture and par
allel processing, system design, and optica! recording. In the case of rhe 
Nederlandse Kabel Fabrieken (Outch Cable Factories, NKF) the Nat.Lab. 
and the Brussels lab (MBLE) worked on cable modelling. 

The Professional II group consisred of the POs Medica! Systems and 
Science & Industry (S&I). The first-mentioned PO had expressed in its 
comacts with Research that there should be better comacts between 
Research and the market (not only medica! top experts but also hospitals). 
The 'hot areas' mentioned were CT scanners, ultrasonics, nuclear medi
cine, and medica! electronics, and research support was given mainly by 
the Nat.Lab., the LEP in France and the Hamburg lab. Later, in 1982, the 
discussion concerning the comacts end, and the condusion was that long
term research remained probiernatie because the links between research 
and rhe PO's activities were too strong. In its contacts with Research, rhe 
PO had remarked that Research should take into account geographical 
differences when dividing the research tasks between the labs. According 
to Van Geuns'31 the Research organisation retained much in the field of 
medica! equipment in the Hamburg lab, while the PO had its main facil
ities in the village of Best, near Eindhoven. The geographical disrance was 
a harrier when it came to the exchanging of people, and in genera!, it ham
pered contact between Philips Research and the PO on agreements as to 

what should be researched. In a similar way, the field of ultrasound med
ica! equipment caused problems because Research had concentrared these 
activities in the LEP in France, while all the PO's industrial ultrasound 
activities were in the USA. In addition, the PO feit rhat the Research 
organisation had insufficient know-how in the bio-related sciences. For 
the Science & Industry (S&I) PO work was done in the fields of analyti
ca! measurement equipment and industrial welding equipment. Pannen
borg was of the opinion that S&I should be more critica! in their selection 
of the research output to be developed. 

The relationship with Elcoma had been probiernatie in the 1946-1972 
period (see Chapter 5). This did nor change after the introduetion of the 
R-PO management committees. Ouring CRCs some lab managers com
plained about the 'not-invemed-here' syndrome experienced in their con
tacts with this PD. The transfer of research output to this PD was also 
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hampered by a lack of qualified personnel wirhin rhe PO, by the existence 
of separate developments groups that did not co-operate very willingly, 
and by the excessively high short-term activities undertaken by Research 
but which in fact belonged to PO work. On the orher hand, there was the 
criticism that Research was not we11 enough acquainted with market 
requirements and that it was aften unable to estimate casts for new prod
ucts. So nor much had yet changed when compared with the period 
described in Part II. 

The Consumer I group comprised the Audio, Video and Electro
Acoustics (ELA) POs. Wirh Audio and Video, bi-annual contact at rhe 
management level had been established. Here, roo, we find the CRC par
ticipants complaining about a lack of intake capacity for research output 
and a lack of market information. Research support was provided in rhe 
fields of recording, signal processing, displays, IC Large Scale Integration 
(LSI), software, man-machine interaction and memories. With respect to 
the ELA PO new market opportunities were seen in microelectranies and 
digital sysrems applications, but from the Research side rhere was doubt 
as to whether the POs in this group were eager enough to innovate. 

The producrs of the Consumer II group (Light, SOA, MOA) were 
seen as being 'classical' (mainly related to classica! physics), and here 
Research conceived that its role was offensive rather than defensive. Here 
too we find that bi-annual management meetings were seen as a way of 
staying in contact with rhe POs. In the case of the Lighting PO, it was 
suggested that the Central Lighring Lab sametimes did rhe same work as 
that done in Research. For some reason the POs development depart
menes seemed to be more willing to accept research output from rhis Lab 
rhan from the Nar.Lab. 

The mutual feelings were rhat there was a gap between research and devel
opment that seemed too difficult to bridge, and the R-PO management 
committees had oot succeeded in dissipating chose feelings. The bi-annu
al scheme for the R-PO meetings established for several POs was obvi
ously not frequent enough in the eyes of the Philips Board of Manage
ment, because in 1980 Pannenborg announced that the Board wanred a 
more intensive discussion with the POs on the research programme.'32 

Alrhough it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions on this, the number 
of negative remarks about relarionships with rhe POs, reearcled in the 
CRC minutes of the 198os, did decrease noticeably. This may have been a 
sign thar gradually an understanding of the position of the POs was grow
ing within the research organisarion. Ir was particularly during rhe 1980 
CRC rhar Pannenborg emphasised rhar the company was in serious trau
bie and rhat an arrogant attitude towards the POs was nor appropriate in 
this situation. lnstead, a better relationship between the research organi
sation and the POs was ro be the goal of bath Research and the POs in 
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order to improve the company's position. Pannenborg recommended the 
following: maximise co-operation with the POs in the case of market pull 
developments, do nor get lost in new adventures but capitalise instead on 
existing projects, reduce the total budget, reduce efforts in fields where 
POs are reducing effort, push up the development capacity of the POs, 
speed up transfer of output, leave social activities to personnel depart
ments and concentrare on research work. In this list we can recognise sev
eral of the problems that have been presenred before as complaints from 
Research about POs, but now Pannenborg was clearly trying to advocate 
a shared responsibility instead of having Research and the POs making 
reproach es. 

The Review Meetings 

In 1983, when Van Houten had succeeded Pannenborg on the Board of 
Management, another series of structural meetings was initiared to discuss 
rhe ways in which the research programme could be oriented towards rhe 
company's needs. In Review Meetings, the Philips Board of Management 
met annually with the rnanaging directors of the Nar.Lab. and the foreign 
labs. The first of these meetings served as a kind of introduetion and was 
designed to provide insight into the research organisation's tasks and ways 
of operating. Ouring the second meeting, in 1984, a more strategie dis
cussion was held with the Board of Management about the Corporate 
Research Programme. The strategie fields identified were IC design and 
IC technology, consumer dectronies (television in particular), informa
tion technology, and product automation. In the 1987 Review Book the 
following key technologies were identifted: IC technology, IC design and 
tools, system knowledge, software, recording, and displays. These areas are 
not very different from the ones identified in 1984. The argumentation for 
selecting these fields was that they were 'of course, central to Philips' cur
rent and future business'. 

In the Review Meetings all the important developments taking place 
in the Research organisation were discussed with the Board of Manage
ment. Therefore, the agenda of these meetings can be seen as an oudine 
of what is to follow in this section. In 1988 the concept of the Transfer 
projects was discussed. In 1989, the year in which contract research was 
introduced, the first experiences gained from negotiating with the POs 
were presented. In 1990 a substantial cost reduction plan was discussed. 
Finally, we find in 1991 a new approach to defining the research pro
gramme in terms of capabiliries and applicarion areas, and at this time rhe 
Self-Financing Activities (SFAs) also emerged. All these steps on the road 
to mutual commitment will bedescribed here, but first we will examine 
an early example of narrow co-operation with POs, namely the Geldrop 
project centre. 
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The Geldrop Project Centre 

The Geldrop project centre had its roots in the Van Dorsten group (elec
tron microscopy) that had moved from the Strijp campus to a location in 
the village of Geldrop, which is situated not far from Eindhoven and 
Waalre.'33 In 1963 the premises were extended, and new research fields, like 
the cyclotrons, neutron tubes and clystrons areas, were introduced in Gel
drop. In particular, it was the work on rhe cyclotrons that was to provide 
an early example of project work in close co-operation wirh a PO (in this 
case that was PIT).'34 In 1967 an initiative was taken to set up a project 
that was to become the one for which the Geldrop project centre would 
become well known, namely rhe ANS project. ANS, the Astronomische 
Nederlandse Satelliet (the Astronomie Dutch Satellite), was a satellite that 
was developed by a consortium of Fokker-VFW and Philips, founded in 
1968.'35 The practical work starred in 1970. Philips' role (it was particular
ly the Nar.Lab. rhar delivered rhe know-how for rhis) was to develop the 
instrumentation for rhis satellite. The work was being carried out for the 
European space organisations ESRO and ELDO, and it provides an exam
ple of the growing European co-operation in the 1972-1994 period. Space 
technology was not particularly a market in which Philips had been very 
involved before that, but in the 1946-1972 period, as we have already seen 
in other examples of rhis, it was Casimir's philosophy of being involved in 
a scientific field purely by developing instrumentation for it (e.g. instru
mentation for nuclear physics). According to Valster, whowas in charge of 
the Project eenere in the years 1970-1975, Tromp, a member of the Philips 
Board of Management, was a sort of patron of this space project.'36 The 
ANS was to contain equipment for astronomical measurements. The proj
ect was typical of rhe Geldrop annex,'37 in that it was a joint project 
between the Nar.Lab. and the POs. In this case the Nar.Lab. co-operated 
with PTI (the Philips Telecommunications Industry) and HSA (Hol
landse Signaal Apparaten), and occasionally people from the PIT PO were 
also involved. The Nat.Lab.'s role was to develop the instrumentation for 
positioning the sarellite (some mechanica! work was also done on, for 
instance, reaction wheels for stabilising the satellite'38) and the board com
puter. The satellite was launched in 1974, thus marking the end of the 
project. Valster had found that the project-oriented way of working with 
deadlines and periodical external assessments was unusual for the Nat. Lab. 
After the project ended, many people were transferred to other parts of the 
company, back to PTI and HSA, but also to the Audio and PIT POs. 

The project-oriented way of working was repeated in later projecrs, all of 
which were more communicarion-oriented. An example of such a project 
was CARIN: a navigation and information system for cars. This system 
had emerged from a previous project, known as the O-bus, an idea for a 
sort of flexible public transport system, whereby people could hail a bus 
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The exterior of rhe satellite. The radiarion ro be measured reaches the measuremenr sysrems 
rhrough rhe openings ar rhe rop. The solar panels can be seen on rhe left and rhe righr in the 
deployed posirion. Between the solar panels rhere is an opening rhrough which light can reach 
rhe solar sensors. The rods underneath are rhe aerials. The maximum roral mass will be abour 
!JO kg. 

Figure 27. The exterior of the ANS (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 
33, p. II9). 
The solar panels of the sarellire can beseen on the righr and lefr sides. The rods underneath are 

aerials. 

in the same way they might hail a taxi.•J9 CARIN enabled car drivers to 
type in their starring point and destination, and the system would rhen 
provide a route and inform the driver during the journey making use of 
audio and visual means. This project was carried out in co-operation with 
the PO Audio's Car System unit.140 The next step was SOCRATES, a 
European project, in which the routing was coupled to acrual information 
about traffic situations, braadcast by radio transmitters. Another field in 
which Geldrop was active was optical communication. The DIVAC proj-
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eet is a good example of work in that field. Here, toa, the co-operation 
with POs and external partners constitured an important aspect of the 
work: the Nat.Lab. worked with the PTI PO, Eindhoven University of 
Technology, and the Dr. Neher Lab at the Dutch PTT telecom compa
ny.'41 At the same time a project like PHILAN (Philips Local Area Net
work), the creation of an optica! fibres nerwork for offices, was an exclu
sively Nat.Lab. activity.'42 Finally, the field of software should be men
tioned as a focus of the Geldrop project centre activities. In the Megadoc 
project, for example, software was developed which could be used to 
archive, search for, sart, distribure and multiply any relevant office docu
mentsin an electronic mode. The Digital Optica! Recording (DOR) disc 
was used as a medium. The results were transferred to the computer PO 
in Apeldoorn, but as this PO had many problems with the selling of its 
products, it never became a success.' 43 In addition, software played an 
important role in other projects as wel! (for example, the O-bus project 
was presenred in the Philips Technica! Review in a special issue on soft
ware). 

The Transfer Projects 

The Project centre in Geldrop was dissolved in 1990, and the activities 
were moved to the main Nat.Lab. premises near Waalre. By then, project 
work was no Jonger specific to Geldrop, because a new type of research 
activity, known as Transfer Projects, had been defined as part of the Cor
porate Research Programme. P. Kramer had designed this type of project 
in 1987, and the concept was accepted by the Board of Management in the 
1987 Review Meeting.'44 The definition ofTransfer Projects was as follows: 
'Transfer Projects are sizeable research topics, whose technica! feasibility 
has been proven, which are wanted by the POs and where the results of 
the work in the form of components, devices, systems, tools or processes 
justify and require a common approach to transfer knowledge, skills, hard
ware or software to the PD. A concise document is signed by both parties; 
this contains the agreed goal of the project and its key topics, specifica
tions, the project leader, time schedules and milestones, resources (includ
ing the narnes of the people involved), initia! marketing and business 
plans.''45 Bulthuis remembered how P. Kramer used to say that if some
thing was to be transferred to the ourside world (the POs), researchers 
tended to prevent that, arguing that they first wanted to find further 
improvements of some sort. In that context, KramersawTransfer Projects 
as a commitment designed to 'freeze' part of the research programme, to 
define it as being 'in state of transfer' and to allow that part to focus on 
the transfer to the PD rather than toseek furrher improvements.'46 
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In 1988, 72 Transfer Project proposals had been oudined, but during the 
January 1988 RDC it was stared that there were only a few projects for 
Lighting and for I&E, and that many of the Transfer Projects were rather 
small. Furthermore, in the case of many Transfer Projects a marketing and 
business plan was lacking.'47 In the June 1988 RDC meetings Van Houten 
stared that his target was to see that the research programme contained 
about 25% Transfer Projects, 25% explorative research activities and 50% 
activities of a disciplinary and service nature, aimed at preparing new 
Transfer Projects.'48 By then, a list had been circulated with the status of 
the various Transfer Projects of that rime.'49 Ir is striking to see thar the 
srrong bias rowards Elcoma-oriented research did not feature very promi
nently in rhe list of projecrs. Of rhe whole list only twelve projects were 
Elcoma-related. Only six times do we find Lighting mentioned as the PD 
involved, and only one time I&E. The status categories in the list make it 
clear that most projects had already starred even before rhe agreement was 
formalised. 

The Mega Project 

A major project that was a shared activiry between research and the Elco
ma PD wastheMega project, already referred to in secrion 7.2. The emer
gence and finally the collapse of this project are certainly some of the most 
dramatic evenrs marking the 1972-1994 period of the history of the 
Nar.Lab. According ro rhe project leader, R.P. Kramer, the relationships 
between research and the PD we re probiernatie during this projecr.'50 Th is 
was partly due to internat tensions wirhin the PD:'5' the top-level man
agers did not want the project, but orher people rnanaging the PO's IC
acrivities, supported by the Board of Management, did have an interest in 
the project, and rhis siruation made it difficult for research to discuss the 
project with the PD. Kramer feit rhat rhere was insufficient support from 
the PD, and when problems arose, the Nat.Lab. was easily blamed for 
rhem. The PD had nor defined whar applicarions rhe project should be 
aimed at, and there were no clear production targets. Both Kramer and 
Bulthuis afterwards regretted that they had not intervened more strongly 
ro recrify this omission.' 51 On the other hand, Kramer maintained that 
part of the problem was on the research side, because the research culture 
wirhin the Nat.Lab. was nor oprimal for carrying out such an industrial 
project. As Kramer was on the directorate of both the Nat.Lab. and the 
PD, he feit himself ro be in a difficult position . The Mega project showed 
thar shared Research-PO projects could be very probiernatie when no firm 
agreement existed between Research and the PD abour rhe condirions 
agreed to. In facr, this was the same problem thar was also seen with a 
number of the Transfer Projects. Getting rid of the unclear conditions sur
rounding the projects was one of the aims of the next step in bending the 
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research programme towards the needs of the POs, namely by introduc
ing contract research. 

Negotiations for Contract Research 

After the announcement of the introduetion of the contract research, in 
1989, negotiations with POs commenced, and the outcome of that process 
was discussed at the November 1989 Review Meeting with the Board of 
Management. It appeared that the research programme for 1990 would to 
a large extent be a continuation of the existing research programmes,I5J 
which according to the research representarives was nor surprising because 
ir came as the 'result of years of continued discussion with and listening 
to the POs combined wirh our own insights into the technica! world and 
rhe operation of Philips as a whole'. Th is was probably a reference to the 
R-PD management commirrees, among other contacts. When it came to 
drawingup rhe contracts with rhe POs, a new contact means was estab
lished: the R-PD co-ordinarors in rhe research organisarion and their 
counterparts in rhe POs, the Chief Technology Officers (CTOs), were 
brought together. Both were to function at the director's level and be 
responsible for determining the research flelds and contract topics. Sever
al of those CTOs were scientists who, in the past, had been transferred 
from rhe Nat.Lab. to a P0.154 At the same time Van Houten srimulated 
people to come from POs and take up management positions in 
Research/55 The advantage of CTOs originally coming from Research was 
that they had a good understanding of rhe type of research rhat Research 
could offer to their POs. In some cases rhe new CTO did nor see his posi
rion as very being different from that in rhe past. Van Nieuwland (a CTO 
in the Consumer Electranies PO for the Audio Business Group) said thar 
even before the CTO function had been formalised, he had already intiu
eneed rhe research programme in a concrete way through M . Carasso, 
who, for him, servedas a sort of R-PD co-ordinator avant-la-lettre. As far 
as he was concerned, introducing contract research meant a further for
malisarion of the Transfer Projects and a further impravement of the rela
tionship between Research and his PD. R.P. Krameralso knew Research 
welt because he had worked there, had become director and, via the Mega 
project, had moved to rhe Semiconductors PD. Later, he formally became 
a CTO in this PO (which was part of the former Elcoma PO, which had 
firsr been renamed Components in 1988 and which, in 1991, was split up 
into Semiconductors and Components). He too conveyed rhar a good 
relationship between Research and his PO had developed in rhe years afrer 
the introduetion of contract research. According to Bulthuis, the Transfer 
Projects had also helped to ereare a co-operative atmosphere between 
Research and the POs. 156 
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It soon became evident that the POs had become very cost-conscious and 
were reluctant to spend more money on research than was absolutely nec
essary. In February 1988, even before contract research had been intro
duced, all PO's except one had indicated that they wanred to pay less for 
research (the exception being the Lighting PO; this is remarkable because 
in the past Lighting had seen its own centrallab as being in competition 
with the Nat.Lab.157). The outcome of conversations with the various POs 
was not very promising: CE wanred to reduce research investments and so 
did TOS. OAP (Oomestic Appliances and Personal care, formerly SOA) 
claimed that they should be exempted from having to contribute to 
exploratory research. Another problem was that in 1989 the Oefence and 
Control Systems PO had been sold to Thomson, which meant that Philips 
Research had lost a contract partner. In the annual Review Meeting with 
the Philips Group Management Committee, this problem was dis
cussed.158 The problem that was idenrified was that POs understandably 
cut on costs whenever profitability was problematic, while it was, in fact, 
research that could particularly bring impravement for those areas. In sec
tion 7·3 the consequences for the finances of Philips Research (the 
Economising Plan) were discussed. 

As we saw, the 1972-1994 period was one in which the Nat.Lab. searched 
for a healthy relationship with its research work and with POs' develop
ment work. Already in 1974, Pannenborg had, in a presenration for the 
Nat.Lab. group leaders, expressed his views about coupling research to 
development as follows: if we draw a diagram that represems the relation
ship between - horizonrally - the strength of rhe relationship between 
research and development and - vertically - the effectiveness of research, 
a bell-shaped curve can be expected to emerge. If the coupling is too weak, 
then an ivory rower situarion will develop, which can be very unfruirful, 
and if the coupling is too strong the difference between R and 0 becomes 
too smal!, and R loses the basis for its existence.159 Later on, this curve 
would come to be known as the Pannenborg curve ('de kromme van Pan
nenborg').160 In fact, the lab management's considerations about the task 
profile in the 1972-1994 period, presenred above, can beseen as a struggle 
to find a proper place along this curve. At the beginning of this period, 
the coupling was rather loose. This was the legacy of the previous period 
under Casimir. Pannenborg had expressed a need to enhance this cou
pling. The fear displayed by a number of managers that the coupling 
would become too strong sametimes made it difficult to achieve the right 
balance. In the next chapter we will see some examples of research proj
ects that illustrate how the coupling increased in the 1972-1994 period. 
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8. Examples of the Road towards 
Mutual Commitment 

In Chapter 7 we saw how the role of the Nat.Lab. changed in the 1972-
1994 period. lt was the growing conviction that in the 1970s ir was time ro 
make the outcomes of 'fundamemal' science fruitful for technological 
developments, rogether with the end of economie growth that prompted 
the Nat.Lab. to look for a more PO-orienred task profile. For that reason 
communications with the POs were formalised, and practical co-opera
tion such as that seen in the Geldrop Project centre and in the Transfer 
Projects emerged. These steps did nor immediately result in sufficient 
mutual commitment, which was why the mechanism of contract research 
was introduced by the Board of Management. From then on the Nat. Lab. 
had to negoeiare wich rhe POs to obtain two thirds of its research budget 
from contracts. The remaining one-third was still allocated directly by the 
Board to proteet rhe long-term 'risky' research projects. Economie cir
cumstances also changed rhe siruacion of transferring people to the PDs. 
Apart from transferring the knowledge that chose people had, it also 
allowed the Nat.Lab. to take in new employees even under zero-growth 
conditions. Efficiency was increased by transforming rhe relationships 
between the Nat.Lab. and the labs abroad. Rather than having a central 
lab plus a number of rather independent sarellite labs, the overall research 
programme was divided between the Nat.Lab. and rhe ocher labs. The 
name Philips Research indicated the cohesion of the Nat. Lab. and the labs 
abroad as one corporate organisation. 

The culture and structure of the lab also changed under the new con
ditions. lt was the process of democratisation that influenced the rela
tionships between the various layers of the lab's structural hierarchy, mak
ing communication more open and more informal. 

As in the previous parts, here too a number of case studies can serve to 
illustrate chose changes. They have been selected to represem a number of 
rhe research topics that were important in the 1972-1994 period. In the 
case studies the difficulties of growing towards mutual commitment, an 
aspect that was so prominent in the previous chapter, seem to be virtual
ly absent. On the one hand, that has to do with rhe selection of rhe case 
studies; they were chosen deliberately to illustrate the growing co-opera
tion between Philips Research and the PDs. On rhe other hand, the case 
studies reveal more about the practical level of the research being done 
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rather than about the discussions continuing at management level, and 
that was parricularly rhe level where difficulties surrounding the reaching 
of mutual commitment were experienced. 

8.I Optica! Telecommunications 

The first case study for the 1972-1994 period deals with a project in rhe 
field of optica! telecommunications.The case was selecred because ir nice
ly illustrates the growing co-operation developing with the POs. The proj
ect is an early example of larger co-operation projects, and it is not sur
prising to see that the Geldrop Project centre was involved. As we saw in 
Chapter 7, rhis centre co-operated in projects with POs at an early stage 
during the 1972-1994 period, when efforrs to achieve a situation of mutu
al commitment between the Nar.Lab. and the POs were still intheR-PO 
management committee phase, and Transfer Projects and contract 
research were still way beyond the scope of both parties. 

The project also illustrates the growing co-ordination between the 
Nat.Lab. and the foreign labs because rhe Aachen lab was also involved. 
Both the Nar.Lab. and the Aachen lab worked on alternative ways to pro
duce glass fibres for optica! communications. Ouring the project their 
efforts were compared, and the most successful technology was chosen for 
implementation. 

Finally, the project illustrates how the boundaries between materials 
research, devices research and systems research could be crossed when a 
complex study necessitated this, and the optica! communication project 
with its very different components cerrainly was complex. Research into 
the properties and production of glass, research into lasers and avalanche 
photodiodes, and research into signa) processing as a sysrems aspect of 
optical communicarions were all brought tagether in a single effort to 
realise three optica! communication systems in Germany and in the 
Netherlands. In that respect, this case study has analogies with the VLP 
casestudy described in Chapter 6, where we also saw that the strength of 
the research organisation could !ie in the brioging rogerher of very differ
ent rypes of know-how. One important difference, rhough, is rhat the 
VLP research rook place in the VLP lab within the Nat.Lab., where peo
ple from a PO were temporarily stationed. In the case of optical commu
nications, we see activities both inside and outside the Nat.Lab. being 
combined to form one single effort. 

In the end, most Philips optica! relecommunication acrivities were sold 
to other companies and thus resulred in income for the company. These 
activities are still flourishing. In addition, the technologies rhat were 
developed for this professional applicarion still remained important for 
the consumer applicarions thar form the basis for Philips business today. 
This was another reason for selecting this particular case study. 
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The Beginning of the Nat. Lab. Involvement in Optical Communiea
tions 

Both Philips and the Nac.Lab. had been involved in telecommunications 
for many years, nor only in the cases of radio and television, but also in 
the field of two-way telecommunications (telephone). In the past Philips 
and the Nat.Lab. had worked on the telephone, both through wave trans
mitters and dectrical cables. With the cables it had been the carrier wave 
technique that had been developed to enable more informarion to be 
transporred through convenrional cables. The invention of coaxial cables 
brought furrher improvements. Then came the option of digital insteadof 
analogue transmission. A serious disadvantage attached ro electricaJ signa! 
processing was the high attenuation at high frequencies. To provide a sig
nal/noise ratio that was high enough, an amplifier had to be inserred inro 
the cable at every few kilometres. That made this technology expensive 
and failure-sensitive. In the 196os serious effort were devoted to develop
ing microwave telecommunications through hollow pipes. In principle, 
this technique yielded good results for amplifier distances of up to 20 kilo
metres, but there were all sorts of problems that gave rise to general doubt 
about its feasibility (problems surrounding the generating of microwaves, 
problems because the pipes had to be almost straight to enable good wave 
propagation). Laser technology, another crucial component of optica! 
telecommunications, was developed in rhe 196os. The Nat.Lab. was one 
of the industrial labs to work on lasers, and it soon became evident that 
lasers could be used for communicarion purposes. Also in the 196os, Kao 
and Hoekham at ITT in England proved the feasibility of optical fibre sys
tems for optica! communication by investigating the theoretica! (and 
extrapolated) properties of glass and lasers.2 In those glass fibres light was 
damped much less than electrical signals in cables. British Telecom had 
taken up rhis idea and had commissioned Corning Glassworks to develop 
the technology so rhat glass fibres with the required level of purity could 
be produced. During the September 29 - O ctober 2, 1970, conference on 
'Trunk Telecommunications by Guide Waves' in London, British Telecom 
and Corning presenred the resultant glass fibre with just a 20 dB/km 
attenuation (this was the usual standard for the dectrical communicarion 
sysrems).J The practical feasibility of optica! communication was then 
demonstrated. The potenrial advantages idenrified compared with electri
cal communication were: larger bandwidth, smal! sizes and low weight, 
low transmission losses, no crosstalk, and insensibility to elecrrical distur
bance. The GaAlAs lasers had also been developed and had come to pos
sess a sufficient lifespan, so this component also conrributed to the feasi
bility of optica! communication as well. These resulrs inspired other com
panies to start working on optica! communication. In 1971 rhe N at.Lab 
decided to work on optica! telecommunications. 4 

In the Nat.Lab. there had been a microwaves research group in the 
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196os that had later been renamed the 'Wideband communication sys
tems' group, at the same time that rhe department of Electron ie Systems 
was established and put under the leadership of K. Teer. In the group, led 
by Gieles, Mouthaan and an assistant of his, H.P.M. Rijpen starred doing 
experiments into optical communication. This research was seen as being 
relevant to the Telecommunication and Defence Systems (TOS) PD. At 
the 1970 CRC there had been a separate discussion on the research being 
done for this PO, and it had been stared that the increasing complexity of 
telecommunication systems (at that time optica! communication was 
given as an option for this) meant there was a growing need for better co
ordination between research and development activities.5 In 1972 a first 
experimentalset-up using a 20-metre glass fibre was realised.6 For this, the 
input of other groups was neededas well. The Stevels glass group (later led 
by F. Meijer) and two device groups, namely the Vlaardingerbroek group 
(later led by G. Acket) and the De Nobel group (later led by H. Koel
mans), became involved. The glass group in rhe Aachen lab, led by H. 
Lydtin, also became involved. 

The first tests with glass fibres were done with pulsed GaAs lasers that had 
been bought from RCA. This type of laser had been available since 1962J 
In 1967 continuous GaAs lasers had been invented, which were more suit
able for optica! communication than the pulsed lasers. GaAs lasers were 
more suitable than HeNe lasers because their wavelength (0.85 microme
ter instead of 0.63 micrometer for the HeNe lasers) gave a lower attenua
tion in the fibres and less dispersion. 8 OriginaHy, these lasers were pulsed 
because they demanded such a high current that the heat production 
made it impossible for them to work continuously. The first continuous 
GaAs lasers had to be caoled with liquid nitrogen. Substantial work on 
such lasers was done at the Ioff Insriture in Leningrad, led by Zhores 
A1ferov.9 

In the Nat.Lab. the Vlaadingerbroek/Acket and De Nobel groups worked 
on lasers and photodiodes. In 1974 the groups succeeded in demonstrar
ing an uncooled GaAs laser. 10 At that time the lengrh of the glass fibre was 
limited to about 20 metres because the quality of rhe fibre did nor allow 
greater lengths to he used. For rhe dereetion of the signa!, avalanche pho
todiodes were developed.u Workon avalanche photodiodes had originally 
been conducted for microwave research, but technically it was nor diffi
cu!t to transfer the omeomes to the optica! communication field. 

For the glass fibres, the Nat.Lab. group used the double crucible tech
nique, while the Aachen group used the Chemica! Vapour Deposition 
(CVD) technique. With the double crucible technique two concentric 
crucibles with liquid glass of different types were used from which fibres 
were drawn. The different types of glass resulted in differences in the 
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Wave guidance by tora! imernal reflecrion in a glass fibre. The maximum angle of incidence on 
the inrerface berween the core and rhe cladd.ing is ik. The magnitude of this critica! angle is 
derermined by the ratio of the refractive indices of the core and the cladding. The critica! angle 
in turn derermines the apex angle a of rhe acceptance of the glass fibre. 

Figure 29. Optica! waves in an optica! fibre (from Philips Technica! 
Review Vol. 36, p. 179). 
The wave is rorally reflected when it moves from co re to cladd.ing, and the angle of incidence is 

smaller than the indicared critica! angle. In this case rhe transition from core to cladding is nor 

conrinuous. In other types of optica! fibres, rhe transition is continuous, and the wave reflection 

is a smooth curve. 

refractive index. The inside glass was known as the 'core' and rhe outside 
glass as the 'cladding' of the fibre. 

Ion exchange ar the boundary created a graded index profile. The objec
tive was to make rhis grading parabalie because then rhe different light sig
na! modes would have rhe same speed, which would prevent the modes 
from getting separated during transmission through the fibre. Multimode 
fibres could be given a larger diameter, thus simplif}ring the coupling of 
the fibres. The CVD technique also allowed these 'multimode' fibres to be 
produced. With this technique the glass was damped on in layers. The 
CVD technique worked with quartz glass. Both techniques had rheir pros 
and cons. The double crucible methad was the most promising for con
tinuous producrion, which was of course attractive for the Glass PO's glass 
factory. In addition, the methad used soft glass, which was a familiar type 
of glass for the glass factory. The advantage of the CVD was that it yield
ed a better purity of glass which, from a functional point of view, was 
important (there was less attenuation in such cases). The groups in the 
Nat.Lab. and in Aachen had each taken one methad so that both options 
could be developed and tested and a final selection could be made on the 
basis of the outcomes of the work ofboth groups." In 1974 the Aachen lab 
came up with a variant of the CVD technique; the plasma-activared CVD 
technique (PCVD).'3 With this technique the decomposing and deposit-
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The double crucible for making glass fibre. C, and C, rwo concentric crucibles of pure plar
inum. Rod, and Rod, rods made in rhe appararus shown in fig. 1; Rod, consists of alkali-ger
manosilicate glass wirh a high Na+-ion conrenr, and hence a high refractive index, Rod, of rhe 
same glass bur wirh a high K+-ion content, and a low refracrive index. A, ouder of the inner cru
eibie C,, A, outlet of rhe outer crucible C,. In the region between A, and A, rhere is an exchange 
herween the Na+ and K+-ions, wich gives a smooth variation for rhe refracrive-index profile in 
rhe resulting fibre. F resistance furnace. 

Figure 30. The production of glass fibres using rhe double crucible 
methad (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 36, p. 184). 
Cr and C2 are concentric crucibles ft..lled wirh glass meired from rwo rods (Rod 1 with a high 

refractive index and Rod 2 of a lower refracrive index). The glass from CI becomes rhe care; rhe 

glass from rod 2 becomes rhe cladding. F is rhe furnace. 

ing of the material were clone by means of a plasma and nor by using local 
hearing as with the normal CVD processes. Originally, the methad was 
developed for the depositing of very pure carbon, but rhe Aachen lab 
realised that rhe same technique could be used for glass. T he technique 
allowed a better-controlled deposition of the glass layers to take place, thus 
resulting in lower absorption and dispersion wirhin rhe fibre.14 T he PCVD 
process resulted in a prefarm that could be turned into a fibre. 
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a) Diagram of rhe PCVD process. GSS gas-supply system. MWC microwave cavity. PL plasma. 
PU pump sysrem. CU conrrol unit. QT quartz-glass rube. F furnace. 

b) The laborarory arrangement. The cavity can be seen on the left of the furnace insularion; it 
is whire and encloses the quarrz-glass tube. 

Figure 31. The PCVD process (from Philips Technica! Review Vol. 44, p. 
245). 

The optica! relecommunicarion research groups acrively rook part in 
rhe international conferences in rhis field. Valster was on the steering com
mittee of the lnregrared Opties & Optica! Communicarion (IOOC) con
ferences. He was also chairman of rhe annua1 European Conference on 
Oprica1 Communicarion (ECOC), while Acker and Van Heuven were on 
rhe IOOC programme committee.15 
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The OpticaJ Telecommunication Projects: Three Test Systems 

So far, the research done on the various components of the optical 
telecommunication systems in the Nat.Lab. and in the Aachen lab have 
been described. The next step was to bring these components rogether to 
develop complete optical communication systems. This was done by 
means of three related sub-projects that were carried out by the Geldrop 
Project Centre. One of these projects was the optical communication sys
tem for the city of Berlin in Germany. The way in which Philips got 
involved in that was through its previously established comaers with the 
German cable industry. 

Befare rhe advent of optica! communication, producing cables for 
telecommunications had not, of course, been a matter that concerned the 
glass factory. Since 1949 Philips had, for that purpose, worked in co-oper
ation with a German company, called Felten & Guillaume (F&G). In 
1951, at the Orco meeting of April IO, emphasis had been placed on co
operating with cable fi.rms to eosure that a combined development of the 
cables and the total communicarion systems rook place. '6 Philips saw the 
increased interest in cables as a chance for improving its market position 
in relecommunications. '7 In 1969 Philips therefore became financially 
involved in the F&G company, and in 1970 it also rook over the Neder
landse Kabel Fabrieken (NKF)'8• Alrhough Philips owned only 35% of 
F&G, it was given a key role in this company.'9 This was important 
because at that time the national telecommunication organisations (the 
PITs) always turned to their national industries for cables and telecom
munication systems. That was one good reason for the TOS PO to work 
with nationally based companies. In the Netherlands, rhere was PTI 
(Philips Telecommunications Industries), in the UK the TMC (the Tele
phone Manufacturing Company), in France the TRT (Transmission 
Radio Elecrrique et Téléphonique), and in Germany TeKaDe (Telefon 
Kabel und Drahrwerke). The latter was (as of 1962) a daughter company 
of Philips and F&G.2 0 Other companies involved in rhe telecommunica
tions and cable market in Germany were AEG-Telefunken, Siemens and 
Standard Elektrik Lorenz (SEL). Although Philips also owned NKF, 
which was also a cable firm, rhere seemed to be no conflict with optical 
fibres. NFK had not yet expressed any interest in this field. 21 

Regarding the co-operation between Philips and F&G in the field of 
optical communication, the Philips Board of Management decided to ini
tiate an 'Arbeitsgruppe' (working group) at the directors' level. The 
Nat.Lab., F&G, the Glass and TOS POs, and the Corporate Legal 
Department were represenred in this Working Group.12 The Woricing 
Group delivered a report in which it proposed that an ' in-house trial sys
tem' for optica! communication should be developed. The purpose of 
developing this system was to prove the ability of the co-operating com
panies in the field of optica! communication. T he system developed was 
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then to be demonstrared for telecommunication organisations (PTTs) in 
various countries. The Nat.Lab.'s premises in Geldrop were proposed as a 
suitable place for creating rhe system. On rhe basis of the Woricing 
Group's report, a contract, or 'Vereinbarung' , was formulated by Philips 
and F&G23 and signed by the Philips Board of Management in Novem
ber 1974. The project wastheresult of co-operation between the Nat.Lab., 
PO Glass, TOS, and F&G, with the option of invalving Elcoma at a later 
stage to deliver components such as lasers. In the meantime, the Nat.Lab. 
set up a production line for small numbers of these components. The 
project was supervised by a steering group, the Optical Communication 
Co-ordination Committee (OCCC), which in fact more or less amount
ed toa continuation of the previous 'Arbeitsgruppe'. In June 1975 a task
setting group was put rogether to define the teehoical and financial spec
ifications for the in-house pilot system. In the task group all the parties 
were once again represented: Mouthaan, De Nobeland Meijer (Nat.Lab.), 
Grotjohann (PTI), Kats (Giass), Welier and Krahn (F&G), Ballering 
(TeKaOe) and Gorissen (NKF). The group submitted its report in 1975, 
and the OCCC approved the contents after having consulted its directars 
(some of whom also consulted the Board of Management). In March 1976 
the decision was taken to start the actual development of the system. The 
pilot system was planned to be a simulation of a real system which meant 
that the fibres would nor be put into rhe ground, but would remaio on 
the rolls. For the bit-rare, 140 Mbit/s was defined as a target. At that time 
the choice was a campromise between a high value that would constitute 
a real challenge, and a lower value that fitred in with the existing telephone 
network.24 Later, 140 Mbit/s became the international standard. For the 
length of the cable, two sections of 4 kilometres each were originally cho
sen (with a repeater in between). Later, however, ir became evident that 
the damping could be even further limited, so that two sections of 8 kilo
metres each became quite feasible. The cables were planned to consist of 
six parallel multimode glass fibres and some capper cables for feeding the 
repeaters. T he cables were to be made in rolls each containing 1 kilometre 
of cable. The one-kilometre rolls had to be conneered by means of weld
ing connections and demountable connectors. Both at the transmitter end 
and the receiver end, a rack of equipment was needed to house the trans
mitter, a receiver, line-decoding equipment and equipment needed to 
check possible failures in the repeaters. In addition, equipment was need
ed to digitalise the relevision signa! for 140 Mbit/s. 25 

Meanwhile, in 1975, in Germany the Bundesministerium für 
Forschung und Technologie (BMFT; i.e. the State Ministry for Research 
and Technology) and the Bundespost (the German PTT) had decided to 
set up an optica! communication pilot system in the city of Berlin. It was 
expected that four parties would be invited to submit proposals for the 
envisioned system: the Siemens company, AEG-Telefunken, SEL and 
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TeKaDe/F&G, and then the Bundesministerium would select the best 
proposal and draw up a contract. For some reason - according to 
Mouthaan26 the argument was that TeKaDe had never submitted propos
als before - TeKaDe/F&G was not invired to submit a proposal, but 
(again according ro Mouthaan) F&G found out about this procedure and 
quickly contacted the Minister of Post und Fernmeldewesen, under whom 
the Bundespost feil, to ask him to extend the invitation to TeKaDe/F&G. 
By then only three weeks were left before the proposal had to be submit
ted. The minister agreed with the argument that even if TeKaDe/F&G 
had never submitted proposals in the past, it did, on this occasion, have 
the advantage of being conneered to Philips through its lab in Aachen. 
Together with that lab, TeKaDe/F&G became a serious contender along
side the other companies which had already been approached. The 
Minister gave TeKaDe/F&G a month to formulate its proposal. This, 
rogether with the fortunate coincidence rhar the Task Setting Group was 
then woricing on the definition of the in-house pilot system, made it pos
sibie for the proposal to be submiered in time. The following features were 
established: 34 Mbit/s bit-rare, 4 km length, light produced by lasers. 
Another option was to propose a 2-kilometre lengrh, in which case Light 
Emitting Diodes would have been sufficient as light sources, but this 
option was rejected.27 For the Berlin project a separate Task Setting Group 
was formed, consisring of Ballering and Thielmann (TeKaDe), Mouthaan 
and De Nobel (Nat.Lab.), Lydtin (PFA lab in Aachen), Kats (Glass) , 
Grotjohann (PTI) and Welier and Krahn (F&G). This group also feil 
under the auspices of the OCCC.28 The effort to get the project funded 
was successful, and it was agreed that the system would be tested in April 
1978 and delivered to the city of Berlin in July 1978. This extra activiry 
affected the planning of the in-house project, but in the end, both proj
ects were realised almost on time (the Berlin project was given prioriry and 
delivered according to the agreements so that the resulting delay for the 
in-house project was limited to a couple of months). 

The Geldrop project eenere was chosen as the location for the realisation 
of the in-house optical communication system. This was because in the 
Geldrop project centre the Nat. Lab. people were more used to doing proj
ects than the Nat.Lab. scientists in Waalre!9 Valster had been in charge of 
the Geldrop project centre and had later taken over Mooijweer's position 
as Director of the Telecommunications sector. He had also become a 
member of the OCCC, and had given a positive advice on the feasibiliry 
of the project to be carried out in Geldrop. In March 1976 the project 
began.Jo A Project Co-ordination Committee (PCC) for both the in
house and the Berlin projects was initiared by the OCCC, and the partic
ipants were Mouthaan (Nat.Lab.), Kats (Glass), Schadé (PTI), Krahn 
(F&G) and Thielmann (TeKaDe). Meijer, Lydtin and De Nobel were 
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added as ad-hoc members. Mouthaan served as chairman, Schadé was the 
secretary for the in-house project and Thielmann for the Berlin project. 
Mouthaan saw the co-operation as positive, although he also recalled ten
sions between different parties wirhin the PCC. Por example, when a 
cable broke, quesrions arose of whether or nor Glass was to blame because 
the cable had been toa brittle, or F&G because the cable had been treat
ed too roughlyY Another souree of tensions was the fact that Van Avoort, 
who was then in charge of the Geldrop project centre, was nat supposed 
to influence the course of the project, but at the same time he was same
times under pressure to give prioriry to the project because of its strict 
deadlines. Mouthaan feit rhar TeKaDe had sametimes had problems 
because its role was only a minor one. Mouthaan had to manage the proj
ect, which was nat an easy task because of all these tensionsY 

All the parties contributed in different ways. The Nat.Lab. delivered 
rhe photodiodes and the lasers, PTI delivered receiver equipment and 
measurement equipment, Glass rook care of rhe glass fibres and F&G 
processed them into glass fibre cables and welded the cable sections 
together.J3 The Glass PO and F&G did nor take part in the project team 
thar had been esrablished in Geldrop (consisting of people from the 
Nat.Lab., PTI, TeKaDe and TRT), but instead they servedas suppliers for 
the sysrem. In 1976 a 140 Mbir/s experimentalset-up was realised. In 1977 
the system was produced with full 8-km cables. In rhat year the Durch 
PTT also starred co-operaring with PTI and NKF to pave the way for a 
field rest in the Nerherlands. TeKaDe was ro take responsibiliry for deliv
ering rhe Berlin system to the German PTT. The German normalisation 
rules required separate equipment for rhe Berlin sysrem. 

As has been seen, the Nat.Lab. and the Aachen lab worked simulrane
ously on two different oprions for rhe manufacruring of the glass fibres. 
This effort, as well as the other glass research acrivities, was co-ordinated 
by what was known as the 'KLM34 group', in which Kats (PO Glass), 
Lydtin (Aachen lab) and Meijer (Nat.Lab.) rook part. The Aachen lab 
continued to work on the CVD process using quartz glass, and the 
Nat.Lab. worked on the double-crucible merbod using soft glass. Some 
people were sent from the Glass development cenrre (Durch abbr. GOC) 
to the Nat.Lab. to co-operate with Meijer's soft-glass people. In the end, 
the CVD process appeared to yield better results in terms of glass fibre 
attenuation. The CVD process could resulr in 3-6 dB per km for o.8s
micrometer wavelengths, while the soft glass could not do better rhan 2 0 

dB per km. Th is was because of impuriries in rhe material from which the 
glass was made. The difference became even greater when lasers with high
er wavelengtbs were used (up to 1.5 micrometer). The co-operation of rhe 
Kats's predevelopment group then shifted from the Nat.Lab. to the PFA 
lab in Aachen (Lydtin) .35 In other laboratories in rhe world, too, experi
ments were being carried out using both glass-melting techniques. The 
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CVD technique turned out to be successfu1, and the other methods were 
abandoned for rhree main reasons: (1) rhe CVD technique yielded very 
low absorption fibres, close to the theoretica! limit, (2) single mode fibres 
could be used since coupling techniques were so well developed that mul
timode did not provide important advanrages, and (3) the preforms could 
be made so large that in practice the preform-drawing process became 
conrinuous; more than a hundred kilometres of fibre could be drawn from 
one preform; this overcame the disadvantage of the batch process 
approach. 

As has been menrioned, the original plan was that the Nat.Lab. should 
deliver the lasers, because only smal! numbers were required, but in 1977 
Elcoma became more inrerested in lasers. The PO expected potenrial 
industrial activity because of the VLP, the optical communication systems 
and other applications, such as Direct Read Mter Write (DRAW).l6 Elco
ma sent people to the pilot production facilities in the Nat.Lab, in which 
the De Nobel and Acket groups participated. The TOS PO, Elcoma and 
the Nat. Lab. set up a tripartite organisational structure: there were Tripar
tite Management meetings, there was a Tripartite Steering Committee, 
and there were Tripartite working groups (e.g. one for optica! compo
nenrs) Y In 1978 a Business Co-ordination Committee for Optical Fibre 
Communication was also initiared in which NKF, Glass, TDS and Elco
ma participated.l8 This committee dealt specifically with marketing and 
project execution within Philips in the field of glass fibre optical commu
nication. From the above points, we can see how the complexity of the 
optical communication field led to various co-operation and co-ordina
tion structures, in which the Nat.Lab. and the POs participated. The 
Nat.Lab.'s activities in the field of optica! communication projects were 
thus direcdy related to the POs. 

The Berlin system was compiered and delivered in November 1978. F&G 
and TeKaDe installed this system under the streets of Berlin. The cables 
had to be drawn through underground cylinders (ducts). The cables were 
tested in the streets using measurement equipment that had been installed 
in cars. In March 1979 the in-house system was finished as wel!. For rhat 
system Hitachi lasers were used because those lasers were better quality 
than the ones that had been produced for the Berlin system by Elcoma.>9 
PTTs in various countries were invited to go and look at demonstrations. 
The Dutch PTT decided to insrail a system that would conneet Eind
hoven with the nearby city of Helmond. A working group was set up in 
which the Dutch PTT, Philips' PTI and NKF participated.40 Until then 
NKF had been hesitant about using glass fibre cables, but now they had 
become interested in this field. Probably, it was the success of the Berlin 
and the in-house system that had contributed to that change of attitude. 
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Between Eindhoven and Helmond there were no underground cylinders 
such as those in Berlin, and so the cables had to be inserted into the 
ground direcdy over a disrance of 14 km. As had been the case with the 
previous systems, the Nat.Lab. again delivered the photodiodes. In 1980 
the system was finished and put into operation.4' As with the two previ
ous systems, this system was developed under the auspices of the OCCC. 

This casestudy illustrates how the relationships between the Nat.Lab. and 
the POs starred to change in the 1970s. What we should take into account 
is the fact that the Geldrop project centre was exceptional in that it had 
projecrs continuing with POs at a time when such projects in general were 
certainly not common practice in the rest of the Nat.Lab. Perhaps Teer 
was right when he remarked that systems research, by its very nature, 
could not be done as autonomously as devices and materials researchY 

The optica! communication project had some characteristics that were 
to become common practice in the rest of the Nat. Lab. later in the 1972-
1994 period. In the first place, there was an exchange of personnet between 
the Nat.Lab. and the POs. The POs stationed their people in the Geldrop 
project centre;43 later, these same people returned to their PO with new 
knowledge and experience. From Geldrop, Nat.Lab. scientists were trans
ferred to POs, and they rook with them their know-how on optica! 
communication technology. Mouthaan, for example, moved to PTI in 
1978. A number of people who worked on lasers in the De Nobel group 
moved to Elcoma. 

Secondly, in terms of finance there was shared responsibility in the 
projects that have been descri bed. Each of the parties paid for its own peo
ple whorook part of the project.44 The project rook place long before con
tract research was introduced, and project financing was not simply a mat
ter of a contract between the Nar.Lab. and the POs. The fact that both the 
Nat.Lab. and the POs invested in the project created a commitment for 
all parties. 

A third feature of the project was the contribution of the Nat. Lab. and 
the Aachen lab to building up a patent position in the field. The Aachen 
lab obtained a patent for the Plasma-activared Chemical Vapour Deposi
tion process. This patent later served as a basic patent for other patents in 
the field of glass fibre production. The most important narnes behind the 
patents were: Lydtin, Küppers and Geittner. Most patents were obtained 
by the Nat.Lab.: the De Nobel and Acket groups obtained patents on 
lasers for optical communication (some of the narnes that are mentioned 
in a Philips Corporate Patents & Trademarks list are: Acket himself, Nij
man, De Waard and Tijburg), and the Wideband Communication group 
also obtained several relevant patents. Khoe obtained several patents on 
laser-fibre couplings and fibre connectors. The patents on soft glass soon 
became obsolete when quartz glass became the preferred material. 
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Together these characteristics constituted a potent formula. In the early 
days of optica! telecommunicarions, experimental lasers were used that 
had to be caoled with liquid nitrogen. The bit rare was no more rhan ro 
Mb/s. Glass fibre could nor really be produced in quantities, but within 
ten years the joint effort had led ro rhe delivery of rhree complete systems 
(in-house, Berlin and Eindhoven-Helmond). Nearly all the aspectsof the 
project were continued by the PDs, except for the construction of lasers, 
since it was Elcoma's belief that the market was insufficient. Laser devel
opmenr was disconrinued in the Nat. Lab., which resulted in 1991 in a Self
Financing Acrivity and the initiation of Philips Opto-electronics. In later 
years PTI installed optica! telecommunication systems in the Netherlands, 
Germany, Denmark and Saudi Arabia.45 In rhe Geldrop project cenrre the 
project was continued in the form of the DIVAC project and the PHI
LAN project (see Chapter 7). The continued workon optica! fibres in the 
Glass Developmenr Centre, resulred in a factory called the Philips Opti
ca! Fibre plant. 

In the 1990s most of Philips' industrial activities in optica! telecom
munications were sold to other companies (farmer PTI activities went to 
AT&T, the Philips Optica! Fibre factory was taken over by Draka Hold
ing and Philips Opto-electronics was sold at a good profit to Uniphase 
Netherlands, Inc.). NKF is no longer part ofPhilips today either. The field 
of optica! telecommunications was no langer seen as 'core business' at the 
time when rhe company had to slim down for economie reasons. 46 At the 
time of writing this text, it had just been made known that Draka was 
about to double its capacity for the making of optica! fibres. This illus
trates that even today the outcome of the research programme had some 
successful business spin-offs, even rhough in this case rhey have been out
side Philips. Anorher example is the extension of the Uniphase activities 
in laser systems, which were also recendy announced (an increase in the 
number of employees from 350 to 650) . 

Thus, the optica! communications field gives a good example of the 
advantage of close co-operation between the Nat.Lab., the research labs 
abroad (in rhis case: Aachen) and the PDs. 

8.2 Integrated Digital Audio Converters 

In a way, rhis case study is the counterpart to the LOCO S casestudy. Borh 
were centred in the area of ICs. LOCOS is an IC-technology and the 
AID-DIA converter development is an example of IC-design work. 
Together, IC-technology and IC-design constitured an important part of 
rhe Nat.Lab.'s research programme. 

The case study selected here relates to one of the best-known Philips 
products, the compactdisc (CD). As we already saw in C hapter 6, the CD 
is a follow-up to the Video Long Play (VLP) innovation from a technica! 
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point of view. In fact, the CD starred as an audio variant of rhe VLP. It 
was rherefore originally known as rhe ALP. However, when it came to rhe 
development of rhe VLP and the CD, rhe role fulfilled by the Nat.Lab. 
was quite different in each case. The two case studies illustrate the changes 
rhar took place in rhe 1972-1994 period. The VLP was a product rhat was 
conceived in rhe Nar.Lab., developed rhere and afterwards transferred to 
rhe PD. The CD was an idea that emerged in a PO, and its development 
was also led by a PD, but it was only rhanks to rhe know-how support 
from the Nat.Lab. that it was possible to develop the CD. Thus, in the 
case of the VLP, the Nat. Lab. tried toserve as an innovation source, while 
in the case of rhe CD, the Nat. Lab. served as a souree of know-how. Of 
course, it would be naive to argue that the failure of the VLP and the suc
cess of the CD prove that being a souree of know-how is a more apr role 
for the Nat.Lab. than being an innovation centre. In rhe 1946-1972 period 
we saw at least two examples in which the Nar.Lab. very successfully ful
filled the role of innovation source, namely with the Plumbicon and 
LOCOS. During rhose years, however, the circumsrances were different. 
There was ample opportunity to bring out new products and technolo
gies, the company could cope with many failed efforts, and rhere were cer
tainly some very costly failures in rhose days, the Stirling engine (see 
Chapter 6) being a striking example of rhis. In rhe 1970s and 198os costs 
had to be monitored more carefully, and big ventures could no Jonger be 
undertaken without rhe assurance of a reasonable chance of success. The 
story of rhe DIA conveners as a Nat.Lab. contribution to rhe CD shows 
how rhe Nar.Lab. fuiftlied a crucial role in rhis changed product develop
ment strategy, in which the PO played a leading role. 

The Emergence of Digitalisation and the Need for AID and DIA 
Converters 

Digitalisation starred in two areas, namely in telecommunications and 
control technology. The idea to express the amplitude of a signa! in bina
ry digirs was launched in 1938 by a certain Alec Reeves, who worked at the 
Laboratoire Matériet T éléphonique in ParisY In rhe late 1940s rhe use of 
digirised signals in telecommunicarions had rhe advantage that noise 
could be reduced much better rhan with analogue signals. The two new 
modulation techniques developed to deal wirh digitised signals were Pulse 
Code Modulation (PCM) and Delta Modularion (DM). In the 1940s 
PCM was standardised by the Comité Consultarif International de Télé
graphie etTéléphonie (the CCITT srandard for relephony),48 but the first 
digiral telephone line did nor come into service befare 1962 because digi
tal systems remained expensive for a long time. Delta Modulation was a 
variant of Pulse Code Modulation, which made use of feedback.49 Inter
est in control technology digiralisation grew, so that computer control 
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Diagramrnatic represemation of various non-quamized modulation systems. 
a) The modulation signal. f) Pulse-position modulation 
b) Carrier amplitude modulation. (note rhe marked time intervals 
c) Pulse-amplitude modulation. within which each pulse can move). 
d) Carrier frequency modulation. g) Pulse-width modulation. 
e) Pulse-frequency modulation, 

Figure 32. Modularion principles (from Philips Technica/ Review Vol. 13, 
p. 238). 
Figure a is the modulating signal, e.g. a radio signal. Figure b represems the principle of Ampli

tude Modulation (AM): the amplitude of the carrier wave changes according to the amplitude of 

the signa!. In flgure c the carrier wave is replaced by a pulse: pulse-amplitude modulation. In flg

ure d the frequency of the carrier wave changes according to the amplitude of the signal: Frequency 

Modulation (FM). In flgure e the frequency of the pulse changes according to rhe amplitude of 

rhe signal: pulse-frequency modulation. In flgure f rhe pulse position changes wirhin a marked 

time interval according to rhe amplitude of the signal: pulse-position modulation. In flgure g the 

widrh of rhe pulse changes according to rhe amplitude of the signal: pulse-widrh modulation. 
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Principle of delta modulation. The series of pulses emirred by the transmitter (a) is generared after 
comparison of the modularing signa! (the continuous curve in b) with a step-like approx.imating 
signa! with equidistanr steps built up un the transmitter. When the approximating signa! is small
er than the modulating signa! a pul se is emitted, but if ir is larger the pulse is suppressed. Ar the 
receiving end the approximating signa! is formed from the series of pulses by integration and 
from that signa! the modularing signa! is reconmucted by smooting out the steps. 

Figure 33· The principle of Delta modulation (from Philips Technica! 
Review Vol. 13, p. 240). 
The signa! (the curve in figure b) is approximated by a step-like signa!. The modulated signa! 

(figure a) is generared by emirring a pulse only when the step-like signa! shows an upward step. 

became available in the 1950s. lt was not until the 1970s that digitalisation 
merged into the field of consumer electranies (audio and video applica
tions), and signa! quality improved. 

Because the input and output signals were mosdy analogue, there was a 
need to convert analogue signals into digital signals (AID conversion) and 
vice versa (DIA conversion). At first, this was clone by using discrete semi
conductors, such as diodes and transistors, but in the 196os ICs became 
widely available, and it became possible to integrate many such devices on 
a wafer of silicon material. This also had an impact on the development of 
AID and DIA converters. From 1970 on, converrers were made in ICs. 
Developing converters then became a matter of designing the layout of an 
IC so that the necessary components for rnaicing the conversion happen 
would fit into the silicon chip. Over the course of time, more and more 
components were integrated, and this led to terms such as Large Scale 
Integration (LSI) and Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI). In telephony, 
LSI circuits caused quite a digital telephony cost reduction.5° The USA 
was the first country in which large-scale digitalization of the telephone 
net took place. In the UK developments were much slower: a field trial 
starred in 1966, and an experimental digital exchange was set up in 1968. 
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In the 1970s and 198os more and more exchanges and trunk lines were dig
italised. In France it was nor until the late 1970s that telephone digitaliza
tion really rook off. That was due to the 1971 state plan for telecommuni
cation, which was the first large French state investment in telecommuni
cation systems for many years. 

In the Nat.Lab. in the late 1940s, the scientists F. de Jager, J.A. Greefkes, H. 
van der Weg and ochers worked on PCM systems for digiral telecommuni
cations. They looked particularly at the possible advantages of DM tech
niques. In the mid-196os in the telecommunications group led by De Jager, 
E. Aagaard worked on new A/D and Dl A conveners that had to be PCM 
compatible, rogerher with rhe necessary filters. From 1968 on, the work was 
continued by L.D.J. Eggermont. In the mid-1970s M.H.H. Höfelt joined 
him. lt was Höfelr who in particular stuclied the potenrial of VLSI for the 
converters. Aagaard was made group leader of the 'Telecom switching sys
tems' group. The group came under the Telecommunications sector, where 
H. van de Weg was direcror unril 1972, when he was succeeded by H. 
Mooijweer. After him F. Valster was made director of the sector. The 
knowledge that was gained in this group later became important for anoth
er group in the Nat.Lab., namely the control technology group. 

That brings us to the other main area of digitalisation, namely control 
technology. In that area, R.E.J. van der Grift worked on A/D conversion 
for integrated digital voltmeters in the 1970s, that was basedon I-bit tech
nology. This was clone for the PIT (Products for Industrial Applications) 
PD, and more specifically for the IRIA department (IRIA being the 
Dutch abbreviation for Indicating and Registering Instruments Almelo, 
and Almelo being a rown in the eastern part of the country). In 1977 the 
PD put rhe first integrared digitised DC-voltmerer- developed by R.J. 
van de Plassche and Van der Grift - into production. Th is meter was based 
on a variant of the Delta Modularion. 

In the same year, but in a different field of research, a study into 14-bir 
DIA conveners for the ALP was starred for rhe Audio PD, which was a 
successor ro the 12-bit Dl A converters5' rhat were available alreadyY Th is 
workrook place in the 'Measurement and control' group that was led by 
Th.J. van Kessel and A.F. Verkruissen, and C.A.A.J. Greebe was director 
of the Instrumentation sector, where the group was located. Both the 
Telecommunications and the lnstrumentation sectors were part of the 
Electronic Systems department, of which Teer was rnanaging director. 

The Development of Audio Couverters 

While the Nat.Lab. worked on the VLP, L. Boonstra of the Audio PD 
starred to investigate the possibilities for an audio version of this new 
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recording medium. Within the Audio PD L.F. Ottens had expressed an 
interest in this. Boonstra had been transferred from the Nat.Lab. to the 
Audio PD, butforsome time he physically remained at the Nat.Lab. Later 
he moved to the Audio premises and continued to workthere on the ALP, 
in co-operation with ].] . Mons. In 1974 they gave an ALP demonsnation, 
and an FM signal was used.5J Because Ottens and Boonstra preferred to 
oprimise the product for audio, the compatibility with the VLP was aban
doned.54 The demonsnation had created the impression that the use of 
analogue signals would not bring improvements that would make the ALP 
a serious competitor for the normal LP. Meanwhile, digital signals had 
become feasible thanks to developments in the fields of telecommunica
tions and control technology. The decision to switch to a digital system 
meant that the VLP and the ALP activities had to be separated once and 
for all. 

The first idea was to use Delta Modulation, which at that time seemed 
to be the only realistic option for use in audio applications. Comacts were 
established with the telecom groups of Aagaard, Zegers and Peek, where 
Delta Modulation research was concentrated.55 Apparently, though, there 
were some difficulties that could nor be easily overcome: in particular the 
integration of systematic signal error correction remained problematic. 
Therefore, it was decided that DM should be abandoned and that turn to 

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) should be deployed. As we saw before, 
PCM had already been standardised for telecommunication use. The 
researchers had no experience with the use of PCM for audio applica
tions.56 From 1977 on, an effort was made to realise this with a 14-bir res
olution. HalfWay through that year, a demonsnation was given using a 13-
bit resolutionY By then, ]. Sinjou had joined the team. He would play a 
leading role in the further development of what was from then on to be 
called the Compact Disc. In 1977 he was appointed as the leader of the 
new CompactDisc Development Lab.58 The word 'Compact' was a good 
indication of what was one of Ottens's priorities, which was to have a 
small sized disc (with a diameter of 12 cm) rather than a large VLP disc 
(30-cm diameter). 

Meanwhile, in the Nat.Lab. nor much work was being done on the ALP, 
but this changed when the use of digital signals required converters. As the 
Audio Division did not have any expertise in the area of conveners and 
I Cs the support of the Nat.Lab., in panicular of Van Kessel's group, was 
called for.59 In that group expertise in the use of PCM in telecom applica
tions was introduced by E.C. Dijkrnans, who had been transferred from 
the Telecommunications group to the Measurement and Control group 
(the Van Kessel group).60 Ir was decided that the group should start work
ing on a 14-bir converter. That would give them a slight head start on the 
current 12-bir technology. The Audio work meant a shift from measure-
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a) The pits and 'lands regions between rhe pirs' in a disc for Laser Vision or CompactDisc Dig
iral Audio. The widrh of the pits is abour 0.5 f!m. The spiral of pits farms the 'rrack'. 

b) The conversion of an analogue video signa! into a sequence of pits and lands in Laser Vision. 
Above: signa!; cross-secrion of rhe disc. The frequency-modulared signa! is limired in borh 
posirive and negative directions. The leading and trailing edges determine rhe location of rhe 
land/pit and pit/land transitions. 

c) The conversion of a digital audio signa! inro a sequence of pits and lands in CD-DA. Lengrh 
of a pit or land is always a multiple of 0.3 fUil· Above: bit sequence; below: cross-section of 
rhe disc. Every pit/land or land/pit transition corresponds 10 a '1' in rhe digiral signa!. In 
between rhe signa! always has rhe value 'o' for every 0.3 flm of disrance along rhe track. R 
reflecring layer, T transparant material. 

Figure 34- The conversion of an analogue signal into the pits in a CD 
(from Philips Technica/ Review VoL 44, p. 327). 
Figure a shows rhe surface of rhe disc with pits. Figure b has rhe analogue signa! above and a 

cross-section of the disc below. The signa! is limited in borh upper and lower direcrions. A pit 

starts at rhe trailing edge of rhe signa! and ends at a leading edge of the signa!. R is a reflec ting 

layer (needed 10 reflecr the laser beam), T is transparent materiaL In c the signa! has been con

verred from analogue 10 digital befare being recorded. The resulting sequence of os and rs is 

recorded as pits by starring a pit ar a 1 and ending it at the nexr 1, rhen starring the next pit ar 

the nexr 1 and ending ir at rhe nexr 1, etc. 
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mentand control techniques to audio techniques as far as the focus of the 
group was concerned. This shift was accompanied by a transfer of direc
tor since De Kruijff was moved from the PIT PO to the Audio PD. In the 
work the Nat.Lab. did for the PIT PO (for Indicating and Registering 
lnstruments Almelo, ARIA), De Kruijffhad been the primary contact per
son for the Nat.Lab. at the PD. Those comacts had always been good, and 
they remained good when De Kruijff moved to the Audio P0.6' In 1978 
agreements were made about the delivery of converter-ICs. It was evident 
that in order to make the conveners affordable, they would have to be 
produced as ICs. Production was planned to take place in Nijmegen, at 
the Elcoma factory, so for chose purposes Elcoma prepared an 'acceptance 
of type development' agreement.62 In 1979 the workon 14-bit conveners 
both for Dl A and for NO conversion resulted in a demonstration of a 
functioning CD system with a prototype of a 14-bit DIA converter63 (DIA 
conversion was used to transform the digital information on the CD to an 
analog signa! for the speaker; we shall come back to the NO converter 
later). The prototype was then sent to Elcoma and production prepara
tions started. In 1979 the first ICs were produced. The performance 
appeared to be well above the minimal requirements.64 

The experience with the video recorders (see section 8.3) had made Philips 
and other companies aware of the importance of standardisation. Both 
Sony and Philips had lost the video market with their Betamax and V20oo 
systems because the competitive Matsushita (VHS) system had become 
the accepted standard, and their systems were not compatible with that 
standard. Already in the 1970s Philips had contacted Sony about the stan
dardisation of digital audio systems. In 1979 a principle agreement was 
signed, and extensive debates were held on technica! issues. Sony thereby 
had insisted on creating a 16-bit converter IC, while Philips was at that 
time using 14-bit converters. For Elcoma that would mean a completely 
new development process, and for obvious reasoos the PO was not enthu
siastic about that prospect. T he Nat.Lab. scientists were able to avoid this 
by developing a 14-bit converter that could yield a 16-bit resolution. This 
was achieved by employing a number of techniques that were again 
derived from the telecommunications area: oversampling, digital filtering 
and noise shaping.65 The application of fourfold oversampling rogether 
with digital filtering - used in telephony- had already increased the res
olution by I bit, and the noise shaping technique (implemented by E.F. 
Stikvoort) added another bit. Earlyin 1980 the converter was realised and 
given the number TDAI540.66 

The way in which the Nat.Lab. had managed to achieve a 16-bit stan
dard using 14-bit conveners was very unconventional. The Japanese com
panies worked with true 16-bit converters, and at first they criticised the 
Philips concept, but the Elcoma and Audio POs accepted this solution, 
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and by the end of 1982 CD players with the upgraded 14-bit conveners 
were being produced. Elcoma delivered the converter ICs and Mullard in 
Southampton (a Philips subsidiary) delivered the filter and noise-shaping 
ICs. The process of assembling the ICs into the CD players was carried 
out at the Audio facrory in Hasselt, Belgium.67 However, the Japanese 
comments were taken seriously, and in 1980 a start was made to develop a 
16-bit converter. It was particularly the commercial people in the Audio 
PO who said that they were aften met suspicion about the 14-bit solu
tion. 68 Th ere was also a teehoical reason for starring the work on a 16-bit 
converter, although marketing and prestige were probably more impor
tant. Ir appeared rhar when recording music from a CD toa cassette tape, 
bleeps were produced, and that was, of course, unacceptable. The cause of 
this was known to be the 'noise-shaping' technique that had been used to 
achieve the 16-bir standard with the 14-bit converter. A true 16-bit con
verter without additional techniques such as filtering and noise-shaping 
would nor have such a problem.69 In 1980 the Van Kessel group began 
developing a 16-bit converter. 

By 1983 Elcoma had made it clear to the Nat. Lab. rhat they were nat inter
esred in pursuing the r6-bit converter IC development. As has already 
been mentioned, rhis PO did nat like the idea of putting a lot of effort 
into the production of new ICs. Here we have another example of rhe 
probJems that rhe independent posirion of the Elcoma PO could ereare 
for rhe Nat. Lab. in its cantacts with the other POs (in this case: the Audio 
PO). Even though the Audio PO supported the r6-bit converter, Elcoma 
did nat see sufficient advantages in it, and so it did nat want rheir own 
business to co-opera te. After 1984 and under the pressure of the Audio PO 
B.J.M. Kup in Nijmegen (Eicoma) was given the opportunity to workon 
the production of the r6-bit converter that the Nat.Lab. had worked on. 
He was able to integrate bath stereo channels into one IC, which reduced 
the price of rhe converter part of the CD player. In the same year (1984) 
the 16-bit converter was compiered and given code number N2990.?0 

Meanwhile, rhe Measurement and Control Group in the Nar.Lab. had 
taken the next step, which was to develop the r8-bit converter. The advan
tage over to the 16-bir converter lay in rhe possibilities for the digital pro
cessing of the audio signa!: the signa! could remaio digiraJ until just befare 
the loudspeaker. In principle, each extra bit would yield a 6-dB imprave
ment in the signal!noise ratio.71 In 1983 the design was finished, but the 
converter was never put into production because of the Jack of demand 
(this again illustrates the probJem of Jack of commitment where new 
products were concerned) , but the research resulted in a lot of knowledge 
being patented. 
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All of this has to do with Dl A conversion (from digital information on the 
CD ro an analogue signa! produced by the loudspeaker). Meanwhile, 
work on AID conversion was also continuing. In 1981 Van der Plassche 
finished a 14-bir AID converter. The application was sought in medica! 
systems.72 In such sysrems scanners read analogue signals rhat had to be 
converred into digital signals for ftmher processing. In 1982 rhe group 
starred working on a r6-bit AID converter, but Elcoma's negarive attitude 
ro the r6-bit DIA converter made the group hesitant about putting too 
much effort into rhis.73 A different application for the AID conveners was 
the video camera, where the conversion of the original analogue signa! 
inro a digital signa! would allow for better signa! processing. The layout 
for an 8-bit video AID converter IC was compiered in 1982.?4 For these 
converters, comacts were made with the Elcoma factory in Caen, France. 

As far as the Audio DIA conveners were concerned, it was mainly the 
Measurement and control group that designed these conveners for audio 
applications, but as we have already seen, rhe Telecommunications group 
(Aagaard) was also active in digital signaHing and conversion. The Audio 
PO never had much contact with that group because they worked on rhe 
digital concept, while Van Kessel's group worked on analogue electronics. 
There was also a gap between the techniques used by Aagaard's group and 
the applications in the Audio PD. The workin the Telecommunications 
group had focused on the use ofPulse Code Modulation (PCM), and a I
bit converter had been developed to enable the conversion of PCM signals 
to I-bit digiral signals. These converter-ICs were realised in MOS, which 
was seen as being more suitable for digital dectronies rhan bipolar I Cs (see 
Chapter 6 on LOCOS IC-technology). This r-bit converter in MOS used 
much less energy than the (bipolar) I4- and r6-bit conveners that the 
Measuremenr and Control group had designed for the Audio PD.75 When 
the portability of the CD player became a serious issue, rhis energy use 
also of course became an important condirion. The less energy needed, the 
langer a CD player can run on one set of barreries. From I986 on, rhe 
Measurement and Control group recognised the importance of low ener
gy use, and so it also starred working on a r-bit converter.76 As the Elco
ma facrory in Nijmegen was specialised in bipolar ICs and the Mullard 
factory in Southampton was specialised in MOS, comaers wirh Mullard 
were established for the r-bit converter. There were comacts with Elcoma 
in Nijmegen as wel!. 

P. Joeberns and A. Schmitz worked within the IC-technology group led 
by WG. Gelling that was working on MOS. The two aided the Measure
menr and Control group in its workon conveners with their IC-rechnol
ogy experience, but rhey were also invited by the factory in Nijmegen to 

do some experimenrs there, because sametimes rheir know-how was 
found ro be useful to Nijmegen, roo. Their presence was nor enough, 
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rhough, to cause Nijmegen to switch complerely to MOS rechniques. 
Mullard remained rhe best place for producing the MOS converter !Cs. 
The Audio PD that in 1985 had merged with Video to become the Con
sumer Electranies PO then built these new Dl A conveners into the CD 
players. Later, when Nijmegen also starred producing MOS !Cs, the con
tacts through Jochems and Schmirz appeared to have paved the way for 
co-operation with the Nat.Lab. Thus, in the 1990s, the comacts with Elco
ma concerning conveners became more intense. The Measurement and 
Control group gradually also became involved in production probierus 
and so had less time to develop new converters. The effect of the Centu
rion operation reinforeed rhis. The work on DIA and AID conveners is 
still continuing today. Improvements for the implementation of conven
ers and new applications areas are still being investigated. 

In the introduetion to this case study, it was al ready indicated that the role 
of rhe Nat. Lab. was primarily toserve as a souree of know-how rather than 
as an innovation centre. This was different in the case of the VLP, because 
there the Nat.Lab. had taken the lead in development, and rhe PO had 
only supported by sending people. In that respect, both the VLP and rhe 
CD are examples of how rhe Nat.Lab. worked rogerher with POs in the 
1970s and 198os. The difference, though, lies in the basic responsibiliry 
that shifted from rhe Nat.Lab. to the P. Neither the VLP nor the CD had 
been developed on rhe basis of contracts between rhe Nat.Lab. and the 
PD. We characterised the 1972-1994 period as 'the road that led to con
tract research' . At rhe time of rhe VLP and the CD developments the 
Nat.Lab. was still on that road and not yet at its 'destination', but the 
experiences that both the Nat.Lab. and the POs gained through events 
like the VLP and the CD development paved that road. We should rhere
by remark that in the case of inregrated digital audio converrers, the con
tacts with the Elcoma PD were mainly at rhe workfloor level, while the 
comacts with the Audio PD were at rhe directorate level, too. This had to 
do with rhe special position of Elcoma as the device PO among the sys
tem POs. For contract research, contact at the work.floor level was of 
course important for the prepararion of contracts, but it was nor sufficient 
for making the required formal agreements. In this particular case it illus
trates the 'road to contract research' with respect to rhe Audio PO more 
rhan wirh respect totheElcoma PD. 

Another aspect of rhis case study that deserves special attention is that of 
the transfer between different fields of know-how within rhe Nat.Lab. In 
rhe case of rhe VLP, we have already seen how quite different knowledge 
domains, like opties and mechanics, were brought rogether in the devel
opment of this product. In the case of rhe AID-DIA converrers, it was 
demonstrared that knowledge from two domains (telecommunications 
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and control technology) was transferred to the domain of audio equip
ment. Again, this could only happen in a Iabaratory that has all these dif
ferent disciplines under one roof. This certainly appeared to be one of rhe 
major srrengths of a corporare research Iabaratory such as the Nar.Lab., 
where a broad souree of knowledge areas was created for rhe PDs. 

8.3 Magnetic Recording Heads for Consumer Video Cassette 
RecorderF 

When selecting topics for case studies, the representativeness of the Philips 
product range has been taken into account. Recording is closely related to 
important Philips products such as radio and television. Optical recording 
is one of the areas where the contri bution of the Nat.Lab. has been quite 
substantial, and in the VLP case study there were good examples of that. 
The other recording technique which existed long befare optica! record
ing was magnetic recording. As with optica! recording, magnetic record
ing also required a wide field of research, which cannot be completely 
described in this casestudy. Therefore, description limits must be set. This 
is done by choosing the recording heads as a specific device to which 
research has contributed. The case study will be narrowed down further 
by focusing on magnetic recording heads for consumer cassette recorders. 
Of course, this cannot be seen as separate from previous work on profes
sional equipment and on video tape recorders. To onderstand the role of 
the work on recorder heads, the development of the whole video system 
has to be looked at. Therefore, the case study description wil! contain the 
development of rhe whole system, but particular attention will be paid to 
the work on the heads. 

Th is casestudy takesus into the main area of materials research. One pre
vious case srudy in that field was the study on ferrites (see Chapter 4). The 
work on magneric recording heads is in a way an exrension of that because 
ferrites were the materials to be used for the recording heads. The fact that 
the Nat.Lab. had built up a lot of expertise in this field was in some 
respects a disadvantage. Ir sametimes made them disregard important 
developments elsewhere (such as the potenrial of monocrystals for fer
rites). In a way, this is similar to the fact that rhe Nar.Lab. was a latecorn
er in the use of silicon for electronic components because of the successes 
booked with germanium (pushed-out-base) transistors. Research on mag
netic recording was done in the 'systems' department. Here the focus was 
on the recording equipment as a whole, while in the 'materials' depart
ment the materials used for the recording heads were investigated. Of 
course there were cantacts between the two, but each had a distinct field 
of research. 
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Magnetic Recording: lnitiation and First Commercial Developments 

The idea of magnetic recording goes back to 1898 when a Dane, Valdernar 
Poulsen, submitted a patent for recording sound signals on a steel wire 
that was pulled between the two poles of an electromagnet. At that time 
it was not yet possible to amplif)r rhe signa!, and the idea was not devel
oped further. In 1927 Pfleumer in Germany and O'Neill in rhe USA had 
in venred tapes of paper and plastics that were covered with a layer of mag
netic material. Such tapes had been used in 1935 when Stille, Schüller 
(working at Telefunken) and others in Germany had brought out a record
ing machine, the Magnetophone, based on Poulsen's ideas. Ir recorded sig
nals with frequencies of up to 6,ooo Hz, and the tape speed was about 1.5 
mis. Approximately halfan hour of sound could be recorded, and this 
required a tapelengthof 2.7 km. Both wire and tape recorders were devel
oped further in Germany during WWII. The wire recorders were general
ly more simple and cheaper, but they had the disadvanrage of brealcing 
and tangling the wire.78 

The signal heads for writing and reading consisred of ring-shaped elec
tromagnets with smal! slits or gaps along which the tape ran. A varying 
cuerent in the electromagnet corresponded to the changing magnetic field 
as the tape with its changing magnetic pattem ran along the head. The 
smaller the crystals in the material, the more precise the changes in mag
netic pattem and the better the signa! quality were. 

a 

The recording head, over which rhe magneric tape pases. The modularion current flows in coil 
S. The rape B passes in a gentie curve over rhe gap A. Recording rakes place ar a. 

Figure 35· A recording head with a magnetic tape passing over it (from 
Philips Technica! Review Vol. 14, p. 182). 
S is a magneric coil rhar is driven by the elecrrical signa! (rhe sound signa! rhar is ro be record

cd) . The alternaring currenr causes a changing magneric field in rhe gap A. The alternaring fi eld 

is concentrared in a, where rhe recording on tape B takes place. 
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Principle of the tape drive. A = transport spindle: B = magnetic tape: R = rubber roller 
holding the tape against the transport spindle. Erasing, recording and playback heads fÇ, 
K, and IÇ are assembied in a common unit. M3 = winding spool: MI = supply spool: G, 
and G, = guide rollers. 

Figure 36. Erasing, recording and playback heads (from Philips Technica! 
Review Vol. 14, p. 186). 
The tape is drawn by rhe rotaring spool M3 from spool MI via guide rollers G1 and G2, rhe 

transport spindie A and the rubber roller R. The three heads KI, K2 and K3 are assembied in a 

common unit. 

Within Philips, the idea of magnetically recording relevision signals was 
launched by Holst in 1952. In an Orco meeting in 1953, a distinction was 
made between professional and consumer applicationsJ9 According to 

Hartong (Product Oivision Apparatuses) it would be useful to pay atten
tion to both options. 

In 1956 the Ampex Corporation in the USA brought out its firs t com
mercial professional video tape recorder for the recording of relevision 
programmes for later use in broadcasting.80 Ir cost a staggering $5o,ooo 
and used a rwo-inch tape and four recording heads. T wo years later 
Siemens and Cinema Television introduced the same equipment in 
Europe.81 In 1958 Philips, too, had its own video tape recorder with 125 
recording heads on a rotaring disc. Compared with the Ampex equip
ment, the Philips recorder had a more expensive disc, and with its 20-
minute recording time, it could not compete with the Go-minute record
ing time of the Ampex machine.82 The Nat. Lab. researchers discussed the 
options for impravement and saw the best research possibility in the 
reduction of the number of heads and in the registering of more than one 
relevision line (e.g. five) per track, while maintaining the existing rotation 
speed of 30,000 rpm. This was, however, a rather dramatic change, and so 
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tape 

-

-
a) Diagram representing longirudinal magneric recording with a tape-recorder head on a mov
ing tape coared with a magnetizable materiaL Magnetization direcrions in the marerials are 
denored by red arrows; magnetic lines offorce ourside rhem are denoted in blue. The signa! cur
rent I generates a magneric leakage field in the head gap via rhe magnetizarion of the head mare
rial. Th is leakage field records rhe signa! on rhe tape by magnerizing rhe coating parallel ro rhe 
surface of rhe tape. 
b) The recorded information is read with rhe same head. The magnetic flux from the tape mag
netizes rhe head material, which induces a signa! voltage V:nd in the coil in the head. 

Figure 37· Recording and reading with the same head (from Phifips Tech
nica! Review Vol. 44, p. ro2). 
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rhe 'one-line-per-rrack' oprion was rerained.83 According ro J. Haantjes, 
one of rhe researchers, rhe main problem of magneric recording was rhe 
movement of rhe head in relarion to rhe tape, and nor rhe construction of 
rhe head. For rhe heads, feerites were used. Feerites had a number of 
advanrages compared wirh rhe alrernarives; a smaller slir lengrh was possi
ble, the Eddy currenr losses wirh high frequencies were smaller, and rhe 
marerial used allowed very precise shaping. Moreover, rhe wear wirh 
oxides was less rhan wirh metals. In rhe USA and in rhe UK rhe slir was 
made of metal, because feerites were considered ro be too brirrle. The brir
rleness caused problems particularly ar higher tape speeds (these were used 
mainly for professional applicarions). Because of irs knowledge of ferrires, 
rhe Nar.Lab. expecred rhar ir would be able ro make better feerite slirs 
wirhout rhe need for meral pieces. In 1960 a prototype was resred in which 
a number of other improvements were implemented, too. This prototype 
was developed in co-operarion wirh rhe RGT (Radio, Gramophone and 
Television) Product Oivision.84 The experimenrs done wirh rhis prototype 
and a second prototype revealed several reehoical problems, such as rhe 
poor contact which exisred herween rhe head and rhe tape. More research 
was rherefore done on rhe shape of rhe head for minimal wear. The Fer
roxcube used for rhe head was produced by the Icoma Ceramics facrory. 
Because of rhe srrong posirion rhar Ampex was in, good comaers wirh rhar 
company were seen as important. The know-how rhar Philips had devel
oped arrracred Ampex's interest, but a proposal for cross-licensing was nor 
accepred by Ampex. The licence offered by Philips had ro do wirh rhe con
struction of rhe heads, while Ampex saw rhe wear of rhe heads as rhe main 
problem. Philips' knowledge would probably solve just a minor part of 
rhar problem. 

Around 1962 a survey of rhe state of affairs regarding magneric recording 
heads was carried out by Kuipers, and rhe resulrs were discussed in a meer
ing of represenrarives from rhe ELA, Icoma, RGT, X-ray and Medical 
Equipmenr POs, and from the Nar.Lab.85 The wear problem (the crum
bling of the slit feerite that occurred when rhe tape ran along the head at 
high speed) was identified as one of the main problems. The Ouinker 
group in rhe Nat.Lab. worked on this. The slit was constructed by meir
ing rwo Ferroxcube blocks rogether with a glass strip. The crumbling of 
rhe slit was caused by bubbles formed in the glass. Apart from this, the slit 
of the head had ro be made smaller so that lower tape speeds could be 
realised (thus resulring in a longer playing time), and higher frequencies 
could be recorded. Other problems rhat had more of a systems character 
were stuclied in the systems department thar was led by Teer. Kuiper's 
srudy also revealed that there were different opinions in the ELA, RGT 
and lcoma POs. lcoma prefeered to develop and make heads for profes
sional use and to sell them to external parties. This was atrractive for rhem 
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from a financial point of view, since one recording head could yield as 
much as several hundred Outch guilders. ELA was opposed to that, 
rhough, and would have preferred lcoma to deliver heads only to them. 
RGT was more interested in heads for consumer applications. Ir was 
decided that lcoma would deliver Ferroxdure heads to both ELA and 
RGT for development purposes. Icoma would then be very carefut when 
delivering heads to third parties not to damage the interest of RGT and 
ELA.86 The issue was seen as being important enough to be discussed at 
the company's Board of Management level, where the decision was sup
ported. The problem of slit erosion was to be stuclied by the Nat.Lab. in 
co-operarion wirh the lcoma Ceramics Lab. In the RGT PO also, research 
was particularly done into the melting of glass onro the Ferroxcube. When 
it carne ro bringing out the first commercial video recorder, the EL3400, 
rwo Ampex patents were required, and Philips' existing agreements with 
Ampex allowed this.87 Nevertheless, some care was taken to prevent possi
bie problems, as previous efforts to co-operate with Ampex had failed, as 
has been illustrated. By 1964 Philips had submitted abour 50 patent 
requests, 18 of which were related to rhe head construction.88 In that year 
the EL3400 was presenred in Vienna, Stockholm, Amsterdam and Copen
hagen. The price of this semi-professional recorder was NLG 7,000. lt 
used a one-inch tape and had a recording time of 45 minutes.89 The devel
opmenr and production were not completely without problems. The 
developmenr work took up much of the PO's capaciry, and there was seri
eus concern abour koma's abilities to supply enough heads. Therefore, in 
1965 rhe PO sounded rhe alarm belJ.9° 

In the same year Mr. Ohga, manager of the New Products Oivision from 
Sony, visited Philips to talk about possible co-operation in the field of 
home video recording. Like Philips, Sony too had tried in vain to setde an 
agreement with Ampex. lt was Sony in particwar that was inrerested in 
Philips know-how in the fields of recorder heads. In 1966 rwo Sony direc
tors visited Philips, and it was decided rhat a limited form of co-operation 
should be set up.9' Sony aimed at developing a system with 0.5-inch tapes 
and a minimum playing time of one hour. Ouring the first years of co
operation, the Nat.Lab. was nor very involved. Probably rhe reason was 
that the Nat.Lab. was not very active in recorder heads at rhat time, but 
gradually the Nar.Lab. involvement increased. 

In this VTR (video tape recording) or pre-VCR (video cassette recording) 
period, the Nat.Lab. did supportive materials research for the ELA, RGT 
and lcoma (from 1965 on, Elcoma) POs. There is no evidence of revolu
tionary new concepts being promored by the Nat.Lab. Most of the work 
was of a developmenral narure and done within the POs, even up to 
capaciry limits. The focus was on professional and semi-professional 
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equipment. The contact with Sony, which at first was mainly a PO mat
ter, provided one of the incentives for shifting towards more work on 
home video recording. It was evident that much work had to be clone in 
this area. Given the capacity problems that had already emerged within 
the POs, an increase in the Nat.Lab.'s role was seen as necessary. Elcoma 
put in a request to Pannenborg to set up a meeting with Haaijman and 
Rathenau and PO representatives.92 This was the beginning of a period of 
more intensive Nat. Lab. involvemenr in the video recording developments 
within the company. 

Towards a First Home VCR 

In 1966 it appeared that extra effort by the Nat.Lab. in the Ferroxcube 
field was not a luxury. A trip to the USA made clear that Japanese firms 
had brought out Mn-Zn and Ni-Zn ferrite material that had very high 
permeability and low losses. In a meeting about this problem, it was 
decided that for recorder heads, developing single crystals might provide 
an inreresting answer to the Japanese developmenrs.93 The same idea was 
mentioned in a meeting in 1967 with respect to the application of radar 
equipment, but that was rejected as too expensive. The result was that nei
ther for radar nor for recorders was any substantial work on monocrystals 
initiated. 

Meanwhile, the co-operation with Sony materialised, and meetings 
were held on the development of magnetic video recorders. Ouring those 
meetings two important issues were raised. In 1968 wear was idenrified as 
a crucial problem. Oamage to the slit and the degrading of recording 
properties had to be reduced. It seemed as if a non-magnetic layer was 
formed on the surface during head use, and that removal of the top layer 
(0.2 micrometer) increased the output. According to Yamakawa (Sony), 
the Sony heads had the opposite problem, because during use output 
increased, and that was not desirabie either. Substantial improvements 
were achieved by adapting the construction and the ferrite material of the 
heads.94 In 1969 Philips brought out a new type of recorder, the LOL 
1000, with a o.s-inch tape that was priced at 'only' NLG 2,ooo. This was 
the first type for which a serious marketing campaign for the consumer 
market was set up.95 

The second important issue raised in the comacts with Sony was that 
of the use of tape cassettes rather than tapes on reels.96 There the record
ing density had to increase to enable sufficient playing time for a video
cassette compared with the videotapes. The width of the tape also had to 

be reduced to make the cassettes sufficiently compact. This had implica
tions for the recorder heads. The Nar.Lab. suggested using transversal 
scanning, thus enabling narrower tracks to be used. The idea was 
favourably received by RGT and ELA.97 
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In 1970 Sony rook a prototype of their first VCR to a fair in Osaka, 
Japan. The name of the system was U-Matic. It used a 0.75-inch tape that 
had a playing time of one hour. The machine was expensive and bulky. lt 
was primarily intended for studio braadcasting and oot for use as a con
suroer product.98 In the same year Philips announced that it was brioging 
out a VCR system with a 0.5-inch tape. In 1971 this VCR system appeared 
as the N 1500. Ir cost about NLG 3,000. There were tapes for playing 
times of 30, 45 and 6o minutes. 

The Development of the V2ooo 

Meanwhile, the position of Philips in the recorder head market was not 
very good. In 1972 a survey conducted by Vrolijks revealed a decrease in 
turnover and profit.99 There were also problems with the ferrite material 
that was delivered by Elcoma to the recorder factory in Vienna. The 
Nat.Lab. had worked with the RGT ELMA development lab on MnZn 
ferrites for recorder heads. This material proved to be more difficult to 
produce than rhe previously used NiZn ferrite. In the process leading from 
the ceramic material to the completion of the recording head, the fall-out 
rare was as high as 60-70%. This even rose to about 90% after production 
had been fully transferred from rhe Nar.Lab. to Elcoma.10° Cracks would 
appear in the ferrite tiles, and after ulrrasonic cleaning 50-60% of the riles 
would become unusable, and rhere were losses during the slir shaping 
process. Again the Nat.Lab. was called in to search for a different produc
tion process, or for a better control of the process. Tagether with the 
ELMA Labsome impravement was made (30-40% of rhe original ferrite 
now found irs way into the recorder heads).101 The situation remained 
probiernatie and Elcoma seriously considered halring production. Elcoma 
did nor expect rhat much more could be done by rhe Nar.Lab. 

In 1974, in a Directors' contact meeting, the issue of aligned polycrys
ralline material was discussed as a possible improvement.102 The Nat.Lab, 
in particular Wijn, was asked to investigate the possible merirs of this 
material which, at a recent conference, had been claimed to be better nor 
only in terms of magneric properries, but also in terms of mechanical 
properties. At the next meeting doubt was expressed about these claims, 
in particular with respect to the magnetic properties of rhe material. In 
addition, rhe Nat.Lab. stared that it was too late to start working on 
aligned ferrites, either polycrystalline or monocrysralline. Matsushita 
already had good, aligned polycrystalline ferrites, Sony had produced large 
monocrystals in its laboratory, and Toshiba also had monocrystalline fer
rites, so in the case of both options, Philips was lagging behind.'03 

In the meantime, complete video recorder system development con
tinued, and new versions were brought out. In 1975 the N 1501 was 
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launched as the N 150o's successor, and in 1977 the N 1700, which used 
cassettes rhat had a playing time of more than two hours due to rhe lower 
tape speed. Unfortunately, the old (N 1500 and 1501) pre-recorded cas
settes could nor be used in the new machine. The Japanese competitors 
had been acrive as wel!. In 1974 Sony broughr out its Betamax system that 
used 0.5-inch tape. In 1977 JVC's Shizuo Takano visired a number of 
European companies, induding Philips, to demonstrate the VHS system, 
which had been introduced to the American market the year before. 
Philips responded negatively, unlike Thomson (in France), Telefunken (in 
Germany) and Thorn (in England).104 

In all these years the srruggle to combat the recorder head wear and to 
cope with production probieros continued within Philips, and in spite of 
extensive research on the wear of various materials, no dear ideas about 
how to proceed exisred.ra5 In 1976 the Video/Audio PO expressed a dear 
preferenee for rhe use of single crystals in the new N 1900. These were seen 
as being necessary for solving rhe probieros with the recorder heads. 
Alongside the Japanese (notably Matsushita and Toshiba), Philips had a 
backlog of about two years. In the Nat.Lab. a crystal growth process was 
developed which by the end of 1977 could be transferred to Elcoma.106 

The work had taken place in co-operation with the Elcoma and Video 
POs (in a joint project group). An explorative study using Fuji single-crys
tal ferrite material had shown good results. The Nat. Lab. was soon able to 
produce its own version of this material. By then it was possible to pro
duce crystals with a diameter of 2 cm. A target was set to achieve 4 to 6 
cm diameter slits. A srudy conducted by Elcoma indicared that single
crystal recorder heads indeed functioned much better than the polycrys
ralline recorder heads being produced up until then. The Philips Board of 
Management responded posirively to a request put in by Elcoma to set up 
production faciliries for monocrystalline heads in February 1978. In April 
the test oven starred producing crystals. The yield was not very high at 
first, and the Nar.Lab. co-operated with Elcoma and Video to improve 
this. The new heads were intended for use in a new type of video recorder 
that the company wanred to bring out in October 1979, the V20oo. This 
new type was seen as a good answer to the Betamax and VHS VCRs that 
Sony and JVC had on rhe marker. In June 1979 the first demonstration 
was held, and by the next year the V2ooo was on rhe marker. 

The Commercial Failure of the V2ooo 

In rhe beginning the chances of the V20oo being a success were estimat
ed as reasonable. The machines were considered to be technically superi
or to the Betamax and VHS, and not only because of their heads, but that 
certainly contributed to the technica! roerits of the sysrem. The repmation 
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of the system worsened somewhat when reliabiliry problems emerged. 
More importantly, the prices of the competing systems had by then been 
substantially reduced, so that from the very beginning the Y2ooo was 
probiernatie from a marketing point of view. The V2ooo also had a back
log with respect to pre-recorded cassettes. Even befare the V20oo was 
demonstrared in the Nat. Lab., its possible successor, the V 4000, was being 
discussed.""' In the Bongers group the search for other suitable head mate
rials continued. Elcoma was prepared to deliver magnetic materials for 
head research. In October 1982 a srudy into MnZn ferrite with a high sat
uration value for better writing heads was starred in the Bongers group.108 

For the V2ooo these research efforts, though, did nat bring reprieve. 
Within a few years it became evident that the V20oo had lost its market 
share - which had never been very high - to the competing VHS system. 
The only comfort was that Sony had the same problem with its Betamax 
system. In 1984 Philips starred producing VHS systems- in addition to its 
Y2ooo production - and in 1985 the production of the V20oo system 
came to an end. 109 

This case study illustrates a number of characteristics for the 1972-1994 
period. In this period the role of the Nat.Lab. on the road to mutual 
commitment gradually changed. Fewer efforts were made to transfer new 
ideas from the Nat.Lab. to the PDs and more aften than before, the 
Nat.Lab. provided the PD with specific knowledge on the developmenr of 
new products. In the field of magnetic recording heads, this shift in ini
tiative was evident. In the early 196os the Nat.Lab. searched for new devel
opments and tried to 'sell' those to the PDs, but in the 1970s the PD 
turned to the Nat.Lab. for research support in this field. In the late 196os 
and 1970s we see a continuous flow of material research support on the 
part of the Nat.Lab. for PD activities. This research clearly carne in 
response to the problems that were put forward by the PDs in the Direc
tors' contact meetings and management meetings. Sametimes the 
Nat.Lab. was called in to supplement the insufficient PD development 
capacity. This can almast be regarded as a sart of contract research avant
la-Ieme ('almost', because the PO did nat pay for the Nat.Lab. support). 

8.4 A Knowledge Centre for the Company 

The three case studies have revealed the increasing co-operation with the 
POs and the growing mutual commitment. As we saw in Chapter 7, con
tract research was inrroduced to formalise this mutual commitment. The 
company-wide Centurion operation of the 1990s furrher forced the 
research organisation to co-operate more intensively with the POs and to 
focus on market needs (see section 7.2). The result was that for the PDs 
the Nat.Lab. became a contract partner able to support the development 
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work of the POs. The Nat. Lab. and the foreign labs served as a souree of 
scientific knowledge for the POs. This knowledge was delivered according 
to the contracts established in a communicarion between the research 
organisation and the POs. This was still the current practice when this text 
was written. Rather than trying to serve as an innovation centre - as the 
Nat.Lab. had tried to do in the previous period - Philips Research now 
functions as an invention and knowledge centre for the company. For 
now, that can be seen as the outcome of the road towards mutual com
mirment. 

As we saw in the previous Parts, serving as a knowledge centre and as 
a souree of parents is a continuous con tribution thar rhe Nat. Lab. makes 
to the Philips company. In Part I we saw how this resulted in a knowledge 
base for the company, which enabled it ro realise the desired extensions of 
the product portfolio. In Part 11 we saw how knowledge was gained both 
in fields for which no industrial applications were yet foreseen (this is what 
we called 'fundamental' research) and in fields that related to existing 
products, where the knowledge could be used for furrher developing or 
improving the products. In some cases the knowledge culminated in suc
cessful new products or processes being initiared and foliowed through by 
rhe Nat.Lab. itself (in particular rhe Plurobicon and LOCOS should be 
mentioned in this connection). In Part 111 we saw how the increasing con
centration on the POs' interests and the increasing co-operation (illusrrat
ed in particular by rhe case studies) led to the development of knowledge 
rhat was more direcdy related to specific needs within the POs. 
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9· Epilogue: The Dynamics ofthe Nat.Lab. 
as a Professional Organisation within 
the Philips Company 

In the previous chapters we have seen the characteristics of the Nat.Lab. 
as a professional organisation in the context of the Philips company. Now 
we are able to review the historica! dynamics in the role that the Nar.Lab. 
envisioned playing for Philips.1 

9.I Changes in the Role ofthe Nat.Lab. 

In rhe first main part of its history (1923-1946) , the Nar. Lab. can be char
acterised as follows: 

the main goal of the Nat.Lab. was to enable the company to realise the 
product diversification that it had decided on; the Nat.Lab. developed 
new knowledge, that knowledge was proteered by patents and was then 
used to realise the desired product diversification; 
the Nat.Lab.'s means grew as the company grew; both the company 
and the Nat.Lab. underwent a substantial growth in this period; 
to attract top scientists, Holst created a culture in the lab in which aca
demie status played an important role; at the same time he stimulated 
an industrial awareness among those scientists; 
the structure of the lab was rather informal; this allowed some indi
viduals to behave very independendy; 
the main way in which the Nat.Lab. influenced the company was 
through its many cantacts and co-operation with the campany's direc
tars (in conneetion with the campany's product portfolio) and with 
the facrories (practical co-operation in the developing of concrete 
products). 
The last part of this period (1940-1946) was a turbulent one. World 

War II forced the Nat.Lab. to cease some of its research projects because 
nobody wanred any of the findings to be abused by the Germans, and 
other research topics had to be continued in secret; after WWII the com
pany's structure was formalised. In this structure there were Product Divi
sions (POs) each of which had its development lab(s). This placed the 
Nat.Lab. in a new position with respect ro debates on new products for 
the company. 
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The second main part of the lab's history (1946-1972) can be characterised 
as follows: 

the Nat.Lab. maintained that its specific goal and contribution to the 
company (unlike the development labs' contributions) were to gain an 
onderstanding of all sorts of natural phenomena which in the long 
term could be useful for developing new produces ('fundamental' 
research), as well as contributing to major improvements to existing 
products (this type of research was also clone in the foreign labs rhat 
were added to the research organisation). At the same time Nat.Lab. 
scientists often feit forced to do development work because in their 
eyes the POs' development labs were not sufficiently competent to 
make optimal use of the research output. Justas in rhe first period, the 
outcome was much patented knowledge; the knowledge was not only 
passed on to the PDs by transferring product ideas, but also through 
the transfer of people to the POs; 
the favourable economie circumstances facilitated a growth in means 
for both the company and the Nat.Lab. that even exceeded that of the 
previous period; 
rhe academie dimension of the lab culture was enhanced, and during 
many discussions at the management level, concern was expressed 
about 'fundamental' research (this term was used to denote rhe type of 
research that was particularly viewed as the terrain of Nat.Lab. 
research); 
the lab's structure became more formalised; groups were established, 
with group leaders, and a hierarchy of rnanaging directors, directors, 
group leaders, scientists and assistants and technicians emerged; 
exerting influence on the company in conjunction with new produces 
was a painful process due to the lack of mutual commitment on the 
side of the Nat.Lab. and the POs. The POs feit that they had no say in 
the Nat.Lab.'s research programme, and conversely the Nat.Lab. feit 
frustrated because the PDs left much of the research output unused. 
When it came to improving existing produces or production process
es, the cantacts at the workfloor level were good. 
By the end of the 196os the social attitude towards science and tech

nology had become more critical. At the same time, the period of eco
nomie growth had come to an end. These new circumstances had a huge 
impact on Philips and on the Nat.Lab. 

In the third main part of its history (1972-1994), the characterisrics of the 
Nat.Lab. were as follows: 

the goals of rhe Nat.Lab. slowly shifted towards the needs of the POs 
rather than reflecting the Nat.Lab.'s own ideas on desirabie new devel
opments; gradually, a balance emerged between maintaining certain 
key capabilities that were seen as necessary by the lab itself and unfold-
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ing activities in PO application areas; new knowledge and patents were 
gained on the basis of the POs' needs and interests; 
the Nat.Lab.'s means had become more limited; in 1989 the intro
duetion of contract research forced the Nat.Lab. to acquire about two
thirds of its budget from the POs (before that, the whole budget had 
been allocated by the campany's Board of Management); the limited 
means became a new motive for transferring people to the POs, but 
this transferring of course resulted in the transferring of 'embodied' 
knowledge as a boost to the campany's existing body of knowledge; 
the culture of the Nat.Lab. gradually became more PO-oriented, 
although having a high level of scientific qualiry was still seen as 
important; 
the structure of the Nat.Lab. was further extended to contain new 
functions that related to the orientation of POs' needs (e.g. to the R
PO co-ordinators, who were responsible for co-ordinating the 
Research effort for the POs); 
several initiatives aimed at creating better relationships between the 
Nat.Lab. and the POs. Of these initiatives the R-PO management 
meetings appeared to he insufficiently effective; the project centre in 
Geldrop proved that good co-operation was possible for concrete proj
ects; the transfer projects created experiences in formalising co-opera
tion. All this conrributed in a eertaio way tothefact that the Nat.Lab. 
became recognised in the company as a knowledge centre on which the 
POs could drawfortheir product development. It was especially in the 
field of design and systems work that the Nat.Lab. became an impor
tant knowledge centre for the company. 
The late 198os and the 1990s saw a dramatic reduction and rationali

sation of the whole company. Por the Nat. Lab. , this constituted a strong 
incentive to focus on the POs' needs and to learn to live with limited 
resources, the acquisition of which required serious effort. By the mid-
1990s this process had to a eertaio extent been completed. 

To summarise: there was, and is, a continuous role of the Nat. Lab. as a 
centre for the development of new knowledge about phenomena on 
which existing products arebasedor on which new productscan be based. 
Thus, throughout its history the Nat.Lab. has contributed to the campa
ny's patent portfolio. The role of the Nat. Lab. in determining the campa
ny's product portfolio (as an 'innovation centre') has changed over the 
course of time. 

9.2 The Nature of Industrial Research 

In the pre-WWII period the Philips Nat.Lab. seems to have been a follo
wer rather than an initiator with respect to the campany's product port-
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folio. Sametimes we get the impression that other labs differed from the 
Nat.Lab. in that respect. According to Chandler, product diversification 
was often insrigared by a 'push' from the research laboratories,> but his 
level of analysis is not such that he is able ro distinguish between the 
research laborarories taking the lead in identifying new product fields or 
enabling the company ro realise the desired diversification. In the case of 
Philips, the latter situation appears ro be a better description of the lab's 
role than the former. A more careful study of the relationship between the 
lab's research diversification and the campany's product diversification for 
other companies is needed if more clarity is to be obtained on this issue. 
The image of the research lab as a follower also seems to fit the descrip
tion given by C.E. Kenneth Mees in his 1920 book on the organisation of 
in dustrial scientific research: ' .. . the primary business of an in dustrial 
research organisation is to aid the other departments of the industry'.3 
This image of an industrial research lab might be surprising for those who 
subscribe ro the popular, intuirive image of industriallabs leading campa
nies into totally new product fields. The hisrory of the Philips Nat.Lab. 
can be helpful if one wants to obtain a more realistic image of the nature 
of industrial research. In the second period (covering roughly the 1950s 
and 196os) it would seem easy to criticise the lab's autonorneus behaviour 
and probiernatie relationships with the POs, but we should realise that the 
economie circumstances were favourable, which allowed a lot of innova
tions ro take place. It was pointed out that a number of very successful 
innovations were closely related to the lab's own initiative and not to PO 
demand (Plumbicon and LOCOS) . A lot of new knowledge a bout mate
rials was also gained, which had a more indirect impact on the develop
ment of new products. The shift towards a more market-oriented and PD
oriented research approach in the last period (1972-1994) was, it seems, the 
most logical reaction to the changing economie and social conditions. At 
present, the role of the lab as a knowledge centre designed to support the 
development work in the POs seems to fit in well with what is a turbulent 
and difficult dectronies marker. Soon after rhe introduetion of contract 
research, some concern was ai red about rhe long-term role of the research 
labs. 

The fact that the Nat.Lab. was able to make these adaptations to the 
changing environment relates to its position as a corporate Iabaratory 
within the company. This highlights an important divergence from a 
number of other companies that have been mentioned. Those other com
panies only had smal! laboratories for the long-term and 'fundamental' 
research activities and separate laboratories for the more development-ori
ented type of research work. At Philips, one corporate research organisa
tion (Philips Research) was maintained that housed a combination of dif
ferent types of research (ranging from more 'fundamental' to more devel-
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opment-oriented research). That enabled the lab management to adjust 
the balance between the various types of research work according to 
changing circumstances. Thus, the amount of 'fundamental' research 
could be extended or diminished according to what was seen as appropri
ate given the circumstances in which the company found itself. The 
Philips Nat.Lab. acted as a knowledge centre for the company, comprising 
a wide variety of disciplines and an adaptable relative amount of 'funda
mental' research in the first 8o years of its existence. 

Throughout the years the Philips Nat.Lab. appears to have fuiftlied a con
tinuous role as a souree of inventions that has led to a patent portfolio that 
has given Philips a worldwide position of independenee and has made it 
a centre of knowledge covering a wide spectrum of disciplines, knowledge 
that has been used by the company to develop new products and to 
improve existing products and processes. 

9·3 Comparison withOther lndustrial Research Laboratories 

In the introductory chapter of this book, it was mentioned that the histo
ry of a number of major industrial research laboratories has been written. 
This book has added a new lab to that list. Now the question can be 
raised: how does the history of the Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium 
relare to other lab histories? 

There are several pitfalls that mustbetaken into account when seeking an 
answer to this question. An important one is the following. At first sight, 
it seems that alllaboratories have gone rhrough similar changes. Many of 
these changes can be described in rerms of the position of 'fundamental' 
or 'basic' research inthelab's research programme. Ir has already been star
ed before that often, these terms suggest a different meaning than they 
really represent. Rather than indicating a specific type of research (either 
distinguished by its methodology or by its objects) often these terms refer 
to research in which the research organisation wanted to be autonorneus 
in its choices and preferences. Both rhe Philips Research Laboratories and 
other labs have gone through periods in which rhis autonomy was srrong 
and periods in which it was weakened by the demands of its 'mother' com
pany. But it would be naive to report on these similarities without taking 
into account that the driving forces behind these changes may differ sub
stantially between the various labs. This may be the case particularly when 
we compare laboratories that operared in different industrial sectors.4 

Even within one sector, it is possible that changes that seem to be similar 
are caused by different factors. One important one is geographic: the 
American context for industrial business corporations was quite different 
from the European context. This should make us careful when camparing 
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the history of different laboratories. lt also makes it very difficult to draw 
lessoos from historica! accounts of lab histories. In Reich's words: 'what 
worked wel! for one company might nor work for anorher'.s Yer in this 
secrion an effort will be made ro drawsome comparisons withorher large 
laborarories. 6 

In the history of the Philips Research Laboratories, we have seen two main 
rransitions: one shortly after WWII and a second in the early 1970s. The 
same transition moments were identified in other lab histories too. In his 
account of the GE Labs' history, Reich identifies WWII and the 198os as 
rurning points. But reading his account carefully shows rhar what hap
pened in the 198os was rhe outcome of a process of change that starred in 
the early 1970s just like we saw in the Nat.Lab.'s hisrory, in which the tran
sition to contract research in the 198os was the end of a 'road towards 
mutual commitment'. Buderi's brief survey of the Siemens laboratories' 
hisrory also has WWII and about rhe early 1970s as rurning points (he 
mentions 1969 as an important year of change) . Because these two labo
ratories operared in the same industrial sectors as the Philips Nar.Lab. did, 
the similarities in transition periods are a good reason to draw campar
isons with these two labs in particular. 

The General Electric Research Department was initiared in 1900 with 
Willis Rodney Whitney as its first direcror. Like Philips, General Electric 
originally had light bulbs as its main product. The motivation ro start a 
lab for General Electric was acquiring patents to ensure its survival in the 
competition, as it was in the case of Philips, but under different circum
stances. In Europe, for Philips the reason for being keen at building up a 
patent portfolio was the formation of cartels; in the USA, however, it was 
the antitrust legislation thar motivated companies to develop a patent 
portfolio. Like Holst, Whitney wanred to attract the best scientisrs by 
offering them a place for doing research with a lot of freedom and an aca
demie atmosphere. The analogies between rhe two labs caused high-level 
comacts between the Philips Nar.Lab. and GE's Research Department. 
Oasterhuis visited the GE lab a number of times in the years between 1921 
and 1935, as the GE Lab's guest book indicates, and in 1925 Van der Pol 
visited the GE Lab. Conversely, GE managers visited rhe Philips Nat.Lab. 
in rhose years (e.g. Rice, GE's honorary chairman, in 1922-23, and also 
Whirney himself). From both sicles posirive remarks were made about 
their colleagues on the other side of the ocean.? In the mid-1920s about 
300 employees worked at the GE lab, and Whitney, probably more than 
Holst, was keen to proteet his lab from company influences. Alrhough rhe 
GE lab differed from rhe Philips Nar.Lab. in that respect, rhe ourcome for 
both labs was that they went through rhe same broadening of scope as 
their companies did, and even in the same directions: from light bulbs to 
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X-ray tubes, radio and other communication devices. In both cases the 
laboratories served as a means for the company to realise its ambitions 
with respect to extending the product portfolio (we saw this for Philips in 
part I; for GE Buderi refers to the ti de of 'House of Magie' that was some
times used to express rhe importance of the GE lab for its company). As 
for Philips, WWII meant a time of change into a new era for the GE 
Research Lab, but as in their early years, again we see differences in cir
cumstances between the two laboratories. Por Philips the changes were 
caused by the revision and formalisation of the company structure, result
ing in the establishment of independent product divisions. As we saw in 
Part II, the Nat.Lab. responded to this by claiming a unique 'fundamen
tal research' task for itself. Por GE, however, WWII meant a strongly 
increased influence of goveroment on the research programme and a 
stronger emphasis on war-related research topics.8 After WWII rhe gav
eroment policy towards scientific research was formulated in the Vannevar 
Bush 'Science: The Endless Prontier' report, which for American campa
nies such as GE had a more direct impact than for European companies 
such as Philips. After WWII the Cold War caused the American gavero
ment to continue its influence on industrial research, whereas Philips in 
Europe did nor experience this sort of influence. And again there is an 
analogy with the Philips Nat.Lab. in that the circumstances resulted in a 
great deal of freedom for the researchers in the 1950s and 196os.9 The next 
change for both the Philips Nat.Lab. and the GE Lab is in the late 196os 
and early 1970s, when a move towards PD-oriented research starts. In 
Europe the main cause for this is worsening of economie circumstances, 
rogether with the emergence of Japan as a camperitor in several electran
ies markers. Por GE the increasing Japanese and European competition 
are mentioned as main causes for the decreasing freedom rhat companies 
allowed rheir laboratmies in rhar time.10 This too, seems to be an econo
my-related cause. As in the case of the Philips Nat.Lab., the end of this 
road was the introduetion of contract research: from 1987 onward, the GE 
lab had to acquire three-quarters of its research budget from POs by offer
ing contracts.11 Comparison of the hisrory of the GE Lab and the Philips 
Nar.Lab. reveals similar changes in about the same periods, but under dif
ferent circumstances and with partly different causes. 

Like the Philips company, Siemens starred as a family-owned company. In 
1847 Werner Siemens, a German scientist and entrepreneur, starred rhe 
company. His main interest was in relegraphy. He found a precision engi
neer, Johann Georg Halske, prepared to join him in the business and the 
campany's name rherefore became: Siemens & Halske. As had been the 
case for Philips, Siemens & Halske also broadened their product scope 
quickly. In 1903 a German company called Schuckert was taken over to 
become Siemens-Schuckertwerke, a company which built power stations, 
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turbines and other heavy equipment. Meanwhile, the Siemens & Halske 
mother company rook up the production of X-ray tubes and light bulbs. 
These developments brought Siemens into a number of markets in which 
Philips also operated. Siemens' first major research Iabaratory was found
ed in 1905: the Physikalisch-Chemisches Laboratorium. A German 
chemist, Werner Bolton, was its first di rector. One of its first outputs was 
the invention of the tantalum filament lamp, which became a great mar
ket success. Bolton's successor, Hans Gerdien, proposed combining all 
research work in the company into one major lab, and this idea was 
realised in 1924, after a lot of delays due to WWI. This lab worked both 
for Siemens & Halske and for Siemens & Schuckertwerke. A great variety 
of research topics was covered in the labs research programme, several of 
which were also present in the Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium (e.g. 
acoustics, gas discharges, dectrical devices). In 1935 Gustav Hertz was 
appointed head of an adjunct to the lab. This nephew of Heinrich Hertz 
had also been employed by the Philips Nat.Lab. (see Chapter 2). Another 
important scientist in the Siemens lab was Walther Schottky, who worked 
on semiconductors.12 The position of the lab was not the same as in 
Philips. Unlike Philips, Siemens had many R&D activities outside the 
central lab. There was a whole series of specialised laboratories in the 
Siemens company, and the central lab therefore did nor have the unique 
development role that the Philips Nat.Lab. had in the Philips company in 
the pre-WWII decades. Consequently its existence was much more debat
ed within the company than the Philips Nat.Lab. had been. As in the case 
of Philips and GE, WWII was a period of transition for the research 
organisation, but again for a different reason. Germany lost this war and 
as a result the country was deprived of many of its resources. The Siemens 
company broke up its research organisation into three parts: Siemens & 
Halske built a new lab in Munich, in Southwest Germany, Siemens
Schuckertwerke built its lab in Erlangen, a town near Neurenberg, as wel! 
as Siemens-Reiniger-Werke, since 1924 the campany's medica! branch. 
Then a new period of expansion began, especially in the solicl-state and 
semiconductor research field which lasred until 1969 when economie 
recession forced the company to combine its three main business parts 
into one company, Siemens AG. The Siemens & Halske and Siemens
Schuckerrwerke laboratories were combined to become one main research 
department for the Siemens AG. As in the Philips Nat.Lab. the high 
degree of research freedom that had characterised the lab in the 1950s and 
196os was gradually replaced by a stronger influence from the product 
divisions. 'l One of the research successes in the 198os involved rhe work 
on microelectronics. In these years Siemens worked with Philips on the 
development and production of random access memories (RAMs) . 
Whereas this MEGA project for Philips became a very probiernatie ven
ture, Siemens was very successful in its choice for dynamic rather than 
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static RAMs. By 1984, Siemens was the only European company that pro
duced these devices. This brief account of the history of Siemens research 
shows the same two points of change: WWII and the late 196os. In par
ticular for the first, again the circumstances were different from both 
Philips' and GE's circumstances. In rhe case of the second transition, there 
were clear similarities with Philips and GE: all these companies were hit 
by the economie recession in the late 196os and early 1970s, and respond
ed to rhis by initiaring a shift towards more PO-oriented research. In rhe 
1990s contract research was introduced in Siemens, as it had been in 
Philips some years before. 

Camparisans with other industrial research labs are only possible in those 
cases for which the lab history has been described. That is the case only 
fora few major laborarories. For GE such a description exists. For Siemens 
we had to rely on a very concise srudy. Another company whose research 
history has been described extensively is Ou Pont. Although this compa
ny belongs to a different indusrrial sector than Philips, the availability of 
the written history of Ou Pont's labs makes it tempring to draw compar
lsons. 

As in the case of GE, rhe chemica! company of Ou Pont, which had starr
ed in 1802 with black powder mill activities, also operared in the context 
of the American government antitrust policy, and for Ou Pont too, this 
was an important motive for starring a corporate research organization.'4 

In 1902 the Eastern Labaratory was founded, and a year later the Experi
mental Starion followed. The antitrust laws forced the company to diver
sify, and the research labs played a vita! role in that.'5 This is similar to the 
role that the Nat.Lab. had within Philipsin the 1923-1946 period. The end 
of this period for Philips was marked by the formalization of a divisional
ized company structure. At Ou Pont this divisionalization already rook 
place in 1921 and, as at Philips, raised questions about a new role for the 
research organization as each of the product divisions claimed and gor 
their own research faciliries.'6 This resulted in a reducrion of the central 
research labs, but soon rhey grew again ro become a major know-how 
force in rhe company. As in rhe case of Philips, a probiernatie period starr
ed after WWII. Like other American companies, the war had an impact 
on rhe company in that a lot of work was undertaken for the government. 
In addition, Ou Pont was again faced with antitrust indictments by the 
end of the 1940s. The company decided that growrh through acquisition 
was no Jonger the appropriate strategy and made rhe central research 
organisation invest heavily in 'fundamental' research. As at Philips th is 
would last for almast two decades.'7 In rhis period the contact between the 
central research organization and the divisions was problematic, similar to 
the siruacion at Philips. In 1961 a bold programme of diversification, called 
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the New Venture Program, was launched to give a new impetus to diver
sification of Ou Pont's product portfolio. Large-scale R&O programmes 
were set up in the context of this New Venture Program, but by the end 
of the 196os it became evident that it had not resulted in successful new 
products. Capita! shortages in the mid-1970s forced the company to be 
more selective in setting up R&O programmes, and this had conse
quences for the freedom that the central research organisation had had in 
the 1950s and 196os. Gradually, the company's Executive Committee 
exerted more and more influence over the research prograrnmes.'8 As at 
Philips, the Ou Pont company continued to have a corporate research 
organization, although of a much more modest size. By the 1990S, most 
laboratories worked for specific POs. 

Although a lot more study is necessary to make more systematic compar
isons between the histories of the various industrial research laboratories, 
the brief comparisons described above show that, like Philips Research, 
similar research organisations in other companies have gone through 
changes in the balance between independent and PO-oriented research. 
The periods in which these changes rook place are about the same for the 
labs that we have studied. The causes of change were partly different for 
the various laboratories. 

Our survey shows the need to adjust a naive image of an industrial 
research lab as if it has always been an ivory tower, with academically ori
ented researchers in it, functioning as the first phase in a linear develop
ment process. Certainly, there were periods in the histories of these labs in 
which they tried to fulfil such a function, but then it becarne evident that 
such a function and such a perception of how innovation processes should 
work out resulted in many problems. For other periods the ivory tower 
roetaphor is entirely inadequate as a description of the functioning of the 
lab in its company. The lab histories show that there were other ways for 
a lab to fulfil functions that are no less important than the (perhaps total
ly inappropriate) ideal of rhe ivory tower. Borh internal and external fac
tors have caused significant changes in the relationship between rhe 
research lab's acrivities and the corporate strategy.'9 
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Corporare, rhe term Corpora te will be used in this rexr. 

13 The main reason for starting these meetings and rhe Research Directors Conferences 

(RDCs) was the facr rhat foreign labs were added ro rhe research organisarion. These will 

bedescribed later on in this secrion. 

14 In 1950 a similar meeting was held but ir was 10rally dedicated 10 relevision and rhis is prob

ably why ir is not counted as a CRC. 

15 The RDCs we re meetings of rhe international research rnanaging direcrors. Merobers of rhe 
company's Board of Management and occasionally PD-representarives also participared in 

rhe CRC meetings. 

16 In the Minures of the 1964 CRC we find the term 'producr-oriented' research as opposed 
to 'fundamental' research. 

17 An example of this is the field of industrial control, where Casimir expecred research out

pur ro lead ro new commercial activities. See rhe Minutes of rhe 8th CRC from 1964. 
18 The reporr by R. van Beek is mentioned in rhe Minures of rhe Di rectors contact meering 

Nar.Lab.-RGT, April 22, 1970, PCA-NL. 

19 Lener G.T. de Kruijff (Pin to H.].G. Meijer (Nar.Lab.), dared Ocrober 31, 1968, PCA-NL. 

20 Minmes Direcrors' contact meeting Nar.Lab.-Eicoma, Ocrober 10, 1968, PCA-NL. 

21 See the artiele by A.H. Gornes de Mesquira in the Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 30 (1969), 

No. 2, pp. 36-47. 
22 Haanstra, H.B. and Knippenberg, WF. (1965), 'Crysral growth of silicon carbide (IJ)', 

Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 26, No. 7, pp. 187189. 

23 Interview with Dr. Knippenberg on April 1, 1997. 

24 According to Knippenberg (interview on April 1, 1997), the Lighring and Elcoma POs 

expressed some interest, but it is nor clear if rhere was a real rransference of rhe research out

put ro those POs. 
25 Minmes of the Research and Development Co-operarion Policy Convention, held in Eind

hoven from June 28rh - July 3rd, 1948. Th is shows rhar research in the field of facsimile was 
already ar a stage in which a concrete product was perceived, thus making it different from 

stereophony research. 

26 Minmes of rhe 6rh CRC of 1960. 

27 Minmes of the 7th CRC of 1962. 
28 The co-operation already existed before 1949. 

29 J.M. Waalwijk and N. Wiedenhof in the Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 39 (1980) , No. 11, pp. 

286-289. 
30 Remark made by Casimir in the Minures of the 4th CRC of 1956. 

31 Minutes of the 3rd CRC of 1954· 
32 Memorandum wrirren by Casimir 10 the company's Board of Management, dared March 3, 

1966, PCA-NL. 

33 Minures of the 7th RC of 1962. 
34 Memorandum 'Beschouwingen over her werenschappelijk werken in her Natuurkundig 

Laboratorium' (Considerations on the scienrific work continued in the Physics laboratory; 

in Dutch) by Prof. H .B.G. Casimir. 

35 Minures of the mh C RC of 1970. 
36 In the Minutes of rhe 9th CRC of 1966, Tromp explicitly expressed rhis as the opinion of 

the Board of Management. 

37 In the minmes of rhe IOth direc10rs' contact meeting wirh rhe PO PIT, rhere is a discussion 
abour the Nar.Lab.'s support for developing !Cs for the PD. Ir was agreed rhar this supporr 

should end wirh the first series of prototypes and rhen the PO should take over the iniria

tive. T his is an example of rhe Nar.Lab.'s view of its development rask as mentioned in rhe 

rext. 
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38 See rhe exchange of leners between Casimir and Kisremaker (FOM) from February and 
March 1969, PCA-NL. Casimir's remark was a response ro Kisremaker's proposal fora joinr 

insriture for medica! research and developmenr. 

39 Dr. A.E. Pannenborg (lener ro M.J. de Vries, dated April15, 2002) menrions rhe case of a 

solurion for rhe problem of minimising rhird-degree aberrarion errors in relevision rubes 

thar was developed at rhe Nat. Lab. and could only be transferred to rhe PD RGT by trans

ferring Nar. Lab. researcher Kaashoek ro rhe PD. 

40 This feeling was expressed e.g. by H.].G. Meijer wirh respect to the index rube (interview 

of September 16, 1997), and by R.J . Meijer with respect ro the Srirling engine (interview 

August 4, 1998). 

41 Pickup rubes can be found in a relevision studio camera. They realise the transition from 

the oprical image to a video signa!. The case study of the Plumbicon in rhe nexr chaprer 

deals wirh these sorrs of tubes. 

42 Minutesof the Research and Developmenr Co-operarion Policy Convenrion, held in Eind

hoven from June 28rh- July 3rd, 1948. 

43 Minures of rhe 4th CRC of 1956. Al ready in a series of anides on the X-ray image conver

tor published in 1955 in the Philips Technica! Review rhe trend towards sysrems-orienred 

research can be seen: rhe focus was on rhe way this X-ray image converror was ro be embed

ded in an X-ray sysrem, rather rhan on the convertor irself 

44 F.L.J. Sangsrer in the Philips Technica/ Review, Vol. 31 (1970), No. 4, pp. 97-110, describes 

this device. The case srudies on optica! communicarion and on AD/DA conversion in Part 
lil will give furrher informarion abour this research field. 

45 In 1950 L. von BertalanffY published an artiele en tirled 'An oudine of General Sysrem The

ory' in a philosophical journal. This marked a breakrhrough in the debare. Srrijbos, S. 

(1988), Het technische wereldbeeld. Amsterdam, Buijren & Schipperheijn, p. 34· 

46 Interview wirh Dr. H.B.G. Casimir of February 3, 1998, and wirh Dr. K. Teer of September 

9· 1997· 
47 We find rhis general remark wirh respect ro e.g. rhe PD Radio, G rammofoon en Televisie 

(RGT), see rhe minures of rhe Direcrors' contact meering Nar.Lab.-RGT, April 22, 1970 , 

PCA-NL. Ar rhe same time, frustration is urrered because rhe PD was nor inreresred in lis

tening ro rhe ' background informarion' rhar rhe Nat. Lab. offered. Evidendy providing such 

background information, and nor jusr doing some 'rrouble-shooring', was seen by rhe 

Nar.Lab. as its rask. 

48 1946, 1954 and 1968 have been selecred as reference years, mainly for reasans of data avail
abiliry and ro ger a reasanabie represenrarion of the period. 

49 Philips Annual Report of 1960. 

50 Memorandum 'Research-activiteit 1946-1955' (undared). The research topics have been 

renamed and arranged according ro later research programmes presenrarions {e.g. the 1954 

and 1968 survey). This was done ro enable comparison. The rerms 'Marerials', 'Devices' and 

'Sysrems' for rhe three main research areas were nor yet used at thar time. 

51 This is the first overall presenrarion of rhe research programme according ro the main 
research fields. The Memorandum ' Research-activiteit 1946-1955' only contained a survey 

according ro the narnes of the three di rectors, nor according ro rhe main research fields. The 

nexr presenrarion of rhis kind that was found was for 1968. 

52 Th is can be seen from the turnovers reported in rhe Annual Reports in the 196os. 

53 There was no d ireer relarionship between the rhree fields and the rhree direcrors {interview 

wirh H.B.G. Casimir of February 3, 1988). Each director could incorporare elemenrs from 
each of rhe three fields. 

54 For rhis, data on numbers of scienrists in rhe research programmes have been used. 

55 Blanken (1997), p. 347· 
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56 Philips Laborarories Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. Undated brochure, s.l. 

57 Research and Philips. Brochure, s.l., 1967. 

58 Interview with Dr. A.E. Pannenborg on January 5, 1998. 
59 Memorandum van een bespreking ter bepaling van het verband russchen het Eindhovensch 

Nat.Lab. en de verschillende in andere landen gevestigde of nog te vestigen research-labo

ratoria, op December 3, 1946 (Memorandum of a discussion ro determine rhe relationships 
between the Nat. Lab. in Eindhoven and rhe other research laboratories established, or srill 
ro be established, in other countries). 

6o Minutes of 2nd CRC of 1952. 
61 Minures of rhe Research and Developmenr Cooperarion Convention, held in Eindhoven 

from June 28rh- July 3rd, 1948. 

62 Blanken (1998), p. 351. 

63 Memorandum December 3, 1946. 
64 See rhe artiele by Ducot in a special 1969 issue of the Philips Technica! Review (Vol. 30, No. 

8/9/w), pp. 213-224. 
65 Interview with Dr. A.E. Pannenborg on January 5, 1998; besides this problem Boutry also 

displayed recalcitrant behaviour on some occasions in his comacts with the Eindhoven 

management, as was rold by Dr. E.F. de Haan on September 9, 1997, and by Dr. H.J. Vink 

on January 7, 1998, during interviews wirh rhem. 

66 Interview with Dr. A.E. Pannenborg on January 5, 1998. 
67 Memorandum 'Buitenlandse researchlaboratoria' by J.H. van Santen, dated 1.12-71. 

68 Interview with Dr. A.E. Pannenborg on January 5, 1998. 

69 Blanken (1992) , p. 104. 

70 The data rhat follow now in rhe text have been derived from a 1967 brochure 'Philips and 

Research'. 

71 The souree of this information does nor mention the number of people. Memorandum 

The growth of research' . Data supplied by Mr. K. Woensdregt (Appendix ro firsr RDC 
meeting of 1965), dated May 2, 1965. 

72 Minutes of rhe 2nd CRC of 1952· 
73 Communication No. 87/55 from the Board of Management, 24.2.1955. 

7 4 Minmes of 8th CRC, 1964. 

75 Memorandum 'Buitenlandse researchlaborawria' by J.H. van Santen, dated 1.12.71. 

76 Interview wirh Dr. S. van Houren of November 19, 1997 
77 Letter by A.E. Pannenborg ro M.J. de Vries, dared March 18, 2002. 

78 Interview wirh Dr. S. van Houren dated November 19, 1997 
79 Data have been derived from rhe memorandum 'Ten years of concern research' by K. 

Woensdrechr, dated May 2, 1965 (appendix to rhe agenda of the RDC meeting of May 6 

and 7, 1965). The patent income was larger than was indicated by these numbers, but part 

of rhat was refunded to the POs. 

8o Interview with Dr. H.B.G. Casimir on February 3, 1998, and Rathenau, G.W (1974), 'Mer 
z'n allen research doen voor de industrie', Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Natuurkunde, Vol. 40, 

Nr. IJ, P· V. 
81 Memorandum 'Verhoudingsgetal academici en overig personeel', by H. Ritmeester, dated 

January 19, 1970. 
82 This term was used in the memorandum quored on rhe previous nore. The rerm was used 

to indicate rhat the scienrisrs we re the main instigators of research work, while the assisrants 
only carried out tasks thar were defined by the scientists. 

83 Schippers, H. (1989), Vtm tusschenlieden tot ingenieurs. De geschiedenis :·.~:: .~:: .'-!:.:;: :· 7;./r 
nisch Onderwijs in Nederland. Hilversum: Uitgeverij Verloren, p. 127. 

84 See e.g. the interview wirh Prof. D. Broer on January 12, 1998. 
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85 The WA building was compiered in 1960 and had been used befare 1963 co field-rest the 
modular approach for organizing the buildings. 

86 Minures Direccors-CoCo meeting of November 22, 1963. 

87 This bus service concinued co function for a long time, probably even u mil rhe early 198os. 

88 Sec the artiele by M.J. Jansen Gration in the Philips Technica/ Review, Vol. 24 (1963), No. 

nlr2, pp. 385-395. 
89 Sec the artiele by LA. de Haas and S.S. Wadman in the Philips Technica/ Review, Vol. 31 

(!970), Vol. 5/6, pp. 153-157. The artiele was wriuen on the occasion of the opening of a new 

building, WY, in 1968. 

90 The October 1963 issue of the Philips Technica/ Review was a special issue publisbed on rhe 

occasion of rhe symposium. 

91 Minuces Direccors-CoCo meeting of December 19, 1962. 

92 Minuces of rhe sth CRC in 1958. 

93 See rhe artiele by W. Nijenhuis in the Philips Technica/ Review of April 1961. To an artiele in 
the Philips Technica/ Review of October 1962 a 45 rpm record was added that conrained 

sounds of the PASCAL during calculations. On one side of rhis record, the scientists had 

even gor rhe PASCAL co produce a Mozart melody! 

94 The full name was: Snel Tel En Vermenigvuldings INstrument (Fase Counting and Mulri

plicarion lnsrrumem). 

95 Data have been derived from a computer database thar was set up especially for this histor
ica! research project from rhe colieeeion of 'yellow cards' kepr in rhe Nat. Lab. personnel 

department. 

96 Tijdopname. De Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven 1956-1966. Eindhoven: Stichting Eind-

hovens Hogeschoolfonds, 1967. 

97 Data have been derived from rhe samecomputer database rhat was menrioned in note 91. 

98 Interview with Dr. Valkenburg on January 13, 1998. 

99 Minures rst Direcrors-CoCo meeting of August 10, 1945. 
100 In rhe company the Kern had already existed since 1922. Ir was probably only after WWII 

rhar minutes of specific Nat.Lab. Kern meetings were kept. 

101 E.g. Minuresof the Direcrors-CoCo meering of February 16, 1962, December 12, 1962, and 

May 20, 1963. 

102 Minures of the 7rh CRC in 1962. 

103 Stumpers, F.L. (1966), 'Ir. H. Rinia neemt afscheid', Tij'dschrift van het Nederlands Elek-
tronica- en Radiogenootschap, Vol. 31, No. 12, p. 247· 

104 Minutes of the Kern meering of July 3, 1969. 
105 Today the conneerion is still nor rhere, which many people now regree 

106 Interviews wirh Dr. E.F. de Haan on September 9, 1997, and with Dr. H.J.G. Meijer on 

September 16, 1997. 

107 Memorandum 'Enkele opmerkingen n.a.v. her door Ir. P.M. van den Avoort verspreide ver

slag d.d. 7-10-1971' by J. Hasker, dared October 12, 1971. 
108 Memorandum 'Korte samenvatting punten bespreking d.d. l5-J!.l971 betreffende index', 

dared December 6, 1971. 

109 Memorandum ' Indexbuis' by Heessels, De Jong, Kaper and Tielens, December 1971. 

110 Interview with Mr. B. Kaper on March J, 1998. 

m Here too initially the term Concern was used insread of Corporate. 

II2 In face rhe need to have such a represenrative on the Board of Management had already 

been idenrified in 1951, according co rhe Minutesof a meeting between the Board and the 

Nat.Lab. directors, dated January 23, 1951, PCA-NL. 

113 Casimir, H .B.G. (1983) , Haphazard Reality. Half a Century of Physics. New York: Harper & 

Row, p. 244. 
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114 Only in rhe Minures of rhe Quo Vadis meering on radar of January 27, 1954, do we find the 
remark thar Holland Signaal, a military branch of the company, was allowed ro talk firsr, 

'which deviares from the normal practice of first giving the word ro rhe Nar. Lab.', PCA-NL. 

115 Minures of the Quo Vadis meeting PO Lighting, dated June JO, 195J, PCA-NL. 
116 Minures of Quo Vadis meering PD !coma, dared June 22, 1955, PCA-NL. 

117 Minures of rhe June 14, 196J Quo Vadis meeting, PCA-NL. 

118 The data refer ro the years 1965-1970. Minures of rhe meetings only from chose years have 
been found. 

119 Th is was, of course, before the painful meer.ings that led ro the abolishment of the index 

rube acriviries in the PD. 

120 Minures of rhe Direcrors' contact meeting Nar.Lab.-RGT, November 28, 1968, PCA-NL. 

121 Minures of rhe Direcrors' contact meeting Nat.Lab.-RGT, October 20, 1970, PCA-NL. 

122 Minures of rhe Di rectors' contact meering Nat.Lab.-RGT, December 24, 1971, PCA-NL. 

123 Minures of rhe Direcrors' contact meering of August 8, 1968, PCA-NL. 
124 Ar a meeting on October 26, 1965, rhe PD passed on to Pannenborg a number of specific 

requesrs for research support. Pannenborg promised ro discuss those wirh rhe Nar. Lab. sci

entisrs. In the minures of rhe August 27, 1968 meeting we find that the PO asked the 

Nar. Lab. for advice on pattem recognition. In the minures of June 9, 1970, we again find a 
list of specific research requests by the PD. 

125 Minuresof rhe Di rectors' contact meeting of October 26, 1968, PCA-NL. 
126 Minuresof the Directors' contact meeting of May 17, 1967, PCA-NL. As this was said with 

respect to PIT, and not Elcoma, Pannenborg must have referred ro applications of semi

conductors and ferrires. 

127 Minutes of rhe Directors' conrace meeting of January 8, 1969, PCA-NL. 

128 Letter dated February 26, 1971, PCA-NL. 
129 Minures of the Direcrors' contact meering of Ocrober 26, 1971, PCA-NL. 

130 Minures of rhe Di rectors' contact meering of June 28, 1972, PCA-NL. 
!JI Minuresof rhe Di rectors' conrace meering of September 18, 1969, PCA-NL. 

132 In facr, Van Samen's complaint was weakened even further by rhe fact rhat in 1975 rhere was 

an Elcoma Bubble team (inrernal memorandum by H.P.J . Wijn ro H.]. Vink, dared July 29, 

1975, PCA-NL), so apparencly Elcoma did in the end rake over the bubble idea. 

133 Interview wirh Dr. K. Teer on September 9, 1997. 

1J4 Minuresof the Di rectors' contact meeting of June 28, 1966, PCA-NL. 
135 Minmes of the Di rectors' contact meeting of December 15, 1966, PCA-NL. 
136 Letter weitten by A.M. Eben and WK. Westmijze (Elcoma) toTeer (Nat. Lab.), 1968, PCA-

NL. 

137 Letter written by Van Gijn (Elcoma) to Klasens (Nar. Lab.), August 12, 1968, PCA-NL. 

138 Minures of the Di rectors' contact meering of May 8, 1968, PCA-NL. 

IJ9 Minuresof rhe Direcrors' contact meering of October Jl, 1967, PCA-NL. 

140 Minures June 5, 1969, PCA-NL. 
141 Minutes August 14, 1968, PCA-NL. 

142 Survey of co-operarion November 1970, PCA-NL. 

143 Minmes of a meering between Verwey and Vink (Nat.Lab. with Klein and Keverling Buis

man (Duphar) on September 23, 1965, PCA-NL. 

144 Memorandum ].A. Kuiper (Duphar) ro H.]. Vink (Nar.Lab.), dared December 11, 1968, 

PCA-NL. 
145 Letter by E.J. Verwey to H .J. Vink, dated November 14, 1970. 

146 Interviews with Dr. Teer on September 9, 1997, wirh Dr. De Haan on September 9. 1997 , 

and with Dr. H .J.G. Meyer on September 16, 1997· Casimir himself (interview February 3, 
1998) could nor reeall any specific memories of the Directors' contact meetings, which prob

ably means that he was nor very involved in those meetings. 
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147 Or acrually: Concern. 
148 Minmes of the Ist CRC of 1948. 

149 Minmes of the 8th CRC of 1964. 

150 This number was mentioned during the !St CRC in 1948. 

151 Memorandum 'Verloop Academici Nar.Lab. 1.1.1946-!.7.1955', dared August 30, 1955· 

152 Data have been derived from the same computer database rhat was menrioned in nare 91. 

153 In 1955 6 scienrists were for example transferred ro other parrs of Philips, out of a popula-
tion of 245 scienrists. In 1950 this was 11 out of 171. The number of people transferred 

decreased in the years 1946-1955, according to the Memorandum 'Verloop Academici 

Nar.Lab. I.I.1946-I.7.1955• dated August 30, 1955· Another memorandum, dared October 5, 

1967, shows rhat rhe number of transferred assistanrs in chose years was 18 out of 249 in 1950 

and 17 out of 366 in 1955. 

154 'Enquête Hoger Personeel 1969. De resultaten van het Naruurkundig Laboratorium'. 

Undated report Philips Research Laboratories. 
155 Report of the Efficiency Contact Committee 196lf1963, PCA. 

156 Evidently, the amhors of the report presumed chat the dimibmion of research efforrs over 

various flelds should be rhe same as rhe division of rhe total company turnover over rhe 

POs. The correcrness of this can of course be questioned. One could also defend rhe thesis 

that research effort should be large when turnover is still small in rhe hope thar research out

put mighr increase productivity. 

157 Interview wirh Dr. Knippenberg of April I, 1997. 

158 Memorandum 'Conracts Product Divisions-Research' written by Mr. De Kruijff for the 

interview of March 2, 1998. 

159 Interview with Dr. J. van Nieuwland on November 20, 1997. 

160 Interview Dr. P Kramer on November 5. 1997. 

161 Interview wirh Mr. L. Ottens on March 5, 1998. 

162 Philips Annual Reporr 1958. 
163 Interview with Mr. P Broerse of March 10, 1998. 

164 The 1970 brochure 'Facts abour Philips' contains on page 19 a 'family tree' of Philips' prod

ucts over rhe course of time (189!-1967). For most of rhe product ' leaves' related to the years 

1914-1950 rhere had been Nar. Lab. involvemenr, but for many 'leaves' relating co later years 

there had been no such involvement. 

165 Minmes of the 2nd CRC in 1952 (remark made by Casimir). 

166 Minmes of the 9th CRC in 1966 (temark about the POs' Jack of activity in displays and 

recognition techniques for industrial contra!). 

167 E.g. Minmes of the 2nd CRC in 1952. 

168 E.g. in the field of computers, as mentioned in the minmes of rhe 8th CRC in 1964. In view 

of rhe face rhar the Nat. Lab. also saw themselves as the souree of the PO's long-term strat

egy, rhis is a suange remark. 

169 Minmes of the wth CRC in 1968 (remark abom development of new light sources) . A sirn
ilar remark was made at the January 1968 RDC meeting. 

Chapter 6 
Buchanan (1984), in: Energy in history, ICOHTEC, Düsseldorf 

2 Van de Goor (1995) (M.A. thesis, State University of Limburg) . 
Interview on March 2, (1998) . 

4 Hargreaves, C.M. (1991), The Philips Stirling Engine. Amsterdam: Elsevier, p. 404. 

5 Interview wirh Dr. H .J.G. Meijer on August 3, 1998. 

6 H argreaves, p. 30. 
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7 Hargreaves, p. 31. 
8 Hargreaves, p. J2. 

9 Report ofl.aborarory Meeüng of November 15, 1940, PCA. 

10 Hargreaves, p. 39· 

11 Finkelsrein, The Engineer December 12, 1947 , p. 550. 

12 Report concerning rhe hot air engine Ocrober 2, 1945, PCA. 

13 Developmenr Hot Air Engines for US Navy (report, November 30, 1945), PCA-NL. None 

of these areas had a clear relationship with the rest of the research programme. 
14 Report 'Discussions acriviries in the engine field', Thursday, June 20, 1946, PCA-NL. 

15 Technical Report February/March 1947, PCA-NL. 

16 The Srirling cycle cannor only be used as an engine, bur also as a refrigeration device. In 

that case the configurarion is driven by an engine, and heat is pumped from one place ro 

another. This is rhe reverse of rhe engine process: rather rhan converring heat inro motion, 

morion is converred into heat (or cold). This application has been exploited parallel to rhe 
engine applicarion in Philips, and for many years yielded small profits. Later a separate 

daughrer company was founded ro continue production of the Srirling-based refrigerarion 

equipment. 

17 Orco Meeting, April 18, 1945. 

18 Orco Meering on Hor Air Engines, March 23, 1945. PCA-NL. 

19 Persennel Survey January 1948, PCA-NL. 

20 Report on rhe combined meeting berween the Engine Council and the Board of Manage

ment on January 6, 1947, PCA. 

21 Confidential announcement made by Van Hornsrra (CV&P), 15 January 1948, PCA. 

22 Report concerning the characreristics and applicarions of hor air engines, May 14, 1949, 

PCA-NL. 

23 Annual Report of the PO December 11, 1953, PCA. 

24 R.J. Meijer, The Philips Stirling Thermal Engine. Analysis of the Rhombic Drive mechanism 

and efficiency measurements. Delfr Polyrechnic 1960. 

25 Travel report by J.WL. Köhler and R.J. Meijer, February 18, 1957, PCA. 

26 Minuces Board of Management, February 27, 1958, appendix A O.A.L. IJzer), PCA. 

27 Minuces Corporare Orco, July 5, 1966, PCA. 

28 Minuces Corporare Orco, September 2, 1958, PCA. 

29 Minuces Corporate Orco, Ocrober 26, 1965, PCA. 

30 Message from P.C. Breek ro the Board of Management on December 13, 1964, PCA. 
31 Minuces of rhe Corpora re Research Conference, June 1968. 

32 Lerrer from F. Seibezeder ro J .J. Spijkerman, July 12, 1955, Minuces ofCorporare Orco, July 

19, 1955, and Siruation report Srirling engines by P.J . Hagendoorn, January 6, 1971, all PCA. 

33 Minuces Corporare Orco, Ocrober 27, 1964, PCA. 

34 Report Feb-March 1961 (L. de Lange ro Rinia, Köhler and Meijer), PCA. 

35 Interview wirh Dr. R.J. Meijer on August 3, 1998. 

36 Hargreaves, p. 40 4. 

37 Meering of Orco Srirling Engines, May 26, 1970, PCA. 

38 Kern report January 25, 1970. 

39 Letter from G.W. Rarhenau ro A.E. Pannenborg, April 21, 1970, PCA. 

40 Report Orco Srirling Engines January 7, 1972, PCA. 

41 Progress Report Srirling Engines, March-May 1970 (H.J.C. van Beukering), PCA-NL. 

42 Minuces O rco Srirling Engines, November 26, 1970, PCA. 
43 Memorandum from rhe Contact Commirree 'Clean Engines' , March 1971, PCA. 

44 Meijer in rhe interview on August 3, 1998, explained rhar rhe contract wirh Ford was cal.led 

rhe 'Sunrise Contract' by Pannenhorg's wife, because ir was finalised duringa last-minure 
session thar rook a whole nighr. 
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45 Corporate Research Programme 1973. Not all groups were involved in Srirling rechnology. 
46 R.]. Meijer, The evolution of the Stir/ing Engine (inrernal undated report on Stirling Thee-

mal Motors) 

47 On Durch relevision for Teleac, broadcasr on February 18, 1976. 

48 Report Kern, March 20, 1979. 

49 Alrhough Meijee may nor have been unique in doing this, there was certainly no general 

trend roward outsourcing in rhat time. 

50 Ende, J. van den, Ravesteijn, W. and Wir, 0. de (1997l8), 'Shaping rhe Early Development 
ofTelevision', IEEE Technology and Society Magazine, Vol. 16, No. 4, 13-26. 

51 See rhe artiele by F. H .J. van der Poel and J .] . P. Valeron in rhe Philips Technica/ Review, Vol. 

15 (1953). pp. 221-232. 

52 Van den Ende, Ravesceijn and De Wit (1997l8), pp. 19, 20. 

53 Minutes of rhe Orco meeting on August 7, 1933. PCA. 

54 See rhe artiele by Shagen, Bruining and Francken in rhe Philips Technica/ Review, Vol. 13 

(1951). 

55 This is what Casimir announced in the Quo Vadis meeting on January IJ, 1956, according 

ro rhe minutes of rhat meeting, PCA. 

56 Memorandum 'Ovee2ichr van de huidige stand van zaken op het gebied van de televisie

techniek' ('Overview of rhe cuerent srare of affairs in rhe field of relevision rechnology'), 

dated November 20, 1935, PCA. 

57 Balrbasar van der Pol wrote an artiele in rhe Eindhovens Dagblad newspaper of December 
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the new policy rhat was introduced by C. Boonsrra, whohad become Philips' CEO in 1996. 

51 Interview with Dr. K. Bulchuis on November 18, 1997. 

52 1991 Research Review Book. 
53 'Operation Centurion' presentation by J.D. Timmer, Evoluon conference centre, March 3, 

1991 
54 Dedaration, March 7 1991, Corporate Research, CFT and CPT senior management. 

55 Lener from K. Bulchuis to rhe participants of che Centurion lil sessions, July 2, 1991. 

56 Minures of the Research Review Meeting on December 3, 1991. 

57 Report Centurion III, 9-12 January 1992. 
58 Roadmapping: lntegrating Business and Technology, by Pieter Groenveld. Philips internal 

memorandum, November 6, 1996. Groenveld himself was nor involved in che introduetion 

of roadmaps in Research. 

59 As in Part 11, we find here the term Concern used rather chan Corporate. 

6o Minutes nch CRC in 1972. 

61 At rhe time rhis was written, the posirion was held by Dr. A. Huijser. 

62 Interview with Kramer of November 5, 1997· After P. Kramer, only K. Bulthuis combined 
both functions. 

63 This can be seen rhrough, for instance, the emergence of the term 'sister' laboratoties for 

the foreign labs. 

64 Corporate Research Programme 1972. 

65 Minures 19rh RDC meeting, Febuary 1972. 

66 Memorandum by H. Mooijweer, dated December 12, 1972, 'Microgolfresearch bij Philips'. 

67 Minures 25ch RDC meeting, December 1973. 

68 Minures 43rd RDC meeting, May 1978. 

69 Minures 71st RDC meering, June 1984. 

70 Minutes 86ch RDC meeting, Ocrober 1986. 

71 Minures 59th RDC meeting, January 1983. 

72 Minures 73nd RDC meeting, November 1984. 

73 Minures 82nd RDC meeting, January 1986. 
74 Minures 86rh RDC meeting, Ocrober 1986. 

75 This area was transferred ro Aachen. 

76 This area was rransferred ro che LEP. 

77 Minures 93ch RDC meeting, June 1988. 

78 Interview with S. Valkenburg on January 13, 1989. 

79 Memorandum 'Loopbaanbegeleiding van her hoger personeel', by S. Valkenburg, dared 

March 1972, later included in che Nar. Lab. Technica! Note No. 33/74. 
8o As in Part 11 data have been derived from a compureri2ed database of personnel data that 

was compiled especially for rhis historica! research project. 

81 Jaarrede J .-P. Huraulr, Nat.Lab. Report No. 6410. 

82 Jaarrede J .-P. Huraulr, Nat.Lab. Report No. 6410. 

83 Geschiedenis van Philips Research 1988-1994, memorandum by Dr. F. Meijer (undated, 

1998). 
84 Interview wich Dr. K. Bulthuis on November 18, 1997. 

85 Interview wich Dr. P. Kramer on November 5, 1997, Jaarrede J.-P. Hurault, Nar. Lab. Reporr 

no. 6410. 
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86 At rhis poim ir may be useful to explain what the CRB was. This bureau had been set up 
w supporr rhe work of the international research co-ordinator. The CRB published annual 
surveys of rhe Corpora te Research Program me, rhar were known as the 'Blue Books' because 

of their blue covers. In the early 198os the data were computerised and rhe name changed 
w 'Blue Base'. This database included cantacts wirh rhe PDs. The CRB organised the R

PD meetings and thus had a supporrive role in the cantacts between Research and rhe PDs. 

The CRB also supporred the organisation of the Corporate Research Exhibitions (see 

Chapter 5). In the 1990s the CRB was insrrumental in compiling rhe Research Review 
Books rhar were used for discussing the research programme with the Philips Board of Man
agement. 

87 ' Rapport van de commissie samenwerking Research- HIG'en', July 6, 1979. 

88 Review Meeting of the Board of Managament and Philips Corpora re Research, September 

2, 1983 (internal report). 

89 Memorandum 'Bijeenkomst R.v.B. - Conc.Research op 13 maart 1979. Officieus kommen-
raar Pannenborg op DB van 16 maart 1979', by H. Mooijweer, dated March 19, 1979. 

90 Economising Plan Research, by K. Bulthuis, dared April 10, 1990. 

91 Minutes roorh RDC meeting, April 1990. 

92 Jaarrede 1989 K. Bulrhuis, Nar. Lab. Report no. 6330. 

93 Jaarrede 1990 J.-P. Huraulr, Nar. Lab. Report no. 6410. 
94 Operation Cenrurion. Movemenrs for Change. J.D. Timmer, September 1990. 

95 See also section 7.2. 
96 Interview with Dr. F. Meijer on December 18, 1997. 

97 Memorandum 'Geschiedenis van Philips Research 1988-1994' by F. Meijer, undated, 1998. 

98 In the 1990 Review Meering Book, on page 42, the example of Kodak was given. Ir was star-
ed rhat this company was already unhappy with the dividing up of the research. 

99 Review Meering Book 1991, p. 22. 
100 Minutes 2orh CRC in 1988. 
101 Tijdschrift voor Wetenschap, TechnoLogie en Samenleving, No. 3, 1998, p. 104. 

102 Review Meeting Book 1993, p. 96-99. 

103 Interview on January IJ, 1998. 
ro4 Minutes Direcrors-CoCo meering, January 27, 1971. 
105 Molenaar, L. (1994), 'Wij kunnen het niet Langer aan de politici overLaten ... ~ De geschiedenis 

van het Verbond van WetenschappeLijke Onderzoekers (VWO) 1946-1980. Delft: Elmar. 

106 Minutes Direcrors-CoCo meeting, June 21, 1974. 
107 Minutes Direcrors-CoCo meeting, Ocwber 14, 1971. 
108 Minmes Directors-CoCo meeting, April 24, 1979. 

109 Interviews wirh Dr. S. Valkenburg on January 13, 1998, and Dr. H.J. Vink on January 7, 

1998. 
110 Cited in Molenaar 1994. 

111 Molenaar 1994· 
112 Minutes Direerars-CoCa meeting, September 30, 1970. 

113 Minutes Direcrors-CoCo meeting, October J, 1978. 

114 Minutes Direcrors-CoCo meeting, January 27, 1971. 

115 Minutes Directors-CoCo meeting, September ), 1984. 

116 Minutes Directors-CoCo meeting, February 28, 1974· 

117 Minures Direccors-CoCo meeting, May t6,1977, May 9, 1978, November 10, 1981. 

118 Minmes Direccors-CoCo meeting, August 29, 1980, July 7, 1981. 
119 Minmes Direcrors-CoCo meeting, January 27, 1971, November 17, 1980. 

120 Minmes Directors-CoCo meeting, November 10, 1981, Ocrober 28, 1986. 

121 Minutes Direcrors-CoCo meeting, June 29, 1982. 
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122 Minutes Direcmrs-CoCo meeting, March 20, 1985. 

123 Interview wirh Dr. S. Valkenburg on January 13, 1998. 
124 'De bezetting van de assistent-functies in de research' (C.J. Gerrirsma, F.C. M. van Gurp, 

J.M. van Nieuwland, L. Postma, A.S. Vreuls}, dated November 1979. 

125 'De problematiek van de medewerkers in de lagere functiegroepen op her Natuurkundig 

laboramrium' (G.A. Acker, P.M. van der Avoorr, F.M.A. Carpay, F.C.M. van Gurp, J.H . 

Scholing, J.H. Veerman} , dated March 1981. 

126 According ro rhe Technica[ No te No. 33/74• rhe CSB had started in 1966. 
127 See interviews wirh Dr. E.F. de Haan on September 9, 1997, Dr. G. van Houten on Novem

ber 19, 1997, Dr. F. Meijer on December 18, 1997 and Dr. K. Teer on September 9, 1997. 
H.J.G. Meyer (interview on September 16, 1997) expressed his apinion rhat it was mainly 

De Haan who realised rhe formalisarion of the comacts herween the Nar. Lab. and rhe PD. 

128 See interviews with Dr. J.R. van Geuns on June 10, 1998, and Dr. J.C. van Vessem on March 

J, 1998. 
129 Report 'Bespreking Raad van Bestuur met Philips Concern Research', March 13, 1979. For 

somePOs [Lighring, Video, Small Domesric Appliances, Main Dornestic Appliances, ELec
tro Acousrics (ELA), Data Systems, Glass and rhe Nederlandse Kabel Fabrieken (NFK)] 

rhere was only one R-PD managemem commirree. For Audio there were rwo: one presicled 

over by Teer and one presicled over by Valsrer. Two professional POs had three R-PO man

agement committees: Science & Indusrry and Medica! Sysrems. Two POs had a larger 
number of R-PD management committees. For the Telecommunications and Defence Sys
tems PO si x such commirrees existed, most of rhem focused on a speciflc area: radio, radar 

and flre conrrol, rransmission, swirching, and infrared. One of rhem had a more general 

title: Advanced development. The largesr number of R-PD managemem comminees was 

for Elcoma. A list of ritles gives an impression of the variarion which exisred in content: 
matcrials and componenrs, ohmic resisrance, magneric marerials, non-linear resisrance, 

electrolytic capacimrs, ceramic capacitors, professional sub-assemblies, discrete semicon
ducmrs, professional tubes, consumer tubes, and inregrared circuits. Besides these there was 

a tripartite R-PD management comminee T DS-Eicoma-Research. T he number of com

minees relared to Elcoma illusrrates the importance of Elcoma as a research clienr' . 

130 Minures 15th CRC , 1978. 

131 Interview on June 10, 1998. 
132 Minures r6th CRC. 1980. 

133 A short description of rhe hismry of the Geldrop project centre up unril1990 is presenred 
in the Nat. Lab. journaal of August 24, 1990. 

134 Interview with Mr. De Kruijff on March 2, 1998. 

135 See rhe artiele by W. Bloemendal and C. Kramer in rhe Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 33, 

No. 5, pp. 117-129. 

136 Interview wirh Dr. Valster on November 24, 1997. 
137 According m N.J.P. Perers (interview on January 20, 1998} who worked in Geldrop as an 

assisranr and who larer moved m Waalre, the whole armosphere in Geldrop differed from 

rhe atmosphere in Waal re. 

138 See the artiele by J. C rucq in rhe Philips Technical Review, Vol. 34, No. 4, pp. 106-m. 

139 See the artiele by J.H.A. Melis in the Philips Technical Review, Vol. 40, No. 6/7, pp. 12JI

I2J6. 
140 Nat. Lab. Report No. 6330, Jaarrede 1989, F. Valseer and Dr. K. Bul thuis. 

141 See the artiele by J. van der Heijden in the Philips Technical Review, Vol. 41, No. 9, pp. 253-

259· 
142 See the artiele by J .R. Brandsma in rhe Philips Technical Review, Vol. 43, N o. r, pp. 10- 21 . 

In chaprer 8 a case study in the field of optica! communication wirh a lor of co-operation 
will be described. 
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143 Interview with Dr. F. Valster on November 24, 1997. 
144 Minutes 90th RDC meeting, September 1987. 

145 Research Review Book 1988. 
146 Interview Dr. K. Bulthuis of November 18, 1997. 

147 Minures 91st RDC meeting, January 1988. 

148 Minmes 93rd RDC meeting, June 1988. 
149 From rhat list we can co nel u de that 4 projects had rhe status of 'Running, and document 

signed by rnanaging direcrors' . All 4 were for the Consumer Electranies PO and had to be 
carried out by the Nar. Lab. In rota!, 133 Research people and 147 PO people were involved 

in these four projects. The topics were: CAD, High Definition Television (HDTV) and 
LCDs for television. Another 22 projects had the status of 'Running, document agreed and 

signed by (depury) directors; ready for signing by rnanaging directors'. Most of chose were 

rather smal! projecrs (al rogerher a bout rhe same number of people from Research and from 

the POs as for the four previously mentioned projecrs were involved). In rhis group of 22 
projects we find that seven POs were involved and all the research labs. Some of rhe larger 
ones (i.e. these involving more than 20 people) were: solicl-state image sensors (with Elco

ma), and media for magneto-optical record.ing (wirh PDO, the Philips Ou Pont Optica! 

joint venture). Furthermore, 9 projecrs had the starus of 'Running, document agreed and 

signed by (depury) directors; some slight updating was required for the specificatien of 

narnes of people, etc'. These 9 again involved about the same number of people as the orher 

groups of 4 and 22 projecrs, but it must be remarked that the Megaproject is included here 
wirh 75 Research people and 57 PO ( ;Elcoma) people. The second-largest project in this 
category is concerned with long wavelengrh optica! devices (again with Elcoma). A group 

of 14 projecrs had been given the status of 'Principle agreement ro have a transfer project, 

but negoriations nor yet concluded; or document being prepared'. Finally, rhere was a group 

ofi5 projects which had rhe status 'No agreement, no transfer, or future transfer projects'. 

150 Interview with Dr. R.P Kramer on November II, 1997. In this whole paragraph Kramer 

should be undersrood as meaning R.P Kramer, norrobe confused with P Kramer. 
151 This cernment was also made by F. Valster in an interview on November 24, 1997· 

152 Interviews wirh Dr. K. Bulthuis on November 18, 1997, and with Dr. R.P Kamer on 

November II, 1997. 

153 1989 Research Review Book. 

154 For example R.P Kramer and J. van Nieuwland, who were interviewed on November!!, 

1997, and November 20, 1997. 
155 Interview Dr. S. van Houten on November 19, 1997. Indeed, later we find several examples 

of research directers who had worked in a PO forsome time (e.g. A. Huijser and R. Har

wig). 
156 Interview wirh Dr. K. Bulthuis on November r8, 1997. 

157 Interview with Dr. P Broerse on March 10, 1988. 

158 Review Meering Book, November 29, 1989. 

159 'De positie van de research-organisatie bij Philips', presentation ofJune r, 1974, by Dr. A.E. 
Pannenborg. 

160 The term is used e.g. in rhe Minmes of rhe 17th CRC. 

Chapter 8 

Th is case srudy description is basedon a memorandum by PG.I. van den Berg, M .Sc. 
2 Kao, K.C. and Hockam, G.A., 'Dielecrric fibre surface wave guides for optica) frequencies', 

Proc. I.E.E.E., Vol. !!3, No. 7, July 1966, pp. ll5I-I1)8. 
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Faltas, S. (1988), 'The invemion of fibre-optic communications', History and Technology, 
Vol. 5, pp. 31-50. 

4 Minutes Orcomeeting, September 16, 1971, PCA. 

5 Minutes mb CRC, 1970. 

6 K. Mouthaan, Wideband Transmission by Glass-fibre Optica! Cable. Technica! No te 47/72. 

7 According ro Acket in an artiele publisbed in the Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 36, No. 7, 

pp. 198-208. 

8 K. Mouthaan, 'Glasvezel Proefroute Helmond-Eindhoven', memo oflecture on Ocrober 6, 

1980. 

9 Solymar, L. (1999), Getting the Message. A History ofCommunicatiom. Oxford: Oxford Uni

versity Press, p. 227. 

10 K. Mouthaan, 'Glasvezel Proefroute Helmond-Eindhoven', memo oflecture on October 6, 

1980. 

!I See the artiele by L.J.M. Bollen, J.J. Goedbloed and E.T.J.M. Smeets publisbed in the 

Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 36, No. 7, pp. 213-218. 

12 See the artiele by H.M.J.M. van Ass, P. Geittner, R.G. Rossink, D. Küppers and P.J.W Sev

erin in the Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 36, No. 7, pp. 190-197, the artiele by K. Mouthaan 
in the Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 36, No. 7, pp. 186-189, and the artiele by J.W Versluis, 

J.G.J. PeeJen in t:he Philips Telecommunication Review, Vol. 37, No. 4, Sept. 1979, pp. 215-

230. 

13 According to Dr. A. Kats, during i merview on Ocrober 1998, this methad had been invem-
ed by D. Küppers. 

14 Interview Dr. A. Kats on January 19, 1999. 

15 Interview with Dr. G.A. Acket, November 3, 1998 and Philips Koerier September 20, 1979. 

16 Minutes Orco meeting, April 10, 1951, PCA. 

17 Artiele in the Financieel Dagblad, March 19, 1970, PCA. 

18 Corpora te Annual Reports 1969 and 1970. 

19 Minutesof a meeting in Coloneon October 3, 1969, and Minutesof the Orco meeting on 
May 26, 1970, both PCA. 

20 Minutes Orco meeting, June 20, 1967, PCA. 
21 Interview with Dr. K. Mouthaan on September 22, 1998. 

22 Minures Policy meeting, August 14, 1975, PCA-HIG Glass. 

23 Minures Orco meeting, April 23, 1974, PCA. 

24 See the artiele by Mouthaan publisbed in 1976 in the Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 36, No. 
7, pp. 186-189. 

25 K. Mouthaan (1970), 'Telecommunicarion via glass-fibre cables', in : Philips Telecommunica
tiom Review, Vol. 37, No. 4, pp. 204-214. 

26 Interview with Dr. K. Mouthaan on September 22, 1988. 

27 F. Krahn and H. Thielmann (1970), '34 Mb/s optica] cable system test in Berlin', in: Philips 
Telecommunicatiom Review, Vol. 37, No. 4, pp. 257-269. 

28 Minures Orco meeting, September 16, 1975, PCA. 
29 Interview with Dr. K. Mouthaan on September 22, 1998. 

30 Minutes Orco meeting, June 24, 1975, PCA. 

31 Policy meeting HIG Glas September 9, 1978 (dir. 78h31), PCA. 

32 Interview Dr. K. Mouthaan on November 25, 1998, and interview with Dr. A. Kats on 

October 14, 1998. 

33 Krahn, F. , Olejak, G. and Weidhaas, W. (1979), 'The manufacture of optica] cables', Philips 
Telecommunicatiom Review, Vol. 37, No. 4, pp. 231-240. 

34 The name conrained a playful element in that it referred ro rhe Royal Durch Airlines which 
in Dutch is also abbreviated as KLM. 
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35 Interviews with Dr. A. Kars on Ocrober 14, 1998, and on January 19, 1999· 
36 Minures Orco meeting, February 27, 1979, PCA. 

37 Minures Srare of the TOS-Elcoma-Research Triparrite discussion on December 30, 1977, 
PCA-Componenrs. 

38 Minures of rhe meering Research-Elcoma Co-ordinarion Commirtee meeting on Discrete 
Semiconductor Devices, November 6, 1978, PCA-Componenrs; Minures Orco meering on 

August 15, 1978, PCA; artiele 'Srudiedag over glasvezel', Philips Koerier, November 13, 1980. 

39 Minures Orco meeting, February 27, 1979, PCA. 
40 Minures Orco meeting, February 27, 1979, PCA. 
41 Artiele 'Glasvezelroure Helmond-Eindhoven in gebruik', Philips Koerier, October 9, 1980. 

42 Minures Orco meeting on May 3. 1977, PCA. 

43 See e.g. Corporare Research Programmes 1975, 1976. 

44 Minures Orco meeting, March 25, I975, PCA. 
45 Artiele 'Glasvezel: de weg naar de informatie-maatschappij', Philips Koerier, May 6, 1982. 
46 I merview with Dr. G.O. Khoe on October 29, 1998. 

47 Solymar (I999), p. 205. 
48 See rhe artiele by F.W. de Vrijer in rhe Philip> Technica! Review, Vol. 36 (1976), No. uli2, p. 

346. 
49 PCM converrs absolute signals, and DM convercs rdative signals. The feedback is used ro 

obtain rhe relarive signals. 
50 See rhe artiele by L.D.J. Eggermont, M.H.H. Höfelr and R.H.W Salters in rhe Philips 

Technica! Review, Vol. 37 (I977), No. 111I2, pp. 331-348. 

51 Documenrarion Van Kessel, Progress report Measurement and control group, January
March I976. The reader should be aware thar here 12-bir refers to the precision of rhe sig

nal. Thar is differenr from the term I-bit rechnology, in which I-bit refers ro rhe conversion 

rechnique. Thus, a 1-bir convertor can have 12-bir resolurion. 

52 Documenrarion Van Kessel , Progress report Measuremenr and control group, January-June 

1977· 
53 CD-players, Di rectorare meetings Nar.Lab.-Audio, January 29, 1975, PCA. 

54 Direcrorare contact meering Nar.Lab.-Audio, Minures meeting, September 4, 1975, PCA
HIG Consumer Elecrronics. 

55 Interview with Dr. LD.]. Eggermonr on March 18, 1999, interview wirh Dr. Th.J. van 

Kessel on March 5, 1999. 
56 CD-players, Philips informarion (1982), CompactDisc Digiral Audio, 886tN/mrt/82, PCA. 
57 Directorare conracr meering Nar.Lab.-Audio, Minures meeting, November 2, 1977, PCA

HIG Consumer Elecrronics, and Documenrarion Van Kessel, Measuremenr and Control 

Group, Progress report January-March 1978. 

58 See rhe preface in rhe special issue of rhe Philips Technica! Review, Vol. 40, No. 9, on rhe 

Compact Disc. 

59 Interview with Dr. E.C. D ijkmans on September 24, 1998, interview wirh Mr. L. Boonsrra 
on March 23, 1999. 

6o lnrerview Dr. Th.J. van Kessel on March 5, 1999. 

6I Interview D r. R.J. van der Plassche on January I2, I999. interview Dr. E.C. Dijkmans on 

September 24, 1998, interview wirh Mr. Th.J . van Kessel on March 5, I999· 
62 Documenrarion Van Kessel, MeasUiemenr and Control group, Progress report June-Sep

rember 1978. 
63 Documenrarion Van Kessel, Measuremenr and Control group, Progress report June-Sep

tember 1978. 
64 Documenrarion Van Kessel, Measurement and Control group, Progress report July-Sep

rember 1979. 
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65 Explanations of these techniques can be found in Plassche, R.J. van de (1994), lntegrated 
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog convertors. Dordrecht: Kluwer Academie Publishers, 

pp. 368-370. 
66 Documentation Van Kessel, Measuremenr and Control group, Progress report January-July 

1980. 
67 CD memorandum by C.J. van der Klugt (Board of Management), November 25, 1981, 

PCA. 

68 Interview with Dr. Th.J. van Kessel on March 5, 1999. 
69 Documenration Van Kessel, Measurement and Control group, Progress report January-July 

1982. 
70 Documenrarion Van Kessel, Measuremenr and Control group, Progress report October 

1983-]uly 1984. 
71 See the artiele by A.W.M. van den Enden and N.A.M. Verhoeclcx in the Philips Technica/ 

Review, Vol. 42. (1985), pp. 120-156, in particular p. 152. 
72 Documentation Van Kessel, Year plan 1981. 

73 Documenrarion Van Kessel, Measuremenr and Control group, Progress report January-July 

1982. 
74 Documenration Van Kessel, Measurement and Control group, Progress report January-July 

1982. The AJD conveners for video applications used a totally different technique. 

75 Again rhe reader shoul.d be aware of the difference in meaning between I-bit and 14-bit or 
16-bit convertors (see note 49). 

76 Documentarion Van Kessel, Year plan, Measuremenr and control group, 1986. 

77 This case srudy description is basedon a memorandum by Mr. H .E.M.M.van Gaste!. 

78 See rhe artiele by O.A. Snel (1952) in the Philips Technica/ Review, Vol. 14, pp. 165-174. 

79 Minures Orco meeting, January 7, 1953, PCA. 
So Memorandum on the history of the Philips video recorder by B. van Gansewin kei, PCA; in 

Ketteringham, J.M. and Nayak, P.R. (1986), Breakthroughs, p. 25, we find rhar 1954 was the 
year in which Anderson, Dolby, Maxey, Henderson, Ginsburg and rfost built this machine. 

81 Minutes Orco meeting Ampex 309-6a. 

82. Minures Television meeting on February 11 , 1958, PCA-NL. 

83 Minures Television meeting on September 12, 1958, PCA-NL. 

84 Annual Report RGT 1961, PCA. 

85 Minures of meeting Magneric recording heads (Magneerkoppen), ApriJ 16, 1962, PCA-
Componenrs. 

86 Meeting Magneetkoppen, June 15, 1962, PCA-Components. 

87 Memorandum Videorecorders, July 31, 1963, PCA-Components. 

88 Survey recording heads by L. Hinrzbergen, J.A. Orren and A.J. de Rooy, dated December 

10, 1964, PCA-Components. 

89 Memorandum on the history of videorecorders by B. van Gansewin kei , PCA. 

90 Lener from A. Dros toA.] . de Rooy and W.K. Westmijze, dated Ocrober 11, 1965, PCA
Components. 

91 Report visit Boelens and Dekker ro Sony, February 7-11, 1966, PCA-ELA. 

92 lnrernal memorandum by G . van Gijn (Eicoma) w A. Dros (Eicoma) dated April 21, 1966, 

in which a phone call with Pannenborg is alluded ro, PCA-Componenrs. 

93 Minures meering lcoma/Eicoma-Nar.Lab., December 15, 1966, PCA-Componenrs. 

94 Memorandum 'IG professionele onderdelen en materialen' , data for Annual Report 1968 by 

G . van Rijn (undared), PCA-Components. 
95 Memorandum by G.M. Kruimel (CV&P), dated May 14, 1969, PCA. 

96 Minures Directors' meering Nar.Lab.-RGT, Ocrober 31, 1969, PCA-Consumer Elecrronics. 

97 Minures Direcrors' contact meeting, Apri l 2.2, 1970, PCA-Consumer Electronics. 
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98 Ketteringham, J.M. and Nayak, P.R. (1986), Breakthroughs, p. 27. 

99 'Overzicht situatie magneerkoppen', by M.H.M. Vrolijks, dared January 18, 1972, PCA
Components. 

100 Report visit A.J. Stralen (ELMA Lab) ro rhe Vienna facrory, April 10-21, 1972, PCA-Con

sumer Electronics. 

101 Minmes meeting 'Bespreking algemene situatie magneer koppen', June 28, 1972, PCA-Com-

ponenrs. 
102 Minures Direcrors' contact meeting, March 7, 1974, PCA-Components. 

103 Minures Direcrors' contact meeting, November 27, 1975, PCA-Componenrs 

104 Kerreringham, J.M. and Nayak, P.R. (1986), Breakthroughs, p. 32. 

105 Direcrors' contact meeting, May 14, 1975, PCA-Consumer Elecrronics. 

106 Minutes meeting, December 13, 1977, PCA-Components. 

107 Minmes Direcrors contact meeting, September 12, 1978, PCA-Consumer Electronics. 

108 Minmes Management meeting Research-Eicoma, Ocrober 27, 1982, PCA-Components. 
109 Memorandum on the history of rhe Philips video recorder by B. van Gansewinkel, PCA. 

Chapter 9 
As Mowery [Mowery, D.C. (1981), The emergence and growth ofindustrial research in Ame

rican manufocturing. 1898-1945 (diss.). Stanford: Stanford Universiry] poinred out, most 

historiographies of industrial research labs suffer from a Jack of information a bout research 

output regarding their conrriburion co the campany's producriviry. In itself, that remark is 
true. Ir often appears to be difficult co obtain such data. In rhe case of Philips, roo, getting 

organised data on parenrs and licences was problematic. It was possible ro ger more general 
informarion thar allowed some general conclusions to be drawn on research outpur. An

other problem when analysing this output was the difficulry of idenrifying exact!y rhe con
tribution of the research acriviries co rhe whole process of rechnological developments in 

indusrrial companies. The final outcome is rhe resulr of effort on the pan of many parties, 
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